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PREFACE 

This book is designed primarily for a textbook on pronuncia¬ 
tion. Its material is presented from the point of view of a teacher 
of college students who for some years has laid it before them 
with varying success, but at least with increasing hope and 
growing confidence in the value of the effort. Though in form it 
is adapted to pedagogical ends, in content it is believed to be 
scientifically trustworthy. If the scholar finds in it an annoying 
fulness of statement with somewhat of repetition, he is asked to 
remember that this is due to its aim. 

The author has found the excellent books on phonetics that 
are based on British pronunciation unsuccessful in teaching 
American pronunciation, and believes that more American 
works on the subject are needed. College teachers of English are 
increasingly realizing that the teaching of pronunciation is in¬ 
adequately provided for by the comparatively slight contact 
and scattered criticisms of speech in the classroom. The student 
needs some introduction to the whole subject as a science with 
its own set of principles that will guide him independently of the 
instructor. Accordingly the teaching of phonetics to under¬ 
graduates is on the increase, and it is hoped that this book will 
assist in that direction. 

The book should also be useful to public-school teachers who 
desire to fit themselves more fully to guide their pupils in their 
use of speech. Not that they will wish to present the material 
in this form to their pupils, but that they can find here syste¬ 
matically treated virtually all the problems of pronunciation they 
are daily encountering, many of which are insoluble without a 
scientific approach to them. Textbooks of grammar and com¬ 
position contain only scattered comments on pronunciation, and 
a good deal of their information is false or misleading. 

v 



VI American Pronunciation 

The field of English as a subject for teaching has been revolu¬ 

tionized in the past twenty-five or more years by the great 

specialists in the different parts of the field in European and 

American universities. Yet the very names of these scholars are 

often unfamiliar to the great body of American schoolteachers 

and the intelligent public. It is one purpose of this book to make 

a little of this material more generally accessible. 
The author has tried to avoid dogmatism with regard to 

preferable pronunciations. No attempt is made to set up or even 

to imply a standard of correctness based on the usage of any 

part of America. He believes that the state of cultivated pro¬ 

nunciation in America does not warrant the more prescriptive 

method used by Professor Daniel Jones and Mr. Walter Ripman 

with reference to standard pronunciation in England. Whether 

there is ever to be a single standard in America or not, the time 

is not yet ripe for it. This book is therefore primarily a science 

of pronunciation; and though the author believes that the art 

of good pronunciation can be best attained through the scientific 

approach, the art as such is here little emphasized. The main 

purpose of the work is to help the student to study the facts of 

pronunciation till he is somewhat conversant with phonetic 

principles. He will then be in a better position to consider ques¬ 

tions of correctness. The author is aware that an attitude of 

great confidence as to correctness is likely to gain a quicker 

audience; but he prefers the slower way of helping to disseminate 

sound knowledge, with faith in the greater soundness of the 

culture that will result from it. 
With this principle in mind, the author has based his ob¬ 

servations on the cultivated pronunciation of his own locality 

the Western Reserve of Ohio. It is his belief, however, that this 

is fairly representative of what will here be called the speech of 

the North, which is virtually uniform in its most noticeable 

features from New York State west, in the region north of a line 
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drawn west from Philadelphia. There is no intention of imply¬ 

ing any preference for this speech over that of the East or the 

South. The main differences in the pronunciation of these differ¬ 

ent regions are pointed out, with the aim of making the book 
useful in different parts of the country. 

The author is deeply indebted to the British phoneticians 

Sweet, Ripman, Jones, and Grant, to the Danish scholar Jesper- 

sen, and to the Americans Emerson, Krapp, and Grandgent 

(see Bibliography). It would be impossible to indicate all that 

he has learned from them which appears in this book; yet he 

has tried to take nothing, without acknowledgment, not com¬ 

mon to students of phonetics, or that he has not thoroughly 

tested by his own observation. The personal debt is especially 

great to Professors O. F. Emerson of Western Reserve Uni¬ 

versity and Charles H. Grandgent of Harvard University for 

guidance and encouragement, and to my colleague, Professor 

Lee Edwin Cannon, for assistance in reading proof and for 
valuable suggestions. 

Hiram, Ohio, January 1, 1924. 

PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION 

The gratifying reception of American Pronunciation indi¬ 

cates the rapidly increasing interest in the history and phonetics 

of American English, and a desire to put aside the still abundant 

quackery based on eighteenth century knowledge and twentieth 

century ignorance about matters of standards and correctness. 

That Professor Krapp’s term, General American, is abun¬ 

dantly warranted for the type of pronunciation chiefly described 

in this book is shown by even the most conservative estimates 

of the number speaking it in the United States and Canada (see 

section 5 below). Certain criticisms, however, make it necessary 

to affirm again that the author does not advocate this or any 
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one type as the sole standard for America. To help students 

escape from such a point of view was one of the objects of this 

book. The author admits no rivalry in his admiration of that 

clear, intelligent pronunciation of the best types of Southern 

and Northern British, of Scottish standard English, of Eastern, 

Southern, and General American, which is the best index of 

personality, that most interesting of all facts. But apparently 

this does not satisfy such critics. One must not even describe or 

speak respectfully of the traditional speech of ninety million 

people. Some of the astonishing specimens of neither fish nor 

flesh nor good red herring that greet the radio listener appear 

to be prophetic of what we may expect from a continued foster¬ 

ing of the naive assumption that only one form of speech can 

be correct. 
It is impossible to add the names of all those scholars to 

whom the author has become indebted for valuable criticisms 

and help since the publication of the first edition; but he cannot 

refrain from mentioning with gratitude Professors Samuel 

Moore, Hans Kurath, and Miles L. Hanley in America, and 

Professor Daniel Jones, Mr. A. Lloyd James, and Mr. Stephen 

Jones in England. 

Hiram, Ohio, August 22, 1930. 

PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION 

The present edition has been entirely rewritten. My ex¬ 

perience in teaching both undergraduates and graduates has 

made it increasingly evident that even those students who have 

studied foreign language have little idea of the principles and 

processes of language. I have introduced considerable in the 

way of question and suggestion intended to awaken the interest 

of students in their mother tongue, its behavior and laws of 

development, particularly as these have a bearing on an in¬ 

telligent attitude toward what constitutes good English speech. 
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The arrangement of material is somewhat shifted. The 

teacher is free to change the order of presentation or to omit 

what does not suit his purpose. 

It is impossible to name all those scholars who have made 

this book possible. In addition to those named in former pref¬ 

aces, I wish to express special obligations to Dr. Bernard Bloch, 

of the Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada, and to 

Professor William Cabell Greet of Barnard College, Columbia 

University, and editor of American Speech for valuable sug¬ 

gestions; to Mr. Martin Joos of the University of Wisconsin, for 

valuable suggestions and for making the Index; to Professor 

Miles L. Hanley of the University of Wisconsin for valuable 

suggestions and for reading proof; and to my daughter, Martha 

E. Kenyon, of the James Ford Rhodes High School, Cleveland, 

for making the drawings (except Figs. 8 and 9). I also desire to 

thank the G. and C. Merriam Co., publishers of Webster’s New 

International Dictionary, for their kind permission to use certain 

material contributed to the Second Edition (1934). 

Hiram College, April P, 1935. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There are few subjects on which educated Americans are so 

ready to pass judgment and give advice on the basis of so little 

sound knowledge as the pronunciation of the English we use. 

Influenced by certain types of teaching in the schools, by the 

undiscriminating use of textbooks on grammar and rhetoric, by 

unintelligent use of the dictionary, by manuals of “correct 

English,” each with its favorite (and different) shibboleth, and, 

it would seem, by anybody or anything that has an air of cock¬ 

sureness about it, we accept rules of pronunciation as authorita¬ 

tive without inquiry into either the validity of the rules or the 
fitness of their authors to promulgate them. 

Some of the rules are well founded, no doubt; but many of 

them are quite without foundation in the usage of past or pres¬ 

ent. Some of them are purely traditional, formulated a century 

or two ago on theoretical grounds by teachers and writers who 

had no adequate knowledge of the history or phonetics of Eng¬ 

lish; and they have been reverently copied and taught by later 

writers and teachers without a knowledge of either their ul¬ 

timate origin or their validity. Yet we not only accept many of 

these rules ourselves, but seek to impose them on others by 

criticizing their pronunciation when it differs from what we 
suppose correct. 

A remarkable aspect of our readiness to criticize pronuncia¬ 

tion is the fact, which becomes overwhelmingly obvious to even 

the beginner in phonetics, that we do not know what sounds we 

ourselves actually pronounce, until we have attained some ele¬ 

mentary knowledge of phonetics. To the teacher of even mature 

students in phonetics certain deficiencies appear at the be¬ 

ginning. Students have no definite notion of the position of the 

accent in words; they cannot distinguish between spelling and 

3 
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sound; often they cannot isolate a sound from the rest of a word; 

often they cannot distinguish between voiced and voiceless con¬ 

sonants, even after knowing the meaning of the terms; between 

such different sounds as the vowel of father and that of all or 

that of poor and that of purr; between a simple vowel as in let 

and a diphthong as in ice. 

A serious aspect of this general lack of knowledge of the 

simplest phonetic facts of our own language, is that many 

schoolteachers have wrong habits of speech, usually artificially 

acquired, and they unintentionally mislead their pupils in pro¬ 

nunciation. This is to be deplored, not as a matter of blame to 

the teachers, but as a serious defect in an educational system 

which fails to provide and require the necessary preparation of 

the teacher. Realizing this defect, the Board of Education in 

England several years ago made phonetics a requirement in the 

preparation of elementary-school teachers. 

To cite only a single instance of the present situation in our 

schools, the writer has repeatedly heard schoolteachers insist on 

the full pronunciation of the vowels in the unaccented syllables 

of words—a rule which neither they nor their pupils can follow 

in natural, unconscious speech. One city teacher of high stand¬ 

ing drilled her pupils carefully to pronounce the noun subject 

with the full sound of the e as in let, and in the same recitation, 

after passing to another topic, herself repeatedly pronounced 

the same word naturally, with obscure e (i), as is usual in standard 

English. The author has observed scores of similar instances of 

false teaching in the pronunciation of teachers otherwise well 

prepared and devoted to their work. 
A valuable result of an elementary knowledge of phonetics 

is the interest it creates in the pronunciation of English in differ¬ 

ent regions of America and England. Probably no intelligent 

person actually expects cultivated people in the South, the East, 

and the West to pronounce alike. Yet much criticism, or politely 
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silent contempt, of the pronunciations of cultivated people in 

other localities than our own is common. A student of phonetics 

soon learns not only to refrain from criticizing pronunciations 

that differ from his own, but to expect them and listen for them 

with respectful, intelligent interest. He is able to refer the pro¬ 

nunciations he hears to natural and regular laws of linguistic 

development and behavior. He is apt to learn that certain tend¬ 

encies he has been tempted to criticize are just as natural and 

reasonable as many that he follows himself. As his observation 

becomes more accurate, he will cease to help perpetuate such 

popular fallacies, as, e.g., that the Bostonian drops all his r’s, 

or that every Englishman drops his h’s. He will learn that he 

has been observing the speech of others only in the most super¬ 

ficial and fragmentary way; and, in turn, his attention will be 

sharpened to the peculiarities of the speech of his own region. 

Some knowledge of phonetics will not only broaden one’s 

mind in his attitude toward the speech of other localities, but 

will put him in a more rational position with reference to the 

questions of authority and standards of usage. No standard 

of speech can be slavishly followed with safety. There can be 

no standard of speech that dispenses with a large element of 

individual choice requiring the decisions of the judgment in 

applying it. The student of phonetics substitutes an enlightened 

judgment in matters of pronunciation for every other kind of 

authority. Not that he becomes independent of standards, but 

that he learns to evaluate those standards as well as to render 

intelligent to himself his own attitude toward them. 

Illustration of the statements in the last two paragraphs is 

found in the questions and discussion that frequently arise over 

the pronunciation of u in rule, lute, blue, new, tutor, of tu in 

words like nature, fortune, of du in education, verdure, of a in ask, 

class, half, laugh, aunt, of o in coarse, door, core, of a or e in care, 

there, and in many similar questions. The oft repeated question, 
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“Which is correct?” and the too oft repeated dogmatic answer 

are both quite inapplicable to the cases. For an intelligent 

answer something more is needed than a firm conviction of one’s 

own way of pronouncing them and a readiness to criticize those 

who differ. There is necessary some knowledge of the phonetic 

nature of these sounds, and of their historical development and 

distribution, together with the judicial state of mind that results 

from such knowledge. 

Among the practical uses of phonetics is to be mentioned its 

effect in stimulating good articulation. Familiar knowledge and 

daily observation of the manner in which the sounds of speech 

are made with the speech organs develops an habitual conscious¬ 

ness of the operation of those organs in daily speech that results 

in improved articulation. The habit of good articulation—which 

in its purely muscular aspects can be taught by a good elocution¬ 

ist—by the study of phonetics is at the same time combined with 

some scientific knowledge of the phonetic structure of English, 

so that the result is not artificial but natural. And the need in 

present American speech of clear and deliberate enunciation, 

which at the same time shall not be artificially “elocutionary,” 

is very great, not only in respect to the communicative and ex¬ 

pressive function of spoken English, but also in respect to its 

function in the interpretation of literature—especially poetry. 

Great as is the practical value of phonetics, and the need of 

such study in America for the improvement of our speech, the 

author wishes to emphasize his firm conviction, not much shaken 

by the numerous onslaughts of recent educational theory, of the 

supreme importance of the study of speech as a part of the 

larger field of English considered as a branch of science. What¬ 

ever of practical value phonetics, or any study of English, may 

have, its place in an educational program is determined by its 

value as a branch of knowledge. 

Phonetics has exceptional qualities as a branch of science 
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adapted to educational ends. Its large field of basic facts—its 

raw material—lies all about us and is immediately available to 

every student—the facts of pronunciation always within reach 

of our personal observation. Moreover, they are facts of con¬ 

stantly vital and social interest. They are elemental facts of 

mental behavior in one aspect of experience; and the observa¬ 

tion of these facts constitutes as real an approach, so far as it 

goes, to the understanding of mental phenomena as the study 
of psychology. 

The handling of these facts by the student involves the same 

mental processes of accurate observation, comparison, logical 

deduction, and generalized concepts, that have been rightly the 

chief argument for the disciplinary value of the study of Latin 

and Greek. No argument has been adduced for the disciplinary 

value of Latin and Greek that does not equally apply to the 

study of English language if undertaken with equal thorough¬ 

ness. The author would heartily approve more study of Latin 

and Greek, but we should open our eyes to the wealth of ma¬ 

terial, fresh and unstaled, which we have mostly neglected, in 

our native language, admirably suited as a basis of a sound 

culture in a program of liberal arts, and implying as well a far 

more certain attainment of the practical ends already theoreti¬ 
cally claimed for the study of English. 



HISTORICAL SUGGESTIONS 

In order to understand many aspects of our modern English 

it is essential to be able to form some idea of the way in which 

various features of our language have come to be what they are. 

It is therefore necessary for the student of phonetics to have 

some background of the history of the English language. The 

following facts should be mastered by the student. 

1. English is a descendant of the Germanic branch of the 

Indo-European family of languages. Latin and Greek are sister 

branches to the Germanic. Since English is descended from the 

Germanic branch, and French and Spanish from the sister Latin 

branch, English may be said to be a cousin of French and Span¬ 

ish. Since modern German and English are both descendants 

from the Germanic branch, they are sister languages, more 

recently related than Latin and Germanic. 

The speakers of the English descendant of the Germanic 

branch migrated from northwestern Europe to England in the 

fifth century A.D. There the language went on developing. The 

earliest written records of English we have are from the seventh 

century. The language from that time till about 1150 is called 

Anglo-Saxon or Old English (OE). King Alfred, who wrote sev¬ 

eral important works, may conveniently be taken as the chief 

representative of the Old English period. From the reign of 

Henry II (about 1150) to that of Henry VIII (about 1500) the 

language is called Middle English (ME). Chaucer (1340-1400), 

in the reign of Richard II, may be taken as the chief representa¬ 

tive of Middle English. From about 1500 to the present is 

Modern English (MnE), that from 1500 to 1700 being Early 
Modern, and from 1700 to 1900+, Late Modern. 

The student should avoid the mistake of applying the term 

“Old English” to any stage of earlier English later than 1150. 

The term is often wrongly applied to Chaucer’s English, or even 

8 
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to Shakespeare’s. Chaucer’s language is Middle English, and 
Shakespeare s Early Modern. Some try to avoid ambiguity by 
calling English before 1150 “Anglo-Saxon,” a term misleading 
in other respects. The name was never applied to their language 
by the Anglo-Saxons themselves, and it unfortunately helps to 
foster the too prevalent notion that King Alfred’s English was 
a foreign tongue that did not become English till it was united 
with French. King Alfred and his contemporaries called their 
language “English,” and neither its name nor its essential char¬ 
acter was changed by the later assimilation of French and Latin 
words to its vocabulary. The student should learn these periods 
carefully, as frequent reference is made to them. 

2. Until the Scandinavian Conquests and extensive fusion 
with the English people (8th-llth cc.), and the Norman Con¬ 
quest (1066), the words in English were mostly native; i.e., 
words that had descended from parents to children through the 
West Germanic branch from the original word-stock of Indo- 
European. But from their Norwegian and Danish neighbors in 
England the English borrowed several hundred words, as fellow, 
loose, raise, etc. Likewise a great number of place-names in 
England are of Scandinavian origin, from which many family 
names are derived. 

When the Norman French settlers came to England in 1066, 
they of course brought with them their own language—a north¬ 
ern dialect of French. This was spoken in England until about 
1350 in a form somewhat changed from its continental original 
and now called Anglo-French. Because the government and the 
church in England were then under the control of the Normans, 
French was the language of the higher classes and of literature, 
while English continued to be spoken by the native lower 
classes. About 1350 English again became the language of the 
ruling class, and French became a possession of only the edu¬ 
cated. In the meantime the Central, or Parisian, French had 
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exerted such influence on Anglo-French that Parisian French 

was now the preferred form in England, and the great body of 

French loan-words taken into English from about 1250 to 1400 

are chiefly of the Central French form. However, a few Anglo- 

French speech sounds came into English from the French spoken 

in England and developed into Modern English along with other 

English sounds.1 
After about 1250—nearly two hundred years after the con¬ 

quest—Parisian French words flowed into England in great 

numbers for nearly two hundred years,2 and were learned and 

used as English words alongside the native words. In the main 

they were pronounced—except for the inflectional endings—as 

French was at that time pronounced, which was very different 

from modern French. The accent was at first that of the French, 

usually near the final syllable, but this soon shifted in many 

words to a place near the beginning, where most native words 

were accented, though often in the longer words a secondary 

accent remained where the main French accent had been. In 

the following centuries many Latin words, too, were introduced 

through literature and scholarship, and became assimilated into 

the English word-stock. 
3. Important as are these two great additions—the French 

and the Latin—to the English vocabulary, they did not other¬ 

wise much affect the language. They did not essentially modify 

the pronunciation of native words, or the grammar and syntax 

of English. The essential structure of English is today what it 

was in King Alfred’s day, before the Norman Conquest. 

Important changes, however, were already going on before 

1 See §§30 and 35 of A Brief History of the English Language, pp. lxxxiv-v 

of Webster’s New International Dictionary, Second Edition. 
2 The influx, in somewhat lesser numbers, has continued to the present day. 

See Jespersen, Growth and Structure of the English Language, Leipzig, 1905, §95, 

and A. C. Baugh, in Mod. Lang. Notes, February, 1935, pp. 90-93, and his His¬ 

tory of the English Language, N. Y., 1935. 
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the influx of the new borrowed words. They are chiefly of five 

kinds: (1) Changes in the meanings of words—not of great im¬ 

portance in the study of phonetics. (2) Changes in syntax, 
or construction—also of minor importance to phonetics. (3) 

Changes in inflectional endings for number, case, tense, etc. 

These are of considerable importance to phonetics, for change 

and loss of inflectional endings have brought about many 

changes in pronunciation. (4) Changes in stress. These have also 

caused considerable changes in pronunciation—especially in the 

shifting of the accent in borrowed words. (5) Changes in con¬ 
sonant and vowel sounds. These are of central importance to 

phonetics. Many of the foregoing changes are still going on. 
They will be referred to as occasion requires. 

4. Changes in pronunciation arise from two principal sources 

—phonetic change and change by analogy. Phonetic change is 

the gradual, progressive, unconscious change in the sounds of 

words that results in part, at any rate, from our inability to 

imitate and reproduce perfectly what we hear. Thus the word 

stone, which in King Alfred’s time was pronounced “stahn” 

with a as m father, changed so gradually that few, if any, realized 

that any change was going on till it reached its present pro¬ 

nunciation. And so with other phonetic changes. Analogical 
change is quite different in its operation. It can best be exem¬ 

plified. When a child says goed for went, he does so not because 

he has heard goed, but because he has frequently heard showed, 

snowed, tried, rained, burned, and many others—all indicating 

past time by means of a d sound at the end. Hence by imitating, 

not the whole word, but the method of adding endings, he adds 

the same ending to go before he has fully learned the form went. 

Though goed is often heard in children’s speech, the form has 

never got into general use. But in the past, children and adults 

have created many such new forms, many of which have become 

general and have crowded out older forms. For instance, the 
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proper past tense of the verb step was formerly stop. But some 

one at some time first said stept instead of stop, in imitation of 

many verbs that formed their past tense by adding a t sound, 

such as lost, stopt, walkt, etc. Many other speakers did the same 

thing, till finally everybody gradually abandoned the old form 

stop and adopted the new form stept?* 

In the same manner a large number of verbs have been 

changed by analogy from the “strong” to the “weak” conjuga¬ 

tion. OE had the same two classes of verbs as MnE—the “ir¬ 

regular” or “strong” verbs like drive, drove, driven; sing, sang, 

sung; fall, fell, fallen; and the “regular” or “weak” verbs like 

fill, filled, filled; deem, deemed, deemed; keep, kept, kept. But from 

the earliest historical period of the English language the strong 

verbs have been constantly changing to the form of the weak. 

The following verbs were originally strong, but by analogy have 

become weak: bake, bow, carve, chew, creep, delve, flee, help, laugh, 

melt, milk, mourn, seethe, shave, shove, spurn, step, swell, wash, 

yell, yelp, yield; and about sixty others. 
Another example of change by analogy is the plural -5 of 

nouns. Formerly only one group of nouns formed their plural 

by the addition of -s. Some made the plural by adding -en, as 

three nouns still do—oxen, children, brethren; others by adding 

-e, of which no trace remains; others had the plural identical 

with the singular, as a few still do—deer, sheep, swine. But 

finally, by analogy of the group that added‘-j, all regular nouns 

have now come to form their plural in -s. 
5. Though a standard literary English arose in Chaucer’s 

day, it was in the 16th c. that the speech of London, Oxford, and 

Cambridge gained a place as the spoken standard to which the 

educated in various parts of England tended to conform. But 

their adherence to this type of speech was never complete, and 

24 Strictly, these are not directly changes in pronunciation, but substitu¬ 

tion of different grammatical forms. Changes in speech sounds by analogy are 

rarer; as the British pronunciation of lather as latfa by analogy of father, rather; 

or the <t of friend from friendship, or the i of wind from windmill. See also 

Webster, Pronunciation, §1. 
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even today speakers in South England vary considerably in 

their pronunciation of present-day “Standard English.” 

Some of the features of standard English in the 17th c., when 

America was settled, were the following: (1) r was sounded wher¬ 

ever it was spelt. (2) The vowel of half, last, path, dance was like 

that today in hat, man. (3) The vowel in stop, rob sounded like 

the short of the one in father. (4) The vowels of hate, spade, and 

of note, rode were simple vowels, not diphthongs as in present 

British. (5) The vowel in due, true was iu, not a yoo and oo sound 

as in present British. (6) The vowel in borne was 6, distinct from 

the aw sound in born. (7) The vowel of talk, draw was nearer the 

ah sound than today. (8) The h in what, when was sounded. 

(9) Words like dictionary, cemetery, dormitory had a secondary 
accent. 

By 1800 the speech of London had so changed from the 

standard form that was still used away from the metropolis that 

it became the basis of a new standard form, while the older 

one continued to be spoken in the more remote districts, es¬ 

pecially the North and America, to which it had been taken in 

the 17th c. By 1900 the new British type had the following 

features among others: (1) r was sounded only before a vowel. 

(2) The vowel in half, etc., had become that in father. (3) The 

vowel in stop, rob had moved toward that in talk. (4) The vowels 

of hate, spade, and of note, rode had become diphthongs. (5) The 

diphthong in due, true had become yoo and oo sounds. (6) The 

vowel of borne had become like that in born. (7) The vowel in 

talk had gone nearer to o. (8) The h sound had gone from what, 

when. (9) Dictionary, etc., had lost the secondary accent. 

As shown long ago by W. D. Whitney and E. S. Sheldon,3 

and recently by Dr. Orbeck,4 American English came, not 

chiefly from British local dialects, but from standard British of 

the 17th c. The striking resemblance of General American to 

Northern British in certain features has been cited to show that 

3 See Dialect Notes, Vol. I, p. 292. 

4 Anders Orbeck, Early New England Pronunciation, Ann Arbor, 1927. 
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GA came from Northern England. But these features belonged 

to 17th c. standard British. The same is true of resemblances to 

GA found in other British local dialects: they have disappeared 

from standard British but remained in GA. 
Exactly how the three chief types of American English— 

Eastern, Southern, and General American—are derived from 

British is not yet determined. But there is much evidence that 

the chief colonial centers, Boston, New York, Richmond, and 

Charleston, continuing in closer cultural contact with London 

than did the rest of the rapidly increasing colonial population, 

shared more of the advancing changes of Southern British. 

Hence Eastern and Southern American today are more like 

present Southern British than is GA, which preserves more 

features of the 17th c. standard British. 
A rough computation based on recent census estimates in¬ 

dicates that approximately eleven million Americans and Cana¬ 

dians now speak the Eastern type of American English, twenty- 

six million the Southern, and ninety million the General Ameri¬ 

can type.6 
A careful distinction must be made between standard English 

and uniform English. The following statements should be 

thoughtfully pondered: 

I am not one of those who believe in the desirability or the feasibility of 

setting up any one form of pronunciation as a standard for the English speaking 

world—Daniel Jones, M.A., Professor of Phonetics, University College, Lon¬ 

don, in An English Pronouncing Dictionary, 1924, p. ix. 

The so-called standard language is not a fixed and infallible standard, but 
is itself constantly changing with the course of time, and is different in the differ¬ 

ent places where it is spoken.—Edward S. Sheldon, late Professor of Romance 

Languages, Harvard University, in Dialect Notes, I, p. 287. 

6 This represents a revision in the light of later population figures of an 

estimate published in Le Maitre P honetique for Jan.—Mars, 1927. See also com¬ 

ments by C. K. Thomas, Quarterly Journal of Speech, Nov., 1927. 
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A sufficient definition of the term standard will perhaps be found in the 
statement that speech is standard when it passes current in actual use among 

persons who must be accounted as among the conservers and representatives 
of the approved social traditions of a community—George P. Krapp, Ph.D., 

late Professor of English, Columbia University, in The English Language in 
America, I, p. 7. 

The listener who writes to ask the “correct way” of pronouncing a word 
quite evidently assumes that there is a “correct way.” In all these queries and 
criticisms there is implied the idea of a standard pronunciation. We have a 

standard yard, a standard pound weight, a standard sovereign, and a standard 

pint. The yard does not vary from Aberdeen to Plymouth, and the pint pot 

contains as much in Mayfair as in Bethnal Green. Unfortunately, speech is not 

capable of rigid measurement, and there is no absolute standard of pronuncia¬ 
tion. Pronunciation varies from district to district, from class to class, from 

character to character, in proportion to the local, social, or personal difference 
that separates them. ... It is quite evident that we are not entitled to conclude 

that there is one standard pronunciation, one and only one right way of speaking 

English. There are varieties that are acceptable throughout the country, and 
others that are not. A. Lloyd James, M.A., Professor of Phonetics, University 

of London, and Honorary Secretary, Advisory Committee on Spoken English 

of the British Broadcasting Corporation, in Broadcast English, I, 3d ed., 1935, 
pp.9f. 

When we consider all the varieties of English spoken by those who are ad¬ 
mitted to speak “good English” in the different British colonies and in the 

different parts of the United States, we must recognise that there is still no 
Standard Spoken English in any strict sense of the term. In every part of the 

English-speaking world some type of spoken English, that which is used by the 
educated and superior class within the community, is considered “good Eng¬ 

lish, as contrasted with the “Vulgar English” and local dialects spoken by 
other classes of the community. If we use the term Standard Spoken English 

at all, we must recognise that it is merely a convenient way of speaking of the 

various kinds of “good English” that are current in various parts of the English- 

speaking world.—Samuel Moore, Ph.D., late Professor of English, University 

of Michigan, and Editor of the Middle English Dictionary, in Historical Outlines 

of English Phonology and Morphology, 2d ed., 1929, p. 114. 

The question, “What pronunciation is correct?” is too often 

raised without first considering the most important of all con¬ 

ditions for answering it; namely, “Correct for what occasion 
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and under what circumstances?” Good spoken English, even in 

the same dialect, is not all alike. Omitting consideration of 

natural local dialect of the uneducated, which is “good” in its 

place, there is, first, the kind of speech appropriate to the most 

informal and personal occasions, the most informal colloquial 

style.® Then there is that colloquial style which has been aptly 

called “the speech of well-bred ease.”b Both styles use such 

familiar contractions as I’m, he’s, it’s, doesn’t, don’t, can’t, 

shan’t, won’t, etc., the chief difference between the first and the 

second being in vocabulary and speed of utterance. Next there 

is a more formal colloquial speech, which cannot be sharply dis¬ 

tinguished from the more familiar colloquial, differing some¬ 

what in the vocabulary called forth by more formal circum¬ 

stances and less familiar acquaintance, but also making con¬ 

siderable use of the contractions mentioned. More formal still 

is the public-speaking style. In this the need of being understood 

by large audiences calls forth more careful sentence structure 

and more deliberate and clearer enunciation, especially of the 

consonant sounds and the accented vowel sounds. Most formal 

of all is the public-reading style, used in declamation, literary 

reading, and church services. For practical purposes we may 

then designate four principal styles of gQod spoken English as 

(1) familiar colloquial, (2) formal colloquial, (3) public-speaking 
style, and (4) public-reading style. 

The difference between these styles has often been exagger¬ 

ated, and the effort to use a supposed formal style has led to arti¬ 

ficial elocutionary delivery and distorted pronunciation of words 

that have had the effect of removing such utterances from the 

actual interests of life and giving them an air of unreality. The 

present tendency among the most cultivated and effective pub- 

a Look up the definition of colloquial in Webster. The term is often misused. 

b Also called “Easy English” by Mr. Wallace Rice in the English Journal, 

College Edition, June, 1934. 
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lie speakers is toward a more or less formal colloquial style for 

public address,® the difference from familiar colloquial being 

more in subject matter and vocabulary than in pronunciation. 

The most important of all styles is the familiar cultivated 
colloquial, both because it is most used by the most important 

people, and because it forms the basis of all more formal styles 

both spoken and written. Professor Henry Cecil Wyld, of Ox¬ 

ford University, writes: “This style of literary prose is alive and 

expressive, chiefly in so far as it is rooted in that of colloquial 

utterance. The general atmosphere of both is the same in any 

age. . . . The style of Literature is rooted in the life and con¬ 

versation of the age. From these sources alone can prose renew 

its life from generation to generation. When Literary prose 

style loses touch with the spoken language it becomes lifeless 

and unexpressive, powerless to ‘strike the ear, the heart, or the 

fancy, remote alike from human feeling and from the speech 

of man because it has never known real life and movement.”d 

A thoughtless mistake made by many teachers and writers 

on English is to assume that the most formal style is the only 

one to be considered correct, to whom the word colloquial is 

synonymous with bad. On this, too, Professor Wyld makes the 

observation that there is very little actual difference between 

the best formal and the best colloquial style: “As a matter of 

fact, the platform or pulpit pronunciation of the best public 

speakers hardly differs from that of the home circle. Of what use 

is it to insist that the pronunciation of the schoolroom shall be 

grander and more elaborate than that heard in Westminster 
Abbey, or in the High Court of Parliament?”® 

c Cf. the article “The King’s English,” in American Speech, Tune, 1931 
p. 368. ’ 

d History of Modern Colloquial English, London, 1925, pp. 157, 188. 
e The Teaching of Reading, London, 1924, p. 19. 



THE REPRESENTATION OF SPEECH SOUNDS 

6. Language is primarily speech; primarily, both in origin 

and in respect to importance. The first parent speech of our 

language originated, gradually developed, split up, in the course 

of group migrations, into many sister languages, underwent 

numberless changes in word-stock, word meanings, grammar 

and syntax, and pronunciation, centuries before any one suc¬ 

ceeded in making language visible to the eye in writing. Written 

English in our present alphabet is hardly fifteen hundred years 

old. In present importance, also, spoken English is far in ad¬ 

vance of written. Even people engaged chiefly in intellectual 

affairs speak a hundred words where they write one; with the 

average man the ratio of spoken to written is far greater. But 

the measure of the relative importance of speech and of written 

or printed language is not quantitative; a personal interview is 

far better than a letter to accomplish a practical end. Speech is 

a living activity inseparable from personality; written or printed 

language is only an imperfect picture of it. 

In the study of language we are constantly tempted to forget 

that speech is primary, and writing and reading secondary, 

because speech is wholly unconscious in its beginning with the 

individual, and virtually so throughout life. But our conscious 

efforts with language—our first laborious reading, spelling, and 

writing, the later study of grammar and composition, and of 

literature, and our study of the printed page in other subjects— 

all these deal with the written or printed representation of 

speech to the eye; and so in our conscious intellectual life the 

written language assumes a prominence all out of proportion to 

its actual daily importance. Particularly in phonetics is it neces¬ 

sary to remind ourselves at every turn that the real language is 

18 
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speech—spoken groups of words—and not the written or printed 

signs representing it to the eye. 

7. Though the English people who migrated to the British 

Isles in the fifth century possessed an alphabet, called runes, 

when they came, the great body of their literature was not 

written down, but was composed and spoken orally, and trans¬ 

mitted by memory. In the sixth century the missionaries from 

Rome who had settled in Ireland began to Christianize England 

in Northumbria, and thus introduced the Roman alphabet into 

England for the writing of the native language. 

A few changes in the use of the letters have been made since 

the Roman alphabet began to be used to represent English 

sounds. The old English scribes used for the first sound in we 

a character p called wSn. In the thirteenth century this was 

abandoned and uu or vv (“double u”), and then w, was used in 

its place. A sign p was used for the first sound in the word thin 

and also for that in this. The use of this character for the th 

sound persisted in occasional use till the seventeenth century, 

though after printing began, the letter y was often used when 

type fonts lacked p. This is sometimes seen now in imitation of 

old style, though most people are now unaware that it stands 

for the th sound, and wrongly pronounce it as y in you. Cf. §187. 

8. Until the seventeenth century u and v were not used as 

now—u for the vowel and v for the consonant—but were re¬ 

garded as merely different forms of the same letter, each of 

which represented either a vowel or a consonant sound. The 

usual rule was to use v at the beginning of a word for consonant 

or vowel, and u in the middle or at the end as consonant or 

vowel. Thus in the Authorized Version of the Bible in 1611 we 

find, “When thou tillest the ground, it shall not henceforth 

yeeld vnto thee her strength: A fugitiue and a vagabond shalt 

thou be in the earth” (Gen. 4:12); and this is the usage through- 
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out the Bible and books of the sixteenth century and before. 

Milton in 1645 followed the present method of using u for the 

vowel and v for the consonant, regardless of position in the word. 

But not till the nineteenth century did dictionaries separate 

words with initial u from those with initial v. 

9. Likewise i and j were formerly merely different forms of 

the same letter, which had the value of either the vowel in it or 

the first and second consonant m judge. At first l alone was used, 

without the dot. When initial, this was often prolonged above 

the line to keep it distinct from the following letter. This form 

finally appeared, after printing began, as I. The dot was added 

to l, also to avoid confusion with adjacent letters, as today. In 

medieval European writing, at the end of words i was often 

prolonged below the line, giving the form j. This was used by 

English scribes in numerals, asy, ij, iij, vj, xij, etc., and at the 

end of Latin words such as filij. (In English words final i was 

replaced by y.) These different forms were used as vowel or con¬ 

sonant. Thus we find in the Bible of 1611, “I am iealous for 

Ierusalem, and for Zion, with a great iealousie” (Zech. 1: 14). 

Again Milton was among the first to adopt the present practice 

of using i for vowel andy for consonant, but dictionaries did not 

separate words with initial i and j till the nineteenth century, 

and u and v, i and j were not separated in the British Museum 

catalog till about 1930. 

10. When English began to be written in Roman letters, the 

spelling was as nearly phonetic as possible; i.e., each scribe repre¬ 

sented his own English sounds by the letter that stood for the 

Latin sound nearest to his own. But even at first there were 

some discrepancies. For example, the letter / was used both for 

the sound in fat and for that in over (then spelt ofer); s stood 

for the sound in fast and in rise; p stood for the sound of th in 

thin and in writhe, and $ stood for the same also; g stood for the 
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sound in get and in yet. As time went on, there was a constantly 

increasing discrepancy between sound and spelling. An alphabet 

remains comparatively fixed, and habits of spelling tend to re¬ 

main, rather than to change—especially since the use of print- 

*nS they are based on visible and conscious imitation. 
Speech, on the other hand, is based on unconscious and some¬ 

what imperfect imitation, and so changes by imperceptible and 

continuous variation. Thus the word man is still spelt as it was 

in King Alfred s time, but has changed in pronunciation from 

mbn to its present pronunciation. Hope in Chaucer’s day was 

pronounced haw-pS ; but though it has changed to its present 

sound, it is still spelt hope as it was in Chaucer’s day. So after 

English sounds began to be represented in Roman letters, the 

sounds tended to depart farther and farther from what the 

letters had at first suggested. It is obvious that if this divergence 

between sound and spelling continued, the sounds would after 

a while become entirely different from what the letters had at 

first suggested. Then either the spelling must fail to serve its 

purpose, and new letters must be used, or the letters must grad¬ 

ually come to suggest different sounds from those at first asso¬ 

ciated with them. In fact, the latter is what happened, but not 

with all the letters at the same time. From the fifteenth to the 

seventeenth centuries the sounds of English had so changed 

that it is now true with most vowel sounds and some consonant 

sounds that the letters do not ordinarily stand for the sounds 

which had been associated with the Roman letters in English 

down to the fifteenth century, and in other European languages 

down to the present time. The change in vowel sounds that 

occurred from the time of Chaucer to the present is called The 
Great Vowel Shift, and consisted, for the long vowels, in the 

raising of the tongue for each vowel except the two already 

highest (ii and ui), which became diphthongs. See §§330, 334. 
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* 

11. The attempt in English to keep up with the changing 

sounds by using the same letters with changed values was not 

entirely successful. Hence we find in present English that the 

single letter a, for example, represents the different vowel 

sounds in such words as name, bare, man, father, all, village, 

lunar, sofa; the letter e spells the different sounds in be, here, 

there, bed, alert, England, moment, added, and very often no 

sound at all, as in life, make; and so with other vowel letters. 

The consonants are more consistent with their spelling: b, h, 

j, k, l, m, q, v, z nearly always denote one sound each, though 

most of them can be silent. But c denotes the sound in city, 

sacrifice, v. (z), cat, vicious; d the sound in day, walked; f that 

in life, of; g that in get, age, or none, as in caught; n that in fin, 

finger, or none, as in solemn; s that in say, rise, sure, measure, 

or none, as in island. On the other hand, the same sound is often 

represented by more than one letter; thus the vowel sound in 

mate is represented by a; the same sound in they by ey, in vein 

by ei, in hail by ai, in break by ea, in gauge by au. The sound 

represented by e in be is represented by ee in see, ea in heap, ie in 

believe, ey in key, ei in seize, i in machine, eo in people. The obscure 

sound at the end of sofa may be represented by any vowel letter 

and by many combinations, as by a in sofa, e in fallen, i in 

possible, o in gallop, u in suppose, ai in villain, ou in famous, eou 

in outrageous, etc. 
12. It is obvious from these illustrations that we could not 

form a definite idea how present-day English is pronounced if 

we were dependent solely on the current spelling and had not 

already learned to speak before learning to spell. Much more is 

it true then, that we cannot study pronunciation successfully 

with only the ordinary spelling to guide us and to represent it 

with. In order to consider pronunciation scientifically, and to 

record and communicate the results of our study, we must make 
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use of some system of symbols that shall unmistakably represent 
the sounds of speech. 

In the main, such a phonetic alphabet must meet two re¬ 

quirements: (1) each symbol shall represent only one speech 

sound; (2) each speech sound shall have a symbol to represent 

it. Several such phonetic alphabets are in use by phoneticians 

and lexicographers. The one now most widely used is that of the 

International Phonetic Association (IPA) and is used in this 

book. The official publication of the IPA is Le Maitre Phont- 

tique (Quarterly), and contains articles and specimens in various 
modern languages, printed in this alphabet. 

Lie £ ec a. avoouu 

? & 3 d A 37 AUDI H* ill. 

pbt d k g f v 6 ?!s 7 

J 3 A f dp m. nr) / 

- 

Fig. 1.—Script (noncursive) forms of the Phonetic Symbols. 



PHONETIC SYMBOLS 

Vowels 

No. Symbol Key Pronunciation 

Word 

1. 
• 
i beet bit 

2. i bit, bit, izi 

3. e bait bet 

4. £ bet b£t 

5. ae bat baet 

6. a Sc. cat kat. Between ae and a; see §18. 

7. a father fatfo 

fodder fada1. General American “short o”; 

§19. 

8. D fodder fnda. British “short o” (between a 

ando); §19. 

9. D law, horse Id, 

10. 0 coat kot 

14. U pull pul 

12. U pool pul 

13. 3 further |f3“3at. Accented. General American. 

perverse pa^'v^s 

14. further ,f3‘3at. Unaccented. General Ameri¬ 

can. 

perverse paclv3s 

15. 3 1further ■faffa. Accented. East, South, and 

England. 

perherse pa*v3s 

16. 9 1 custom ■kAstam. Unaccented. 

a^bove a'bAV 

P7. A 1 custom 'kAStam. Accented. 

a^bove a'bAY 

24 • 
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Diphthongs 

No. Symbol Key 

Word 
Pronunciation 

18. ai ice ais 
19. au house haus 
20. 31 hoy boi 
24. in abuse abiuz 
22. ju use juz 

For other diphthongs, see §§352 ff. 

Consonants 

Letters not numbered have their usual names 

No. Sym - Key Pronun¬ No. Sym¬ Key Pronun¬ 
BOL Word ciation bol Word ciation 

Stops 26. 3 vision VI33U 

P peep pip h hail hel 

h bib bib Affricates 
t toot tut 27. tr church tf3tj 
d did did 28. d3 judge d3Ad3 
k cook kuk Sonoran ts 
9 gag 9«9 m 

• 

maim mem 
Fricatives n noon nun 

f fife faif 29. 9 sing sig 

V valve vaelv 1 lull 1a1 

23. 6 ether i03*- Glides 
24. 3 either ft* w wail wel 

s cease sis hw whale hwel 

25. 

z zones zonz 
• 

J young i ao 
f mission mijbn r road rod 

Note: A phonograph record of the author’s speech sounds may be got 
from Walter C. Garwick, Rye, N. Y. 
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13. Accent is indicated by the mark (>) for primary accent 
and (|) for secondary, each placed before the accented syllable, 

as in \shoe\tnaker !Ju|me kos 1drawing \room 'dro ig |rum. Wholly 

unaccented syllables are not marked, as in 1 nation !ne Jon, 
before bi’foas When it is desired to indicate a subordinate accent 

weaker than secondary, this may be indicated by a dot, thus .: 

I mis tunder' standing \ mis. An d^'staen dig, in which four degrees 

of accent are perceptible by comparison of adjacent syllables— 

primary, secondary, light, and no accent. It is usually sufficient 

to recognize three degrees only—primary, secondary, and no 

accent. Syllables with a considerable degree of accent are often 

left unmarked when adjacent to the syllable that has primary 

accent, as in 1 accent (aek sent, 1 contract 'kan traekt. See §§104 ff. 

14. The sign i after a vowel symbol indicates that the vowel 

is relatively long in duration. The sign 1 may be used to indicate 

intermediate length. When length signs are systematically used, 

short vowels are unmarked. In American transcription it is 

seldom important to indicate length. 

15. The plus sign (+) placed after a symbol (usually a vowel 

symbol), indicates a pronunciation of it with more advanced 

tongue position (§§73 ff.); thus a+ means “advanced a.” Simi¬ 

larly the minus sign ( —) means “with retracted tongue,” as 

ae —, “retracted ae.” The sign -1* means “with raised tongue,” 

as u-1-, “raised u,” and the sign -p means “with lowered 

tongue,” as E-y, “lowered £.” The signs may be combined; as 

i-]—, “lowered and retracted i.” Another method of indicating 

a vowel with higher tongue position than usual is to place a dot 

under it (§); and of indicating a vowel with lower tonguej po¬ 

sition than usual, to place a hook under it (§). 

16. In accord with the practice of many phoneticians, the 

one symbol i is used both for the vowel in bit and for the final 

vowel of easy and similar words, though the unaccented vowel 

is not exactly identical with the vowel of bit, but leans, in Amer- 
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ica, slightly toward i in beet bit, and in England, often toward 

£ in bet b£t. But the last vowel of easy is not the same as i in 
beet bit, and should be written i. See §§253 ff. 

17. The vowel in words like air, care, there sounds between 

£ in very ve^i and ae in bat baet, carry kaea^i. Two varieties are in 

standard use, one nearer to £ and the other nearer to ae. It may 

be written as in fie# or kaea% 'Saea', according as it most 

resembles £ or ae (see §§358 ff.)* The symbols £ with hook beneath 

and ae with dot beneath are also available for this class of words. 

Some writers prefer to write k£i^ or kaeia1. In most cases no 
confusion results from writing simply kea^ or kaea1. 

18. The sound a (No. 6) as heard in cat, man, etc., in the 

pronunciation of standard English in Scotland and Northern 

England,6 is a sound acoustically between ae in sand and a in 

father. It occurs in General American only in the diphthongs ai 
and au, and as an occasional unconscious variant of ae. It is used 

by some speakers in New England and New York City in words 

like ask. See §§273-85. In transcription it must not be sub¬ 
stituted for a. 

19. The vowel n, which sounds between a and a as it is reg¬ 

ularly pronounced in England and locally in America in words 

with “short o” like not, top, watch, what, is not often heard 

in General American, being usually replaced by a. See §§286 ff. 

20. The symbols 3 and a1 each represent simple vowels, ex¬ 

pressed in current spelling by a vowel letter and r, as in further 

f3$at. The symbol r, on the other hand, represents a consonant, 
occurring only before a vowel in the same syllable, as in rate ret, 
derive di'raiv. The vowel 3 occurs only in syllables of perceptible 
accent, as in 1person ^sn, \per\vert (n.) >p3|V3t, and is always 

syllabic (is the main vowel of the syllable).6a The unaccented & 

8 See Grant, §§8, 143; Lloyd, Preface and §90. 

64 Many American phoneticians now prefer to attach the hook indicating 
“r-coloring” to the top of the symbol 3, as in the corresponding a1. 
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is either syllabic or not. It is syllabic in such words as better 

bet-31, maker me-ka1. But in such words as far faa% farm fa^m, 
poor pua% there tbeas 'Sea1, ^ is the nonsyllabic vowel of a diph¬ 
thong (one vowel gliding into another in the same syllable) aa% 
ua% aea% ea1, just as i or u is the nonsyllabic vowel of the diph¬ 

thong ai or au in ice, house.1 The practical rule to know when 

to writer or r is, that the consonant r occurs only before another 
vowel in the same syllable, as in rate ret, try trai, derive di'raiv, 
erratic e'raetik, Eureka ju'rika. In cases like very, carry there is 

room for doubt whether the pronunciation is not rather ve-ri, 
kfe-ti, ke-ri, as it probably sometimes is. The question is more 

fully treated in §377 f. For practical transcription, the question 

to be faced is, whether the syllable division in normal speech8 

comes after, or before, the r sound. If it comes after it, the 

transcription should be vea^i, etc.; if before it, veri, etc. Note 

carefully the difference between flaet-a-ri and flaet-a^-i. 
21. Observe that the symbol a (No. 16) is to be written 

only in wholly unaccented syllables, as in a]bove a'bAV, 1custom 

<kA8tam, hofa 'sofa; or in unstressed monosyllables, as Hwo of 

the \men 'tu av fla 'men. The symbol a1 is likewise only for un¬ 

accented positions, either when it is the only vowel in an un¬ 

accented syllable or unstressed word, and is thus syllabic, as in 

'better 'bet-as 'maker 'me-ka% Hwo or Hhree 'tua1 'Ori; or when it 

is the unaccented part, or nonsyllabic vowel, of a diphthong, as 

in farm faa^m, poor pua\ On the other hand, the symbols 3 and a 
are not to be written in wholly unaccented syllables or un¬ 

stressed monosyllables. Note the following examples of the 

7 These diphthongs ia1 (here), e& (there), se& (there), aa> (far), (for), o& 

(more), (poor) are the General American “centering diphthongs,” and cor¬ 
respond exactly to the Eastern, Southern, and British centering diphthongs 

13, £3, aes, a(s), 33, 03, U3. For further discussion see Vowels in Detail. 

8 It is easy to pronounce either way in artificially distinct utterance of 

isolated words. The problem is the same in words like going, where we write 

go(u)-ig rather than go-wig. 
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correct use of these symbols! survey so’-'ve, Isurvey 's3|Ve; 

perhert p*'v3t, lper{vert *P3|V3t; 1London 'Undan; unHess on'les, 

IunHace (Andes; jundone and 'done 'up ,An'dAn an 'dAn IAp; 

\mis .understand (mis.And^'staend; up^on a'pan, I up and 'down 
'ap an 'daun; he 1 heard her hi 'h3d her I mother, not 'her 

'mA^, nat ^3; farmer former border ba^d*, 

boarder bo^da% sure JW, fair faeo% fe^. 

It should be noted that a is not only an unaccented sub¬ 

stitute for a, but for all other accented vowels as well; as in 

'kantraekt—kan'traekt; kwai'itas—'kwaiat; mo'mentam—'mo- 
mant; maen 'postman; im'poz—impa'zijan, etc. Likewise 31 is 

the unaccented substitute not only for 3» but for the various cen¬ 

tering diphthongs mentioned above; compare paa4—pa^'tikjalas 
sima'laea^ati—'simala^; ri'kaa^d—'reka^d; boa^d— 'kAba^d, etc. See 
Gradation, §§130 ff. 

22. In transcribing words like abuse, cure, few, etc., the stu¬ 

dent must observe whether he pronounces hi or ju, both of 

which are current, m is never used initially. For m see §344. 

23. For convenience, the letter g is printed for the symbol 
g, but in written transcription g should always be used. 

24. The symbols m, n, 1, called “syllabic m, n, l,” indicate 

m, n, and 1 sounds that form syllables without any vowel what¬ 

ever, either alone, as in stop 'em stop m, listen hs-n, battle b#t-l, 
or with one or more other consonants, as in o-pip, a frequent pro¬ 

nunciation of open, listened lis~nd, handled haen-d]d. The sound 

0 can also be syllabic, as frequently heard in I can go ai kg go, 
where the syllabic marker is omitted for typographical reasons. 

For fuller treatment of syllabic consonants, see §§87-92. 

25. Caution: Do not use at all the symbols c, q, x, y. Use only 

the symbols as given in the tables, which are sufficient to 

transcribe all the sounds of English. Moreover, these four letters 

are IPA symbols for certain sounds of other languages (e.g., x 

is the sound of ch in Scottish loch Idx and German ach ax, and 
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y is the sound of French u in lune lyn and German ii in fiihlen 

fyilan). 
Remember that the symbol g stands only for the sound in 

gag gaeg, and j only for the first sound in young jAg. Do not use 

either g or j for the sound in gem d3em ox judge d3Ad5. 
26. The following passage, transcribed in a colloquial style 

in the author’s pronunciation, contains all the regular sounds of 

General American. Bear in mind that it is not presented as a 

model of pronunciation, but simply as an example of natural 

speech in a certain style. 
Sa gret ea1-^ in rips kampazi/an waz an insiupa^bj av33an tu 

al kain(d)z av prafitabl leba1. it kudnt bi fram Sa want av 

aesadiuati a1 p3savia^an(t)s, fa1 i wad sit an a wet rak, wiS a rad az 

lag an hevi az a taa^z laen(t)s, an fif al de wiSaut a m&m&, ivan 

(So i Judnt bi ink3id3d bai a siggl nibl. hid kaea^i a faulig-pis an 

iz Jolda1 fa1 aua^z tageSa1, trAd3ig 6ru wudz n swamps, and Ap 

hil an daun del, ta Jut a fin skw3lz a1 waild pid3inz. hi wad neva1 

rifiuz tu asist a neba% ivan in Sa rAfist tail, and waz a foatmost 

maen at al kAntri frahks fa1 hAskig Indian kaam a1 bildig ston 

fen(t)siz; Sa wimin av Sa vilid3, tu, jus tu implai im ta r\n “Sea1 

eatan(d)z, an ta du SAtJ litl ad d3abz az “Sea1 les ablaid3ig hAZ- 

ban(d)z wudnt du faa1 Sam. in a W3d, rip waz redi tu aten(d) tu 

enibadiz biznis bat iz on; bat az ta duig faemli diuti, an kipig 

iz faa^m in aa^da1, hi faund it impasabl. 
in faekt, hi diklaea^d it waz av no jus ta W3k an iz faatm; it waz 

Sa most pestlant lit) pis av graund in Sa hoi kAntri; evriOig 
abaut it went rag, and 'wud go rag, in spait av im. hiz fen(t)siz 
wa1 kantinjuali falig ta pisiz; hiz kau wud iSa1 go astre, a1 get 
amAg Sa kaebid3iz; widz wa1 JW ta gro kwika1 in 'hiz fil(d)z 
San enihwaea1 el(t)s; Sa ren alwiz med a paint av setig in d3Ast az 
i haed sam aut-av-doa1 W3k ta du; so Sat So iz paetramonial astet 
ad dwindjd awe Anda1 iz maenid3mant, eka1 bai eka1, antil Sa1 
waz lit) moa1 left San a mia1 paetj av Indian kaam an patetoz, jet it 
waz Sa W3st kandijand faatm in Sa nebadiud. 
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27. Isolating sounds from words. A difficulty for the begin¬ 

ner is to learn to isolate the separate speech sounds from the 

combinations in which they occur in speech. The current spelling 

is deceptive because a single sound may be spelt with more than 

one letter, as f in phonetics fo^etiks, p in happy haepi, 0 or p 
in thing 0ip, 3 or i in journeyed d33nid; or two sounds spelt with 

one letter, as ks in tax tasks; or a sound with no letter, as p in 

warmQth wa*mp0, k in lengQth lepk0, and t in eighQth etO. 
Some single sounds are always spelt with two letters, as 0 or ft 

with tht and others usually so, as / with shy tr with ch (or tch). 

Hence it is necessary to consider the sounds and guard against 

deceptive spelling. It is best to sound the word without looking 

at the spelling and listen while repeating it. After the sound is 

perceived and pronounced separately, select the symbol which 

expresses it. Remember that the tables contain all the separate 

sounds; avoid confusing one sound with two, as p with ip.9 

Isolate and write the symbols for each sound in the following 

words, marking the accent of the plurisyllables: speak, stopped, 

rabbit, cupboard, doubt, castle, talked, wished, robbed, dodged, 

healed, showed, snail, sinner, quick, school, liquor, extinct, accent, 

ached, except, singer, finger, running, thirsty, practice, Carlisle, 

exhibit, champagne, church, blackbird, shoemaker, dialect, dining- 

hall, knighthood, exhaust, quart, anguish, somewhat, buckwheat, 

everywhere, designate, fatality, ascertain, circumvent, momentum, 

landlord, losing, balloon, wardrobe, migrate, mouthful, township. 

28. Speech Sounds and Transition Sounds. In living lan¬ 

guage the speech sounds do not occur separately, but in con¬ 

tinuous flow of sound from pause to pause. Thus in the phrase 

the most of the time <5a most av fta taim there are thirteen suc- 

9 A common mistake of elementary students is to confuse the name of a 
letter with its sound, transcribing, e.g., elm as Im, confusing the name el with 

the sound 1, or writing Emma as mo, confusing cm with m. The same blunder 

has led to pronouncing waip^z for Ypres. It is a good exercise to write in phonetic 

symbols the names of the letters of the alphabet. What sounds of letters are 
identical with their names? 
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cessive speech sounds, each here represented by a phonetic sym¬ 

bol. But there is no break in utterance between them, not even 

between the words. For each of these speech sounds the speech 

organs are momentarily in a definite position. But the speech 

sounds are not the only physical sounds in the group. As the 

speech organs leave the sound $ in passing to the sound 9, they 

pass through many intermediate positions, the organs sounding 

all the time with a continuously changing sound. And so with 

every two successive speech sounds in the phrase. There are a 

very great number and variety of these intermediate sounds— 

just as many as the different possible combinations of speech 

sounds in actual speech. These are called transition sounds, or 

glides, the one leading up to a speech sound being the on-glide, 
and that leading away from it the off-glide. So most transition 

sounds between two speech sounds consist of an off-glide con¬ 

tinuing into an on-glide. In some cases the glides are inaudible 

(see §§57 ff.), but between every two different speech sounds there 

is invariably an organic glide—a change in position of some 

speech organ, though the change may sometimes occur before 

the preceding speech sound is finished. 

29. It is the speech sound that is significant in the practical 

use of language; that is, it serves to identify or distinguish 

meanings. Thus in the word till til there is a very noticeable off- 

glide after the t—a puff of breath (aspiration). This is, however, 

not an essential part of the speech sound t; it is much less 

noticeable in the word still stil, and entirely absent in outdo 

autdu; but the sound t, in the actual use of speech, is the same 

speech sound in English in all three cases. That is why we notice 

and recognize the speech sounds: they are necessary to identify 

or to distinguish words (as till horn, fill, sill, bill, etc.), while we 

ignore the transition sounds because they are not significant. 

But in some other languages the t with the puff of breath and 

the t without it are two different speech sounds, distinguishing 
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words from one another. There the aspiration is a necessary 
part of the sound. 

A transition sound may sometimes be identical with a sig¬ 

nificant speech sound. Thus going goig is often pronounced Igo- 

wig with a transition sound w. But though identical with the 

speech sound w as in wide waid, where it is significant and there¬ 

fore necessary, in go(w)ig it is nonsignificant and unnecessary. 

30. The Phoneme. Here the term “the same speech sound” 

is applied to a group of slightly varying sounds that are treated 

by speakers and hearers as the same speech sound. The term 

speech sound may also be used in the sense of one definite 

position or movement of the speech organs. In this sense, the t 
sounds in till, still, and outdo are different speech sounds, i.e., 

different organic formations. The difference here is due to the 

preceding s or the following i or d. Likewise a t sound or any 

other speech sound may have numerous variations according 

to the sounds that precede or follow it or to varying conditions 

of utterance such as stress, pitch, length, syllable division, etc., 

and yet be commonly regarded and used as the “same sound.” 

Thus the 1 sounds in leave, fill, slow, daily are each formed with 

slightly different actions or positions of the speech organs. By 

careful attention the differences can be heard. Yet they are all 

the “same sound” 1. Such a group, or family, of related sounds, 
varying solely because of varying phonetic surroundings or con¬ 
ditions, is called a phoneme. When we speak of the “1 phoneme,” 

we refer to all the varieties of 1 sound in the language of a single 

speaker, or in a uniform dialect, that occur under different pho¬ 

netic surroundings or conditions. So we can say that two such 

acoustically different sounds as the z in busy bizi and the z 

sound in hens henz (almost like s; see §51) yet belong to the 

same z phoneme. For if the word hens henz ended in a mem¬ 

ber of the s phoneme, it would then become the word hence 
hens. 
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31. We have seen, in the relation of transition sounds to 
speech sounds, that some sounds made by the speech organs are 
distinctive and others are not.10 The same fact is to be observed 
in connection with the phoneme. For example, sink siijk and 
zinc zigk differ only by s and z; hence s and z are mutually dis¬ 
tinctive sounds—they are the sole distinction between sink sigk 
and zinc zigk.11 So ink igk becomes sigk by adding s, or sigk 
becomes igk by omitting s, which is therefore a distinctive 
sound; or sing sir) becomes sink siijk by adding k, and vice 
versa; hence k is a distinctive sound. But the s-like sound that 
ends the word hens henz (a partly devoiced z), though to the 
ear very different from the z sound in busy bizi, is yet not a dis¬ 
tinctive s sound, nor in spite of its s-like quality is it distinc¬ 
tively different from other z sounds; for the word hens henz, 
though pronounced with artificial clearness with a full z sound 
like that in bizi, remains the same word hens. But the s of hence 
hens is a distinctive s sound as contrasted with the s-like z of 
hens henz because substitution of it for the final sound of hens 
changes the latter to hence hens. It follows that members of the 
same phoneme are not distinctive in relation to other members 
of the same phoneme; only members of different phonemes are 
distinctive—can distinguish words. 

10 The elementary student is cautioned not to confuse the word distinctive 

with distinct. Look them up. 
11 In King Alfred’s English z was not mutually distinctive with s; it was 

only a nondistinctive variety of s occurring between voiced sounds. Such pairs 

as sink—zinc could not then exist. Hence only the letter s was used to spell the 

two sounds, which belonged to the same phoneme. The same was true of the 
sounds and spelling of f and v. Since that time z and v have become distinctive 
speech sounds. The same is true of g in sing. Till Early Modem English it was 

only a nondistinctive variety of n occurring before k and g sounds. When the 
g sound was dropped from sing (i.e., when sigg became sig) then g became dis¬ 
tinctive and a separate phoneme. In Italian and Spanish g is still a nondistinctive 

variety of n occurring only before k or g. 
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32. Thus, if the “clear” 1 sound of leave be put in the place 

of the dull, or dark,” 1 of well (see §221), though the change 

may produce an old-style elocutionary effect, yet it will not 

change the word well to another word. The difference between 

the two varieties of 1 is not distinctive, or phonemic—does not 

make them members of different phonemes, and substitution of 

one for the other will not make a different word. On the other 

hand, p and b, though identical in two essential organic features 

out of three, belong to different phonemes, the difference (voice) 

being distinctive, or phonemic, in English, as in peg and beg. In 

some languages, however, p and b belong to the same phoneme, 

and cannot distinguish words as they do in English.12 

Strictly, a phoneme is a group of variants of a speech sound 

as used by a single speaker; but the symbols here used can repre¬ 

sent with sufficient exactness the phonemes of most of the 

varieties of English which there is occasion to refer to. 

33. In contrast with a phoneme, a diaphone is a group of 

sounds, commonly regarded as the same sound, heard in the 

varying pronunciations of the same speech sound by different 

speakers. For example, the vowel sound in made varies with 

different speakers in different regions as e, e:, ei, ei, ee, aei, ai, 
etc. All these and other existing varieties constitute a diaphone. 

The general principle of such transcription as is used in this 

book is to use one symbol for each phoneme with all its varie¬ 

ties, and in the main this is carried out. Each phonetic symbol 

represents a distinctive English sound, though each may have 

12 It is quite possible that the importance of the difference in single speech 

sounds as a means of distinguishing words from one another has been over¬ 

estimated, especially by students of the phoneme. When words do come to be 

sounded alike, it appears to give users of a language no difficulty, for we have 

no trouble with the numerous homophones of English (see Sir Robert Bridges, 

“On English Homophones,” Society for Pure English Tract No. 2). Context and 

circumstances are the chief aids in understanding the meanings of words that 
sound at all alike. 
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several perceptible nondistinctive varieties. (See §381.) Hence, 

in transcribing, it is the rule not to represent mere transition 

sounds or nondistinctive varieties of speech sounds. Thus in 

going, mentioned above, it is unnecessary to write the w often 

heard in it (gowig), but goig is the correct transcription. So the 

j sound often heard in words like pedestrian pid£stri(j)3n need 

not be represented. Here w and j are nondistinctive transition 

sounds. Likewise one need not indicate the nondistinctive vari¬ 

ety of 1 as in well, for which a special symbol 1 exists, for though 

it is noticeably different from the 1 in leave, it belongs to the 

same phoneme. 

34. The phoneme principle likewise warrants the use of the 

symbols i and u, and e and o in words like beet, boot; made, mode; 

for although these sounds are often diphthongal ii, uu, ei (or 

£i, etc.), ou (ou, 3U, etc.), yet in no case is either the simple 

vowel or the diphthong mutually distinctive. No English word 

containing i, u, e, or o would be a different word if ii, uu, ei, 

or ou were substituted. Hence it is correct in principle to tran¬ 

scribe such words as see, do, may, made, go, mode as si, du, me, 

med, go, mod, even though these vowels are often diphthongal 

both in America and England. They are often not so in America, 

and sometimes not even in standard British.13 

35. On the other hand, in recording dialects for historical or 

geographical study it is often of great importance to record as 

many nondistinctive variants as possible, since they often reveal 

linguistic facts and changes that would not appear in a strictly 

phonemic transcription, and would thus go unrecorded, though 

perhaps of great importance to the history of the language and 

the relations of dialects. For example, a phonemic transcription 

of American dialects would not record the variation in various 

isolated parts of the United States and Canada of the diph¬ 

thongs ai and au before voiceless and voiced sounds (since they 

13 See Fuhrken, §§26, 74, 93 f. 
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all belong to one phoneme, respectively) which suggests interest¬ 

ing relations to Scottish speech and throws light on the historical 

development of the Middle English simple vowels ii and ui 

into the corresponding modern diphthongs ai and au. As seen 

above (footnote 11) nondistinctive and transition sounds may 

become distinctive; hence for historical purposes it may be im¬ 

portant to record them. The English tj* and d3 sounds are in¬ 

stances in which the principal acoustic feature was once a mere 

off-glide, a transition sound that has now become distinctive 

and cannot be omitted without changing the sound to another 

phoneme. So it is convenient and useful to depart somewhat 

from a phonemic transcription to show, e.g., the frequent differ¬ 

ence between standard American and British speech in the 

vowels e, o and ei (ei, etc.), ou (3u, etc.), or especially between 

the pronunciation of standard English in Scotland and in South 
England.14 

14 Transcription which uses different symbols to represent nondistinctive 
and diaphonic varieties of the same phoneme is called phonic transcription. 
In such a transcription the acoustic values of the symbols must be understood 

beforehand, either by organic description, or, better, by a phonograph record 
of the sounds. 



THE ORGANS OF SPEECH 

36. The sounds of speech are produced by breath forced 

from the lungs and modified by the vocal organs. These are: 

(1) The Larynx, or voice-box. This is an enlargement of the 

upper end of the windpipe that appears on the outside as the 

“Adam’s apple.” It contains the vocal cords, so called. They 

are not cords, but a pair of folds in the mucous membrane con¬ 

taining ligament and muscle fiber and extending inward from 

the right and left walls of the larynx somewhat like ledges, with 

their inner, free edges running from front to back. A more de¬ 

scriptive name is vocal lips. They are also attached in front to 

the front wall of the larynx, and at the back to two swinging, 

gate-like cartilages called the arytenoids (jae^i'tinoidz). The 

opening between the vocal lips is called the glottis, the part from 

the arytenoids to the front being the longer and called the cord 
glottis, or glottis proper, and the shorter part between the 

cartilages, the cartilage glottis, or whisper glottis. 
Each glottis can be opened and closed independently. When 

the cord glottis is wide open, the air passes freely through as in 

ordinary breathing. When the cord glottis is lightly closed, 

breath forced out sets the edges of the cords into musical vibra¬ 

tion, or voice. This is heard in all the vowel sounds and in the 

voiced consonants, such as v, z, d. When the cord glottis is 

firmly closed and the cartilage glottis is slightly open, breath 

forced out produces by frictibn the whispering voice. This is 

heard by whispering any of the vowels or voiced consonants, 

and is different from the fricative sound heard in the voiceless 

consonants f, s. When both cord glottis and cartilage glottis are 

firmly closed the breath is prevented from passing out. When * 

they are closed at the end of a sound, or just before the be¬ 

ginning of one, there is produced what is called the glottal stop. 

38 
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Fig. 2.—Conventionalized Diagram of the Speech Organs. 

LL=Lips. Pt=Tongue Point. Bl = Tongue Blade. 

Tr=Teethridge. HP = Hard Palate. V=Velum (soft palate): black: 

lowered, or open; dotted: raised, or closed. 

U=Uvula. Ph = Pharynx. VC = Vocal Cords. 

This is a regular speech sound of some languages, but not in 

standard English. For its occasional occurrence in English, see §56. 

(2) The Tongue. This very flexible muscle is attached to the 

lower jaw so that its whole body moves up and down with the 

jaw. The parts of the tongue referred to are: (a) the point, or 
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tip; (b) the blade, including the point and a little back of the 

point; (c) the front, from the blade back to about the middle; 

and (d) the back, the remaining part back of the middle. 

(3) The Teeth—upper and lower. 

(4) The Teethridge, or Alveoli (ael'violai). The upper teeth¬ 

ridge is more important in speech than the lower. 

(5) The Lips. 
(6) The Hard Palate—the roof of the mouth from the teeth¬ 

ridge back to about the middle. 

(7) The Soft Palate, or Velum (•vilam), from the middle to 

the back end of the roof of the mouth. The velum can be raised 

to the back wall of the throat where it enters the nasal cavity, 

so as to shut off the passage of air into the nasal cavity. 

(8) The Uvula. This is a soft appendage hanging down from 

the back end of the velum. It is of little use in standard English 

but is used in some other languages. 

(9) The Nasal Cavity. This rises from the back of the throat 

over the velum, is divided from front to back in the nose by the 

septum, and terminates in the nostrils. 

The Organic Formation of the Consonants 

37. In the following brief description of the organic forma¬ 

tion of the consonants, the four movable speech organs are men¬ 

tioned in order from front to back: (1) Lips, (2) Tongue, (3) 
Velum, (4) Vocal Cords. The four possible contacts or ap¬ 

proaches of the tongue are to the (1) Teeth, (2) Teethridge, 
(3) Hard Palate, (4) Velum. Outward breath-pressure is as¬ 

sumed in all cases. When not mentioned, the lips (open) and 

tongue are in neutral resting position. 

The Stops 

p Lips closed, velum closed, vocal cords apart (silent). Voice¬ 
less lip stop. 
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b Lips closed, velum closed, vocal cords vibrating (sounding). 
Voiced lip stop. 

t Tongue point on teethridge with sides touching, velum 

closed, vocal cords apart. Voiceless tongue-point stop, 
d Tongue point on teethridge with sides touching, velum 

closed, vocal cords vibrating. Voiced tongue-point stop, 
k Tongue back on velum with sides touching,'velum closed, 

vocal cords apart. Voiceless tongue-back stop. 

Fig. 3. Positions for t, d, 1, n. Fig. 4.—Positions for k, g, g. 

Dotted velum = t, d, 1. Dotted velum = k, g. 

Black velum = n. Black velum = g. 

£ Tongue back on velum with sides touching, velum closed, 
vocal cords vibrating. Voiced tongue-back stop. 

? Glottis firmly closed. Glottal stop. 

The Fricatives ('fnkotivz) 

f Lower lip on upper teeth, velum closed, breath fricative be¬ 

tween teeth and lip, vocal cords apart. Voiceless lip-teeth 
fricative. 

v Lower lip on upper teeth, velum closed, breath fricative be¬ 

tween teeth and lip, vocal cords vibrating. Voiced lip-teeth 
fricative. 
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6 Tongue blade on points of upper teeth, velum closed, breath 

fricative between tongue and teeth, vocal cords apart. 

Voiceless tongue-blade-teeth fricative. 
<S Tongue blade on points of upper teeth, velum closed, breath 

fricative between tongue and teeth, vocal cords vibrating. 

Voiced tongue-blade-teeth fricative, 
s Tongue blade near teethridge with narrow chink over the 

point, velum closed, breath fricative in narrow jet through 

Fig. 5—Position for j. Fig. 6.—Position for f. 

the chink and against the upper and lower teeth, vocal cords 

apart. Voiceless tongue-blade alveolar fricative. 
z Tongue blade near teethridge with narrow chink over the 

point, velum closed, breath fricative in narrow jet through 

the chink and against the upper and lower teeth, vocal cords 

vibrating. Voiced tongue-blade alveolar fricative. 
/ Tongue blade farther from teethridge than for s and more 

spread laterally, tongue front raised nearer to hard palate, 

velum closed, breath fricative in a broad stream over blade 

and front, vocal cords apart. (Lips sometimes protruded.) 

Voiceless tongue-blade and -front alveolopalatal (ael'vi- 

olo'paebtl) fricative. 
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3 Tongue blade farther from teethridge than for z and more 

spread laterally, tongue front raised nearer to hard palate, 

velum closed, breath fricative in a broad stream over blade 

and front, vocal cords vibrating. (Lips sometimes pro¬ 

truded.) Voiced tongue-blade and -front alveolopalatal frica¬ 
tive. 

h Mouth shaped for following sound, velum closed, vocal cords 

closing to position for voice with simultaneous breath pulse, 

breath slightly fricative on vocal cords. Stressed glottal fric¬ 
ative. 

The Affricates ('aefnkits) 

t/ Tongue blade on teethridge farther back than for t, then 

withdrawing through position for /, velum closed, breath 

first stopped and then fricative, vocal cords apart. (Lips 

sometimes protruded.) Voiceless tongue-blade and -front 
alveolopalatal affricate. 

d3 Tongue blade on teethridge farther back than for d, then 

withdrawing through position for 3, velum closed, breath 

first stopped and then fricative, vocal cords vibrating. (Lips 

sometimes protruded.) Voiced tongue-blade and -front al¬ 
veolopalatal affricate. 

The Sonorants (sa'noa^nts) 

m Lips closed, velum open, vocal cords vibrating. Voiced lip 
nasal. 

n Tongue point on teethridge with sides touching, velum open, 

vocal cords vibrating. Voiced tongue-point alveolar nasal. 
0 Tongue back on velum with sides touching, velum open, 

vocal cords vibrating. Voiced tongue-back velar nasal. 
1 Tongue point on teethridge with sides free, velum closed, 

vocal cords vibrating. Voiced tongue-point alveolar lateral. 

The Glide Consonants 

w Lips closely rounded, tongue back raised toward velum (po¬ 

sition for u), lips and tongue gliding to position for the 
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following vowel, velum closed, vocal cords vibrating. Voiced 
labiovelar (lebio'vita1) semivowel, 

j Tongue front near hard palate (position for i), gliding to 

position for the following vowel, velum closed, vocal cords 

vibrating. Voiced tongue-front palatal semivowel, 
r Tongue sides against molars, point raised toward hard pal¬ 

ate, body contracted laterally (position for the vowel 3), 

Fig. 7.—Position for r. 

gliding to following vowel, velum closed, vocal cords vibrat¬ 

ing. Retroflex15 tongue-point and -blade semivowel. 

38. Consonants Grouped by Places of Articulation. The 

dash is between approaching or touching organs. 

1. Lips p, b, m 

2. Lips, and tongue back—velum w, (h)w 

3. Lip—teeth f, V 

4. Tongue blade—teeth 6,3 

5. Tongue point—teethridge t, d, n, 1 

6. Tongue blade—teethridge s, z 

15 The term retroflex is here used loosely of varying degrees of tongue-point 

elevation. 
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7. Tongue blade and front—teethridge and 
palate 

8. Tongue point—palate 

9. Tongue front—palate 

10. Tongue back—velum 
11. Glottis 

39. Stops, Fricatives, Affricates, Sonorants, and Glides. 
From the foregoing descriptions of the manner of forming the 

consonants, the groupings according to the similarity of organic 

formations become evident. The six consonants p, b, t, d, k, g 
are the stops consonants formed by complete stoppage of the 

breath stream by means of the velum and the lips or the tongue. 

The glottal stop, not a regular English consonant, is formed 
by stoppage at the glottis. 

40. The nine fricatives f, v, 0, s, z3, h are characterized 

by audible and essential friction of the breath upon the speech 

organs, which are narrowed toward each other sufficiently to 
make the impact of breath upon them heard. 

41. The two affricates tj and d3 combine the features of the 

stops and the fricatives, beginning with a complete stoppage of 

the breath and ending with a fricative sound. The essential 

characteristic of an affricate is a stop followed by a homorganic 

fricative; i.e., a fricative formed by a relatively slow opening of 

the speech organs from the position taken by them to stop the 

breath. Other similarly formed sounds, as t0 (et0), tr (trai), ts 
(gets) are not true affricates in English; that is, though organi¬ 

cally similar, they are not used in English as independent speech 

sounds. See further under tf, d3 in Consonants in Detail. 

42. The sonorants m, n, g, 1 in English depend for audibility 

upon voice, which is the only actual physical sound heard in 

them. If they are made voiceless, they become inaudible unless 

they are turned into fricatives by increased force of breath. 

They are not normally completely voiceless in English. See §49. 

/»3> t/, d3 

r 

J 

h, h(w) 
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The acoustic identification of the sonorants depends, like that of 

the other consonants, upon the place of articulation. 

43. The glides w, j, r are formed by rapid movement of lips 

or tongue away from the position of one of the vowels u (or near 

it), i (or near it), or 3 (or near it). Their audibility depends 

upon voice, and their acoustic identification upon the effect of 

the movement on the sound of the voice. See §§71, 224 ff. 

44. Voiceless and Voiced Consonants. Since all English con¬ 

sonants except h are articulated in the mouth, they may be 

formed either with or without the vocal cords vibrating.16 In 

some cases the sound of the voice is mingled with other noises 

of the consonant, so that at first it may be difficult to hear 

whether a consonant is accompanied by voice or not. One test 

is to stop the ears while sounding alternately such pairs as fife 

and five, prolonging the last sound. Another test is to rest the 

finger on the outside of the larynx, where the vibration of the 

vocal cords can be felt. In holding the sound of f by itself ob¬ 

serve that the only thing heard is a fricative rustling of the 

breath past the lip and teeth. In sounding v the same friction 

is heard with the sound of the voice added, the vibration of the 

vocal cords. 
45. In the list of consonant symbols test all the consonants 

to see whether they are voiceless or voiced, and then arrange in 

pairs those consonants that are made with the same speech 

organs except the vocal cords; i.e., pairs of corresponding voice¬ 

less and voiced consonants. 
What sounds in the list have no corresponding voiceless 

16 Voiceless consonants are also called breathed (breOt), an adjective formed 

by Sweet from the noun breath (bre0) just as voiced is formed from the noun 
voice. Kruisinga (Le Mattre Phonetique, Avril-Juin, 1934, p. 48) points out that 
it is a blunder to confuse the word and its application with the past participle 

breathed (briftd) of the verb to breathe. On the whole, voiceless seems a better 
term than breathed (bre0t). The term unvoiced is bad because it also means 

“devoiced.” 
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ones? What voiceless one has no corresponding voiced? Test the 

vowels for voice, and then find the etymology of the words vowel, 
vocal, and voice. 

46. Find pairs of words, such as peg—beg, for every pair of 

voiceless and voiced consonants, in which one word of the pair 

differs from the other only by corresponding voiceless and 

voiced sounds; i.e., in which the voiceless and voiced sounds are 

mutually distinctive. Write the pairs in phonetic symbols. 

The sounds hw and w are not strictly such a pair of voiceless 

and voiced consonants, though they are used in much the same 

way to distinguish words, as where—wear. As usually pro¬ 

nounced in America hw is h followed by w (remember that h 

always assumes the mouth shape of the following sound). Jesper- 

sen considers this also the commoner form of the sound of those 

in Southern England who distinguish between whales and Wales. 

A true voiceless w (IPA as) with fricative sound added is also 

used by some speakers. In as. the friction of air is in the mouth, 

and in hw it is in the glottis (i.e., it is h). See w and hw in Con¬ 

sonants in Detail.11 

47. The sound h is sometimes voiced in English between 

voiced sounds, as in behind. The vocal cords separate a trifle for 

the h, but not enough to stop vibrating. But voiced h is not a 

distinctive sound in English. It is a member of the voiceless h 

phoneme. 

48. m is voiceless in certain common utterances not usually 

17 It is because hw and voiceless w are often interchangeable, that hw is 
listed as one symbol in the tables of phonetic symbols. Otherwise they should 

be listed separately only as h and w, which can be combined like other sounds 
such as tr, si, etc. On the other hand, the symbols t/ and d3 stand for single 

speech sounds. Whatever their composition, they function in English as single 

speech sounds, and single symbols would be better for them. These symbols 

were devised before the sounds were so well understood as now. The symbols 

are often ligatured, and may well be written so. See the detailed description of 
the sounds. 
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regarded as real words, but often with such meanings as “yes,” 

“no,” etc. A devoiced consonant that is usually voiced is shown 

by a small circle below its symbol, as 1, m. Try to pronounce the 

following: m m m, m m ? m. Try similar ones with voiced and 

voiceless n. Represent in symbols the sounds you think are 

meant by the spelling “ Humphl”, “Eh?”. 

49. The sonorants and the glides are often devoiced at the 

beginning of their sound when preceded by certain voiceless 

consonants. Thus in smal, sno, slo, twais, hjud3, trai, the m, n, 
1, w, j, and r are voiceless at the beginning and voiced at the end. 

But none of these voiceless forms are distinctive in English. 

Though really very different acoustically, the r in trai is “the 

same” r as in rai. Hence the difference is not noticed and need 

not be expressed. The fricative r of trai belongs to the same pho¬ 

neme as the glide semivowel r of rai. But in Welsh there is a 

voiceless fricative 1 (IPA 1) which distinguishes words from those 

with voiced 1. This 1 is heard in Welsh place names, as Llangollen 

laidgnlan.17* 
50. Observe that the voiceless stops have no sound at all 

while the tongue 6r the lips are in contact; they are therefore 

silent speech sounds, but just as real and useful as if they had 

sound. Their silence is “heard” as clearly as other sounds. For 

fuller explanation, see §54. 

The voiced stops have a brief sound of voice during the con¬ 

tact. How can you explain the fact of breath vibrating the vocal 

cords but not escaping from the mouth or nose? 

The voiceless fricatives have the sound of friction only, and 

the voiced fricatives have the combined sound of friction and of 

voice. 

The sonorants and the glides have no other sound than voice. 

If they are made voiceless, either there is silence, or the in- 

na Welsh voiceless 1 is strongly fricative. For more exact transcription a 

special IPA symbol is used (1 with looped cross-bar). 
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creased breath due to the opened glottis causes friction in the 
mouth, as in the voiceless fricatives. 

51. We make the same distinction between voiceless and 

voiced sounds in whispering as in speaking aloud. But for the 

voiced sounds we use, instead of the speaking voice, the whisper¬ 

ing voice, which is made by closing the cord glottis altogether 

and forcing the breath through the cartilage glottis. See §36 (1). 

The whispering voice can easily be heard and felt by whispering 

vowels or voiced consonants. Voiceless sounds are alike in 
whisper and loud speech. 

When the voiced fricatives v, <S, z, 3, d3 are final and not 

followed by voiced sounds, as in liv, smu<S, pez, m3, rid3, in 

ordinary speech the last part of the fricative is whispered, and 

at the very end is often quite voiceless. Compare the sound of z 
in it pays it pezs with that in it pays him it pez im. The same is 

true to some extent with initial voiced fricatives. When a voice¬ 

less sound, or none, precedes, the first part of the fricative is de¬ 

vocalized: cf. fve^i gud and fiaets fve^i gud with hiz ve^i gud. 
When voiced fricatives are final after a voiced consonant, they 

are often wholly devocalized: cf. pays with fills or rouge with 

ridge. In very distinct utterance this devocalization of final 

voiced fricatives is avoided by some speakers. 

52. Oral and Nasal Consonants. Begin to make the sound b 

without allowing the lips to separate. Then while continuing the 

effort, allow the breath to pass out through the nose. This results 

in the sound of m. When breath passes through the nose with the 

mouth passage shut off by the lips or the tongue, the velum is 

lax and hangs away from the back of the upper pharynx. When 

the velum is drawn up to contact with the back of the upper 

pharynx, the breath is prevented from passing through the nose 

and is forced out through the mouth. When the velum is lax, 

leaving the passage through the nose open, breath may pass 

through nose and mouth at the same time, but ordinarily in 
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speaking it passes through only one at a time. Test the other 

consonants of the list and determine which of them are nasal. 

Nasalized vowels are made through the mouth, but with the 

nasal passage open for some breath to pass out, and also so as 

to produce resonance from the nasal cavity. Nasalized vowels 

are regular in French, but are not ordinarily used in English. 

53. Stops. The stops need more particular notice. In pro¬ 

nouncing the voiceless stop p in pay, there is an explosive sound 

of breath (its aspiration; see §29) between the stop and the 

vowel just as the lips separate. Likewise in the t of too, as the 

tongue point leaves the teethridge, and in the k of key just as 

the tongue back leaves the velum. A similar explosive sound 

can be heard in stop ’em stop m, for which the lips do not sep¬ 

arate but the velum opens and the explosion, less marked, is 

made through the nose. So in battle baetf the tongue point re¬ 

mains on the teethridge while the air bursts out at the sides of 

the tongue; and in cotton katn the tongue point remains on the 

teethridge while the breath, by sudden opening of the velum, 

escapes through the nose. In I can go ai kg go the tongue back 

remains on the velum, the velum opens, and the explosion takes 

place through the nose. These various manners of explosion 

after p, t, k are varieties of especially prominent transition 

sounds (§28)—they are not the speech sounds p, t, k themselves, 

which often occur without them with no loss of their practical 

use in living speech. These transition sounds are absent, e.g., 

from p in jump back d3Amp b*ek, from t in outdo autdu, and 

from k in background baekgraund, yet the p, t, and k are plainly 

present. 
54. In the three last examples the p, t, and k are entirely 

silent from the end of the preceding sound to the beginning of 

the following sound. In these cases we have speech sounds which 

are not sounds from the point of view of physics; but they make 

as definite an impression on the speaker and the hearer as if they 
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were accompanied by noise, or physical sound. The same silent 

speech sounds can be heard when p, t, k are pronounced at the 

ends of words before a pause, as in saep, saet, saek. In these cases 

the p, t, k are recognized by the preceding transition sound 

that leads up to them till the contact of the lips or the tongue 

is made. This initial contact for any sound that has contact 

is called the closure, or occlusion, and the end of the con¬ 

tact is called the opening, or release.18 In saep, saet, saek the 

closure is evident to the ear by the sudden cutting off of the 

preceding vowel ae, and the acoustic character of this sudden 

closure reveals whether the following stop is p, t, or k.19 The 

closure is not heard when the stops are initial, as in pe, tu, ki. 
Between vowels both closure and release are evident, as in copy, 
duty, seeking. 

Stops are also called plosives, or explosives, because the ex¬ 

plosive release is often a prominent mark of the presence of 

these sounds. But the closure and release are the transition 
sounds, not the speech sounds. 

55. When the stops are voiced (b, d, g) in similar surround¬ 

ings to those named above for p, t, k, as in be, du, go, rab ip, 
SAdp, dog p gAn, the explosion is less marked and is accom¬ 

panied by voice.20 It, too, may be absent, as in kab paip, said- 
traek, dag ka^t, or when b, d, or g ends a phrase or sentence. 

When special effort is made to explode final voiced stops, a brief 

vowel a is heard after them. In mistaken efforts to speak clearly 

18 The same terms are also sometimes applied to sounds that have only 
narrowing, as s, z. 

19 Instructive experiments can be made by pronouncing the words given 
while the mouth of the speaker is concealed from the listener. 

20 Often the voice does not begin till the moment of the release of the voiced 
consonant, the consonant itself being without sound of voice. But such voice¬ 

less b, d, g sounds still are members of the b, d, g phoneme, respectively, and 

are distinguished acoustically from p, t, k by the difference in the manner of 

release. There are also organic differences, as in the position of the glottis. 
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radio announcers sometimes use such pronunciations as hi dido, 
hi traida tu rabo, etc. 

56. The Glottal Stop. Since this is formed by the firmly 

closed glottis, it can only be voiceless and silent, though the 

transition sound before or after it can be either voiceless or 

voiced. Its presence is evident, like that of p, t, k, either by the 

sudden cutting off of the preceding sound or the explosive re¬ 

lease and transition to a following sound, especially a vowel. 

This explosive release is heard in the common cough. In some 

languages it is a distinctive speech sound, as in Semitic, where 

it has a letter to spell it, and in Danish. It also occurs regularly 

in standard German before initial vowels of accented syllables, 

though not, except rarely, as a distinctive speech sound.21 

Though not a distinctive speech sound nor of regular oc¬ 

currence in English, the glottal stop occasionally occurs in both 

British and American standard speech. It is used before a vowel 

at the beginning of a word or syllable for special emphasis, as 

hiz ?alwiz let; its m?aedokwit; in public speaking to give a 

staccato effect of clearness; and frequently to make an easy or 

clear transition from a final vowel to an initial one, as ome^iko 

?on fraens, edo ?aen, etc., where speakers of some types of 

English are apt to insert an intrusive r (see §241). 

In some local British dialects, as that of Glasgow, the glottal 

stop occurs regularly as a substitute for the stops, especially t 
and d, as in ge? i? for get it, k?or, for letor, etc. 

57. Combinations of Stops. When stops are followed by 

other stops, as in aekt, only the closure of the first and the open- 

ing, or release, of the second are heard. In aekt the tongue back 

and the velum come into contact, making the closure for k, and 

then before the tongue is released from the velum, the point 

21 Cf. Prokosch, Sounds and History of the German Language, N. Y., 1916, 
p. 34, §36. 
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makes contact with the teethridge for t, so that no release for k 
and no closure for t are heard, though they both occur silently. 

The tongue acts likewise but in reverse order in tk of naitkajp. 
Follow step by step the action of the lips and the tongue in the 

following combinations of voiceless stops: aept, nAtpik, Apkip, 
rakpail. Do so likewise with these combinations of voiced with 
voiced stops: sabd, redb3d, hedgi^, baegdaed, rAgbi, kraeb gnes. 

58. When a voiceless stop is followed by a voiced stop, as 

pd in laep dag, we likewise hear only the closure of the first (p) 
and the release of the second (d), but in this case the voice 

begins somewhere in the second stop (sometimes just at the 

release). Follow the process in Apgred, setbaek, f#t gus, brikbait, 
baek doa1. 

59. When voiced stops are followed by voiceless, the first 

closure and the second release only are heard, as in the preced¬ 

ing, but the voice sounds during the first, and then becomes 

silent at the beginning of the second, or a little after its closure. 

This may be observed in babtel, SAbklaes, taedpol, m*dk«p, 
maegpai, waegtel. 

60. In the homorganic stops, voiceless+voiced (pb, td, kg) 
and voiced+voiceless (bp, dt, gk), the situation differs in that 

the speech organs of the mouth keep the same contact from the 

closure of the first to the release of the second, so that there is 

only one closure and one release, instead of the two closures 

and two releases of the foregoing groups, in which only- one of 

each was heard. The voice begins or ceases in the midst, as in 

the other combinations of voiceless and voiced stops. Observe 

the examples skraepbuk, kab paip; autdu, saidtraek; baek- 
graund, dagka^t, with lip contact, tongue-point contact, and 
tongue-back contact. 

61. Lengthened Consonants. Consonants, like vowels, differ 

in length in English. For example, the 1 of build bilid is longer 
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than that of built bilt, m is longer in dumb cUmi than in dump 

tUmp, and n is longer in hens heniz than in hence hens. It is 

likely that consonant length, like vowel length, differs in Eng¬ 

land and America. The subject is complicated and as yet little 

investigated. Reliable results can come only from instrumental 

experiment. Important work has been done by E. A. Meyer, 

G. E. Fuhrken,22 and others, chiefly for British speech, but much 

remains to be discovered, especially in America. The length of 

sounds not only in separate words, but in connected speech of 

different styles and by different persons, needs investigation. 

The subject is very important for dialect study and the history 

of sound changes, but fortunately not so important for the 

practical study of speech, in America, at least. 

For it is doubtful whether length of consonants by itself is 

ever distinctive in English. Possibly the length of n in hens henz 

is its chief acoustic difference from hence hens, for the final z 

and s of these words are very much alike to the ear. Perhaps 

if the word hens were pronounced with as short a n as in hence, 

the two words would be confused, if they occurred in contexts 

where confusion of meaning would be likely. 

62. Doubled Consonants. Consonants represented by double 

letters in present English are seldom double, except in words 

joined in compounds and when contiguous in speech, and oc¬ 

casionally when prefixes or suffixes are added, as in unknown 

An-non, wholly hol-li, solely sol-li, meanness min-ms, etc. Most 

words with doubled letters but single sounds, as happy haepi, 

little litj, follow falo, are merely relics of a time in Middle Eng¬ 

lish when the consonants were really long or double, being 

shortened later with the old spelling retained. 

When voiceless stops are combined, as in hop pole hap-pol, 

22 E. A. Meyer, Englische Lautdauer, Uppsala, 1903: G. E. Fuhrken, Stand¬ 

ard English Speech, Cambridge (Eng.), 1932. See §84. 
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coattail kot-tel, bookcase buk-kes, the lips or the tongue are in 

contact from the closure of the first consonant to the release of 

the second, with a moment of silence between. During this 

silence, after the closure and before the release, Stetson24 has 

shown that there is a fall and then a rise in breath pressure due 

to a chest pulse which marks the division between the syllables 

and the beginning of a second consonant. The double is also 

made evident to the ear by the perceptible interval between the 
closure and the opening of the double consonant. 

When the abutting consonants are voiced stops, as in grab 

^rasb-bheaddress hcd-dres, big game bi^-^em, the voice 

usually continues from closure to release, with a slight weaken¬ 

ing in the middle that likewise indicates the syllable boundary, 
followed by the pulse of the second consonant. 

The situation is similar when fricatives or sonorants are 

combined, as in haef-ful, liv-vekont, bo6-8igz, wiff-ffis, p3s-strig, 
hiz-zil, wa/-/ip, fil-laik, hom-med, pen-naif, though the syllable 
division is not so sharp as with stops. 

63. In some cases, however, Stetson’s experiments seem to 

show that the consonant in such combinations is merely length¬ 

ened, the impression of doubling being given by the perceptible 

separation of the closure and the release, and the fact that there 
are two syllables. 

From the point of view of the continued contact of the lips 

or the tongue, such abutting consonants as in coattail kot-tel 
and the others are lengthened consonants; from the point of 

view of the syllable division with a chest pulse between the 

closure and the opening, they are double. Both points of view 

are suggested by doubling the symbol with a connecting hyphen 
between (hap-pol, etc.). 

64. When the abutting consonants are affricates, which con- 

24 H. Stetson, Motor Phonetics (in Archives Neerlandaises de Phonetique 
Experimentale), La Haye, 1928, pp. 67 ff. 
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sist both of a contact and a fricative narrowing, both parts must 

be repeated in order to retain the identity of the two consonants, 

which, if treated like the others, would become either t-tf, d-d3 

or tf-J\ d3-3. Hence they are sounded as stop-fricative-stop- 

fricative, the tongue passing from the first stop position to the 

narrowed fricative position, and then to the second stop position 

without opening to the full open vowel position, as it does after 

the second fricative position; as in dAt/-tJiz, dsa^ds-dsonz. 
65. Consonants that do not end words, as h and the glides 

w, hw, j, r, and those that do not begin words, as g and 3 (ex¬ 

cept rarely), are not thus doubled. When such combinations 

occur as how weak hau-wik, why yes wai-jes, Jar-reaching faa1- 

ritjig, we have the abutting of the final nonsyllabic vowel of a 

falling diphthong (au, ai, a^) with the initial nonsyllabic glide 

consonant of a rising one (wi, je, ri).25 

66. Doubled consonants are often distinctive, as in ai du, 

aid-du; ai o nAn, ai on-nAn; aim aik, aim-maik;26 tap Ap, tap- 

pAp; wifi a maen, wifi-fia maen; Anemd, An-nemd. Cf. also fiis-sa 

fain de. But such -abutting double consonants do not show that 

consonant length is distinctive in English; for the consonants 

are not merely lengthened but are doubled; and it is rather the 

syllable division that is distinctive in the practical use of lan¬ 

guage. Syllabic and nonsyllabic consonants are distinctive for 

the same reason; as in batlet baetlit and battle it baetl it; ordnance 

a^dnans and ordinance oa^dnans; Stop, Mike! stap maik and 

Stop ’em, IkeI stap m aik. The difference is perceived by the 

extra syllable, though it is true that length of the consonant 

(not doubleness) is the cause of the syllabicness. The same con¬ 

sonants (but not in the same environment) can, however, be 

25 The word diphthong is used in this book to include such consonant-vowel 

combinations as wa, ja, ju, ra, etc. 

26 Stetson, p. 67. 
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long without being syllabic, as in fill, fidj; bAm, bAtn; Ohm 
omi, opip. 

When it does not give a wrong meaning, doubled consonants 

are often made single, as penaif, imatoiol, met; and in wholly, 

often pronounced holi in spite of the homophone holy holi, the 

latter not being often used in the same situation in the sentence. 

67. Vowels and Consonants. The key to the meaning of 

vowel27 as formed by the speech organs is shape, and as heard 

by the ear, free tone of a certain resonance.28 The key to the 

meaning of consonant is, organically, contact or narrowing and 

acoustically, dampening of sound. The dampened sound may 

vary from a sonorous sound almost as full as a vowel to com¬ 

plete silence. The shape of the whole mouth and throat cavity 

is significant for the vowel; for the consonant the determining 

(though not the exclusive) feature is contact or opposition of 

some particular parts of the speech apparatus, as lips, teeth, 

tongue, palate, velum, glottis. Vowels and consonants have 

many features in common. It is the predominating features that 

are significant for each class by itself. These predominating 

features determine the practical use of the vowel and consonant 
sounds in actual speech. 

68. A vowel is a form of musical tone. A voice tone is a com¬ 

plex of sets of regular vibrations of the vocal cords of different 

rapidity, or frequencies. These consist of a fundamental and of 

overtones. The fundamental is the lowest-pitched set of regular 

vibrations (lowest frequency) in the tone, and the overtones 

(partials) are several sets of vibrations of higher pitch (greater 

frequency) in harmony with the fundamental. The mouth and 

27 The definitions of vowel and consonant are based on the author’s type of 
General American. 

28 The term resonance is here used, not in its general sense of resounding 

power or sonorousness, but in its technical sense of specific tone quality, as 
defined above. 
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throat cavity as shaped for each particular vowel has, like any 

cavity, a certain natural resonance, or “echo.” If one hums a 

tune in an empty room, one of the notes “rings in one’s ears.” 

This is the note having the pitch that agrees with the natural 

resonance of the room. In a similar manner the mouth cavity, 

shaped with the aid of the tongue and lips for a given vowel, 

reinforces those partials of the voice tone which best fit its par¬ 

ticular shape. This gives the resonance of the vowel, the charac¬ 

teristic quality that identifies it. For some vowels the mouth and 

throat are divided by the tongue into two connected compart¬ 

ments, each with its characteristic resonance. Such vowels then 

have a double characteristic, or resonance. 

69. The fundamental tone may be changed in key (pitch), 

but the mouth cavity, shaped for the same vowel, will still 

select and reinforce partial tones of the same frequency as 

before. Hence the same vowel may be sung on different pitches 

(fundamentals). Whispering the vowel (substituting glottal 

friction for voice) reveals the characteristic resonance of the 

mouth shape for that same vowel without the fundamental and 

partial vibrations of the vocal cords. Hence a vowel can be 

whispered on only one pitch.29 
70. A consonant depends for its identification, not upon the 

shape of the resonance cavity, but chiefly on contact or narrow¬ 
ing of the speech organs. We know when we are making a vowel 

chiefly by the shape of the mouth and the resulting resonance, 

which we know how to make, if not to describe. We are aware 

of pronouncing consonants chiefly by the sensations of contact 

or narrowing of particular speech organs, as the lips, the tongue 

against the teeth or approaching the teethridge or velum, etc. 

The consonants vary more in variety of sound than the vowels. 

29 There are slight variations, within limits, of the characteristic pitches of 

the different vowels. The above explanation in the main follows the findings of 

Dayton C. Miller (The Science of Musical Sounds, N. Y., 1926). 
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In the first group, the stops, the contacts of lips or tongue and 
velum make complete closure of the breath passage. In the 
second group, the fricatives, there is either contact together 
with friction (f, v, 0, 8) or narrowing with friction (s, z, J, 3); 
in the affricates (tf, d3) there are both. In the sonorants m, n, g, 
there is lip or tongue contact together with open velum, and in 
1 there is tongue contact with closed velum. The sonorants are 
the most sonorous of the consonants, and are hence often syl¬ 
labic (see §86); for this reason they have sometimes been 
falsely called vowels. Contact, not tone quality, is the essential 
of their formation (see §71). 

71. With the gliding consonants w, j, and r (ret, bred) the 
situation is modified but the same at bottom. These consonants 
result from an immediate rapid movement of the lips and 
tongue, or tongue alone, from the positions for the vowels u, i, 3 
to a following vowel (see §37). If the voice is uttered while the 
lips and tongue are held fixed for a perceptible moment in the 
vowel position, the vowel u, i, or 3 is heard. Though the lips are 
narrowed or the tongue approaches the palate or the velum, yet 
this is not significant, but incidental to forming the shape for 
the vowel resonance, which is the predominating feature; but 
if the lips and tongue immediately move toward a following 
vowel, the perception of this vowel resonance is prevented, and 
the sense of narrowing—considerably enhanced by the quick 
movement—becomes dominant, and we have a consonant w, j, 
or r.30 The difference in feeling at the lips or the tongue is very 
obvious on comparing the utterance of u, i, or 3 with that of 
w, j, or r. The close relation of these three vowels to the cor¬ 
responding consonants, the nearly even balance of the features 
of resonance and narrowing, is suggested by the name semi¬ 
vowels often used of w and j. But w, j, and prevocal r are not 

30 Compare the difference in muscular sensation in bending the elbow slowly 
and then with a jerk. 
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half vowel and half consonant; they are true consonants, and 

u, i, 3 are true vowels, for the reasons given.31 Walker (1791) 
pointed out that the sounds w and j were treated popularly as 

consonants in actual unconscious speech by the use of the in¬ 

definite article 3 (a wok, 3 jok). Likewise today the definite 

article <$3 and the preposition to are used (“So wok, jok, to 
woa% ta jua^op) as before other words beginning with consonants. 

But on, tfr, and tu are used before u, i, and 3 (an uzig sprig, $1 

ist, tu 3CI3, etc.).32 

72. Resonance form of the mouth cavity is thus the key to 

the vowel, and contact or narrowing the key to the consonant. 
But many consonants also show distinct resonance, while they 

remain consonants; as the voiced consonants, and especially the 

sonorants m, n, g, 1. The consonant 1 has very marked resonance 

quality; 1 sounds can be made that by their tone quality suggest 

all the different vowels. But the tone quality is not the identify¬ 

ing feature; it is only incidental. None of its various resonances 

changes 1 into any vowel. It is the point contact and lateral 

opening of the tongue, with closed velum, that makes and keeps 

it 1. Likewise some vowels also have marked contact or narrow¬ 

ing. The contact of the tongue for i may be greater than that 

for 1, as shown by palatograms,33 or by rapidly breathing these 

sounds. But it is not the contact that identifies i; it is its tone 

quality. So the vowel u has close narrowing of the lips; but this 

is likewise incidental to the formation of the cavity for the 

characteristic resonance of u.34 

31 For the manner of writing these sounds in transcription, see §382. 

32 So is sometimes assimilated to Si before j (fti ja^d), and ta to tu before 
w (tu waat);but a, <Sa, and ta otherwise remain unchanged before w and j. 

33 Cf. Daniel Jones, Outline of Phonetics, 3d ed., 1932, pp. 64 and 161, 
Fig. 85. 

34 For some of the foregoing ideas about vowels and consonants I am in¬ 
debted to Jorgen Forchhammer (see Bibliography). But some of my conclusions 

disagree with his. 
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73. In studying the vowels it is important to get a clear idea 

of the positions of the tongue, especially its position forward or 

backward, and its height up or down as determined in part by 
the raising or lowering of the jaw. 

Pronounce i {beet) with the finger held lightly against the 

tip of the tongue. Then sound u {pool). The tip of the tongue has 

receded, and the back of it is raised up in the back of the mouth 

toward the velum. With reference to these positions of the 

tongue, then, i is a front vowel and u a back vowel. Try the 

same with the pairs e {bait)—o {coat), and ae {bat)—a {ah), and 

it will be evident that e is front and o back, ae is front and a 
back, though the tip of the tongue has receded less from ae to a 
than it did from i to u. 

74. Brace the thumb and finger under the bone of the jaw so 

as to feel any upward or downward movement, and also with a 

mirror watch the amount of space between the front upper and 

lower teeth. Then pronounce in succession the vowels i {beet), 

e {bait), ae {bat). For i the jaw is nearly closed, but it drops a 

little for e, and a little lower for ae. The body of the tongue goes 

d6wn with the jaw, the point of it remains on or near the lower 

front teeth, and for each vowel in turn the front of the tongue is 

less elevated toward the hard palate. Repeat the experiment 
till this becomes entirely clear. 

75. Of the front vowels, then, i is high-front, e is mid-front, 
and ae low-front. Now try the same for the back vowels u {pool), 

o {coat), a {ah), and it will be seen that u is high-back, o mid- 
back, and a low-back. The lips will hide the teeth and the back 

of the tongue for u, but a small flashlight will show that the 

back of the tongue is high toward the velum for u, and suc¬ 

cessively lower for o and for a. The back of the tongue is lower 

than the front is for i, and lower for a than the front is for ae 

Fig. 9, p. 66. Verify these six tongue positions with the thumb 

and finger on the jaw as before by pronouncing in succession the 
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pairs i—u, e—o, ae—a, observing within each pair the back¬ 

ward movement of the tongue, and the successive lowering of 

the jaw for the second and third pairs. 

76. Watch the separation of the teeth while pronouncing 

alternately i {beet) and i {bit). The teeth are slightly farther apart 

for i than for i. Hold the butt of a pencil between the front teeth, 

not inserted far enough to interfere with the tongue. It will be 

found possible to sound i after i without lowering the jaw. In 

this case the top of the tongue is lowered and retracted a trifle 

for sounding i. The same may be tried for e and e, and for u 
and u, with a similar result. With some speakers the tongue is 

tenser for i, e, u than for i, e, u, respectively, and some phoneti¬ 

cians regard this as the important difference between them. 

The difference in tenseness is less certain for the lower vowels. 

No English vowels are so tense as some of the French and Ger¬ 

man vowels, and the present author does not regard the dis¬ 

tinction by tenseness and laxness as being so important as the 

difference in the height of the tongue. 

77. Pronounce- before a mirror the series u, u, o, 3, a (the 

back vowels from the highest downward); and ae, £, e, i, i (the 

front vowels from the lowest upward). For u the lips will be 

seen to be closely rounded and closed at the edges, and suc¬ 

cessively less until for a they are wide open up and down and 

spread to the comers. Then beginning with ae they remain 

spread laterally while they approach each other vertically a 

little more for each of the front vowels from ae to i. In English 

only the back vowels (except a) are rounded. The rounding is 

less marked in familiar connected speech than in sounding 

isolated vowels and separate words for experiment. It is usually 

somewhat less in American than in British speech, being often 

little more than compression of the lips at the corners.35 

35 Bloomfield’s statement {Language, N. Y., 1933, p. 105) that “Different 

positions of the lips play no part in American English vowels, except for one 

minor fact [w?],” is somewhat extreme. 
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None of our front vowels are now rounded, though in 

Old English and Middle English there were high-front rounded 

and mid-front rounded vowels that have since been unrounded.36 

Other languages, as German and French, also have front 

rounded vowels. It is good practice to learn to shape the lips 

independently of the position of the tongue; as to sound u and 

then without moving the lips from the u position try to sound i; 
or to sound o and with the lips kept in the o position try to 

sound e; or to sound o and with the same lip position sound ae. 

These efforts should result in making the high-front-round y as 

in German kiihn ky:n, or French dur dy:r; and the mid-front- 

round 0, as in G. tonen t0man, or Fr. peu p0; and the low-front 

rounded oe, as in G. Volker fcelkor, or Fr. peur pceir. Likewise it is 

instructive to practice pronouncing the higher back vowels un¬ 

rounded by holding the lips fixed after sounding i and trying to 

sound u; or after e, and trying to sound o, etc. Some languages 

(as Indo-Chinese) have such unrounded back vowels. 

78. Pronounce ae and a, and then watch the tongue while 

trying to stop it halfway back from ae to a. This gives the low- 
central tongue position. Do the same for e and o, using for a 

halfway station the last sound in sofa sofa. This gives the mid¬ 
central tongue position. 

79. The tongue and lip position for each vowel can thus be 

indicated by the proper combination of descriptive terms, as 

high-front, mid-back-round, etc. The terms advanced and re¬ 
tracted may be added for minor variations forward and back¬ 

ward from the main positions, and the terms raised and lowered 
for minor variations up and down from them. The following are 
the designations of the American vowels: 

i high-front (hf) u high-back-round (hbr) 

i lower high-front (lhf) u lower high-back-round 

(lhbr) 

38 The word busy contained the high-front rounded vowel that has since 
become an unrounded i, but the spelling u came from the time when it was 
rounded. 
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e higher mid-front 
(hmf) 

e lower mid-front 

(Imf) 
ae low-front (If) 

3,^,3, a mid-central o mid-back-round (mbr) 
(me) 

a lower mid-central re- 3 higher low-back-round 
tracted (lmcr) (hlbr) 

a low-central advanced d low-back-round (lbr) 

(lea) a low-back (lb) 

80. In these descriptions it is the position of the highest part 

of the tongue that is designated, since that is most important 

for the vowel because it serves to divide the mouth cavity. 

Notice, e.g., that it is possible to alternate ae and a with the 

point of the tongue resting on the backs of the lower teeth for 

both; but the front is raised for ae, and the back (though less) 
for a. 

81. The scientific value of the designation of vowels by 

tongue position has been questioned. Its uniformity among 

different speakers of the same dialect has no doubt been exag¬ 

gerated. Some phoneticians have gained such skill in observing 

their own tongue positions that they can perceive very slight 

changes in their vowels by the change of tongue position. Such 

skill is very valuable for its possessor. But evidence is yet lack¬ 

ing that all speakers of a language pronounce the same vowels 

with the same tongue positions, and the value of elaborate 

schemes for indicating tongue positions with mathematical pre¬ 

cision may perhaps be doubted. Even x-ray photography does 

not show uniform results, though excellent technique has been 

developed for making uniform measurements.37 On seeing an 

x-ray photograph of the vowel a, e.g., one may well ask “Whose 

a,38 and what a?” There are many different a sounds any one 

of which would make the word father quite intelligible. 

37 Cf. C. E. Parmenter, S. N. Trevino, and C. A. Bevans, A Technique for 

Radiographing the Organs of Speech during Articulation, Zeitschrift fur Ex- 

perimental-Phonetik, Leipzig, July, 1931, Band I, Heft 2. 

38 The usual biography of the subject does not answer this question; one 
must hear him talk. 
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82. There are other factors than the tongue that enter into 

the production of the required vocal cavity for a vowel. Mouths 

are not all shaped alike, and compensating adjustments are 

made by the walls of the pharynx, by the cheeks, and possibly 

even by the vocal cords.39 Yet tongue position is the best means 

yet discovered for convenient description of the vowels. Of its 

essential validity there is little doubt. It accounts better than 

anything else for many vowel changes that have occurred in 

various languages, and if interpreted with moderation and 
caution, there is no doubt of its usefulness. 

83. The chart (Fig. 9, p. 66) of the tongue positions of the 

vowels (those of the author except 3 and d) is intended to repre¬ 

sent only’approximately the relative positions of the tongue for 

the different vowels. Its irregular shape is designed to suggest 

only roughly the successive retraction of the tongue from the 

high-front to the low-front and low-back vowels, and to show 

the somewhat larger range of differences in mouth opening for 

the front vowels than for the back vowels. The left side of the 

chart represents the front of the mouth of a person facing the 
left.40 

84. Vowel Quantity. In phonetics quantity (length or short¬ 

ness) means duration only, and must not be confused with the 

traditional unscientific distinction such as that between so- 

called “short in sand and “long a” in late. The vowels in 

39 The possibility of such compensating adjustments is shown by the fact 
that, with a pencil butt inserted between the teeth to hold the jaw rigid, all the 
vowels can be pronounced recognizably. 

40 The relative nearness of e to i and of o to u, also confirmed by Parmenter 

and Trevino (Vowel Positions as Shown by X-rays, Quarterly Journal of Speech, 

June, 1932), has important bearings on the historical development of these 

sounds. For example, ME i when lengthened often became e: and u became o:. 
A result of this is seen in the present double pronunciation of creek as krik and 

krik. Cf. also the variation in the pronunciation of poor as puo and poo, found 
in standard British and dialectal American. 
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these two words, though both spelt with the letter a, are actually 

different vowels, one being ae and the other e. They differ in 

quality—the way they sound to the ear—which is due to the 

difference in position of the vocal organs. But in quantity, or 

length, the “short a” in sand is actually longer than the “long a” 

in late. 
The subject of vowel quantity is not yet fully understood. 

Fig. 9.—Chart of the Tongue Positions for the Vowels. 

Hf = High-front He = High-central Hbr = High-back-round 
Lrhf =Lower high-front Lrhbr=Lower high-back-round 

Hrmf = Higher mid-front Me = Mid-central Mbr = Mid-back-round 

Lrmf = Lower mid-front Hrlbr = Higher low-back-round 
Lf = Low-front Lea = Low-central Lbr = Low-back-round 

advanced Lb = Low-back 
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Interesting and valuable facts are presented by E. A. Meyer,41 

Otto Jespersen,42 and C. H. Grandgent43—the first two for British 

English and the third for American, which differs somewhat in 

laws of quantity. Professor Grandgent distinguishes four degrees 

of vowel length; namely, short, half-long, long, and overlong. 

These terms refer to the relative lengths of vowels uttered by 

the same speaker under the same conditions, not to absolute 

duration or time-length, which depends on rapidity of speech, 

differing with the habits and mood of the speaker. 

In this book quantity is not usually indicated in transcrip¬ 

tions. When it is indicated, the International symbol • is placed 

after the vowel to indicate that it is half-long, and the symbol i, 

to indicate that it is long. The combination of the two r may 

be used to indicate a vowel that is overlong. Unmarked vowels 

are to be regarded as short when mentioned in connection with 
other vowels that are marked for length. 

Only a few laws of vowel quantity are here given, since 

length of vowels, like that of consonants, is not distinctive in 

American English; there are no pairs of words that differ solely 

in length of the vowel. For example, the words seat sit and sit sit 
differ in quality of vowel, and if they differ in length, it is not 

noticed, because it is not distinctive. The following should, 

however, be mastered. Note carefully that the signs used in¬ 

dicate relative length only; i.e., that the marks indicate only 

that the vowels in question are longer or shorter than those 

mentioned in the same connection. Thus vowels with similar 

marks may have different absolute lengths. 

1. The same vowel, if stressed, is longer when final or before 
a voiced consonant than it is before a voiceless consonant: 

si:, si:d—sit se:d—set 

41 Englische Lautdauer, Uppsala & Leipzig, 1903. 

42 Grammar, I. (Heidelberg, 1909), §§16.31 ff. 
43 Die Neueren Sprachen, II, 463 ff. (1895). 
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2. The same vowel, if stressed, is longer when final or before 
a final consonant than it is when followed by an unaccented 
syllable: 

ste:, steid—ste ig ko’t—ko tig 

3. The same vowel, if stressed, is longer when followed by 
a sonorant m, n, g, 1+a voiced consonant than it is when fol¬ 
lowed by the sonorant+a voiceless consonant: 

OAimd—0Ampt peind—pent 
brngz—brigk wailz—waits 

4. The same vowel becomes longer or shorter as its stress 
is increased or decreased: 

'dan—jdaraglnosis— 'noitabj—ino’to'bilati— 
dai'aeganal no !t e/an 

The low-front vowel ae, commonly called “short a” (hat), 

and the low-back a, which in General American usually re¬ 

places “short o” (hot), are particularly subject to lengthening 

under stress. Such words as sat, had, lot, odd, when stressed, 

often have fully long aei and a:, respectively. Professor Daniel 

Jones mentions the lengthening of ae in Southern British 
speech.44 

For fuller treatment of vowel length in American English, 

see Webster’s New International Dictionary, Second Edition, 
1934, Guide to Pronunciation, §49. 

85. The Syllable. In spelling, the division of words into syl¬ 

lables is conventional, and does not always correspond to the 

actual division made in speech. For the rules of syllable division 

in writing, see Webster’s New International Dictionary, Second 
Edition, p. lviii. 

86. According to the theory probably now most widely ac¬ 

cepted, the division of words into syllables in actual speech 

44 Outline of English Phonetics, N. Y., 1932, p. 218. 
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depends upon the principle of sonority or degree of audibility, 

of speech sounds. Vowels are the most sonorous of the speech 

sounds, the sonorants m, n, g, 1 are next, then the other voiced 

consonants, the voiceless fricatives, and least of all the voiceless 

stops, p, t, k, which, apart from their on-glides and off-glides, 

have no sonority at all. The phonetic center, or “peak” of a 
syllable is its point of greatest sonority. 

Another theory is that the syllable is begun, and thus marked 

off, by a muscular pulse from the chest, or in some cases by the 

force of the consonant movement in the mouth. See §62, foot¬ 

note 24. The two theories are perhaps not contradictory, the 

one dealing chiefly with the center of the syllable and the other 

with its boundaries.45 In spite of the uncertainty as to the 

nature of the syllable, it is perhaps the most easily perceived 
unit of speech. 

87. Usually a vowel is the center of a syllable, alone or with 

a consonant. But certain consonants, the sonorants 1, m, n, g, 
can form syllables, alone or with other consonants, without any 

vowel whatever, as in cattle kaet-f, saddle saed-1, open op-m, 
mob 'em mab-m, cotton kat-n, sudden SAd-n, Jack and Jill d3&k 
P d3il, crag and cliff kraeg g klif, settled set-id, handled hasn-dld, 
battled b&t-ld. If any vowel whatever, no matter how obscure 

or short, intervenes, it becomes the syllabic sound, and the con¬ 
sonant is no longer syllabic. 

88. No vowel can intervene if the speech organs, the lips or 

the tongue, hold the same position from one consonant to the 

next, as in the above examples, the tongue point remaining on 

the teethridge for tj, dl, tn, dn; the lips remaining closed for 

pip, bip, and the tongue back remaining on the velum for kg, gg. 
89. When the lips or tongue must change position from one 

of the consonants to the next, if the opening is not made wider 

than for either of the consonants, the opening will be too narrow 

45 For fuller discussion, see Webster (1934), Pronunciation, §59. 
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to form a vowel, and the second consonant will still be syllabic; 

as in castle kaes-1, prison priz-n, chasm kaez-m, Jonathan 

d3ana0-n, mason me-sn. Sometimes the organs can reach the 

second position before the first is released, as in maple me-p|, 

bubble bAb-1, in which the tongue point reaches the teethridge 

before the lips open from p or b; or in buckle bAk-1, straggle 

straeg-1, in which the tongue point reaches the teethridge before 

the back leaves the velum; or in slogan slo-gn, beacon bi-kn, 
in which the same is true. 

90. In the first class of cases, when the consonants are horn- 

organic, if the contact is broken, a vowel 9 or i intervenes, as in 

Boston bastan, London lAndan, mountain mauntin. Syllabic con¬ 

sonants are the rule in the first sort of cases. But in the other 

two classes, the opening for the transition may be wide enough, 

or the second position may not be reached till after the first, so 

that vowels are more likely to intervene and the second con¬ 

sonant cease to be syllabic. Such pronunciations are very com¬ 

mon in these words, as meson, djansan, mepol, ofan, iv9n, 
bekan, slog9n.. 

91. It is to be observed that no consonants except the 

sonorants m, n, p, 1 can be syllabic and only in unaccented 

syllables; and that these are syllabic only after certain con¬ 

sonants. Thus the nasals are not syllabic after nasals. Hence 

such transcriptions as kamn for common, venm for venom are 

wrong; without a slight vowel, there would be but one syllable. 

In some cases, too, where a syllabic consonant is possible it is 

very unlikely, as in bottom, where the pronunciation batm would 

be unusual. When a sonorant 1 is syllabic after a nasal as in 

channel t/aenl, trammel traeml, the nasal remains nonsyllabic if 

their order is reversed, as in Milne miln, elm elm. Hence the 

contracted form swoln is pronounced either swoln (one syllable), 

as in Milton, or swolan, not swoln. So too consonants are un¬ 

likely to be syllabic after vowels. Though it is possible by 

special effort to pronounce baead, vaul, in ordinary speech they 
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are bae^sl, vaoal. Such words are often also monosyllabic (see 

further, §355). The combinations Om, @m, sni, zm, as in 

rhythm, prism are not usual, though here the current spelling 

often leads to regarding these as syllabic. The usual pronuncia¬ 

tion of these words is probably ri8am, ntfem, pnzam, blasam, 
kaezam, etc., as recognized by Hempl long ago.46 

92. British practice differs in some words in regard to syl- 

labic consonants from that in America. Words in -tion appear 

to be there more commonly pronounced with 11 (ne/n, kandi/n, 
etc.) which in America usually have -an (ne/an, kandi/an, etc.). 
So with vi33n, di's^an, etc. 

93. The boundary between two syllables may fall between 

two consonants, as in rcd-nis, between two vowels, as in kri-^et, 
indi-an, or it may fall within a consonant, or be doubtful, as in 

hae-p-i. This uncertainty has sometimes led to the unconscious 

transfer of a sound from one word to another, as when a norange 

3 n33"ind3 became an aaimd3, or a nepam became an epam; or 

vice versa, an eke name became a nickname; or Middle English 

at ten Oakes at tan aikas “at the oaks,” became atte Noakes atta 
naikas “at Noakes,” and then Noakes noks, a place in Hereford¬ 

shire. Likewise the ME at ten Ash became atte Nash, place name 
and personal name (from the place name). 

94. Assimilation. Assimilation is the phonetic process by 

which one sound is made to resemble a neighboring sound. For 

example the word open opan is often pronounced opm. Here n 
is assimilated, or made like, to p; i.e., the tongue-point alveolar 

nasal is changed into the lip nasal under the influence of the lip 

sound p. In this case the combination pm is made with one 

position of the lips, whereas pan or pn requires a position of the 

lips followed by a position of the tongue. Thus there is a degree 
of economy of effort in the assimilation of n to p. 

95. All assimilation is based on the tendency of the organic 

48 Cf. also Wyld, Universal English Dictionary, London, 1932. 
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positions for one sound to become the same in part or entirely 

as the organic positions for a neighboring sound. Thus when 

opn is changed to opm, the tongue-point alveolar closure, the 

open velum, and the vibrating vocal cords of n change only to 

lip closure, in conformity to the lip closure of the neighboring p, 
retaining the open velum and vibrating vocal cords. This com¬ 

bination produces m. When kankwest is changed to kagkwest, 
the tongue-point alveolar contact of n, with open velum and 

vibrating cords, changes to tongue-back velar contact, in con¬ 

formity to k, retaining the open velum and vibrating cords. 

This combination produces p. When the word class klaes is 

(as often) pronounced tlaes, the tongue-back velar contact of k, 
with closed velum and open (silent) vocal cords, is changed to 

the tongue-point alveolar contact that the following 1 has, the 

closed velum and open vocal cords being retained. This com¬ 

bination makes t. When lguS|b£3ii is changed to lguZ|b£ati, the 

tongue-blade alveolar narrowing of s, its fricative sound of 

breath, and its closed velum, are retained in z, but the open 

vocal cords of s are changed to the vibrating vocal cords of 

z in conformity to those of the voiced b (and also of the pre¬ 

ceding vowel). 
96. For brief descriptions of such assimilative changes, men¬ 

tion may be omitted of those organs that remain unchanged, 

and such an assimilation as the change from klaes to tlaes may 

be briefly described as the assimilation of a tongue-back velar 

k to the tongue-point alveolar 1, which produces t. Then, since 

the vocal cords are independent of the oral speech organs, it is 

practically convenient to speak of the change of position in 

them as voicing or devoicing. Hence for practical description we 

may speak of two kinds of assimilation—place assimilation (opn 
to opm) and voice assimilation (•gusibc^i to •guz|b£aii), though, 

strictly, all assimilation is place assimilation. 

97. In the example opn—opm the position of the lips for p 
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was continued, or carried forward, replacing the tongue-point 

position of a n by the closed lips of a m. Such effect of a pre¬ 

ceding sound on a following one is called progressive assimila¬ 
tion, the second sound being assimilated (made like) to the first. 

On the other hand, when graenpa becomes, as usually, graimpa, 
the lip closure for p is anticipated and taken during the n or in 

place of it, thus putting m in place of n. Where a following 

sound is thus anticipated and changes a preceding one, the 

process is called regressive assimilation. In this case the* first 
sound is assimilated to the second. 

98. Frequently assimilation is only partial, as in opm, in 

which n becomes m, more like p than n is, but not identical 

with p. Complete assimilation is seen in the pronunciation ffif-Jo 
for this show. But the distinction is not of great importance, as 

Jespersen has shown,47 for the same change may be partial in 

one case and complete in another. Thus when s becomes / in 

this year &f jia% the likeness to j is partial; but the likeness to 
the following sound is complete in ffif-Jo. 

99. Some assimilations have become permanent, as the 

change of d to t in looked lukt, while others occur only occasion¬ 

ally, as in opm doa% especially when they are the result of the 

occasional juxtaposition of sounds in varying groups of words, 

as in meet you mit/ii (cf. meet me mit mi, saw you so ju).48 

100. Assimilation applies to vowels as well as to consonants; 

but the principal influence of vowels is in voicing neighboring 

consonants, especially those between vowels (where the as¬ 

similation is both regressive and progressive). In the past, how- 

47 Lehrbuch, p. 169. 

48 Professor Daniel Jones distinguishes between assimilation—the change 
of a sound due to a neighboring sound, as in opm—and similitude—the per¬ 

manent resemblance of certain neighboring sounds, as of the partly voiceless 1 
to voiceless p in please. It is not possible to know in all cases whether the par¬ 

ticular resemblance always existed, or was the result of assimilation at some 
time in the past. The organic principle appears to be the same in both. 
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ever, vowels have changed extensively by assimilation. The 

result of such a change is seen in fill beside full, with the same 

vowel originally. 
101. Consonants that have changed by assimilation are 

sometimes lost later, but their former existence is often shown 

by the spelling, as in the place name Deford defo^d, formerly 

dcf-ford, cupboard kAb^d, raspberry raezbeo1!. 

102. In the following examples explain the consonant assim¬ 

ilations shown in transcription, and where ordinary spelling is 

used, state what assimilations are usual in current colloquial 

speech. Show whether there is voice assimilation, or place assim¬ 

ilation, or both together; and explain the changes in the position 

of the speech organs for the place assimilations. The examples 

do not all belong to the same level of usage. 

haegko4/if, 'raezibc^i, graem-ma, ■baim'bai, hi jus to du it, 

hil haef to go, walked, chopped, wished, hissed, pufed, frothed, 

eighth, kAp m sos3% si’daun, husband (housebond), huzzy (house¬ 

wife), cupboard, conquest, conquer, Concord (Mass.), gosling, Gos- 

well gazwel, Gosbeck gazbek, East Riding (from East Thriding = 

“third”), blackguard blaegao^d, blaeg^d, clapboard klaeb^d, cats 

(Middle English kat-toz), robes (ME roiboz), ropes (ME roipoz), 

pApkin (18th c. pumkin), |niuS|pepoc, I can go, I can't come, 

gim(m)i onASos lemi si it, sebm, kbm, tlaes, dlaes, baeg g baegid3, 

wives, worthy (cf. worth), heathen (cf. heath), ai don-no, ai dog 

kaeas ai domp bliv it, fippence fipons, hwado jo want? didju si 

im? soa'T to mi/ Ju, dA3 Ji no it? du oz i tel3 3U, aift Oigk so, 

aiz, it kaemp bi dAn, Si/ jio% laest/io1, pli3 /At So doo% siks 

mAnts ogo, les go! ju mo//o mi hau, aest tarn, So sekont taim, 

gAva^mont, wristband rizbond, *hoo/ |/u, he hit it upime blank," 

uSaddy” (Saturday), sm polz t/3t/, vamp (Fr. avant-pied), count 

(Lat. comitem), tense (L. tempus), had (ME had-do from havdo), 

subscription (cf. subscribe), complete (L. con-), suppose, illegal, 

immense, oppose (cf. ob'ject), announce (cf. adopt), Retford (red 
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ford), Shefford (sheep ford), Deford (deep ford), Sampford (sand 

ford), Mitford (mid(dle) ford), Stafford (ford situated at 

Stath), Ratclif (red cliff), Bedlam (Bethlehem), Sufield (south 

field), Bromfield (Cumberland—brown field; elsewhere this name 

means “field of broom”), Sheffield (Yorkshire—field on the river 

Sheath, now called the Sheaf), Sheffield (Sussex—sheep field), 

Glenfield (clean field), Smithfield (from ME smeifo feld, smooth 

field), Metjield (mead(ow) field), Sutton (south town = “farm”), 

Wootton, Wotton wutn (wood town), Ditton (dike town), Pigdon 

(pike down = “hill”), Whaddon (wheat down), Shibden (sheep 

den— valley ), Ogden (oak den), Dehden (deep den), Brog- 

borough (brook borough), Aggborough (oak borough), Sud¬ 

bury (south bury), Suffolk (south folk), Sudeley (south lea = 

“meadow”), Waltham waltom (wald ham = “forest home”), 

Rugby (rook by = “rooks’ dwelling”), cobweb (frpm cop = “spi¬ 
der”), hobman blind. 

103. Study of the foregoing list shows some assimilations 

that would be looked upon by many as careless, while others are 

in undoubted good use. The tendency to assimilation as a result 

of the various sound junctions that are made in daily speech is 

always present. The necessity of making ourselves understood, 

as well as a conservative desire not to “mispronounce,” ex¬ 

ercises a restraining influence on the tendency, and prevents 

many changes that would otherwise proceed more rapidly in the 

language, tending to obscure the identity of some words. Our 

attitude toward assimilations must be determined by judgment, 

by observation of the actual habits of people who are accepted 

as speaking well, and by a desire to speak clearly without being 

artificial. Too much avoidance of the common assimilations of 

current good usage, such as the insistence on mit ju, dont ju, 

netjua1, Edjukejbn, instead of the normal mit/u, dontfu, net>, 

£d3uke/an, is pedantic; while too liberal surrender to the tend¬ 
ency results in careless or slovenly utterance. 



STRESS 

104. Stress in English may be defined as the prominence 
given in speech to a syllable or a word which makes it stand out 

to the attention above the syllables or words next to it. Stress, 

like quantity, is relative—not a fixed degree of prominence, but 

one greater or less than that of adjacent syllables. Stress may 

be of two kinds—accent and sense-stress. The term accent is 

used to indicate the stress given to a syllable above that of the 

preceding or the following syllable in a word of more than one 

syllable.49 Thus in going, go is more prominent than ig, in today, 

de is more prominent than to and in invention, ven is more 

prominent than in and Jon. The term sense-stress applies to the 

prominence given to a word over the preceding or following 

word in a group that makes sense. Thus in I will do it now, ai, 
du, and nau receive higher stress than wil and it. Hence mono¬ 

syllabic words, which by themselves have no accent, when 

joined in sense-groups—phrases, clauses, or sentences—take 

varying degrees of sense-stress, or none, according to the mean¬ 

ing expressed. When plurisyllables are so joined in sense-groups, 

they take sense-stress only on the syllables that would be ac¬ 

cented if the words stood by themselves, so that accent and 

sense-stress coincide. Thus in the sentence His father promised 

to reflect over it, each of the words father, promised, reflect, and 

over takes a sense-stress on its accented syllable, that on reflect 

being the strongest, those on father and promised being next, 

and that on over being weaker. 

105. The chief means of making a syllable or a word prom¬ 

inent by accent or sense-stress is increased force of utterance, or 

49 A Monosyllable is a word of one syllable; a Plurisyllable is a word of 

more than one syllable. Plurisyllables of two syllables are called Dissyllables, 
of three syllables, Trisyllables, and of more than three, Polysyllables. 

76 
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loudness, caused in part by more forcible expulsion of air from 

the lungs through the vocal organs. But besides this, the prom¬ 

inence of a syllable is sometimes increased by lengthened dura¬ 

tion of the syllable, and by changing the pitch of the voice. 

The exact relations among force, time, and pitch as affecting stress are not 

yet known, but the ear in acquiring speech has learned to interpret the results 
of their combination in practice, so that, though we may not know, in such a 

word as horseshoe, Toa^si/u, whether pitch, force, or time is the most important 

in differentiating the two syllables, we all easily recognize in practice that the 

first syllable is more prominent than the second. In some syllables of nearly 
equal force, either pitch or time, or both, may help in producing a sense of differ¬ 
ence in their relative prominence. 

The same marks may be used to indicate sense-stress that 

are used for word accent, with the same relative values (see §13). 

There are, of course, more distinguishable degrees of stress than 

the four here recognized, but these are sufi&cient for most prac¬ 
tical study of English pronunciation.50 

# 106« Plurisyllables have at least one main stress, called 
primary accent, as in heating bitip, followed Ifctlod, into lintu. 
But not all primary accents are equal to each other. Primary 

accent means merely the strongest accent on the word. When 

plurisyllables occur in sense groups, their primary accents can 

be seen to be of different degrees. Thus in the sentence he 

1followed me 1quickly Hnto the house, each of the words followed, 
quickly, into has a primary accent; but that on quickly is slightly 

stronger than that on followed, and both are noticeably stronger 

than that on into. This difference is due to sense-stress (§§124 f.). 

107. Even accent. A large number of more or less fixed com¬ 

binations have what is called even accent, though the second 

accent of such groups is usually a trifle stronger than the first; 

50 The term stress in its narrower sense means “force,” and in strictness 
should be applied only to force accent. But the word has gained a more general 

sense by usage, and is here used as a general term for accent or prominence of 
all kinds, without regard to its constituent elements. 
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as \James 1Brown, 1Mrs. 1White, 1New •England, \ King 1 Alfred, 

^Wilson 1 Avenue, 1fifteen, Hwenty-'five, 1white-hot, 1well-made, 

^under'fed, ^up^stairs, dapple 1pie, 1square Wod, '/a// ^down, etc. 

These bear a close relation to similar combinations under the 

influence of sense-stress; in fact, this accentuation is a kind of 

sense-stress. (See §125.) 
108. Secondary accent, or half stress, occurs in three prin¬ 

cipal types of words. 
(1) It occurs in compounds such as milkman Imilk|maen, 

childlike ltfaild|laik, outrun laut'rAii. In compound nouns and 
adjectives the first element of the compound regularly has pri¬ 

mary accent and the second element secondary accent. In com¬ 
pound verbs the reverse is true. This is a law of stress that has 

descended to us from the time of Old English. In this first type 

the primary and secondary accents may be adjacent, as in 

•milkimaen, or separated by one or more syllables, as in ^Oifae^.51 
109. The English habit of accenting compound nouns (or 

adjectives) and verbs thus differently has been also frequently 

applied to foreign loan-words whether compounds or not, the 

noun or adjective having first-syllable accent, and the verb 

second- or third-syllable accent (the secondary accent being 

sometimes omitted). Thus noun and verb: 1 contract—contract; 

\e%\tract—exHract; 1di\gest—digest; Hn\sult—inhult; 1object— 

object; \attri\bute—attribute; or adjective and verb: 1 perfect— 

perfect; \frequent—frequent. But there is some interference with 

61 In present usage there is no settled and consistent practice in the manner 
of writing compound words. Sometimes they are written as one word {milkman), 

sometimes with hyphen {morning-glory), and sometimes as separate words {corn 

law). The unsettled state of usage in this matter may be seen by noting in the 
Oxford Dictionary the recent quotations illustrating the last-named compounds 

and others. It is probably impossible at present to devise any entirely consistent 
and logical practice in the manner of writing compounds. The laws governing 

the meaning and stress of compounds are not yet fully known. For various types 

of compound stress, see Webster (1934), Pron. §63. 
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the operation of this habit, partly by the tendency to recessive 

accent, partly by the modern English tendency to use the same 

word as noun, adjective, or verb without change of accent, and 

partly by other causes, such as the influence of sentence rhythm 
in connected speech (see Shifting Accent, §123). 

110. In some cases the same habit of accentuation takes the 

form of omitting the secondary accent in the noun or adjective 

and keeping it in the verb. Note the parallel accentual scheme 

in \over\flow (noun)—|overflow (verb) and in 'separate (adj.) 

'sepa^it hepa\rate (vb.) ■septet. Hence we find pairs like the 
following: 

Spelling Noun Adjective Verb 
alternate ’altamit ■altamit ■alta^net 
appropriate o'propriit o'propriiet 
animate 'aenamit 'aenajmet 
aspirate ’aesp^it ’aesp^it 1 aespa^j et 
compliment 'kamphmant 'kamphiment 
consummate kan^Amit fkansa|met 
deliberate ddliba^it ddliba^et 
elaborate I'laeb^it idaeba^et 
estimate 'estamit 'estaimet 
moderate •mad^it 'mad^jet 
ornament b^naiment 
separate 1 sepa^it,1 seprit ■septet 
supplement ’sAplamant ■sApbiment 

111. (2) Secondary accent also occurs in words not usually 

considered as compounds, such as ambush •aemibuf, convoy 

•kanivoi, conflict 'kanjfhkt, accent 'aek|S£nt, pathos *pe|0as, etc., 

in which primary and secondary accent are adjacent. The 

syllable next to the main accent receives secondary accent for 

various reasons: (a) Sometimes the half-stressed syllable is men¬ 

tally associated with an identical syllable that is fully stressed 
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in a related word; e.g., the last syllable of the noun conflict 

'kan|flikt, with secondary accent, is associated with the last 

syllable of the verb conflict kon'flikt with primary accent, and 

so retains a part of its stress in the noun. Other examples of this 

are 1contract (noun) and contract (verb); 1 abstract (n.) and 

abstract (vb. and adj.); \con\trast (n.) and contrast (vb.); 'com- 

\pact (n.) and compact (adj.); Hm\post and impose; \cashHer and 

cash; Ho\cate and location, (b) Sometimes a word from a foreign 

language which is less popular may receive something of its 

foreign stress; e.g., program 'prO|graem; compare the more 

popular form 'program, in which the secondary accent is lost. 

So ^syn\tax, \cli\max, hor\tex. (c) Sometimes importance of 
meaning in the half-stressed syllable leads to a secondary accent. 

Thus in re-make |ri'mek, re- has a sharper meaning than it does 

in return ri't^n; cf. redact, “respond to stimulus,” with |redact, 

“act over, again”; re-cover, “get back,” with |re-'cover, “cover 

again.” In such cases emphasis leads to even accent: We-^act. 

Some other causes also probably operate in giving a secondary 

accent to the syllable next to the primary in words not felt as 

compounds. 

112. (3) Secondary accent occurs in a third type of words of 

three or more syllables, mostly borrowed from Latin or French, 

such as \desig\nate, 'intellect, |ascertain, \drcumhent, |deviation, 

\fundaimental, \perpen^dicular, |unintentional, which are ac¬ 

cented on alternate syllables with differing degrees of stress. 

In some longer words there are two stressless syllables between 

accented ones, as in |crystalization, Realization.52 This accentu¬ 

ation is due to the natural rhythm of speech. When a series of 

three or more syllables are pronounced with one impulse of the 

52 Such accent on first and fourth syllables instead of alternating first and 

third is probably due to the combined analogy of two groups of words—one 
like \crystal\ize, ''minimize, 'realize, with strong accent on the first, and the 

other like |combination, \denohation, association and others in ation, with 

accent on the -'a-. 
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breath, they naturally fall into a rhythm of alternating higher 

and lower stresses. One or more of these is apt to be a secondary 

accent, as in the first syllable of jperpen'dicujar, and sometimes 

a third one is a light accent, as in the last syllable of the same 

word. Rhythmical accent is most frequently found in words 

derived from Latin or French, owing to their greater length, 

but occasionally is found in a native English word, as Uovlikness. 

113. Sometimes this law of rhythmic accent coincides 

with the old law of English accent in compound nouns, as in 

the native word Hhorough\jare, which is accented on the first 

and last according to rhythm, and takes primary accent on the 

first, and secondary on the last, by the ancient law of com¬ 
pounds. 

114. Free Accent, and Recessive Accent. In some long 

words the law of alternating rhythmical accent is interfered 

with by another ancient law of accent. In the Indo-European 

language, from which both English and Latin descended, the 

accent was originally free; i.e., it rested in some forms of a word 

on one syllable, and in other forms of the same word on a differ¬ 

ent syllable. This method of accenting continued to some extent 

in Latin, and is preserved in some English words taken from 

Latin. Note, for example, the variable position of the accent in 

the Latin derivatives 1family, familiar, fa\miWarity. On the 

other hand, at a prehistoric period in the English branch of the 

Indo-European family of languages, this movable accent grad¬ 

ually receded and became fixed on the first syllable of all forms 

of a word. This is seen in native English words, as in love, Hovely, 

Hoveliness, Uovableness. This recessive accent is so firmly im¬ 

bedded in English, that many words borrowed from Latin or 

French, at first with their foreign accent, have gradually suc¬ 

cumbed to the native English law, and so receive their main 

stress at or near the beginning of the word. This law sometimes 

proves stronger than that of rhythmic alternation, so that while 

such a word as |generation follows the rhythmic law, the word 
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1generally follows the law of recessive accent, with a strong 
accent on the first syllable, and none on the others. This law of 
recessive accent accounts (1) for the large number of English 
words accented on the first syllable, (2) for the large number of 
monosyllables in English, one or more syllables having been 
lost from the end of the word by gradual obscuration from the 
loss of accent after it had been shifted to the first syllable, and 
(3) for the loss of one or more syllables from words with only 
primary accent on the first syllable, as in Southern British 
bdnn as compared with American (see §116). 

British and American Accent 

115. The treatment of secondary accent in one group of 
words requires particular notice because of the difference be¬ 
tween American and British practice. In words ending in -ary, 
-ery, -ory, such as necessary, monastery, territory, which are de¬ 
rived from Latin through Old French, the main accent in Old 
French was usually on what is now the next to the last syllable. 
After these words were taken into English in the Middle English 
period, the accent shifted to the fourth syllable from the last in 
accord with the native English tendency to accent words near 
the beginning; but, owing to the principle of alternating rhythm 
mentioned in §112, a distinct secondary accent remained where 
the main accent had been. Thus Middle English \neceslsarie 
became \neces\sary, and \terriHorie became Herri\tory. This sec¬ 
ondary accent remained on these words till comparatively recent 
times in England, and it still remains in American English, con¬ 
stituting one of its most noticeable differences from British. 
Whitney (Orient. and Ling. Stud. 2d Ser., 1874, p. 232) and later 
Jespersen {Gram. §§5.63, 9.77) pointed out that this originally 
British accentuation has been preserved in America. 

There are hundreds of these words in English. Here are a 
few examples with their usual American and British pro¬ 
nunciation: 
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Spelling American British 

adversary •aedv^isca^i •aedvasari 
commentary •kamanitea^i •komantari 
imaginary I'maedsmisa1! i’maed3inari 
January •d3aenju|E^i •d3aenjuari 
missionary •mi/an^i •mi/nari 
momentary •momanite^i ■momantari 
secondary •sekanide^i 1 SEkandari 
stationary (adj.) •ste/an^i 1 ste/nari 
voluntary •valanitE^i 1 vnlantari 

millinery •milainE^i •milmari 
presbytery •prEzbaitE^i ■prezbitari 
stationery (n.) ’ste/an^i • stejnari 

auditory •adiitoa^i ■aditari 
oratory •a^aito^i •nratari 
preparatory prifpae^aito^i prdpaeratari 
territory •tea^aitoa1! •t£ritari 

116. The natural effect of omitting the secondary accent in 

British pronunciation is the loss of one or more unaccented 

syllables (see §114, above). Note the following British pronunci¬ 

ations given in Jones’s Pronouncing Dictionary: •dikjanri, 

•dik/nri; •mihtari, militri; 'adnri, •adman, •admri, 'adnari, 

•adnari; 'sekandari, •sekndri; 1 sckratri; Isedntari, •sedntri; 

•temparari, •temprari, •t£mpr-ri; •vetnri, •vetarinari, •vetrinri; 
semitri; •mnnastri; •damitri. 

117. In some words British avoids an accumulation of ob¬ 

scure syllables, not by preserving the original secondary accent 

as in America, but by shifting the main accent onward; as in 

capillary Amer. •kaepa|leati, Brit, ka^pilari; centenary Amer. 

•sentaine^i, Brit, sen^tinari; corollary Amer. •kaa^ik^i, Brit, 

ka^rnlari; laboratory Amer. 'laebraito^i, Brit. la'biorat(a)ri, also 

•laeb(a)rat(a)ri; obligatory Amer. a'bligaitoa^i, 'abligaitoa1!, Brit. 
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'obligat^ri, 'nbligetori, a'blig3t(o)ri; in necessary, Brit, some¬ 

times has 'nesiseri (with enough subordinate accent on -sen to 

preserve the full vowel e). 

118. In the retention of the secondary accent in these words, 

as in many other respects, American English preserves from an 

earlier stage of the language a feature that has become archaic 

in British English. At what period the secondary accent in these 

words ceased to be used in England is not quite certain. The 

practice of the poets in this respect is not wholly decisive, since 

they may use for the verse-stress archaic accent that has been 

abandoned in current speech. At any rate, the secondary accent 

in these words regularly appears in British verse down to the 

present time. Note, e.g., Spenser, Fairie Queene, I.iii.3.2: 

For'saken, •woful, ,soli|tarie 'mayd. 

Shakespeare, Hamlet, I.ii.78: 

Nor •Customary •suites of •solemne •Blacke. 

Sidney, Astrophel, 15.5: 

•Ye that do • diction|ary’s 'method 'bring 

■In to your 'rimes. 

Pope, “Eloisa,” 18: 

Re'pentant 'sighs, and 'voluntary 'pains. 

Wordsworth, “Intimations of Immortality,” 56: 

•Whither is 'fled the 'visionary 'gleam? 

Tennyson, Queen Mary, 4.2.4: 

I 'found it 'all a 'visionary 'flame. 

As early as Spenser, however, we find an occasional example, 

which may or may not represent contemporary colloquial prac¬ 

tice, like the following from Fairie Queene, IV.ix.19.6: 

She |was as 'safe as 'in a 'sanctuary. 

(rimes, ■ divers\ly'Jprivi\ty). 

Keats, “Eve of St. Agnes,” 16: 

Knights, 'ladies, 'praying |in dumb 'ora|tries 

(rimes, knees '.freeze). 
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Tennyson, “Dream of Fair Women,” 22: 

And 11 saw 'crowds in 'column’d 'sanctuaries 
(rime, \pala\ces). 

119. The superficial methods by which school pupils are 

taught “correct” pronunciations in America are well illustrated 

by the frequent treatment of the word dictionary. Many of our 

teachers have been taught by other teachers that the pronuncia¬ 

tion 'dik/an^i is not quite the thing, but that 'dikJWi is the 

correct” pronunciation. Having no background of historical 

knowledge of the English language, quite ignorant that the 

usual American pronunciation of this word and several hundred 

like it represents an ancient and once universal tradition, they 

even fail to notice that this word has been isolated from the 

numerous others of its class to serve as a shibboleth to slip over 

the fords of social insecurity, while they are still in danger be¬ 

cause they cannot frame to pronounce in the same way the 

other words of the group such as adversary, antiquary, arbitrary, 

commentary, customary, February, honorary, military, necessary, 

ordinary, allegory, dormitory, oratory, preparatory, territory, etc., 

etc., which are pronounced like dictionary in the type of British 

English from which the pronunciation 'dikjon^i has been 
borrowed. 

120. Some other words than those ending in -ry show a 

secondary accent in American pronunciation that is absent in 

British. Such are words in -ative, as accumulative o'kittmjojletiv, 

British o'kjumjolotiv, administrative, communicative, imaginative, 

nominative, operative, remunerative, significative, etc. In these, 

America regularly has the secondary accent. In administrative, 

imaginative, and operative, British has both pronunciations, and 

perhaps in some of the others.—Words in -ony, as ceremony A. 

'sea^iinoni, B. 'serimam, matrimony, patrimony; in -ature, as 

legislature. But American and British usage agree in omitting the 

secondary accent from temperature, miniature, and literature. 
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Others in which American usage differs from British are: 

circumstance ^kanqstaens, •sskamstons, controversy, holiday, 

British 'hohdi, -de, miscellany, British 'misitani, mdsetam. 

121. In other groups of words also secondary accent has dis¬ 

appeared in American English. Among these are words in -able 

(-ible, -uble), as amicable, comparable 'kampa^bj, lamentable 

■laemantabl, preferable and many others, in which American and 

British pronunciation are alike. So with words in -acy, as ac¬ 

curacy, confederacy, delicacy, intimacy, legitimacy, magistracy, 

obduracy •abdjua^asi, o^draa1-; in -ancy, -ency, as elegancy, 

relevancy, significancy; impotency, innocency, presidency; with 

adverbs in -ly formed on adjectives accented on the antepenult, 

as accurately, delicately, exquisitely !ekskwizitli, permanently, 

principally, etc. 
122.. Light accent is heard in certain syllables—a stress that 

is below secondary accent and perceptibly above that of stress¬ 

less syllables. This can be plainly detected in a word like 

l mis .understanding. It is clear that the main accent is on the 

syllable ■staend, and the next highest on |inis. The syllables d^ 

and ig are the lowest, being without stress. Hence iAn has light 

accent, for it is lower than |ims and higher than da1. So in the 

word complimentation »men shows an accent lower than the 

secondary |kam and higher than the stressless pli. In the fore¬ 

going words, light accent is fixed by the neighboring accents. 

In other instances light accent is somewhat variable in strength, 

and often can be detected only by the quality of vowel sound 

in the syllable. For example, note the very light accent on 

-aep- in jaedaep^ejan, absent in the pronunciation laedap'te/an; 

or on the first syllable of ve'kejan, absent in va'kejan. 

123. Shifting Accent. Certain words and phrases, chiefly ad¬ 

jectives and adverbs, are stressed on the last syllable when they 

stand alone, as sixHeen; or with no following word, as she is 

sixHeen, years sixHeen; but when followed by an accented syl- 
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lable, the accent of the preceding word shifts, owing to the prin¬ 

ciple of rhythm; as, 1 sixteen 1boys and 1 girls. Compare he is very 

expert with an 1expert 'workman; he is here, almost, with he is 

\almost here. This is especially common in adjectives accented 

on the last syllable, as expert, and in compound adjectives with 

even accent, as Hong-Farmed, a Hong-\armed 1man; 1 close-fisted, 

a \close-\fisted 1miser, where the second accent is changed from 

slightly stronger than the first to noticeably weaker, and may 

thus be marked with the secondary accent. For fuller treatment 

of shifting accent, see Webster (1934), Pronunciation, §66, where 

it is shown that hundreds of English words have no fixed accent 
in actual speech. 

124. Sense-Stress. Sense-stress, defined in §104, in popular 

language is “putting the emphasis on the right words.” The 

term applies, however, not only to the more prominent words 

in a statement, or any group of words that makes sense, but to 

all of the words, to their relative prominence or lack of prom¬ 

inence. We learn it from childhood, and it forms as essential a 

part of the expression of meaning as the words themselves. It 

is also closely connected with intonation, the rise and fall in 

pitch of the voice in speech, it being sometimes difficult to dis¬ 
tinguish stress of force from stress of pitch. 

125. The underlying principle of sense-stress is the fact that 

words are more prominent or less prominent according to the 

nature of the ideas they express. In general it is true that words 

which present to the mind a definite picture or idea, such as 

tree, run, slow, wagon, walking, swiftly, have relatively strong 

sense-stress, and words that represent vague ideas or mere rela¬ 

tions, such as the prepositions in, for, etc., or conjunctions, as 

and, but, etc., or auxiliaries, as can, has, shall, etc., have rela¬ 
tively weak sense-stress. (But cf. §138.) 

It would be difficult to formulate all the laws of sense-stress 

in English, and only a few illustrative examples will be given. 
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Certain combinations regularly have so-called level stress (see 

§107), in which, however, the second stress is slightly stronger 

than the first; as verb+adverb (He 1went 1far), adverb+parti- 

ciple (Iquickly *made), adverb-f-adjective (ihardly *wise), adjec- 

tive+noun (Hong 1days) and attributive noun+noun Qgold 

Wing), genitive-\-no\m (Wtone’s Hhrow), noun subject+verb (the 

I house ' burned, the Hadies Wame), subject-!-noun or adjective 

predicate (The Hrees are 1 maples, The Hrees are Hall). In general 

any predicate is slightly stronger than a noun subject (The Hrip 

was in Wain, The 1man was a'way). Pronoun subjects and objects 

have less stress than nouns (cf. \He Went \it with 1Carrie Went 

\Burt). 
Fortunately it is not necessary to know all the laws of sense- 

stress in order to perceive it. All that is needed is a sharpened 

sense of accent and stress. For fuller treatment and examples 

of sense-stress, see Webster (1934), Pronunciation, §69. 

126. In some instances sense-stress and the accent of com¬ 

pound nouns or adjectives come into conflict. For example, the 

sense-stress of the adjective+noun 1golden Wun is level stress; 

the accent of the compound noun 1 goldsmith is, as regularly, 

primary+secondary. But in \gold Wing we have level stress 

because gold, though a noun, is used as an adjective, and so 

takes adjective+noun sense-stress. When the idea of the noun 

as one unit predominates, as in Wed\bird, we have compound 

noun stress; when the idea of adjective followed by noun pre¬ 

dominates, we have adjective-1-noun sense-stress, level stress, 

as Wed Wird. 
127. So the chief factor that distinguishes real compounds 

(whether written solid or with hyphen or separately) from 

adjective-}-noun phrases is the stress. Thus \gold |dust is a com¬ 

pound noun whether hyphenated or not. But since there are 

cases in which the idea wavers between single compound noun 

and adjective+noun, some cases show either accentuation; as 
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'tree or 1 oak\tree; cf. 'apple 'pie with 'apple\tree. Can you 

think of a plausible reason why we can say either 'oak\tree or 

'oak 'tree, but cannot say I apple 'tree, but only 'applefree? 

128. Sense-stress is the foundation of English poetry—not 

merely of accent or meter,” but of the essence of poetry. 

Poetry is speech a fact sometimes forgotten. The sense-stresses 

of speech determine the movements and contrasts of speech— 

the movements and contrasts of the thought and feeling. The 

poet selects and arranges those thoughts and feelings whose 

stress movements and contrasts make up the particular pattern 

of verse he has chosen. Thus the rhythm and the thought and 

feeling are one. The stress movements and contrasts are present, 

not because it is verse, but because it is speech. It is verse 

because the speech stresses are what they are. The verse-beats 

are simply the beats of the thought and feeling—the sense- 

stresses. There is exactly the same variety in the strength of the 

successive stresses of poetry that there is in the sense-stresses 

of living speech. Those systems of marking verse scansion that 

mark the verse-beats all alike obscure that fact and mislead the 

student. The same general statements apply to “free verse.” 

If it has any rhythm, it is the rhythm of speech and is based on 
sense-stress.52a 

129. Emphasis. The term emphasis is often loosely used of 

various kinds of stress. Though in its physiological and psycho¬ 

logical nature it is the same as any stress, the term will here be 

limited to what may be called unusual stress, or stress for special 

purposes, in contrast to sense-stress, which is the normal stress 

of words to show the relations of meaning, and is never absent 
from a group of words that makes sense. 

62a For the relation of sense-stress to poetry, see Mark Harvey Liddell, An 
Introduction to the Scientific Study of English Poetry, N. Y., 1902, and A Brief 

Abstract of a New English Prosody based upon the Laws of English Rhythm, 
Lafayette, Indiana, 1914. 
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Mr. H. O. Coleman53 has pointed out a valuable distinction 

in emphasis as the emphasis of prominence and the emphasis 

of intensity. The emphasis of prominence gives special prom¬ 

inence to an idea among other ideas, and hence is most com¬ 

monly used for contrast, expressed or implied; as He is rich but 

discontented,54 The emphasis of intensity, on the other hand, 

heightens the idea of a word in itself without regard to other 

ideas; as We’re lost! The emphasis of prominence might be 

called logical emphasis, and the emphasis of intensity, emo¬ 

tional emphasis. 

130. Gradation. It is a characteristic of English, deeply im¬ 

bedded in its long history, that the vowels of unaccented syl¬ 

lables have gradually become obscured to a sound quite differ¬ 

ent in resonance, or quality, from what they had formerly been, 

and from the present-day vowels that have preserved their full 

quality under accent.55 This fact escapes the attention of many 

because the same spelling is kept for the obscured vowel that 

was used to spell it before it became obscured in course of time, 

and the same spelling that is also used for the accented vowel 

that takes its place when its syllable is accented. Thus the quite 

different vowel sounds in a}part are each spelt with a; so in 

aHas adaes, ap^pal a'pol, |apparatus (aepa^etas. It is only when 

they are expressed in phonetic symbols that it becomes clear 

that the vowels are really different though spelt alike. 

The following tables show in the accented syllable (primary 

or secondary) of the first column a full vowel, and in the cor- 

53 Miscellanea Phonetica (IPA, 1914), pp. 6-26. 
64 The examples cited by Coleman of emphasis of prominence that are not 

for contrast seem to be normal sense-stress on the most important word, as in 
his example, I am feeling ill. If this is given additional emphasis, it becomes the 

emphasis of intensity; as Oh! I’m ill! 
66 The historical change of quality in unaccented vowels must not be con¬ 

fused with the historical change of past accented vowels to present accented 

vowels, the “Great Vowel Shift,” as of d: to o (ME sta:n. ModE ston). 
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responding unaccented syllable of the second column the ob¬ 

scured vowel that takes its place when unaccented. (After read¬ 

ing them through carefully, read the explanations at the end 
and then look them through again.) 

Gradation of Vowels According to Stress 

Accented syllable or 

stressed monosyllable 

(1) Full Vowel 

i •ri | ticks Qre\flex) 

kam ■pit (compete) 

|di no^tejan (|denoHation) 
■mi to1 (■ meter) 

kwai ■itas {quietus) 

i ha 'bitjual (habitual) 

pa 'zif an (position) 

ta 'rif ik (terrific) 

■diva dend (■dividend) 

e 'de li {} daily) 

a ■we (a^way) 

■ed3 (]age) 

■sent Q Saint) 

■sepa |et (■ separate) 

■ste bj (■ stable) 

•t/es (■ chase) 

e 'def amt Qdefinite) 

di ■stres (distress) 

an *les (unHess) 

Unaccented syllable or 

unstressed monosyllable 

Reduced Vowel 

i ri •fkkt (reflect) 

ikam pi 'ti/an (\compeHi- 

tion) 

di 'not (demote) 

a dai ■ aem a ta- {di■ am eter) 

■kwaiat (■ quiet) 

i ■haeb it (■ habit) 

■apa zit (■ opposite) 

a ■tea a fai {Herrify) 

da •vaid {divide) 

i 'niAn di (■Monday) 

•al wiz (■ always) 

■nan id3 (■ nonage) 

sin ■klaea {Sinclair) 

■sepa it (■ separate) 

a sta ■bilati {stability) 

■p3 tjas (■ purchase) 

i di •fain {de^jine) 

•mis tris (}mistress) 

■nid hs Q needless) 
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prm •ses (princess) 

mo ■men tom (momen¬ 

tum) 

■lent ('Lent) 

■kampli jment {}com¬ 

plement) 

•mien li (*manly) 

•bend |Wd ('landlord) 

■fen |eks ('an\nex) 

■fed |ept ('ad\ept) 

■hfemp ton (• Hampton) 

■ma mo ('mama) 

hi ■waz (he • was) 

■ab d3ikt (■ object) 

o *pas ] (apposite) 

■kan |dAkt ('conffuct) 

hi •wnz (he 'was) 

■nb d3ikt (• object) 

o 'pns J (a'postle) 

■knn |dAkt (■ con\duct) 

■o Q& (■ author) 

in >stol (install) 

■ofo1 ('offer) 

■bold li ('baldly) 

■0io (bold (■Theo\bald) 

■prm sis ('princess) 

■mo mont ('moment) 

•sai lont (■ silent) 

■kampli mont (■compli¬ 

ment) 

■post mon ('postman) 

■ig glond ('England) 

o ■neks (an'nex) 

o 'dept (a'dept) 

■windom ('Windham) 

mo •ma (ma 'ma) 

Ififet woz ■rait ('that was 

•right) 

ob 'd3ekt (ob'ject) 

ifepos ■talik (iapos'tolic) 

kon 'dAkt (con'duct) 

•tSfet woz •rait ('that was 

•right) 

ob 'd3ekt (ob'ject) 

ifepos •tnlik (\apos'tolic) 

kon !dAkt (con'duct) 

o 'Goo^oti (au'thority) 

lin sto *leJon ((installa¬ 

tion) 

o ■fend (offend) 

■rib old ('ribald) 

■tib olt (* Tybalt) 
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o 

u 

u 

3 

im 'poz (impose) a 

in 'vok (invoke) 

mil lto man (Mil'tonian) 
'rop ('rope) 

'fok (lfolk) 

'fulnis (fullness) a 

'/ud nt ('shouldn't) 

•aemibuf ('am\bush) 

'tuan 'fro ('to and fro) a 
'ru mi (' roomy) 

'du hi ('do hll) 

'dum ('doom) 

kan 'v3s (converse) & 

'p3 sp ('person) 

1 S3 | ve {} survey) 

lf3m ('firm) 

|im pa 'zi/an (\imposi¬ 

tion) 

I in va 'ke/an ^invoca¬ 

tion) 

'mil ton (' Milton) 

*st3 ap (■ stirrup) 

'noa^fak (' Norfolk) 

ikaea1 fal (Careful) 

iwi /ad 'go (|we should 

lgo) 
|£em bos 'ked ^ambus- 

Cade) 

to 'nait (to'night) 

'bed rom 'doo° ('bedroom 
1door) 

'hau doz it 'go ('how does 

it 'go?) 

'kip dom ('kingdom) 

1 kan va1 'se/on ^corner¬ 

's ation) 

po1 'san ofai (per'sonify) 

so1 've (sur'vey) 

1 kan 'me/on (| con fir - 

'mation) 

kon 'V3S (con'verse) 

'p3 sn ('person) 

's3 |ve ('survey) 

'f3m ('firm) 

|knn vo 'se/on (\conver- 

'sation) 

po 'son ofai (per'sonify) 

so've (sur'vey) 

lkon fo 'me/on (\confir- 

' mation) 
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a 1 Ap & Qupp er) 

kan l sAlt (consult) 

lkAm foans (circum¬ 

ference) 

'kAm pani (}company) 

l An !dAn (jundone) 

ai ■mai |gret (• migrate) 

a 1 blaid^ (oblige) 

■bai |pae8 (^bypath) 

au 'faund (>found) 

■mauO |ful Q mouthful) 

■taun (Hown) 

•haus Chouse) 

ra, jn dran (Hune) 

•drak {}duke) 

■sra padain (} superfine) 

sa lint (saHute) 

(kanti 'nraati (|continu- 

toy) 
ijen jan (> union) 

a a ]pan (up^on) 

|kan sal !tejan (| consul- 

Hation) 

Is? kam 'skraib (|cir¬ 

cumscribe) 

kam ■paenjan (compan¬ 

ion) 

an 1 les (un Hess) 

a |£m a 'gre/an ((emigra¬ 

tion0 

|db la 'gefan ^obliga¬ 

tion) 

1 tu ba du (Hwo by Hwo) 

a jnra fand daend ^New¬ 

foundland) 
■poads ma0 (■ Portsmouth) 

■wajig tan (* Washing¬ 

ton) 

dim as (1 Limehouse) 

a daa^tjan (fortune) 

[ed3a ket (* educate) 

sa ■pia1 i-a1 (superior) 

ju |sael ju dejan (|saluta¬ 

tion) 

kandin jud (continued) 

ju 'nait (dnite) 
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ia 

Centering Diphthongs 

ri ■via1 (r eh ere) a ^ev a ant (* reverent) 

■mia1 ikl (^miracle) ma'OOaekjalas (miracu¬ 

lous) 

£a in 'tea191get (inHerro- a1 lin ta '(r)agativ (|inter¬ 

rogative) 
'meai (Ijlfary) ma 1 (r)aia (MaWia) 
baa- ■bea ian (barbarian) !baa ba as (•barbarous) 
'blaek jbeai (*black\berry) !blaek ba i (•blackberry) 

aea isima !laea ati (|similar- a 
ity) 

■sima la (>similar) 

taa 'taea ik (tarHaric) ftaa ta (■ tar tar) 
'paeaant ('parent) pa ,(r)entj {parental) 
gra 'maea ian (gram^ma- 

rian) 
'graem a (■ grammar) 

pri *paea (prepare) iprep a 'We/an (\prep¬ 

aration) 

aa 'paat li (! partly) a pa 'tikjala (particular) 
■naad (}nard) 'spaiknad ('spikenard) 
■jaad {}yard) ■aat/ad (>orchard) 
■gaad (• guard) 1 blaeg ad (]blackguard) 

Da ri *kaad (record) a ■rek ad (Wecord) 
!waa dn (* war den) ■wud (w)ad (\ Wood¬ 

ward) 
•faa Qfor) fa 'eva (for ever) 
•baan Qborri) 1 fri ban (■Freeborn) 

Oa •boad Aboard) a 'kAb ad (! cupboard) 
■foad (\ford) 1 bed fad (! Bedford) 
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ig •noa1 (ignore) ■ig na1 ant (Hgnorant) 
■stoa^i Q story) ■hista11 (history) 

U31 ■jua^z (• yours) & ■hia^ ja^ ■haet there’s 

your ^hat) 
■Jua1 (hure) ■pre/ a1 (■ pressure) 
■mua1 i}moor) ■kraen ma1 i}Cranmer) 

aia1 ad ■maia1 {admire) a1 iaed ma1 ■(r)ejan (| admi 

Wation) 
■Jaia^ (■ shire) ■nm ■haemp /a1 i}Neu 

■ Hampshire) 

saI ■fiua^ik (sulphuric) a1 ■sAlfa1 (* sulphur) 

(2) Full Vowel Lost Vowel 
• 

1 ■foa1 ■tin (|fourteen) ( ) ■faa^t jnait (■fortnight) 

i a ■bilati (Ability) ( ) ■ e bl i}able) 
si1 vil jan (civilian) ■siv 1 Q civil) 
j» ■tilati (uHility) ■jn tl aiz (■ utilize) 
1 ae ■tmati (LaHinity) ■laet n (■ Latin) 

e ri ■men (re^main) ( ) ■rem nant (Wemnant) 
n 'ten (regain) ■ret n in (■ retinue) 
■del {}dale) ■twi dl QTweedle) 

£ po 'tenjal (potential) ( ) ■po tnt (■ potent) 
ri ■bel (re^bel) ■reb 1 (■ rebel) 

ae fe 'taelati (JaHality) ( ) ■fe tj (■fatal) 
se ■taen ik (saHanic) ■se tn Q Satan) 
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a 

o 

I#p9s 'talik (|aposHolic) 

tm 'tan ik (Teutonic) 

kud 'nat (could 1not) 

p^ 1san a fai (personify) 

if si (Ifall) 

1 stol (' stall) 

( ) 9 'pas \ (Apostle) 

'tm tn (' Teuton) 

'kud nt ('couldn't) 

( ) 'p3 sn ('person) 

( ) 'of 1C offal) 
'pedis tl ('pedestal) 

'man 9 |ton ('monotone) 

'ston (' stone) 

d3an 'so ni9n (Johnson¬ 

ian) 

( ) ms 'nat n 9S (mo^noto¬ 

rious) 

'03S tn (' Thurston) 

'd3an sn (' Johnson) 

u 'ful ('/«//) 

'bul (' bull) 
( ) '9 £11 awfully) 

'trAm bl (' Trumbull)56 

A 'sAn('^») ( ) 'wil sn (^Wilson) 

di ' saI t& (delsuitor) 'des 1 |to^ i ('desultory) 

3 '63 ms | staet (Hhermo- 

I stat) 
( ) Om 'amato (thermome¬ 

ter) 

au 'taun i}town) 

m 'turn (Hune) 

( ) 'braitn(' Brighton) 

( ) 'fsa1 t/n ith ('fortu¬ 

nately) 

131. Not all of these pairs of stressed and stressless vowels 

represent the same historical stage of obscuration of the un- 

66 It is not certain that Trumbull is derived from bull, but it is certain that 

they had the same vowel u in or before the 14th c. An earlier form is Turnbull. 

Account for the change to Trumbull. 
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accented vowel. The most of them show what each accented 

vowel at the present time becomes when it loses its accent; as 

■de li—!niAn di, or mo Imen tarn—■mo mant. But in some cases 

the obscure vowel represents a reduced pronunciation of the 

corresponding accented vowel at an earlier period, as in ltaun— 

■wa/iijtan, in which the unaccented vowel began to be obscured 

at a time before the accented vowel became au, while it was still 

ti:. The stages of obscuration then were ■turn—tun—tun—tan. 

But when !tu:n kept its accent it became ■taun by the Great 

Vowel Shift. So in the pair ■maen—■postman it is probable that 

man is the reduced form, not directly of •maen, but of its earlier 

stage ■man. In loan-words from French or Latin the correspond¬ 

ence of the stressed and unstressed vowel may in some cases go 

back to a period before they were taken into English. But the 

principle is the same in all cases, the difference in vowel being a 

regular accompaniment of the difference in accent, the same 

original vowel developing differently when accented and when 

unaccented.57 In some examples a different word is used, but 

the vowels correspond. Thus in unless the ending -less is not the 

same as that in needless; but the vowels (accented £, unaccented 

i) correspond. So Lent is not the same word as the last syllable 

of silent, or bald as that of ribald; but the vowels correspond. If 

the accent were put on the last syllable of these words, they 

would be sa'knt and ribald.58 

132. Our custom of spelling with the same letter such vowel 

67 It is not entirely certain that accent or the lack of it causes the change in 

vowel quality. It is possible that the accent is as much a result of the difference 

in vowel quality as a cause of it; i.e., that vowel quality is a constituent of 

accent (prominence). It has not, I think, yet been shown that full vowel quality 

exists in English under the lowest grade of stress. Such so-called unaccented 

vowels as a in ■kaenat, u in (saeljuhejbn, the second ae in laedaep'tejbn, can be 

pronounced with less prominence, as obscure vowels: ■kaenot (cf. kaent), 

isaeljohejbn, jaectap'tejbn; and even [Sit/u^ejbn can be reduced to |SitJaiwefon. 

68 A radio announcer introducing grand opera said ri* boldri. 
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sounds as the second one in momentum and the last one in 

moment, the first in manly and the last in postman, the last in 

record (vb.) and lrecord (noun), the first in ' object (noun) and 

object (vb.), has firmly fixed in our consciousness the entirely 

erroneous idea that they are the same vowel sound in each pair 

of words. In reality they are as different as if they were spelt 

with different letters. The last vowel in moment is more different 

from the second vowel in momentum than the vowel of feel is 
from the vowel of fate. 

133. In the examples given, the corresponding syllables have 

virtually the same quality of vowel sound under secondary ac¬ 

cent as under primary. In most cases, too, a similar quality of 

vowel sound is found under light stress, but with greater laxness 

and brevity; though under very light stress some vowels tend 

to become obscure with loss of their distinctive quality. 

134. But when the vowel is without stress, we find, e.g., 

that the sound which is e when accented, as in daily 'deli, is 

i when unaccented, as in Sunday 'sAndi; or the vowel that is o 

when accented, as in revoke ri'vok, is replaced by a when un¬ 

accented in advocate 'aedva|ket; or what is ae in the accented 

syllable of manly 'maenli, becomes a in the unaccented syllable 

of postman 'postman; or what is a^ in the accented syllable of 

record ri'kaa^d, becomes & in the unaccented syllable of record 

'reka^d. In the examples given, note that all accented vowels 

(with a few exceptions to be noted below), when they lose their 

accent, become one of the three unstressed vowels 1, a, a1. In 

regions where r is silent except before vowels the accented 

vowels of words like record, 1 person, which are there pronounced 

ri'ka(a)d and 'p3sn, are replaced in 'record and per^sonify by the 
unaccented a, 'rekad, pa'sonafai. 

135. In general it is seen that the high-front vowels i, 1, the 

mid-front e, and usually e, when they lose their accent are re¬ 

placed by the front vowel 1, and that the low-front ae, all the 
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central vowels, and all the back vowels are replaced, when un¬ 

accented, by the mid-central a. There is a further tendency in 

popular speech for the high-front vowels, when unaccented, 

also to become retracted and lowered beyond i to 3. This has 

found its way into general cultivated speech in some words, 

as in possible, enough, etc., and the tendency seems to be in¬ 

creasing. 

136. It is sometimes thought that the substitution in un¬ 

accented syllables of i for i, e, e of accented syllables, as seen in 

comparing decompose |di kom'poz with define ddfain, or the 

substitution of 3 for other accented vowels, as seen in comparing 

object labd3ikt with object ob’dsekt, or revoke ri'vok with ad¬ 

vocate •aedvojket, is an evidence of slovenly and vulgar pro¬ 

nunciation. This idea is erroneous, resulting partly from our 

imperfect system of spelling, and partly from the misguided 

efforts of some well-meaning teachers not sufficiently acquainted 

with the history and laws of the English language. Not only are 

the unaccented sounds i, 3, & universally in actual use in the 

unaffected speech of cultivated people of England and America, 

but this fact is an instance of one of the most interesting and 

important laws of the branch of the Indo-European language to 

which English belongs. The tables show three grades of vowel 

quality corresponding to differences in accent—(1) Full grade 

(as e in mo •men tam), (2) Reduced grade (as 3 in 'mo mant), 

and (3) Lost grade (as shown in >brai tn, where syllabic n re¬ 

places the vowel; sometimes the syllable also is lost, as in ■faa^t- 

inait compared with the full grade in 'foa1 |tin 'nait). These 

grades correspond in a general way to different grades in the 

early stages of Indo-European of what is called ablaut (>ab|laut, 

German Iap|laut). The results of IE ablaut as it operated in 

verbs can now be seen in the parts of the verb sink, sank, sunk, 

of which the forms sink, sank represent the full grade, with 

accented vowel, and sunk (earlier sunken) represents the lost 
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grade (formerly with the first syllable unaccented and without 

vowel, the g being syllabic). Later the accent was shifted to the 

first syllable by recessive accent (see §114), and ug took the 

place of syllabic g, later changing to Ag. For further comment 

on the pronunciation of obscure vowels in standard English see 
§320. 5 ’ 

137. Words Having Both Stressed and Unstressed Forms — 

Owing to the principle of gradation of vowels according to 

stress, a group of short words, chiefly monosyllables, frequently 

used as connectives, prepositions, auxiliaries, etc., though having 

only one spelling form, in actual speech exist in two or more 

forms according to whether or not they have sense-stress. Thus 

in He has money, has is the main verb of the sentence, and 

therefore has strong sense-stress. Hence it has its full vowel 

haez. But in John has gone, has is a mere auxiliary, the meaning 

of the main verb being contained in gone, which therefore has 

the sense-stress of the verb while has is without any. In speech, 

therefore, the second has is not haez, but hoz, oz, z: hi hoz gan, 

hi oz gon, hiz gan. The student should rid himself of the prev¬ 

alent notion that these are merely careless pronunciations. On 

the contrary, they are universal in cultivated speech that is not 
artificial. 

Following is a list of stressed and unstressed forms. It should 

be remembered that the unstressed forms are those of uncon¬ 

scious speech. The moment we try to pronounce some of the 

unstressed forms consciously and out of their place in the 

sentence, we stress them, thus restoring the full vowel of the 

strong form. It is customary, when mentioning isolated words, 

to pronounce their stressed form, as a e, an aen, the fli. These are 

rare forms in actual speech, and the mistake must not be made 

of pronouncing the isolated form either in ordinary speech or 

when mentioning them in phrases or sentences, unless the sense 
requires the stressed form. 
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Stressed and Unstressed Monosyllables of Speech 

Spell- Stressed Form Unstressed Form 
ing 

a e (rare) ’e jmsen, nat ’tu (men 0 a ’tal ’msen 

an sen (rare) ’sen |£g, nat ’tu |£gz on an ’old ’msen 

n ’gat p ’sepl? 

am sem in1 did, ai ’sem am jaiam ’redi 

'm m aim ’redi 

and send ’send, in’did, ai ’Jud and ’snoand ’ais 

sen ’bo0 |d3an ’sen |d3emz an ’kApan ’sasa1 

nd ’hed nd aam 

n ’rad p ’gAn 

0 ’d3sek o ’ket 

’ap ip ’daun 

are ’ jcs, fie W 9 ’al a’maatj 

're (nonsyllabic) 9 l'5eat’hi3t 

as sez |sezi ’kem az ’d3Astaz ’gud 

z ’ nat sa ’ gud z it ’ waz 

s ’nat sa ’lait s it ’luks 

at set ’med ta ’luk jset at ’lukat fia ’haus 

be bi ’hau kan it ’bi? bi it ’kudnt bi ’dAn 

but bAt ’bAt, ju |si, ai ’did bat ’al bat ’tu 

by bai fie ’drov ’bai bai bai ’al ’minz 

ba ’tu ba ’tu (chiefly+cons.) 

bi (occas. Brit, form; cf. my) 

can ksen du ’al ju ’ksen kan |hi kan ’ si it 

kn jai kn ’du it 

k0 jai kg ’kal im (esp.-f k, g) 

could kud if ju ’onli ’kud kad |hi kad ’du ita’lon 

do du ’hau Jal ai ’du it? du ’hau du ’ai |no? (+vowel) 

da ’hwat da fie ’want? 

(+cons.) 

does dAZ ai sa’poz i ’dAz daz ’hau daz it ’go? 

'em No stressed form. For a stressed am hi ’told am ta ’kAm 

form a different word, them, is m ’kip m ’waa^m 

used. See them, below. 

for fo9 ’hu iz it’faa1? i9 ’wet fa1 ’selis 

from from ’hwsea1 did i ’kAm |fram? fram hi ’kem fram ’taun 

had hsed it waz ’ali ’hsed had fie had ’gan al’redi 
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Spell- Stressed Form 
ing 

Unstressed Form 

*d 

has hsez hi lhaez 9a Ibuk 

ad 

d 
haz 

3Z 

have haev llet nn lhaev it 

ve 

hav 
av 
v 

<Sa Maenad Igan 

hid Igan hwen ai Ikem 

Imaa^a haz Ifaund it 

’dg&ds az IkAm; Igres az 

^Am; *t/3t/ az bdgAn; Iroz 
az IkAm 

(after voiced sounds exc. 
sibilants) hiz ^Ast IkAm; 

'd3anzld3AstlkAm 

(after voiceless sounds exc. 
sibilants) Id3aeks IkAm 
l<Se hav IjWli IkAm 

fte Iwudntav Igan 
aivllastit 

Note: The unstressed form a is heard in rapid familiar speech before con¬ 
sonants; as ,hi kad a gan. In Early Modern it was common in cultivated speech 
and wntmg. ^ 

he hi (hi and ai I went i 8el0igkiliz 

1 tielOatildid 

phrase: hi *" entirdy UnStreSSed at *** beginninS of a 

ha1 ImA^a1 waz Iglaed 

/i (met » at <5a (stejan 
ai I met im in Itaun 

lal iz Ifrendz wa1 Ihia1 

(in rapid speech) jai I did 
ala *kud 

Ibrek it p Itu (occasional) 
it lied intu an lash 

hi Iwakt mta <Sa Igaa^dn 

Sa Igraes iz I wet; cSi Ied3 

iz IdAl 

(after voiced sounds exc. 
sibilan ts) I d3anz I hia-; 
ld3oz Ihia1 

(after voiceless conso¬ 
nants exc. sibilants) 
Id3aeks Ihia1 

her h? flaets Ih3 jbaks, nat Ihiz 

him 

his 
I 

in 

into 

is 

him 
hiz 
ai 

in 

intu 

iz 

'giv it ta Ihim, nat *mi 

its Imam, nat I hiz 

|ai Isa im at It/ptJ* 

llet mi lin 

it/adbi llukt lintu 

ai l0igk i I iz 

ha1 
sr- 
im 
iz 

a 

n 
intu 
inta 
iz 

s 
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Note: After s or z, instead of the unstressed form iz, sometimes the final 

sound of the preceding word is lengthened or doubled; as fas-s a fain de; roz-z 

9 laivli g?l. After/, s is added in the same syllable; as, <5is di/s hat; and after 

3, z is added likewise; as, <Sa garasz empti. Apparently this does not happen 

after tj and d3. 
Observe that two unstressed forms of is (s and z) are identical with two of 

has (s and z). In hiz kAm, d3aeks kAm, it is impossible to tell whether the 

auxiliary verb is has or is. Originally, with the verbs come, go, lie, sit, and other 

intransitive verbs of motion, the auxiliary was is. Has, which was originally 
used only with transitive verbs, came later to be used also with intransitives. 

it it IjEsJfiaets'it it [hwat'avit? 

7/ t if tw» 'main, aid ' seI it 

Note : The form His tiz is used only under some stress. The usual unstressed 

combination is it's its; as, its a 'gud >6ig. 'jus, 'tiz. tiz a 'gud 'Gig is now archaic 

or dialectal. The same distinction holds for stressed ’twill twil and unstressed 

itHl it}; itj bi 9 'gud 'Gig. Ijes, 'twil. However, the form t’ll tj is common in famil¬ 

iar speech; as, tl bi 9 'gud 'Gig. Apparently unstressed ’twould twud and it’d 

itad are interchangeable; as, twud bi a 'gud 'Gig, or itad 'bi a 'gud 'Gig. For other 

similar combinations, see Webster (1934), Pronunciation §71. 

may me it 'me bi 'so mi 'jumi 'aesk im 

m3 juma 'go jnau 

me mi 'giv it ta 'mi, nat 'him mi hi'traid ta 'si mi 

must mAst wil 'du it if wi 'mAst mast ju mast 'aesk im (+vowel) 

mas wi mas 'go at 'wAns 

(-1-cons.) 

my mai fiaets 'mai |buk mai (-j-vowel) ai 'sa mai 'Agkj 

ma (+cons.) 'pliz gEt ma 'kot 

mi (occasional British; an ar¬ 

chaic form, shortened from 

my when it was pro¬ 

nounced mi:)69 

no (adj.) noi 'no 'ren |fel no, na (adv.) no lagga1 tru; hiz 

'gat na |mo» (San'wi 

nor na» 'nay, ffiz it 'iz, kan' wi ni (Sa ' fi/ na*' flej 

not nat hiz (nat'hia jet 

69 See Daniel Jones’s interesting note on my (.Phonetics, 1932, §473). 
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Spell- Stressed Form 
ing 

(only after auxiliary verbs) n't 

't 

Unstressed Form 

nt 

t 

(after cons.) d\zijt, d3snt, 

did^it, haednt, haevnt, 

haeznt, izpt, kudjit, mait- 

nt, mAsnt, Dtnt, Judpt, 
waznt, wudpt 

(after vowels) a*nt, da&*nt, 

dont, ment, faent, w?nt, 
want, wont 
kaent 

(occas.+cons.) hi haezp 
'kAm; hi kud^i 'du it; hi 
wudn 'trai 

Note: In the combination of auxiliary and not, sometimes the auxiliary is 
unstressed, and sometimes the negative; as flev ,nat <gon jet, or tie ,h«vnt <gon 
jet; hiz ,nat hi*, or hi jizrit 'hi*. The unstressed nt seems to be more informal. 
I he two ways are traditional and utilized by poets; cf. Keats: 

She 'cannot fade, though thou hast 'not thy bliss. 

Of av ihwat'cvit? „ S, l£„d av Sfe lwik 

» 'ten a'klak (frequent+ 

cons, in very informal 
speech; as, a 'lod a 'wud; 
a 'glass a 'milk) 

Note: Observe that one unstressed form of have (av) in cultivated speech 
is exactly hke the usual unstressed form of of (av). Hence when the schoolboy 

writes / wouldn't of gone, he is not making a mistake in grammar, but merely 

m spelling The two expressions / wouldn't have gone and I wouldn't of gone are 
exactly alike in standard pronunciation. To pronounce have and of differently 

m sentences that require the unstressed forms, would be a worse blunder than 

to misspell /mz*. Some writers try to give a dialect tinge to the speech of their 

characters by representing them as saying “I wouldn’t of gone.” This is silly 

and shows ignorance of standard English pronunciation. The same statement 

applies to the use of such pseudo-dialect spellings as »*, wuz, iz, kumz, etc, 

which are good (though unconventional) spellings for as good pronunciations 
as such authors themselves could muster. 
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Spell¬ Stressed Form Unstressed Form 

ing 

on an Sa Ibaetfz *an; jan a *rAn; 

jan Ifaias hi *went jan a 

a- 

IhAnt 
a Se *kema TAnig; ‘5a *haus 

iz ajfaias hi *wenta *liAntig 

one wAn ^witjlwAn? wan ai 1 want *Saet wan 

or 09 •aasif *nat, |tek *Sis a1 *wAn a1 Si USa1 

pretty priti a 1 priti *g3l pa^ti pa^ti *wel, |0aegk ju (the 

vowel 9 here is practically 

a retroflex i) 

Saint sent * sent* pita1 sant, san sant *aen; san Idsemz 

smt, sin sint *adri; sin 'd3Dn 

sn sn *d3Dn (unstressed 

forms chiefly British) 

shall /ad ai *0igkai*/ael |wi/al bi *redi 

(formerly Jal, riming with all in 

“John Gilpin’s Ride”) JI |ai/}bi*glaed ta *go 

she Ji ai * sa im bif 09 */i did Ji ai *0at/i *m£ntit 

should Jud ai *0igk ju */ud /ad |ai/adbi *glaed jtu 

« Jd (familiar) ai/d-*du it 

St (familiar) ai/t *0igk so 

sir S3 •no, *S3! S9 S9 ,rabait; *0aegk ju, 89 

so so *so Se *sed sa its |nat sa *kold ta|de60 

some SAm *sAm 9 Ibeta1 San * aSo^z sam *kts *hiev sam *ais*krim 

sa (before m) *haev sa ^moa1 

Note: Observe the correspondence between the stressed form of one wAn 

and stressed sAm: (sg.) *wAn |maen *smoks, a^nASa1 *dAznt: (pi.) *SAm |men 

Ismok, USa^z *dont; and between a (historical unstressed form of wah) and sam 

(unstressed form of SAm): (sg.) ai *met a *maen: (pi.) ai *m£t sam *men. The 
form sam is also used with mass-words that do not take a; as, sam *ti, sam !hwit. 

sam never stands alone; cf. *haev sam *ti. *0aegks, ail *haev |SAm, and *haev a *kek. 

*0aegks, ail *hfev |WAn. But wan can stand alone (*Sfets a *fain wan), and its 

plural is wanz (*Soz a1 *nais wanz). 

60 So has been weakened several times in the course of its history. It was 

originally swa:, and successively sa:, sa, sa, s, z. The last form is preserved in 

as aez, az, formerly al swa:, also, also, als, as, az, az. 
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Spell- Stressed Form 
ing 

than Sam (rarp'l 3T 

Stressed and Unstressed Forms 

Unstressed Form 

107 

(foe n 

that tint (demonstrative) 'Sa;ts Ul fot 

the Si (rare) 'e |maen, not 'Si 
I main 

Son, Sn 'moo* Son 'evar; 'moo1 Sp 
'ev» 

9 (familiar) its 'ks p on 'intj 
n (familiar) 'Saits 'moo1 n 'ai 

no 
Sot (conjunction) hi 'sed Sot i 

'so It 

(relative) 'hiz So 'main Sot 
'did it 

So (+cons.) So 'tri; So 'rod; 
So 'wol 

Si (+vowel) Si '36; Si 'end 

Note: »I is also sometimes used before j by assimilation (§§94 ff )• as 

Wha^T^Un the°;: °t,l0Wet ^ ^ “• * '«* Cz, ZL3. wnat tact m the formation of h explains this? 

there Saeo1 (adv.) 'Saea1 Se 'ao1 Sea1 

S* 

Som, Sip 

(expletive) 'Sear war 'twenti 
|Saeo^ 

them Sem '^v it to 'Scm, nat Us 
Sar W |HAn 

wi 'met Som ot 'tu 0 

to tu 'hwat iz it 'kAmig jtu? tu 
'klak (see §205) 

(+vowel) from 'hevon tu 
'36 

to (+cons.) 'izi to 'du; 'go to 
'taun 

Note; Many cultivated speakers frequently use to also before vowels- as 
|h. h*d 'uaO.d to ofo. In such cases the o is very short. ’ 

lP. A(p 'f>eki» 'mamd,Ap »p imek op jo (ma,nd 
upon o pan 'hwat woz it 'best o,pan? »po„ (chiefly Brit.) 'lam opan 

. 'lain 

“ AS ,gIV 11 tu 'AS’ 'fci as fe '*skt os to Idsom Som 
s 'letsnat 'go j jet 

Note: In the phrase let’s see, the word us was originally not present- let see 
was later transformed to let’s see by analogy of let’s go, etc. ’ 

was waz ISasri'waz woz ,hi woz '»*»,- ,hi war 'not 

'hiy 

woz 
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Unstressed Form 

wi |wil du 'al wi 'kaen 

wa |fie wa 'fiaea; |fie wa 'nat 

'hia 

Note: In England the stressed form wea, waea is not uncommon. It is 

archaic or dialectal in America. wea, waea is the historical stressed form, and 

w? is a restressed form (see next section). 

what hwat hi 'noz 'hwats 'hwat hwat (in rapid speech) 'si hwat 

'ai |h«ev 

will wil ai bi'liv fie 'wil w| 'no |WAn wj eva'notis it 

7/ al 'fafiaal 'hi |hia 'sun 

1 'ned J 'bi |hia 'sun; 'hwat 

J ju 'du? 

1 |fiel 'kAm; |wil 'Oigkajbaut 
—A. 

would wud ai 'wi/fie 'wud wad 

II 
' d3an wad' laik ta ' go 

’d ad it ad hi 'fAn, 'wudnt it? 

d jfiedhi 'redi hai 'foa 

you ju 'fiis izfa 'ju ju pajhaeps ju'at tu 

ju 'juafii 'onli 'gest ja 'hau da ja 'du? 
• 

Ji 'hau da ji 'du? 

Note: The unstressed form ji, occasionally heard in very familiar speech, 

is probably the unstressed form of ye ji, now obsolete in speech in its stressed 

form. 

your jua iz |fiis'juahaet,a'main? ja ai 'Oigk ai 'sa ja 'brAfia 
t9|de 

Note : Unstressed your ja, in addition to its usual personal possessive mean¬ 

ing, has acquired a special sense, not personal or possessive, but referring to 

something as familiar, often with a connotation of contempt; as, “That’s a 

sample of your practical education!” So Hamlet says to Horatio, 

“Ther are more things in heauen and earth, Horatio, 

Then are drem’t of in your (ja) philosophic.” 

138. Certain common verbs with full meaning (in contrast 

to auxiliaries) occur in familiar phrases, such as come 'in, go 

lout, go 'down, see 'here, said \he, which in actual speech are like 

Spell- Stressed Form 
ing 

we wi 'sodu'wi 

were w? 'fiaea fie 'w? 
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single words of two syllables with the first unaccented, and hence 

often with obscured vowel; as, kam bn, gu >aut, ga 'daun, si *hia% 

sad |i. In familiar speech the word have, ordinarily stressed when 

it means “possess” and unstressed when it is auxiliary, some¬ 

times has its unstressed form with full meaning “possess”; 

as, juv no abd3ekjan, haev ju? hid no kaz ta kamplen; d3im haz 

no taim ta du it. It is possible that this use is due to the analogy 

of the auxiliary use of have with got in the sense of “possess”; 
as, hiz gat no taim ta du it. 

139. In connection with these relation words, which are 

stressed in different degrees with corresponding gradation of 

vowels, we have to observe the phenomenon of restressing. It 

has been seen in the discussion of gradation, that several differ¬ 

ent vowel sounds all reduce to a or i when unstressed. Now 

since this, like most processes of language development, is un¬ 

conscious, it sometimes happens, especially in popular speech, 

when a word like from, which is more often unstressed fram, 

for some reason is stressed, that it does not return to its less 

familiar original stressed form fram, but takes the form frAm. 

Hence some speakers, when they have occasion to stress from 

pronounce it frAm instead of fram. Similar instances are seen in 

what, with unstressed form hwat and restressed form hwAt; was, 

unstressed waz, restressed waz; for, unstressed fa% restressed f3; 
of, unstressed av, restressed av. 

In the foregoing examples the restressed form has not at¬ 

tained to good usage. But in the case of were, unstressed wa% 

the restressed form W3 has become the standard form, while 

-the historical form waea1 has virtually disappeared in America, 

though it remains waea, wea in England. Likewise with does, 

unstressed daz, restressed dAZ. We should expect the form duz 

from du, and this perhaps remains in the dialect stressed form 

duz which is sometimes heard. See § 322.30 

140. In some instances the consonant also has been affected 

by lack of stress. It has long been a tendency of voiceless con- 
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sonants in English to become voiced by loss of stress in un¬ 

stressed syllables. Words like as, was, is, his, were formerly 

pronounced as, was, is, his with s, not z. The original s is still 

seen in it’s a fine day, where the influence of the voiceless t has 

preserved the s from changing to z as it has in it is it iz. But 

as these words are usually unstressed, they have become oz, 

waz, iz, (h)iz. So now, even when they are occasionally stressed, 

the z of the usual unstressed form has been transferred un¬ 

consciously to the stressed forms, and the s has disappeared 

from the words. In the case of the word of, the older stressed 

form of, of, now spelt of, has remained in use as an adverb, and 

the unstressed form ov, spelt of, is used as a preposition. But 

when the preposition occasionally is stressed, it becomes av, 

and is now regarded as a different word from of. So of is the 

originally stressed form, and av a restressed form, of the same 

word. 
141. In the words of av, av, and with wift, wi0, formerly 

pronounced of, wi0, the voiced v and ft now heard are due to 

lack of stress. But thereof and therewith are still often pro¬ 

nounced ftse^'af, ftae^'wiB, because of the accent on the second 

syllable, which has preserved the f and 0 voiceless. When these 

words are pronounced ftaea^av, ftae^'wift, the voiced v and ft are 

due to the analogy of av and wift. 

The word with, however, often preserves its older pronuncia¬ 

tion wi0, especially before voiceless consonants, as in wiB'staend, 

wiB’hold, wi0 tam, wi0 kae^i, wi0 pitas and some speakers regu¬ 

larly use wi0 in all positions. It is a common form in the North 

of England and in Scottish standard English. 

Spelling-Pronunciation 

142. It has been emphasized that phonetic change is con¬ 

cerned primarily with the spoken language, and not with the 

written or printed representation of it. Most phonetic change is 
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unconscious, and some of it has begun with the illiterate and 

afterwards found its way into cultivated usage. As a rule the 

changes that have occurred have either never found their way 

permanently into the spelling—as seen in the word use, which 

has gained an initial j that has not appeared in the spelling; or 

if the spelling has been changed to express the new sound, as it 

was in the word you (formerly without y or j sound), this has 

always happened long after the new pronunciation has become 

firmly fixed in speech. Thus it was two or three hundred years 

after the final syllable ceased to be sounded on words like sunne 
runne, home, seeme, heare, and hundreds of others, before the 

spelling was changed to sun, run, hour, seem, hear, to correspond 

with the sound, and in numerous cases the spelling has not even 

yet conformed to changes in sound made hundreds of years ago, 

as in such words as have, love, make, cause, tell, said, etc. Reflection 

on this aspect of the development of English shows how entirely 

without foundation is the reasoning frequently heard when a 

question is raised about the pronunciation of a word: “It is 

spelt so and so; therefore it should be pronounced so and so.,, 

E.g., it is argued that clerk and sergeant cannot properly be 

pronounced kla(at)k and sa(^)d33iit because they are spelt with 

er. Yet clerk is regularly so pronounced in England, and sergeant 
so generally. Such reasoning puts the cart before the horse. The 

logical reasoning would be, since clerk and sergeant are pro¬ 

nounced kla(^)k and sa(^)d3ant, they should be spelt with a 
instead of e. 

It happens that the spelling of most words like star, carve, 
smart, hart, far, farm, has, in fact, conformed to the pronuncia¬ 

tion. These words, like clerk and sergeant, formerly were all spelt 

with er, and continued to be so written long after the sound had 
changed from er to See §365. 

143. (1) Those who reason that words should be pronounced 

as they are spelt scarcely realize what a revolution would be 
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wrought in present English if they carried out their rule to any 

extent. Transcribe the following words in a spelling-pronuncia¬ 

tion; that is, with the pronunciation they would have if all the 

letters were sounded in what would seem to you their most 

usual way: 
Among, slough, brought, anxious, said, nothing, worst, people, 

pretty, brief, fiend, friend, money, could, bargain, road, abroad, 

scarce, farce, mouse, rouse, famous, where, here, hear, heard, beard, 

treat, great, leak, break, steak, ever, fever, done, gone, tone, none, 

whose, those, whole, whale, poor, moor, door, floor, seven, even, 

early, nearly, pearly, pear, fear, goer, doer, swear, answer, swore, 

sword, word, ford, form, worm, though, thought, tough, bough, 

through, home, some, mere, there, pays, says, gown, grown, down, 

mown, eight, height, caught, laughed, draught, evil, devil, double, 

doubtless, beeches, breeches, been, cloven, oven, bother, other, honor, 

honest, host, heir, weir, shelf, self, half, Ralph, revived, lived, power, 

mower, finger, singer, longer, anger, hanger, sorehead, forehead, 

hew, sew, county, country, grove, above, move, prove, over, cover, 

mover, all, shall, believe, sieve, wholly, jolly, surmise, promise, 

dully, gully, fully, pullet, mullet, goes, toes, does, shoes, frowned, 

owned, cross, gross, toward, coward, hearing, bearing, pouch, touch. 

(2) Find several English words whose pronunciation you can 

know for certain from their spelling. 
144. (1) The influence of spelling on standard pronunciation 

has been especially important since the middle of the 18th c., 

and especially owing to the influence of Dr. Johnson, who, 

though he recognized both a colloquial and a formal style of pro¬ 

nunciation, stated this principle: “For pronunciation, the best 

general rule is to consider those as the most elegant speakers 

who deviate least from the written words.” This statement was 

made in apparent disregard of the utter impossibility of carry¬ 

ing it out in the state of English spelling then and since. His 

influence was strengthened by the prevailing idea of the time 
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that the written form of the language was the language itself. 

This appears clearly in the dictionaries of John Walker (1791 

and on), in which letters are treated as the elements of language, 

with “powers” of sound, as if they were a kind of seed from 

which the spoken language sprouted and grew, and therefore 

the original source to which all questions of correct pronuncia¬ 
tion were to be referred back. 

(2) This point of view is still current and influential. Its ad¬ 

herents cry in triumph, “Isn’t there a t in often? Why should 

we neglect to pronounce it?” As Dr. Fuhrken has aptly ex¬ 

pressed it, they are willing to mispronounce words in order to 

show that they know how they are spelt. In addition to being 

fundamentally in error about the nature, origin, and growth of 

all language, they strangely ignore the fact that they neither 

do nor can carry out their own rule, as the exercise above is 

sufficient to show. 

(3) A spelling-pronunciation that departs from the tra¬ 

ditional pronunciation (the one that is transmitted by word of 

mouth and learned by ear) is a blunder, of the same kind that 

it would be to pronounce many as maeni or mem instead of 

mem. But when such a blunder is adopted into general good 

use, as was swun, formerly by regular sound-law pronounced 

sun (cf. sword soa^d), or isesig'nejan (cf. sign sain), and a large 

number of others, it is accepted and supersedes the correct 

traditional form. So a very considerable number of words— 

though a very small proportion of all—have conformed in some 

respect to the spelling which happened to be current when the 

change was made. Such changes are, however, apt to be isolated 

ones, leaving unchanged many other words spelt in the same 

way. Thus the pronunciation kanstab), a spelling-pronunciation 

for the traditional kAnstabl, or kamraed for traditional kAmraed, 

have become isolated in pronunciation from the many other 

words in which a is spelt with o, as honey, love, above, some, 
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come, etc. In two groups, however, (1) words like host, human, 

hospital, etc., which all came into English from OF without a 

h sound (see h, §203), and (2) words like theater, author, apothe¬ 

cary, etc., which came into English with th sounded t—spelling- 

pronunciation has changed nearly all the words to pronuncia¬ 

tions with the h sound and the 0 sound (see t, §157). 

145. On comparing host, human, hospital with hour, honest, 

honor, and theater, author, apothecary with Thomas, Thames, 

Esther, an underlying principle of spelling-pronunciation is re¬ 

vealed. The words that have resisted spelling-pronunciation 

{hour, Thomas) are more common words, and therefore more 

likely to be thoroughly learned by children before they learn to 

read and write. On the other hand, if we first learn words from 

books, or if we see them in print oftener than we use them, we 

are more apt to guess at the pronunciation from the spelling. 

As a great many people are apt to do this, and many even 

cultivated and influential people unconsciously reason that 

words should be pronounced as they are spelt, many such spell¬ 

ing-pronunciations get into good use, and older traditional and 

phonetically natural pronunciations are gradually abandoned. 

146. Spelling-pronunciation is especially apt to affect proper 

names—particularly names of places pronounced from the spell¬ 

ing by people who do not live in them and hence do not know 

the traditional pronunciation. So Greenwich, Woolwich, and Nor¬ 

wich in England are pronounced by the inhabitants of those 

towns grinid3, wulid3, nnrid3 (the latter riming with “cold 

pease porridge”)- But people not personally familiar with the 

places themselves and seeing the names in print are likely to 

call them grin wit/, wulwit/, narwit/. So Cirencester sisita is apt 

to be called elsewhere sairansesta^. Concord kngkad and Chelms¬ 

ford t/emzfad are usually called kanka^d and t/elmzford outside 

of New England. The student can easily find other examples 

of the same sort. 
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147. Evidence that the influence of spelling on pronuncia¬ 

tion is increasing with the advance of popular education is seen 

in that in recent times in some of the places themselves the tra¬ 

ditional pronunciation is giving way to the spelling-pronuncia¬ 

tion. Thus the inhabitants of Cirencester and others in England 

are beginning to call the place sairansesta, -ta1. Ravenna (Ohio) 

is called by its old residents ri'vaena, but it is now commonly 

ra'vena. Mantua (Ohio) is locally 'maentajwe, but sometimes 

called ■maentua or •maent/ua by those who depend on the 

spelling.61 

The comparatively recent increase in the influence of spell¬ 

ing on pronunciation has resulted in the fact that certain places 

in England have the traditional name, often widely separated 

from the fixed spelling, while places in America with the same 

names have the more theoretical pronunciation according to the 

spelling. Thus we have grmid3 in England, but grinwitf in 

Connecticut; the river temz in England, but 8emz in Connecti¬ 

cut, except as the English name is imitated; Waltham woltam 
in England, but wolOam, wal0aem in Massachusetts; Edinburgh 

ednbAra in Scotland, and ed(i)nb3g, various American towns; 

Marlborough malbara, England, and Marlboro 'ma(^)l|b30, 

Massachusetts. 
148. In some cases, compounding of names brings together 

certain letters so as to suggest sounds not found originally in 

the name. Thus the name Waltham is composed of Walt+ham 

(‘home/ ‘dwelling’), in the same way as Windham windam, 

fll Regarding the correctness of the different pronunciations, it should be 

remembered that a different law governs in personal and place names from that 

of speech in general. In the latter, general usage of the cultivated determines 

correctness. But in personal and place names, it is personal and local usage that 

determines the pronunciation. For example, all the rest of the country cannot 

properly change the name of Concord, Massachusetts, to ^anikoafl so long as 

the local inhabitants regularly call it ^nokad. The same principle holds in 

family names. See Allen W. Read, Amer. Speech, Feb. 1933, pp. 42-46. 
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Durham c^am; so we should expect woltam, as we find in Eng¬ 

land. But the spelling th has suggested the sound 0, which is 

used in the American name walOaem. Chatham, however, remains 

tfsetam, and is often ltfaet|haem in the Ohio town and on Cape 

Cod, being also a spelling-pronunciation, but with a different 

result. Windham, Vermont, is locally often lwind|haem. Similar 

to Waltham are Eltham in England eltam, elOam, Bentham 

bentam, benOam, Walsham wnlsam, wnljam, Lewisham luisam, 

luifam, Fever sham fevazam, fevajam. 

In personal names spelling-pronunciation is seen in Leopold, 

formerly kpld (cf. leopard), now, from the spelling, liapold; 

Ralph, formerly, and still in England ref, now raelf; Theobald, 

formerly tibld, now Oiabald; Walter, formerly watas now walta1. 

Personal names, being applied to many individuals and families, 

often split up into several different forms. Thus the name Theo¬ 

bald is represented by the various forms of the older pronuncia¬ 

tion tibld in the names Tibbits, Tibalt (Tybalt in Romeo & 

Juliet), Tibbals, and the spelling-pronunciation Oiabald. Walter 

shows relics of its earlier pronunciation in the derivatives Watt, 

Waters, Watson, Watkins. See §§221 ff. 

149. Sometimes the spelling of a name has conformed to the 

earlier traditional pronunciation. So in the name Ker, Kerr 

kaa% changed in spelling to Carr to correspond to the sound; and 

vice versa, the pronunciation of other instances of the same 

name has conformed to the spelling Kerr, becoming k?. So with 

Berkley and Barclay. Berkley was formerly pronounced ba(af-)kli, 

as still in England, and accordingly sometimes spelt Barkley, 

Barclay, while in other cases the pronunciation conformed by 

spelling-pronunciation to the form Berkley and became b^kli. 

150. Of words other than names, spelling-pronunciation has 

changed some that have become less familiar than formerly. 

Often both pronunciations are used—the older traditional one, 

and the newer spelling-pronunciation. So it is, frequently, with 
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a class of words having the sound a spelt with o, such as love, 

dove, above, come, shove, etc. (§325). The commoner words have 

retained the a sound. But the word wont WAnt, ‘custom/ ‘ac¬ 

customed/ is now often pronounced wont from the spelling. 

Words which formerly had a but now have n, a from the spelling 

are dromedary 1 dr Aina ideal, 1 drama idea^i, comrade, constable, 

bomb, grovelling. The old pronunciation with a is still heard in 
these, and commonly in some of them. 

A group of words like fault, vault, falcon, altar, borrowed from 

French, in which the spelling with l is due to imitation of their 

Latin originals, had no 1 sound when they became English, and 

for long afterwards. But most of them have now conformed to 

the spelling; fault was fat in the 18th century. This accounts for 

the pronunciation of Walter mentioned above, §148. 

Miscellaneous examples of spelling-pronunciation are: steel¬ 

yards, formerly stilja^dz, now sometimes 1 stil|jaa^dz; registrar 

formerly redsistra1, now lr£d3i8|traac; nephew nevju, now often 

nefju; apothecary, formerly a'patiikeOT, now a'paOaike^i; author, 

formerly ata% now a0as soldier, formerly sod33c, now soh^as 

Wandsworth, formerly wondza, now wondzwaB; Southwark 
SA^ak, sometimes now sauBwak. 

Consonants in Detail 

The Stops 

P 

151. (1) Repeat the organic description and give the descrip¬ 

tive name of p. 

(2) Comment on the p sound and its spelling in apple, 

appear; sheep pen, hop pole; hiccough, corps.62 

62 In finding answers to these questions and others the student will often 

find the Index useful. 
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(3) What is the acoustic difference (including on-glides and 

off-glides) in the sounds of p in pen, copy, rope? in stamp, 

stopped? 
152. (1) In the past history of English, speakers have tended 

unconsciously to insert a p between m and any of the sounds 

t, k, f, 0, s, /; as in empty, formerly emty; Tompkins, formerly 

Tomkins; glimpse, formerly glimse; presumption, cf. presume. 

In some cases p has been adopted in the spelling, and sometimes 

the p still remains unspelt, though plainly heard; as in Thompson 

or Thomson; Sampson or Samson; in comfort, something, warmth, 

dreamt, and some others spelt without p, a p is often sounded. 

kAmpf^t, SAmpOiij, wo^mpd, drempt. This is a natural phonetic 

development. In forming m the lips are already in position to 

form either p or b. The next sound being oral, the velum rises 

to close the nasal passage; but if this is closed before the lips 

open, the stoppage of the breath forms a p if the next sound is 

voiceless. 
(2) What will happen to the word jumped d3Ampt if the lips 

open from m as soon as the velum rises for t? 
(3) What is the relative timing of the lip opening and the 

velum closure when glimpse is pronounced glims? 
In British speech p is often omitted after m, whether spelt 

{empty, prompt, tempt) or not {warmth, dreamt). 
For the aspiration of p, which is similar to that of t, cf. §§29, 

53. 
b 

153. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of b. 
(2) State the relation of b to p. 
(3) While the lips and the velum are closed for b, what be¬ 

comes of the breath that vibrates the vocal cords? 
(4) Comment on the b sound and its spelling in rabbit, ebb; 

subbase, curb bit. 
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(5) Point out the acoustic and organic differences in the b 
of bee, Toby, rob. 

154. (1) In some words a b has developed between m and 1, 

r, or as as in thimble dimbl, formerly 0iml; nimble nimbi, for¬ 

merly nim(o)l; humble hAmbl, Lat. humilem; bramble braembl, 
formerly brae:m(e)l; or in slumber slAmba1, formerly slum(a)r; 

timber timba1, formerly timr. Explain the excrescent b as p in 
empty was explained. 

(2) In dumb, climb, comb, jamb, lamb, plumb the silent b was 

formerly b (dumb, kliimban, kaimb, etc.). But no b was ever 

sounded in limb, lim, numb nAm, which are derived from OE 

lim lim and numen numen. After the b had ceased to be sounded 

in dumb dAm, climb klaim, comb kom, etc., the words lim and 

num also added a silent b. This kind of imitation in spelling is 

called reverse (or inverse) spelling, and the spelling numb shows 

that the b in dumb had become silent by the time it was added 
to num. Why does it show this? 

Thus reverse spelling becomes valuable evidence about early 

pronunciation. For example, what does the spelling gar ding for 

garden ga^din, found in an old letter, show about the writer’s 
pronunciation of running, coming, etc.? 

t 

155. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 
name of t. 

(2) Observe the effect of sounding t with the tongue point 

placed on the very front edge of the teethridge. Try it also on 

the backs of the upper front teeth. These observations will be 
useful in pronouncing German and French t. 

(3) Comment on the t sound and its spelling in tool, seat; 

attend, outtalk; Thomas, Tom, Anthony, Tony; indict, victuals, 
mortgage; eighth, ninth. 

156. In words in -tion {nation), -tial {partial), -tient {patient), 
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-tious (<cautious), derived from Latin, either directly or through 

Old French, the t sound was not used in French or in English. 

The Latin t in -tion, etc., had become, first ts (an affricate, 

cf. §41) and then s. The spelling was usually -cion, sion, etc., 

in Old French and Middle English. The spelling -tion, etc., was 

later substituted in imitation of Latin spelling (especially at the 

revival of learning in the 16th c., when scholarly reverence 

for Latin and Greek greatly increased), but without affecting 

the sound s. This s sound in Early Modern further changed to 

/, by the influence of the following i (later j); see §195 (3). 

157. The spelling th represents the t sound in a few English 

words, as Thomas, Thompson, Anthony aentani (cf. Tony), 

thyme taim, Esther est3\ These are spelt in imitation of Latin, 

in which there was no 0 or <5 sound and th was pronounced t 

(Latin borrowed the spelling from Greek, where there had once 

been a h sound after the t). Observe that in the derived Ro¬ 

mance languages (French, Spanish, Italian, etc.) there is also 

no 0 or ‘S sound descended from Latin. Cf. §183 (3). 

In many cases, however, the t sound spelt thus with th was 

in English later changed to a 0 sound through the influence of 

the spelling (cf. Spelling-pronunciation, §§142-150), so that 

many words with th now pronounced 0 were formerly in English 

pronounced with t. 
(1) What is suggested about earlier pronunciation by the 

nicknames Kate, Betty, Marty, Ted, Art, Bart, Matt, Nat, Tad, 

Berty (girl’s name), Dot, Dorrit? 
158. (1) What is the natural tendency of the t sound in 

postmaster, must he, you must do it, next month, next door, last 

night, half past five, sit down, I don’t know, perfectly, exactly, facts? 

(2) Would you consider it correct to pronounce t in the fore¬ 

going expressions? Would you consider it correct to pronounce 

t in chasten, christen, fasten, glisten, hasten, listen, moisten? in 
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bristle, castle, hustle, thistle, trestle, whistle, wrestle? in chestnut, 

mustn’t? in soften? Would you recommend t in often? 

159. Some words ending in -st formerly ended in -s only; 

e.g., against, formerly agains; amongst, formerly amongs; midst, 

formerly mids. Compare also the dialectal pronunciation WAnst 

for once, twaist for twice, akrost for across. The t was added to 

once WAnst for the same phonetic cause as to against. Why is 

one incorrect and the other correct? 

A similar addition of t is found in some cases after final n. 

It has become accepted English in peasant, from Old French 

paysan; pheasant, OF faisan; pennant, OF pennon (which is also 

in use). Forms not now in accepted use, but once in good stand¬ 

ing are: mar gent for margin (regular in Shakespeare); varmint 

for vermin; orphant for orphan (cf. Riley’s “Little Orphant 

Annie”). What is there in the tongue positions for articulating 

s and n that easily leads to the unconscious addition of t in 

such cases? 

160. A t has also developed very generally in America be¬ 

tween n and s, /, 6, as in sense sents, fence fents, answer aentsa1, 

mention mentjan, ninth naintO. Can you detect any difference 

in sound between sense and cents, tense and tents, presence and 

presents? Explain the organic reason for the addition of a t 

sound in sense sents, etc. See §152. 

161. The words debt, doubt, receipt have never sounded the 

b or p in English. These words were taken into English in their 

spoken forms from Old French in the 13th and 14th cc. At that 

time the written forms were usually dette, doute, receite, in agree¬ 

ment with their pronunciation. But scholars frequently inserted 

the letter b in the spelling of debt and doubt, and p in receipt, as 

if the English words had been taken directly from the Latin 

forms debitum, dubitare, recepta. In Latin the b and p had been 

sounded, but had become silent in the French descendants of 
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the words long before they were adopted by speakers of English. 

The artificial Latinized spelling has not resulted in restoring the 

lost sounds in these words; compare receipt with conceit, deceit. 

In the word bankrupt the letter p was first wrongly added 

and then later pronounced. Look up its etymology. How does 

this exemplify the third paragraph of §144? 

162. In the phrase at all when it means “in any respect,” 

“to any extent,” the t is normally carried over to the following 

word and sounded exactly as it is in a tall man o 'tol 'maen. 
This phrase differs in pronunciation and meaning from the 

phrase at all as in There are signs at some crossings but not at all 

(nat ot *d1). Compare I saw no signs at all (a ^ol).63 In England 

the phrase at home is treated likewise, being often pronounced 

gitoum. The phrase at all events is also there pronounced o'tol 
11 vents. The last two pronunciations are not usual in America. At 

home possibly exemplifies a difference between British and Amer¬ 

ican h. In America the aspiration of t, even when strong, is quite 

distinct from the speech sound h. For the aspiration of t, cf. 

§§29, 53. 
163. In American English t is often voiced between voiced 

sounds, as in better beta1, battle baetl. Yet voiced t is not the same 

as d, and does not belong to the d phoneme, since Americans 

do not confuse such words as latter laefo-—ladder laeda% or putting 

putig—pudding pudig. It never occurs at the beginning or end 

of a phrase, nor at the beginning of an accented syllable. For 

example, it may be voiced in the word at in nat ot bl, but not 

in nat 9 •tol. For further material on voiced t, see §379. 

d 

164. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of d. 

83 Teachers or parents who correct children for saying ai didijt go ahal are 

forbidding them to use a standard pronunciation, current both in England and 

in America among the cultivated classes. Cf. §250 (4). 
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(2) Try for d the positions of the tongue suggested for t in 

§155 (2). 

(3) Apply to d the question asked in §153 (3). 

(4) Comment on the sound and spelling of d in ready, ladder, 

add, headdress. 

(5) Point out the difference in the sound of d in day, lady, 

sad. 

(6) Is there a difference of meaning expressed by a differ¬ 

ence of pronunciation in a good deal? In used, in The cane was 

used to walk with and He used to walk with a cane? 

(7) What pronunciations do you know of second, seconds? 

165. (1) What is the tendency of the d sound in hands, pounds, 

friendship, landscape, handful? 

(2) Compare the tendency to drop d in the following, observ¬ 

ing in which cases the omission of d would sound slipshod, and 

in which it would be apt to pass unnoticed in ordinary speech: 

grandfather, grand time, grand old man, old year, old wall, old rat, 

old horse, windmill, wild grapes, wild animal, sound sense, good 

sense, sound idea, sound lumber, groundhog, wild west, sand ridge. 

(3) Considering the nature of the sounds before and after d 

in the foregoing, formulate and write rules showing when the d 

is most likely to be dropped in ordinary speech. 

(4) Discover and write the phonetic law for the sound of 

the ending -ed of the following “regular,” or weak, verbs: 

dropped, talked, pufed, frothed, hissed, wished, watched; stated, 

needed; robbed, dragged, lived, smoothed, raised, rouged, dodged, 

shamed, sinned, clanged, filled; freed, stayed, pawed, showed, 

wooed, purred; carried, subpoenaed; appeared, spared, barred, 

warred, poured, moored, sighed, plowed, enjoyed, viewed; rattled, 

pardoned. 

(5) Try to find weak verbs whose present tense ends in other 

sounds than those found in the foregoing list. What accented 

vowels are notably absent from the ends of words? 
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166. In some words a d has developed after n; as in thunder, 

formerly thunor; sound, from soun; astound, from astoune (cf. 

astonish); hind, from hine. Note also the dialectal gownd for 

gown, drownd for drown, drownded for drowned. Cf. Hendry and 

Henderson from Henry. (1) Account for the d in thunder by 

reference to §152. (2) The d was added in gownd from the same 

phonetic cause as in sound. Why is sound correct and gownd 

incorrect? 
k 

167. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of k. 
(2) What is the difference in the position of the tongue con¬ 

tact for k in keep and in coop? 
(3) Comment on the spelling and sound of k in keel, charac¬ 

ter, quick, accord, bookcase, acquire, liquor, six, accent, luxury, 

strength. 
168. The verb ache ek used to be spelt ake, and the noun 

ache was spelt as now but pronounced etf, the spelling agreeing 

with the pronunciation. Note the following in Shakespeare’s 

Tempest: 
(1) I can goe no further, Sir, 

My old bones akes. —III.iii.1. 
(2) Fill all thy bones with Aches, make thee rore. —I.ii.370. 

Observe that in the second passage the rhythm requires the pro¬ 

nunciation et/iz. Compare the pair ake, verb—ache, noun, with 

the following pairs of verbs and nouns: bake—batch; break— 

breach; drink—drench; speak—speech; stick—stitch; stink 

stench; wake—watch. State just what changes have been made 

since Early Modern in verb and noun ache. (Dr. Johnson was 

partly responsible for the mix-up by falsely deriving the word 

from Greek achos, with which it has no connection. The result 

is an example of his great influence in the latter 18th c. See 

§144 (1).) 
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169. What is the sound of x in tax, exact, luxury, luxurious 

(two pronunciations), anxious, anxiety? 

170. A Latinized spelling has become established in indict 

(Early Modern indite), victuals (EM vittails), verdict (EM verdit), 

perfect (EM per jit, Milton, Lycidas, perfet). On Latinized spell¬ 

ings, see §156. What effect has the mistaken spelling had on 

each word? See also §144 (3). 

171. For asked the pronunciation is often aest. Give a reason 

for the loss of the k sound. Cf. §57. The present tense ask is also 

sometimes pronounced aest. How would you account for it in 

such a frequently occurring phrase as ask the man, or ask the 

teacher? Consider the preceding and following sounds, and apply 

the laws of place assimilation. 

172. Initially before n, k was pronounced in knee, knit, knot, 

knight, knife, knead, knowledge, etc., till the 17th c. The k sound 

is preserved in acknowledge (from a-knowledge). 

For the aspiration of k before vowels, which is similar to 

that of t and occurs under the same conditions, cf. §§29, 53. 

g 
173. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of g. 
(2) What is the difference in the position of the tongue con¬ 

tact for g in geese and goose? 

(3) Apply to g the question asked in §153 (3). 

(4) Comment on the spelling and sound of g in guest, ghost, 

agree, aggressive, egg-glass, exist, luxurious. 

(5) Look up the pronunciation of suggest, and cf. Webster 

(1934), Pron. §143. For the pronunciation dlaes for glass, see 

tkes in §95. 

174. (1) Initial g before n, as in gnat, gnaw, gnash, gnarled, 

was pronounced till the 17th c. 

(2) In sing, hang, going, coming, and other words with final 
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-ng, the ng was pronounced gg, with both g and g, till Early 

Modern, as it still is when not final as in fig-gas aeg-ga% hAg-gri, 
fog-gas strag-gist. When final g was lost from the combination 

gg, this left g alone, as in sig, kAmig, though the spelling ng 

continued to be used. Note that this was actually dropping a g 
sound, not what was later falsely called “dropping the g.” For 

further results, and the subsequent change of -g to n, see under 

g, below §§217 f. 

The Fricatives 

f 

175. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of f. 
(2) Comment on the spelling and sound of f in defend, affect, 

half-fed, of, rough. Look up diphtheria in Webster, Pron. §277. 

(3) Some languages have a bilabial f (IPA symbol <J>), the 

“candle-blowing” sound. 

(4) When p is followed by f, as in stop for it, cupful, the p is 

often assimilated to the lip-teeth f and so becomes a labiodental 

stop. A labiodental m likewise can be made, and may be heard 

in comfort kAmf^t, symphony simfoni. Both are often heard 

together in camphor kaempfas campfire kaempfaia1. 
176. The f sound in rough was an Early Modern substitute 

for an older voiceless tongue-back velar fricative spelt gh in 

Middle English. Its sound may be approximated by first sound¬ 

ing k and then, with the tongue back slightly loosened from the 

velum, forcing the breath through. There were two varieties, 

one farther forward like the k in keep, and one farther back like 

the k in coop. The IPA symbol for the fronter sound (occurring 

next to front vowels) is and that for the backer (next to back 

vowels) is x. These are the sounds heard in German ich 15, ach ax. 
Most words now spelt with medial or final gh once had one of 

these two sounds. E.g., the ME pronunciation of high, light, rough, 
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taught was hi:q, h?t, ruix, tauxta, spelt as now. The fronter 5 dis¬ 

appeared in Early Modern, and words like high hi 15, h$t became 

hai, lait. (The ME pronunciation is preserved in modern 

Scottish dialect hig, li$t.) The backer sound x either (1) dis¬ 

appeared like the fronter, so that tauxta became tat, and so 

with bought bat, daughter data% aught at, etc.; or (2) another 

voiceless fricative, f, was substituted for x, and ruix became 

rAf; and so with laugh laef, draught draeft, enough i^Af, a^Af, 

tough tAf, cough kaf, trough traf, etc. Some words wavered be¬ 

tween pronunciations (1) and (2); the obsolete drat for draught 

is no longer standard. Dialect pronunciations preserve the old 

alternate forms in daughter daftas through 6ruf, and some 

others. Dwarf (ME dwergh) and often draught are now spelt 

with / {draft). 

177. Similar substitutions for fricative sounds that were un¬ 

familiar to Modern English speakers are seen in Floyd and 

Fluellen, in which f is substituted for the Welsh voiceless frica¬ 

tive 1 in Lloyd, Llewellyn; in budtl, formerly heard for Buchtel 

(German buxtal) College, Akron, Ohio, in which the dental 

fricative 0 is substituted for the velar fricative x; and likewise 

in the pronunciation troO for trough traf, widespread in America 

and not confined to local dialect. Such substitutions exemplify 

the important phonetic principle that a sound unfamiliar to a 

speaker or hearer will be spoken or heard by him as one of the 

nearest familiar sounds. This accounts for the fact that people 

often “hear” different sounds from those actually spoken. 

178. In delight and haughty, gh is a reverse spelling (§154 (2)) 

and was never sounded. Chaucer’s form of delight was delit 

de'lizt and Milton’s form of haughty was hautie ha:ti, now hoti. 

Look up the origin of the word sleigh (cf. Webster, Pron. §144). 

v 

179. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of v. 
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(2) State the relation of v to f. 

(3) Comment on the spelling and sound of v in navy, navvy, 

flivver, slave-vessel, leave vacant, of, Stephen. As there is a bilabial 

f (IPA <|>), so there is a bilabial v (IPA 3). This sounds to English 

ears much like w. 
(4) A foreigner in the author’s boyhood (probably South 

German) was accused by his Yankee neighbors of calling a 

grapevine “grape wine” How does this exemplify the principle 

stated in §177? 
(5) As p or m followed by f often becomes labiodental, so 

b or m followed by v is often formed with lip and teeth instead 

of both lips, as in subvert, obvious, or in triumvirate tradAmv^it. 

Labiodental p, b, and m are not distinctive sounds in English, 

and so need not be represented in phonetic symbols. 

180. (1) What is your pronunciation of nephew? See Web¬ 

ster, Pron. §208. 
(2) Is there a difference of meaning expressed by a different 

pronunciation in the word have in (1) That's 1all 11have to \go \on, 

and (2) That's 1all; I 1have to go 1on? Cf. §164 (6). 

181. Transcribe the following groups: life, lives, live; wife, 

wives, wive; strife, strive; thief, thieves, thieve; belief, believe; shelf, 

shelves, shelve; self, selves. The change of f to v in these words 

took place at a time before the e of lives, live, etc., became silent, 

so that f was between vowels; and the e of wife, life, etc., was 

never sounded, and formerly not written. In view of these facts, 

under what circumstances did the f of these words become voiced 

to v? Cf. §96 and give the right name to the change. 

182. (1) The v of unstressed of ov was formerly dropped 

before consonants (in speech and sometimes in spelling), as the 

n of an still is. Cf. Shakespeare, Merch. of Ven. III.i.101: “No 

sighes but a my breathing, no teares but a my shedding,” in 

which a = 9 for of. But in present standard speech the v has 

been restored except in the most familiar style. Cf. of in §137. 
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(2) Forms like e'er £3% o'er oa% e'en iin for ever, over, even 

were not originally merely poetic contractions, but were natural 

pronunciations, once general in colloquial speech, now common 

in local dialect, and preserved in poetry. The forms heard in 

American dialect, “nary," “ary," as in “nary man," “ary man," 

are ne'er a man, “never a man,” and e'er a man, “ever a man.” 

6 

183. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of 0. 

(2) Though spelt with two letters, the sound 0 is a single 

sound, as much so as s or f, made with a single position of the 

tongue on the teeth. This position varies somewhat with differ¬ 

ent speakers. The tip and blade of the tongue may be lightly 

against the backs of the upper front teeth, usually near their 

points, or it may be protruded slightly between the upper and 

lower teeth. 

(3) The reason for spelling this single sound with two letters, 

each of which by itself spells a sound quite different from 0, is 

found in the fact that the spelling th came to English through 

Latin from Greek, where it had at first spelt the sound of a 

dental t followed by a strong aspiration (§§29, 53) that was 

expressed by an h after the t. This strongly aspirated dental t 

became in later Greek the simple tongue-blade-teeth fricative 

and was then spelt 6, now used as the IPA symbol for the voice¬ 

less sound. 

184. The word drought is pronounced draut, and the word 

drouth is pronounced drau0. The attempt to schoolmaster the 

word drouth drau0 out of use by representing it as a mis¬ 

pronunciation of the other word drought has not succeeded in 

driving it out of good American usage. The two words are 

normal phonetic variants of the same OE word and have lived 

side by side, though in England drought draut is preferred in 
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the South, while drouth drauO is common in the North and 

Scotland, and probably prevails in America as a whole. 

A somewhat similar situation is seen in height and highth. 

The pronunciation hai0, and in America hait0, is less common, 

but not absent from cultivated use. Highth was Milton’s form. 

The form haitO for hai0 may be due to the crossing of hait and 

hai0, assisted probably by the analogy of wid0, bred0, legk0, 

dcp0. A similar analogy has produced the 0 sound on the ordinals 

fif0, siks0, ilev3n(t)0, twdf0, which were formerly fift, sikst, 

etc., later changed in imitation of foa*!), s£van0, et0, etc. In the 

Bible of 1611, Joab smote Abner “vnder the fift ribbe,” but 

Deuteronomy is “the fifth booke of Moses.” 

ff 

185. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of (5. 

(2) Observe the pronunciation of th between vowels in the 

following foreign loan-words: ether, method, catholic, atheist, 

sympathy, author, pathetic, and compare it with the same in 

these native words: either, brother, father, mother, fathom, feather, 

weather. What difference appears? 

(3) In words like bath, oath, mouth the singular forms in 

Middle English were pronounced ba0, a:0, mu:0, and the plural 

forms baiffaz, aiffaz, muiffoz. 

(4) Note likewise that the present-day words naa1©, sau0, 

hi0, W30, show a similar correspondence to SA<fon, 

hiffan, w??5i; and 

(5) That the nouns br£0, bae0, J*i0, correspond thus to the 

verbs brifi, heft,/iff, which in ME were br£iffan, ba:ffan,/£iffan. 

By what native English phonetic law does ff replace 0 in groups 

(2), (3), (4), (5)? 

(6) In these changes there was much interference of analogy 

with phonetic tendency. No single rule without exceptions can 
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be given for the pronunciation of th in the plural of nouns ending 

in the sound 0 in the singular, (a) When a consonant precedes 

th, the plural has 0: h£l(t)8s, fif6s, siksOs, etOs, nain(t)0s (etc.), 

mAn(t)0s, bred0s, l£pk0s, etc. (b) When 9 (formerly a con¬ 

sonant r) precedes: foa4)s, ha^0s, etc. (c) When 3 (formerly a 

vowel+a consonant r) precedes: b30s, W30s, 30s, etc. (d) Of the 

remaining words the following have -0s: br£0s, d£0s, drau0s, 

gro0s, fe0s, fra0s, and usually rare plurals and loan-words (pi0s, 

mi0s). (e) The following have -ftz: baeftz, paeftz, maufiz, o<$z. 

(f) The following waver: ri0s, -ftz, /i0s, -ftz, lae0s, -ftz, bra0s, 

-ftz, ma0s, -ftz, tro0s, tra0s, -ftz, j»0s, -ftz, tr«0s, -ftz (order of 

preference not indicated). In all cases where the singular has -ft, 

the plural, of course, ends in -ftz, as bu0, bufi, pi. buflz. 

(7) What four pronunciations of the plural of cloth cor¬ 

respond to three different meanings? 

186. The voiced sound ft is found in all the pronominal 

words than, that, the, thee, their, them, then, thence, there, these, 

they, thine, this, thither, those, thou, though, thy, where a former 

0 has been voiced by lack of stress in the sentence (cf. §§140, 

141). The word thither is often heard pronounced Oitfo1. The 

word is not in actual current use, and 0i<fo is probably a spelling- 

pronunciation as regards the initial sound. It may be noted that 

the spelling-pronunciation of th is regularly 0, not <S (Waltham, 

Gotham, Thames (§147), Thame). The preservation of in the 

middle of the word may be due to the analogy of familiar forms 

like weather, whether, rather, further, father, etc. 

187. For a long time in OE and ME the sound 0 {thick) and 

its voiced correlative ft {that) were expressed by the symbols p 

(called “thorn’’ from the ancient runic alphabet) and ft. But 

p was not confined to spelling the voiceless sound and ft to the 

voiced, both being used for either. The sounds did not then dis¬ 

tinguish from one another words otherwise alike, as they now 

do in thigh 0ai and thy ft&i. They were thus like the other 
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fricatives in OE, s, z and f, v. Though both voiceless and voiced 
existed, they were not distinctive. Hence the letters 5 and/ were 
used to spell both s, z, and f, v. 

In late ME th came into general use to spell the sounds, and 
are still used to spell both 0 and <5 sounds. In the IPA alphabet 
0 (Greek) represents the voiceless, and <5 (OE) the voiced sound. 

The other OE letter p in late ME and Early Modern came 
to resemble in manuscripts the letter y, and later the printed y 
often represented it, especially in abbreviations for that (y*) and 
in the (ye). The modern fad of. using ye in shop signs to give an 
air of antiquity to things not ancient matches the ignorance 
displayed in pronouncing it ji. 

s 
188. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of s. 
(2) Comment on the spelling and the sound of s in sent, 

cent, scent, schism, assail, hiss, except, practice. 
(3) Ascertain in which of the words isle, island, aisle the 5 

was once pronounced, and in which it is a reverse spelling. 
(4) Account for the sound of s in it’s good, Jack's got home, 

what's wrong, what's been done, quick's a flash, used to do it. 
189. Speakers differ somewhat in their tongue position for 

s, z. In the author’s speech the two sides of the tongue are 
pressed against the upper teeth as far forward as the eyeteeth. 
The front edges of the blade on each side of the point touch the 
gums, and the point is flattened back upon itself so as to leave 
a small ditch, forming with the central ditch of the teethridge 
an aperture smaller than a pencil. Through this aperture a 
thread of air is forced out and makes a hissing sound across the 
edges of the teeth.64 Some speakers make s with the tongue 

64 Apparently the sound is chiefly made by the lower teeth. If the jaw is 
lowered with the tongue point still in proper position, the hiss disappears. It 

can be restored without raising the jaw by substituting a card with upper edge 

cut in shape of the lower teeth. 
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against the backs of the lower teeth. With the aid of a mirror 

study your own tongue position in making s. 

z 
190. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of z. 
(2) State the relation of z to s. 
(3) Comment on the spelling and the sound of z in desire, 

dessert, scissors, discern, lazy, dizzy, his zeal, sacrifice, sons, son’s, 

sons’, Xerxes, anxiety, exhibit, Mrs., newspaper. 

(4) Compare house and husband, goose and gosling, and 

comment. 
191. (1) Compare the following pairs: jus, juz; obras, abraz; 

klos, kloz; lus, luz; braes, brez; glaes, glez; haus, hauz; 'rEfjas, 
ri'fiuz; gris, griz. In Middle English, s in these words was final 

in nouns and adjectives; in verbs it was followed by a vowel. 

How does this account for the z? 
(2) How do you pronounce to grease and greasy?65 

(3) Transcribe the following groups, with primary and 

secondary accents marked: (1) exercise, execute, exhibition, ex¬ 

hortation; (2) exert, executive, exhibit, exhort. State what you 

discover about the influence of accent on the sound of x. Com¬ 

pare also luxury, anxious with luxurious, anxiety. 

192. (1) Arrange the following regular nouns in three groups 

according to the sound of the plural ending. Then discover 

what phonetic condition determines each of their endings. (The 

sounds s, z, i, 3. tf, d3 are called “sibilants.”) Glass, rib, tree, 

sofa, robe, ship, beam, fox, month, sky, city, rose, cliff, bed, shoe, 

bush, cow, hat, stone, duke, garage, saw, file, church, plume, fate, 

edge, book, boy, fan, bed, day, piece, rope, spade, hero, dog, king, 

pew, stove, fire, lathe, hill. 
How can one of the three groups be subdivided? See if you 

can fit the nouns leaf, life, wife, mouth, house into the grouping. 

86 See George Hempl, “Grease and Greasy,” Dialect Notes, I, ix, 438 ff. 
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(2) The nouns of this sort ended in ME in -iz or -az. In 

which groups has the vowel of the ending been lost? In which 

group has the consonant of the ending also been changed, and 

why? 
(3) See if the same grouping can be applied to the sound of 

s on nouns in the possessive case. To the ending of verbs in the 

third person singular present tense. 

J 
193. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of /. 
(2) Comment on the spelling and the sound of / in bishop, 

sure, champagne, machine, mission, nation, ocean, conscience, 

nauseous, issue, anxious, luxury, dish-shaped. 
194. In the author’s speech / is formed with the tongue 

drawn slightly back from the position for s, so that the point 

and blade are more blunted than for s. The sides of the tongue 

touch the upper teeth only as far forward as the front bicuspids, 

leaving a considerably wider and deeper passage over the blade 

of the tongue than for s. The front of the tongue is at the same 

time raised higher toward the hard palate (see Fig. 6, p. 42). 

195. (1) English / has three principal sources historically. 

It first developed out of the OE combination sc in which c was 

at first a tongue-front palatal stop (IPA symbol c), no longer 

found in present English.66 The combination sc gradually de¬ 

veloped into the simple sound / by loosening the stop contact 

and bringing the tongue front into the position for j. A com¬ 

parison of Figures 5 and 6 (p. 42) will show the position for 

j and / close to each other. Then the s was changed by the j 
position into/, much as the words miss you mis ju now tend to 

66 This sound can be made approximately by holding the point of the tongue 

behind the lower teeth and trying to pronounce t. 
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become mi/u by assimilation. For a similar later change, see 

(3) below. 

(2) A second source of / is an Old French t/ sound (spelt 

ch), which in later French lost its first (stop) element t, leaving 

the fricative part as a separate speech sound, as in Modern 

French words spelt ch (charmant, etc.). Some of these words 

were taken into Early Modern English with the / sound, as in 

chandelier /aendaha1, Charlotte /aadat. See also below, §§198 (1), 

208 (2). 

(3) The third source of /is found in an Early Modern native 

sound change in words like mission. The sound of/ in these was 

originally s. To learn how it changed to / we must first observe 

two phonetic tendencies. 

(a) Observe what happens to the unaccented i sound in the 

word Indian, first pronounced in three syllables, 1 In-di-an, and 

then in two, 1Ind-ian. Show the difference by phonetic tran¬ 

scription. This same change took place in many words like 

mission about the time of Shakespeare. Thus mission, which 

had been pronounced in three syllables lmis-i-an came to be 

pronounced in two as lmis-jan with the same change of un¬ 

accented i to j as in Indian*1 

(b) The second phonetic tendency is seen at present in such 

a phrase as miss you or this year. In ordinary speech these are 

not mis ju and Sis jia1, but mi/u, Si/ia-. Now compare Figures 5 

and 6 (p. 42) and observe the similarity of tongue position for 

j and /. What light does this throw on the effect of the palatal 

sound j by place assimilation on a preceding s? iSo the change 

from •mis-i-on to •mis-jan continued further to lmi/an. The 

same change affected all words having the unaccented sounds 

67 This change spread gradually, so that for a long time both pronunciations 

are found side by side. Thus in Mids. Night’s Dream, 1. 23, Hermia is ' her-mi-o 

and in 1. 46 it is Iherm-ja. 
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-si9(n), as confession, discussion, impression, passion, session, 

and many more. 
(4) The change was exactly the same in words like nation, 

in which the -tion is merely a disguising spelling for the same 

sounds -sion (see §156). The same combination of sounds with 

other spelling is seen also in ocean osion—osjon—ojon, special 

spesiol—spesjol—spejol, conscience, nauseous, complexion kom- 

plek sion—pick sj on—plekjbn. 
(5) The same change is also disguised by spelling in words 

like issue, in which the unaccented i is present before u, but not 

spelt. The Early Modern sounds were 'isiu, the modern “long u” 

(as in mute) being iu in Early Modern. Here si developed in the 

usual way to sj and/, so that 'isiu became ’isju and then 'i/ii. 

So with sensual sensiuol—sensjuol—sen/uol; luxury luksiuri— 

luksjuri—Lik/o^i; censure, fissure, pressure, tonsure, etc. 

196. English / is a single sound, like s or f, made with a 

single position of the speech organs, though commonly spelt 

with the digraph sh. This spelling comes from ME in which ss, 

sch, ssh, and sh were used to spell /. Sh now spells no other 

sound (except in separate syllables, as in Gates-head). 

3 

197. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of 3. 
(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in division, 

glazier, measure, usual, azure, luxurious, garage. 

(3) In what positions in the word (initial, medial, or final) 

may 3 occur? Why is it not found doubled? 

(4) State the relation of 3 to/. 
198. (1) The sound 3 was not a separate speech sound in 

English till modern times, and never had a spelling of its own. 

One source of 3 is French, corresponding to the source of / in 

Charlotte (§195 (2)). The Old French voiced sound correspond- 
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ing to voiceless tf (spelt ch) was (I3 (spelt j or g+e, i). 

This, like French t/, lost its stop element in later French and 

became 3 as in present French genre. Some French words with 

this sound have come into Modern English with 3 as regime 
re^im. See below, §§208 (2), 211 (2). 

(2) 3 also developed in Early Modern English in a way 

exactly parallel to/from s in mission. Remember that z is voiced 

8, and 5 is voiced /. As mision first became misjan, so vizian 

first became vizjon. Then just as modern please you pliz ju 

tends today to become PH311, so then vizjon became vi3on. The 

comparison of Figures 5 and 6 (p. 42) is equally applicable 

here, for the tongue positions for the change of zi—zj—3 are 

the same as for si—sj—-/, with the addition of voice. 

(3) When the 1 sound was disguised by the spelling -sure 

as in measure, the sound change was the same: meziur became 

mezjur and then m€3ur, 1^3^. So with azure, closure klo33% 

rasure, pleasure, seizure, leisure, treasure, usual iuziuol—juzjual 
—j»3ual.68 

h 

199. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 
name of h. 

(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in have, behind, 

who, whooping cough, exhaust, exhibit, John, ah, Sarah. 

(3) In what positions in the word can h occur? Why is it 
not doubled? 

200. Pronounce the words he, hat, high, hall, home, hoop. 

Observe that the jaw, lips, and tongue tend to take shape for 

the different vowels i, ee, u, etc., at the very beginning of each 

word, without waiting for the h sound to be finished, so that so 

88 Some of these words originally did not have the iu sound, but had taken 
it on by analogy in time to undergo this Early Modem change. 
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far as h has any resonance quality, this varies according to what 

vowel follows. 
To understand the nature of h it is necessary to observe the 

three ways of beginning a vowel sound, (a) If the vocal cords 

are firmly closed when breath pressure begins, and suddenly 

loosen to the position for voice (§36), we have a vowel beginning 

with a glottal stop (§56). (b) If the cords are placed in position 

for voice at the same time that breath pressure begins, we have 

the ordinary way of beginning an initial vowel in English, as 

in /, old. (c) If the cords are first wide open and then begin to 

close while breath is being emitted till they reach the position 

for voice, a slight fricative breath sound will precede the vowel. 

This breath fricative before voice begins may be stronger or 

weaker; but the speaker or the hearer is chiefly aware of the 

presence of the h sound by the manner in which the voice begins 

for the vowel with a certain momentum of breath from the 

previously open glottis, producing the effect of a stress pulse 

just when the breath “takes hold” of the vocal cords to set 

them into vibration, the breath being slowed by the vibration. 

Hence, even if the breath is expelled gently just before the h 
begins, the slight stress will be felt as the voice begins. 

In English, this slight pulse invariably coincides with the 

beginning of a syllable. It also follows that h occurs only before 

sounds with unobstructed outflow of breath—the vowels, and 

the vowel-likes, the sonorants and glides, or semi-vowels. It 

actually occurs before w (hwen), j (hj«d3). It could occur before 

r and 1, as it did in OE hneven “raven,” hlaif “loaf”; though 

OE h and r were somewhat different from the present sounds. 

But since the articulation of h is entirely in the glottis, h can 

also be nasal before m, n, or g. In certain nasal interjections, 

nasal h is a significant sound, as in hm, hn, which are very simi¬ 

lar to mm, nn mentioned in §48, because of the h-like transition 

from the voiceless m or n to the voiced. The fact that the lips 
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are closed for hm and the tongue closes the mouth passage for 

hn, does not prevent the sound from being h, for h takes the 

mouth articulation of every sound which it precedes. 

Before voiced fricatives v, <5, z, 3, however, h is not so easily 

made, for the narrowing for the fricative articulation in the 

mouth prevents the free passage of breath and the resulting 
contrast with the beginning of voice. 

201. Although from a physiological point of view, h might 

be regarded merely as a manner of initiating vowels or vowel- 

likes, it is yet a genuine distinctive speech sound in standard 

English, distinguishing many words, as I, high; old, hold; all, 

hall, etc. Certain other breath sounds often designated by the 

letter h are not speech sounds, as the aspiration of p, t, or k, often 

designated as ph, th, kh. Its presence or absence in English does 
not distinguish words.68® 

202. The h sound is sometimes voiced between vowels, as 

in behind. Here, without cessation of voice, the glottis opens 

sufficiently at h to give the contrasted freer movement of breath 

followed by the narrowed glottis again, which gives the im¬ 

pression of a h sound. Voiced h is not distinctive in English, and 
hence usually unobserved. 

203. Transcribe your usual pronunciation of these words: 

(1) heir, honor, honest, hour; (2) host, heretic, horrible, hospital, 

human, humane; (3) humble, herb, homage, humor, hostler, 

Humphrey. In which group are you doubtful about any words? 

These words and many others spelt with initial h were taken 

into English from Old French, chiefly during the 13th and 14th 

cc. The Latin originals of the French words had sounded the 

initial h, but in OF the sound had disappeared. In OF, however, 

and also after the words were adopted into English, the silent h 

was often written in imitation of the original Latin spelling. 

68a For discussion of the view that h is a voiceless vowel, see Webster (1934), 
Pron. §44 (10). 
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Therefore when initial h is now sounded on any of these words, 

it has been restored through the influence of the spelling. This 

influence has gradually brought the h to be pronounced again 

on most of these words after having been silent all through the 

OF period and much of their English history. E.g., such words 

as hospital, hostler, heritage, humble, and others, had no h sound 

as late as the 18th c., and often still lack it. This is true of the 

more of these words the farther back we trace them. Note Uriah 

Heep’s pronunciation of humble. British and American usage 

differ in some of these words today. Look up herb, hostler in 

Webster and Jones. 
The words able, arbor, and some others belong to the same 

group. They lost h in their spelling also, and so have never re¬ 

gained the h sound. 
204. Present English shows a tendency in some words, no 

matter what their origin, to drop h in syllables having little 

stress; as in annihilate o'naialet, forehead foa^id (riming with 

horrid), shepherd Jep^d, vehicle 'viikl. This is common in names; 

as Haverhill heva^il, Chatham tjaetom, Durham d39m, Fulham 

fulam. Pronouns unstressed in the sentence regularly lose initial 

h. In ordinary cultivated speech He thought he saw him is hi 

Oat i so im. It would sound affected to say, hi 0at hi so him— 

indeed, it would be difficult. But when the pronoun is somewhat 

stressed, as at the beginning of a statement, or under some 

special emphasis, h is retained, as in the example. 

205. In the pronoun it, which is nearly always unstressed, and in ’em, which 

always is so, the h has been permanently lost, even when it is occasionally 

stressed. In earlier English, however, and in present dialect, hit hit, is often 

found. Note Shakespeare’s Macbeth, I, v, 50 ff. 

That no compunctious visitings of Nature 

Shake my fell purpose, nor keepe peace betweene 

Th’effect and hit. 

Hit is common in southern American local dialect. 
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'Em is not, as commonly supposed, an abbreviated form of them, but of 

hem, a different word. Hem is a native English pronoun, while them was borrowed 

from Scandinavian. Hem, pronounced am, has remained in cultivated use as 

a familiar colloquial form in unstressed position, but them has taken its place in 

stressed positions in familiar speech, and in both stressed and unstressed po¬ 
sitions in formal speech and in literature. Compare “Did you take ’em?” with 

“I didn’t take them, I took the others.” The mistaken belief that 'em is an 

abbreviation of them perhaps accounts for the use of the apostrophe in 'em, 

while it is omitted in it. 

206. The silent h’s thus far considered belong to cultivated 

British and American speech. Besides these, there is a tendency 

in the dialect speech of southern and central England either to 

drop or to add initial h where it is not done in cultivated speech. 

The facts are sometimes misunderstood, however. The mis¬ 

taken idea that such speakers always drop h from words that 

should have it, and add it to those that should not, is no doubt 

due to the fact that the wrong pronunciations are noticed, while 

the right ones pass unobserved. The explanation is to be found 

in the fact that in those dialects h is no longer a speech sound, 

and the speakers of those dialects who have not learned to use 

h from standard English do not use it or hear it as a speech 

sound, since for them it is not distinctive. Though they fre¬ 

quently use it, it means no more to them than the aspiration of 

p, t, k does to the educated, who use it in certain positions, but 

pay no attention to it. So these dialect speakers use or omit h 

at haphazard, not knowing when they use it or not, or thinking 

they do when they do not, when speaking to the educated. They 

naturally often use h on strongly emphatic words beginning 

either with a vowel or with h in standard speech; but this use 
is not invariable. 

The Affricates 

if 

207. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 
name of tj. 
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(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in achieve, 

kitchen, righteous, question, creature, Dutch cheese. 
(3) The t/ sound is one of the two English affricates that 

function as independent speech sounds (cf. §41). It is formed 

by a contact of the blade and a part of the front of the tongue 

at the border of the teethridge and hard palate, with con¬ 

sequent stoppage of the breath, followed by a slow explosive 

release that makes a fricative sound, with the tongue moving 

into the position for /, the tongue front being nearly in the 

position for j (cf. Figures 5 and 6, p. 42). This fricative palatal 

release is an essential part of t/ and cannot be omitted. The 

lips are sometimes protruded, but not usually in America. 

(4) It has often been discussed whether t/ and its voiced 

correlative d3 are single sounds or two sounds each. Forch- 

hammer69 maintains that they are two. The matter is perhaps 

not of great importance for English, for in actual use they 

function as one speech sound. English t and / do not combine 

in words to make t/, and neither element of t/ can be omitted. 

Yet the double symbol conveniently suggests the double ar¬ 

ticulation (in fact there are many successive articulatory po¬ 

sitions). Moreover, t/ sounds have developed in English out of 

separate sounds (but not t and/), as to be seen below (§208); 

and in French t/ has become / (§195 (2)). 
208. (1) The t/ sound in English has three sources. The 

oldest is from the OE palatal stop c (IPA symbol c; cf. §195 

(1)). This developed a palatal fricative off-glide and produced 

the combination represented by IPA t/, in which the symbol 

t represents, not an alveolar t, but a tongue contact farther 

back toward the hard palate. This t/ is found in native English 

words like teach tit/ (OE taeican), child t/aild (OE ciild). 
(2) A t/ sound came into ME from Old French. The OF t/ 

sound mentioned above (§195 (2)) as having later lost its first 

69 Grundlage, p. 145. 
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element and become/ as in Charlotte and Modern French words 

(<charmant, etc.) was taken into ME in a great number of words 

before it had changed from t/ to /, as in Charles, chair, chain, 

charge, merchant, pronounced in Chaucer and ever since with t/. 
Hence such pairs as Charles—Charlotte represent an earlier 

(ME) and a later (Early Modern) borrowing from French. See 

also d3 and 3 below, §211 (2). Other such pairs are chair t/ae^— 

chaise Jez; chandler t/aendta—chandelier /aendalia1. Sometimes 

the influence of modern French has changed to / a t/ in words 

borrowed earlier, as chivalry (Chaucer •t/mdiria), now /ivalri 
but sometimes t/ivalri as formerly in English (see Webster 

(1934)). 
(3) The third t/ developed in Early Modern as follows. 

When the ending -tion, -tial, etc., in Latin and later in French 

was preceded by s, as in question, the t did not change to a s 
sound as it did in nation, etc. But -tia(n) changed in Early 

Modern to -tjan, paralleling the change of -sian to -sjan (§195 

(3)). We have now to note the tendency of tj to become t/ seen 

in present-day meet you mit ju, don't you dont ju, which usually 

become mit/u, dont/u. Comparison of Figures 5 and 6 (p. 42) 

will show how alveolar t followed by palatal j might easily lead 

to a more palatal t followed by a fricative off-glide that might 

either be a very close j or /. It eventually developed into t/, so 

that Early Modern kwestian first became kwestjan and then 

kwest/an. So in bestial best/al, Christian krist/an. The same 

change occurred in the combination -tiur, as in nature naeitiur— 
naeitjur—net/a1. So in adventure, creature, feature, future, litera¬ 

ture, etc. It affected words in -teous, as righteous raitias— 
raitjas—rait/as. The same occurred in beauteous, bounteous, 

duteous, piteous, plenteous, pronounced in the 18th c. biut/as, 
diut/as, etc. But in these, spelling helped to restore the older 

biutias, etc. 
This change of tj to t/ (as in righteous rait/as) is mentioned 
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in 1764, and must therefore have occurred considerably earlier. 

It affected all such words as nature, fortune, courteous, etc. The 

mistaken effort to restore the 17th c. pronunciation has suc¬ 

ceeded in most of the words in -teous (diut/as, biut/as, etc., 

are now substandard), but in the other words {nature, fortune, 

Christian, etc.) t/ is the normal cultivated pronunciation. Jesper- 

sen {Gram. 1.12.41) says: “In some of the longer and more 

literary words, -tjua may be comparatively natural besides -t/a, 

such as literature, judicature. But in all everyday words -t/a is 

the only natural pronunciation, in spite of the efforts of some 

pedantic teachers who endeavor to reintroduce -tjua, often 

with the funny result reported by Grandgent in the Mod. Lan¬ 

guage Notes, May, 1894, p. 272.” The incident referred to is 

thus reported by Professor Grandgent: “Once ... a school¬ 

mistress . . . turned suddenly upon her pupils—several of whom 

had for some time been brandishing their arms and calling, in 

a stage whisper, ‘Teacher, teacher!’—and said to them: ‘Now, 

children, which do you think is the right pronunciation, teacher 

or teat-yure?’ And the class, with one voice, unhesitatingly re¬ 

sponded, ‘Teat-yure!’ How could they answer otherwise? Had 

they not been carefully taught to say nate-yure, fort-yune, 

ed-yucate—clumsy combinations never heard from any human 

being outside of the class-room?” 
209. In America the t/ sound is usually preserved in words 

like wrench rent/, inch int/, gulch gAlt/, which in England are 

sometimes, but not invariably, pronounced renj, in/, gAl/. The 

word Welsh shows this variation in the spelling Welch—wel/ 

being in this case the original form and also usual in America. 

d3 

210. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of d3. 
(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in joy, gentle, 

exaggerate, bridge, knowledge, soldier, verdure, George Jones. 
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(3) State the relation of d3 to tf. Observe that as a result 

of this relation, the tongue positions of the two sounds being 

the same, d3 has the same history in the different particulars 

mentioned for t/. 
211. (1) Thus like the OE voiceless palatal stop c. which 

became Modern t/, there was an OE voiced palatal stop (IPA 

symbol J) which became modern CI3, as in edge, bridge. 

(2) As a tf sound came from Old French to ME in chair, 

Charles, etc., so an OF d3 came to ME in words like gentle, judge, 

before OF d3 lost its first element and became 3 (as in Modern 

French genre, gentilhomme). Hence, as in the pair Charles— 

Charlotte, ME loan-words from OF have d3 in gentle, judge, 

regiment red3amant, while modern loan-words have 3 as in 
re^im, mPras, ga!rci3. 

(3) Again, paralleling the development of tf in Early Modern 

in righteous, nature, fortune, etc., a d3 arose in words like soldier, 

verdure, grandeur, etc. Thus soldiar became soldjar, and then 

sold3?; verdiur became verdjur, and then v^dsa1. 
(4) Another source of d3 in English is from the voicing of 

tf by lack of stress (§140 f.) in unaccented syllables, as in 

Harwich hse&ids, Dulwich dAhd3, Woolwich wulid3, cabbage 

(ME cabache), knowledge (ME knowleche), spinach (OF spinache, 

-age). Look up the etymology of partridge, sausage. 

The Sonorants 

Nasals 

m 

212. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of m. 
(2) Comment on the spelling and the sound of m in make, 

small (§49), amaze, common, dimmed, home-made, column, 

solemn, solemnity, autumn, autumnal, diaphragm, climb, limb 

(§154 (2)), salmon, calm. 
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(3) State the relations (identities and differences) of m to 

p and b. To n and p. For syllabic ip see §§87-91; for voiceless 

m see §§48 f. 
(4) OE laeimete became modern emmet l£mit, and also, by 

loss of its middle vowel, became aent. Explain the n from older m. 

n 

213. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of n. 
(2) Comment on the sound n and its spelling in knife, gnaw, 

pneumonia, snail (§49), announce, sinner, unknown, penknife, 

mill (earlier miln), kiln, Milne (mil or miln), Milnes (milz or 

milnz), Milner (milna1). Compare autumn—autumnal with Miln 

—Milner. 
(3) State the relations of n to t, d, 1 (see Figure 3, p. 41); 

to m and p. 
214. Many words were taken into ME from OF that had in 

French the palatal nasal (IPA ji) which may be approximated 

by planting the point of the tongue firmly behind the lower 

teeth and trying to pronounce n. As this was not a familiar 

sound to the English, it was replaced by them with n, but spelt 

gn as in French; as in sign, benign, deign, impugn, reign. What 

principle is here illustrated (see §177)? The words foreign, 

sovereign savrin, SAvrin never had this palatal ji sound. They 

were foreine, sovereyn in Chaucer, forraine in Shakespeare, and 

sovran in Milton. The spellings foreign, sovereign are imitations 

of reign, falsely based on a supposed connection. 
(2) How do you account for the pronunciation of signal 

signal (cf. sign sain), assignation laesig'nejan (cf. assign a'sain)? 

215. For syllabic n see §§87-91. Show by transcription 

whether you pronounce n, an, or in in the following words: 

mitten, Britain, curtain, important, Latin, certain, mutton, 

mountain, sudden, pardon, garden, London, basin, mason, raisin, 

prison, pleasant, cushion, kitchen, pigeon, surgeon, soften. 
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216. Note the following forms from Early Modern: 

“Looke vpon mine affliction and my paine.”—Ps. 25:18 

(wn) 
“Saue thy people, and blesse thine inheritance.”—Ps. 28:9 

(1611) 
“It is no more of promise.”—Gal. 3: 18 (1611) 

“Make the promise of none effect.”—Gal. 3:17 (1611) 
“It is foule weather in vs all.”—Shak. Temp. II.i.141 (1623) 

“I’ th’Commonwealth I would Execute all things.”—lb. 147. 

Discover some reason for the presence or loss of the n in my 

mine; thy—thine; no—none/ i1—in. Cf. also none other (still in 

use), handicap (hand in cap) and o'—of, a—on in §137 at of 

and on. In what modern word has this treatment of final n 
become invariable? Avoid the common erroneous view that 

none = no + one. It is merely one form of no, like a and an. 

0 

217. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of g. 
(2) Comment on the sound g and its spelling in singer,finger, 

long, longer, England, anchor, instinct, conquer. Compare the 

tongue positions for g in sing and song (see k, g). 
(3) In what positions in the word does g occur? Why is it 

never doubled? 
(4) Show by symbols just what sounds are spelt by the 

letters ng in thing, linger, strength, cringing, engage. What sounds 

do the letters nk represent in ink, unkind, unknown? 
(5) When running is pronounced “running” it is called 

“dropping the g.” Does this phrase exactly describe what hap¬ 

pens? What does happen? 
218. (1) Until Early Modern, the sound g occurred only 

before k or g sounds. How does that explain why g cannot begin 

words or syllables? How do you account for its presence in 

aeg/as, aegzaiati, leg6? Explain ltn0, strenO. 
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(2) Though commonly spelt with the two letters ng (thing), 

D is a single sound, formed by a single position of the speech 

organs. State the relations of g to k and g and to n (see Figures 

4 and 3, p. 41). Before Early Modern, the letters ng always 

spelt the two sounds g+g, as still in linger lig-g^. In Early 

Modern, final g began to be omitted in pronunciation from the 

group -gg—earliest from unaccented syllables, as in !si-igg— 
1 si-ig, and later in all final positions, as Oigg—Big. The two 

sounds gg are kept when not final, as in mig-gl, lig-ga% aeg-ga1, 

hAg-go0, lig-gwist, etc. Reconcile this statement with sigas 

brigig, kigli, sprigi, bgif. Why do we say bgga1 but bgig? 

strogga1 but strogh? jAggist but jAgiJ? 
(3) The foregoing pronunciations exemplify the fact that 

when analogy interferes with phonetic tendency, neither com¬ 

pletely wins. The phonetic law stated in (2) wins in liggas siggl, 

hAgga1, aegga1, liggwist, bggas bggist, straggas straggist, jAggas 

jAggist; but analogy wins in sigas bgig, kigli, stragli, jAgif. 

Explain how this is true in each of the examples. If you wished 

to say “This answer is wronger than the other,” would you say 

ragas or ragga^? 
219. The substitution of -in for -ig in words ending in -ing, 

as coming, doing, etc., was once more widespread than now. It 

is now by no means unusual among the educated and higher 

classes, as well as the illiterate and speakers of dialect. The ten¬ 

dency to be “correct” by pronouncing -ig in place of the once 

general -in is probably an instance of spelling-pronunciation. 

According to Wyld, -in is still common among the higher classes 

in Southern England.70 In America it appears to be more com- 

70 History of Modern Colloquial English, p. 289. Authorities (Wyld, Wright) 

cite early (14th c. on) spellings like holdyn, walkyn, far din, standynf etc. as 
evidence of the pronunciation -in for -ig. These could just as well be evidence 

for the change from -igg to -ig. In fact, that would be the only natural way to 

express -ig till after the complete loss of final -g from -gg. The same spelling 
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mon among the educated in the South than in the North and 

East. The spelling-pronunciation -ig for -ing is now so general 

that it is in excellent usage; but it must not be hastily concluded 

that the pronunciation -in instead of -ig in coming, going, etc., 

is necessarily a mark of ignorance or lack of cultivation. It is 

still commoner than most people suppose. It is a good illustra¬ 

tion of the ignorant “muddling through” by which forms and 

usages regularly become established in standard use. Hundreds 

of people have religiously practiced saying kAmig instead of 

kAmin without ever intelligently considering the facts, or 

whether the effort was worth while. What would now be thought 

of a teacher or critic who, acquainted with the earlier facts, 

should also insist on restoring the old stop g to the combination 

-ig, making it -igg as it is spelt? We condemn the speech of 

the dialect speaker who has preserved the complete ending -igg 

(with devoiced g) in lisomethink,” “anythink” (cf. legkO, 

stregkO). We condemn as dialectal a statement like “wak rait 

afoggi^ (along here)” made to the author in Coventry, in which 

there is no “dropping of the g”l For syllabic g see §§87-91. 

The Lateral 

1 
220. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of 1. 
(2) Comment on 1 and its spelling in elect, Ella, elm, little, 

all, calm, almond, half, folk, yolk, solder. 
(3) Pronounce the word haul, continuing the 1 as long as 

possible. Observe that the point of the tongue is against the 

teethridge, and that the voiced breath passes out on one or both 

sides of the tongue. See whether your own 1 is bilateral or uni- 

would continue after -io became -in. On the other hand, it is very likely that 

-in began to be used by many almost immediately after -gg changed to -g. 
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lateral. Pronounce illness and then state the exact difference 

between 1 and n. Pronounce salt and scald, and state how 1 

differs from t and from d. What is common to the formation of 

1, n, d, t? Compare retain and battle baetl to discover the differ¬ 

ence in the manner of exploding the t. Do the same for the d 

in ready and in saddle saedl. 

221. Since 1 is a voiced oral continuant, there is a vowel-like 

resonance in the sound. Though the tongue point remains in 

contact with the teethridge during the continuance of the 1 

sound, the rest of the tongue is somewhat free to assume various 

vowel positions. In fact, there are as many differently sounding 

l’s as there are different vowels. If 1 has the resonance of a front 

vowel (see chart, p. 66), as in leave, it is often called ‘clear’ 1; 

if it has that of a back vowel, as in feel, it is called ‘dark’ 1. In 

South England ‘clear’ 1 is found before vowels in the same 

syllable, as in lily, low; and ‘dark’ 1 before consonants, as in 

field, elder; finally, as in feel, full; and when syllabic, as in little 

litj, rattling raetjig, rattled raetld. The same is generally true in 

America, but here many speakers use a slightly ‘dark’ 1 before 

vowels, and a ‘darker’ one in the other positions; and others, 

especially in the South, use ‘clear’ 1 in nearly all positions. 

When ‘dark’ 1 is sounded, the hearer is apt to hear an u 

sound with it, and before some consonants may not hear at all 

the 1 proper (i.e., the contact of the point of the tongue with the 

teethridge). Thus in dialect speech, calculate kaelkjalet is often 

pronounced kaukolet because the ‘dark’ 1 before k was heard 

and imitated as u. So a child says itu for litl because he does not 

distinguish the initial ‘clear’ 1 from the following front vowel i, 

and hears the final ‘dark’ 1 as u.70a This change of ‘dark’ 1 to u 

70a One child whose family perhaps used initial ‘dark’ l’s, habitually said 

uku for litj. Explain both u sounds.Why was k sounded for t? Recall that u is a 

high-back vowel, and see §96. 

Explain the frequent child’s pronunciation miuk. 
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was universal in Old French; so Vulgar Latin palmu became 

OF paume paumo, Modern French poim. Hence in ModFr only 

‘clear’ l’s are used, for all ‘dark’ l’s have changed to u. In Italian, 

on the other hand, ‘clear’ 1 turned into i, j; so VL platea became 

Italian piazza pjattsa. In English, ‘clear’ 1 has remained 1, while 

after certain vowels ‘dark’ 1 has developed an u, as after a; so 

ME al, salt became 15th c. aul, sault, and then d1, salt. Before 

some consonants, the tongue point ceased to touch the teeth¬ 

ridge; so ME talkon became tauk,71 and then tok; before others, 

both u and 1 were lost; so ME half became haulf, and then haf, 

haef. 
222. The change of al to au and then d took place in these 

native English words from the 15th to the 18th cc. (The change 

from au to o was regular in all English words.) But in another 

group of words, as altar, fault, vault, borrowed from Old French, 

the change of al to au had already taken place before the words 

were taken into English, and afterwards in English au became o 
as in all other English words that had it. In the words altar, 

fault, etc., the 1 had become silent before the words became 

English, and continued silent till well into the 18th c., though 

very often written. Note the rime from Goldsmith: 

Yet he was kind, or if severe in aught (at), 

The love he bore to learning was in fault (fat). 

Finally, owing to the influence of the written l in these French 

loan-words, which was retained in imitation of the original Latin 

forms, the 1 sound was restored to most of them. So the 1 sound 

in oltas folt, volt is a spelling-pronunciation. See §150. For 

syllabic }, see §§87-92. 

71 The intermediate stage tauk has been reported from present Southern 

American dialect. 
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The Glides 

w 

223. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of w. 
(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in water, swing 

(§49), dwell, persuade, quart, anguish, memoir, choir, one, once, 

toward, answer, sword, write, wrong, two, sorrow, snow, how. 

(3) In what position in the words does the w sound occur? 

Why is it not doubled? Account for the name and the form of 

the letter. 
224. Pronounce before a mirror the words wood, woe, wall, 

watch, way, we. It will be observed that at the beginning of each 

word the lips contract into a small circle. On reaching the sound 

of u in wood, the lips widen a little, then a little more for the o 

of woe, and successively more for the vowels a, a, e, i. See Figure 

8, p. 62. A similar result may be got by pronouncing a very 

brief u before each of these vowels, with the accent on the second 

element, thus u^o, u-'a, u-'i. If care is taken not to dwell on the 

u, but to make the transition quickly and continuously to the 

following vowel, the result will be practically a w followed by 

the vowel. Compare the two pronunciations of bivouac, ■biv-u- 

aik and (biv-waek. 
The experiment reveals several facts. (1) Strictly considered, 

w is not precisely even a brief u before another vowel, for that 

implies a fixed position of the lips and tongue for the duration 

of the vowel, as in ae, i. In describing w the symbol u merely 

indicates the position of the lips and tongue at the beginning 

of w. In forming w the lips and tongue begin at once to take the 

position for the following vowel. The action of the speech organs 

in this is like that in forming the true diphthongs ai, au, etc. 

See §§327 ff. w is therefore not a consonant uniform during its 

whole utterance like s, v, m, but is a glide sound, made while 

the lips and tongue are in motion. See §380. 
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(2) In w, though the continuous movement begins in a 

similar position, it proceeds and ends entirely according to the 

nature of the vowel that follows. In reality, therefore, the sym¬ 

bol w stands for as many different sounds as there are different 

vowels. In fact, w passing continuously into the various vowels 

that follow it constitutes a whole group of diphthongs, differing 

from such a diphthong as au in having the stress on the second 

part instead of the first. Observe that the lips are more closely 

rounded for w than for the following vowel; hence w is most 

closely rounded before u, and less so before o, a, ae, i, etc. 

(3) The sound that the ear recognizes as w is not the friction 

of air on the lips, though a frequent description is that of a lip 

fricative, but is the quick and continuous modulation of the 

voice by the motion of the lips and tongue in passing from the 

u position to that of the following vowel. 
(4) It follows that w can occur only before a vowel sound. 

It cannot be pronounced without this following vowel. An at¬ 

tempt to pronounce w alone results in wa. 
225. There is a tendency for w to become silent in un¬ 

accented syllables, especially in names. Note the British pro¬ 

nunciation of Warwick wnrik, Greenwich grmid3, Norwich 

morid3. The village of Brunswick, 0., was always called brAnzik 

by its early inhabitants. The family name Woodward is often 

pronounced wuda^d. Awkward, backwards, forwards in the 18th 

c. were regularly aka'd, baeka^dz, faa^-a'dz, as now in dialect; and 

towards is regularly toa^dz. Sometimes the w has disappeared in 

spelling also, as in Edinburgh, Scotland, ednbAra, from older 

Edwinesburch (‘Edwin’s town’); in the family name Gouldin 

goldin from earlier Goldwin', Aylard etad, from AZthelweard. 

Spelling-pronunciation has restored many of these lost w sounds, 

as in Cromwell, Sandwich, etc. The student should watch for 

other examples. 
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hw 

226. For hw as the voiceless correlative of w, and for the 

distinction between hw and voiceless w (IPA av), see §46 and 

Webster, Pron. §45. In the author’s speech, and he believes in 

America generally, when the sound is used at all it is hw rather 

than voiceless w, with the usual conformation of the mouth for 

h to that of the following sound. 
227. The distinction between hw and w by which, e.g., 

whether is distinguished from weather is still standard usage in 

America, though there are a great many speakers who do not 

make the distinction. Reliable statistics are lacking as to 

whether the substitution of w for hw is increasing here. It has 

probably been frequent for many generations. 

In the standard speech of South England the distinction is 

no longer usual except as it is made by some individuals as a 

spelling pronunciation, or from a desire to avoid homophones.72 

Hence in Southern British the following are homophones: 

whale—wail; wheel—weal; what—watt, and many more. But in 

Northern England, Scotland, and Ireland the distinction per¬ 

sists as in America. 
228. In the expletive and the interjection why, w is usually 

heard, while in the interrogative why? hw is usual in America. 

Thus the following would be usual: “wai! hwai did3U du <5aet?” 
“wai, ai dont no.” 

J 

229. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of j. 
(2) Comment on the j sound and its spelling in year, used, 

ewe, Europe, unite, opinion, regulate, volume, particular, familiar, 

behavior, hallelujah. 

72 The distinction is observed by Mr. F. G. Blandford in his excellent pro¬ 

nunciation of “Everyday Sentences in Spoken English” (Linguaphone Records). 
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(3) In what positions in the word does j occur? Can it be 

doubled? For the tongue position of j, see Figure 5, p. 42, and 

for its effect on s, §195 (3). 
230. Pronounce the vowel i before the words oak, ell, am, 

allowing the voice to glide from i to the following word, and 

stressing the second part in each case. Observe that the more 

quickly you pass from i to the following vowel, the more these 

words sound like yoke, yell, yam. Thus it is seen that j is a glide 

sound made by the modulation of the voice as the tongue moves 

continuously from the position for i to that for another vowel. 

It is thus parallel to the glide w—the tongue, instead of the lips 

and tongue, forming the glide. As with w also, an actual i— 
a fixed vowel—is not made, but the tongue only starts with the 

position for i and immediately moves toward that for the 

following vowel. So too, j can occur only before vowels, and, 

as with w, j and its following vowel constitute various diph¬ 

thongs with rising stress. One of them, ju, is the diphthong iu 

with the stress shifted. 
231. In the author’s dialect, j, like w and r, has no audible 

sound except the modulated voice. To the ear, the impression 

of a consonant, rather than a vowel, is given because of the 

rapidity of the voice modulation by the movement of the 

tongue. There is no audible friction of air between the tongue 

and the hard palate. 
232. Some phoneticians describe j as a palatal fricative, and 

this may be true in some regions or with some speakers. This 

can be tested by attempting to produce with the breath a 

natural j sound without using either the speaking or the whisper¬ 

ing voice. The fricative, when used, is made by pressing the 

tongue a little closer to the front palate than for i, and holding 

it there while the breath is forced over it. An approach to the 

fricative j is heard when the sound is followed by the vowel i 
as in ye. Here the tongue is pressed for an instant a little closer 
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than for i, so that a slight lowering of the tongue is perceived in 

passing to the i of ye, and a slight acoustic difference is heard 

between j and i of ji. In this respect cf. the nature of w in wu. 

Like w, j is closest (highest) and most resembles a fricative 

sound before i, the vowel most like it, as u is most like w. 

233. What sounds are spelt by the letter y in day, boy, sky, 

steady, aye (“yes”), myrtle, martyr, analysis, yet? Is the letter y 

used in any way not paralleled by w? 

r 

234. (1) Repeat the organic description and the descriptive 

name of r. 

(2) The consonant r is a glide sound. Just as w is made with 

the lips and the tongue, or j with the tongue alone, starting in 

the position for a vowel u or i and moving to the position for a 

following vowel, so r starts with the tongue in the position for 

a vowel and moves toward that of the following vowel, as in 

rate ret. In the case of r, the vowel position from which (in the 

author’s speech) the tongue movement starts is that of the 

vowel in hurt h3t—a simple vowel with the tongue point turned 

toward the hard palate, or retroflexed. Not all speakers of GA 

have exactly the same tongue position for the vowel as for the 

beginning of the consonant, but the formation is analogous. 

The degree of retroflexion varies; in some cases the tongue for r 

is merely raised toward the teethridge; in others it is merely 

retracted and laterally contracted; but the acoustic effect is 

strikingly similar. If the tongue be fixed in the starting position 

for the r in rate and voice uttered, the vowel 3 in hurt h3t is 

made. Hence, combinations of r+any vowel73 form rising diph¬ 

thongs exactly as do w and j in we, woe, ye, you. 

73 Except with 3 and 9. r rarely if ever occurs before 3. Before 9 in error 

£9-9 I find in my pronunciation that the tongue makes a diphthong £9, and then 
moves quickly down and back again to the raised position for the unaccented 

syllabic vowel 9. Thus error might justifiably be transcribed £9r9.1 here tran- 
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235. Just as there is no fricative sound in w, j, so in r the 
only sound conveyed to the ear is voice, modulated, as in w, j, 
by the movement of the tongue toward the position for the 
following vowel (see §71). When r follows t (try), d (dry), and 
to some extent when after J (shriek), z (misery mizri), it is 
fricative. But the friction is not significant or distinctive, being 
due to neighboring sounds, and so constitutes no exception to 
the general character of nonfricative r. 

236. It has long been recognized that there is a marked 
difference between r before vowels and the sound spelt r after 
vowels, as in /ar.74 The difference is so great that in large areas 
of the English-speaking world only prevocal r has survived. 
For GA, I have reached the conclusion also arrived at by Mr. 
Joos and others that the postvocalic sound written r is the non- 
syllabic vowel element of a falling diphthong (§328) which is 
here written aas 33% ua% etc., analogously with ai, au, etc. 
These correspond exactly to the British centering diphthongs 
ia, 33, U3, etc.75 For further discussion, see 3, a1, and the Diph¬ 

thongs under Vowels in Detail. 
237. Other varieties of consonant r exist, as the tongue-point 

trill, both prevocal and postvocal, the fricative r, still described 
as usual in Southern British, though Sweet described it as 
without fricative quality,76 the frictionless continuant r of Eng¬ 
land, and the uvular trill of Northumbrian dialect, French, and 
German. Prevocalic (consonant) r occurs in all types of stand¬ 
ard English wherever it is spelt in the written language. 

scribe it considering the tongue movement as a transition sound not re¬ 

quiring to be written. See further at 
74 Cf. Ben Jonson, English Grammar, 1640: “It is sounded firme in the 

beginning of the words, and more liquid in the middle and ends: as in rarer, 

riper” Quoted by Grandgent, Old and New, p. 44. 
75 This, in principle, is the treatment of postvocalic r given by Mr. Martin 

in Palmer, Martin, and Blandford, Dictionary of English Pronunciation with 

American Variants. 
71 Sounds of English, §122. Jones, Phonetics, §§747, 796. 
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238. In Southern British, in Eastern New England and most 

New England larger cities, in the speech of the natives of New 

York City and suburbs, and of the larger part of the South, 

r (either the consonant or an “r-colored” vowel) is pronounced 

only before a vowel in the same or a closely following word. 

More specifically, when no vowel follows, what is pronounced 

in GA as 3 in fur f3 appears in the regions mentioned as 3—f3; 
what appears in GA as a1 in better beta1, appears there as a—beta. 
The centering diphthongs ia, ia, £3% aea, 03% ua there appear 

as ia, ia, £a, aea, oa, ua. The GA diphthong aa there regularly 

loses its second element and becomes a, and GA aa often does 

likewise: a (a). The following words show (before the dash) the 

GA and (after the dash) the British, Eastern, and Southern 

American corresponding forms when no vowel follows: 

fur fe—f3 
firm fem—f3m 
better beta'—beta 
fear fia—fia 
feared fiad—fiad 
fare fea—fea 
fared fead—fead 
fare faea—feea 
fared faead—faead 
four foa—foa 
gourd goad—goad 
sure /ua—Jua 

assured a/uad—ajuad 
far faa—fa 
farm faam—fam 
forim—fa (a) 
form faam—fa(a)m 
fire faia—faia 
fired faiad—faiad 
sour saua—saua 
soured sauad—sauad 
cure kraa—kjua 
cured kiuad—kjuad 

In Southern American speech, instead of accented 3, an 

“r-colored” vowel varying to 3 is often heard. See §§305-11. 

239. When a vowel follows in the same word, as in furry, 
flattery, weary, very, carry, starry, warring, story, surest, in the 

“r-less” regions named the r sound is retained as (probably) 
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an intervocal consonant: f3ri, flaetari, win, veri, kaeri, stari, 
warig, stori, Jurist; but in Eastern America there is evidence 

that this may often also change to the r-colored nonsyllabic 

vowels as the second element of centering diphthongs, similar 

to those in GA: wm, ve^i, JWist, etc. Organically there is little 

difference. Whether the sound is vocalic or consonantal depends 

on whether the syllabic pulse occurs before or after the main 

part of the r sound, just as in the case of u or w in situation 

sitju-’ejan or sit/a1 we/an; that is, on whether it is wi-ri or 

wia^-i. And in the pronunciation wi-ri there is often some degree 

of r-colored glide at the end of wi- before the consonant move¬ 

ment of -ri begins. It is difficult, and often arbitrary, to dis¬ 

tinguish between the consonant r and its on-glide a, which is 

often r-colored, and therefore a1. See also Intrusive r, below. 

240. Linking r. When a vowel follows at the beginning of 

the next word, the nature of the r sound is the same, which will 

here be indicated as the consonant r, with the qualifying varia¬ 

tions mentioned above. This is called linking r, since r that was 

formerly pronounced is here restored and makes an easy tran¬ 

sition from the preceding word to the following initial vowel. 

Thus in the ‘V-less” territory we find such pairs: 

fur f3—the fur is wet fla f3riz wet 
flatter flaeta—flatter us flaeta ras 
hear hia—hear us hiras 
care kaea—care at all kaera’tal 
far fa—far away fara'we 
war wa—war is over wariz ova 

more moa—more attractive 

mora Vraektiv 
surefvo—sure effect fvt^iekt 

fire faia—fire is out fairiz aut 
our aua—our idea aurai1 dia 
cure kjua—cure it kjurit 

241. Intrusive r. In the examples of linking r shown above, 

it will be observed that in the ‘V-less” regions all words ending 

in a written r have two forms, one without an r sound, when no 

vowel follows (hia, kaea, Jua), and the other with linking r, 
when a vowel follows (hiri'tiz, kaera'tal, Juraz'fet). Thus the 
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speakers have become accustomed to such pairs as hia—hir, 

kaea—kaer, Jua—Jur, the second of each pair only before vowels. 

Hence it is also natural that such words as idea ai'dia, sofa sofa, 

America a'mcraka, Ada eda, Maria ma'raia should seem to end 

exactly like words with final silent r (hia, etc.) and therefore 

natural to add the r in the same way when a vowel follows: 

the idea of it fli ai'diar dv it, the sofa is new Sa sofar iz nj», 

America and England a'merakar and iggland, Ada Ann edar 

aen, Maria Eads ma'raiar idz.77 This is called intrusive r. Ob¬ 

serve that linking r is the use between words of an r that is 

spelt and was formerly pronounced (as now in GA); while in¬ 

trusive r is the use, in the same way, of an r sound that is not 

spelt and was originally not sounded. It is a very common 

practice among cultivated speakers in England and Eastern 

America(but apparently not in Southern America). The evi¬ 

dence of its universality in these regions is so overwhelming 

that it is mere ignorance of the facts of cultivated usage to deny 

it.78 Though one may choose to avoid it, there is hardly warrant 

for condemning it in others as “incorrect.”79 

77 Examples like the last two lead one to suspect that linking and intrusive 
r are often also vocalic rather than consonantal outside of GA. It has been 

observed to be so to some extent in New England by field workers on the Lin¬ 

guistic Atlas (I am indebted to Mr. Martin Joos and Professor Miles L. Hanley 
for this information). It seems highly probable that many speakers in the 

territory of intrusive r distinguish, by the syllable division, between Ada(r) Ann, 

and Ada ran, or between Maria(r) Eads and Maria reads; so that in the first 
meaning they would say eda^aen, mo'raio1 'idz, and in the second meaning edo 

'raen, mo'raid 'ridz. More complete investigation on this particular point is 
needed. 

78 See Jespersen, Gram. I, 13.42 ff., where much evidence is given; Jones, 

Phonetics, §759; Webster, Pron. §213. Intrusive r is less common after a (which 
is rarely final) and o, as in the law of the drama So br ov So dramo. 

79 The objection to intrusive r is a curious illustration of how fashion dic¬ 

tates what people shall be sensitive about in speech. The objectors are them¬ 
selves using without a qualm (because in ignorance) many sounds not originally 
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242. Linking r is sometimes omitted in Southern British, 

and the omission appears to be increasing. It is perhaps in part 

due to reaction against the use of intrusive r.80 In the South 

of America, though r is regularly preserved before a vowel in 

the same word, as in starry stari, linking r is very often omitted, 

as in more ice moa ais.81 
243. In a few words the loss or the addition of an r sound 

has become general in America. Examples in cultivated use are: 

surprise sapraiz, worsted wustid, governor gAvanas thermometer 

Oaimamate1, caterpillar kaetapita; in substandard or dialectal use: 

holla hata, fellow feta, hurst bAst, curse kAS. 

For further matter on the r sounds see the r vowels 3, 3, 

and the Centering Diphthongs. 

Vowels in Detail 

1 

244. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of i.82 

(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in he, see, these, 

breeze, people, receive, believe, key, ravine, idea, suite, Caesar, 

Phoebe, reiterate, atheist. 
(3) What is the difference in sound between the first and 

the second vowel in deceive? Between the sound of de- in deceive 

and deportation? For the diphthongal quality of i, see §34. 

present in words, some of them (most of them at first) not represented by the 

spelling, as w in one, once; and on the other hand, they are not in the least 

sensitive about omitting the r sound that is spelt, and was originally pronounced. 

80 See Jones, Phonetics, §758. 
81 Read, Jour. Eng. and Germanic Philol., April, 1923, p. 222, says that 

the Southern practice does not differ essentially from Southern British. But 

it is my impression that in Southern America linking r is much more often 

omitted than in England. Intrusive r seems to be rare in the South. 
82 The student should from the first associate each vowel with the descrip¬ 

tion of its tongue and lip position. When the lip position is not mentioned, it is 

assumed that the lips are not rounded. See §79 and Fig. 9, p. 66. 
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245. What is the usual Irish dialect pronunciation of tea, 

speak, repeat? What can you infer about cultivated 18th c. pro¬ 

nunciation from the following rimes in Dry den and Pope: 

obey:sea; great:repeat; way:sea; awake:speak; great:seat; great:eat; 

days:ease; away:tea? Other local dialects throughout England 

and Scotland also have the same pronunciation of tea, repeat, 

etc. Make an observation on the historical relation between 

these pronunciations and standard English pronunciation of 

the same words. Note that the words now sounded with i are 

spelt with ea. What words so spelt have kept their 18th c. pro¬ 

nunciation? Can you give a reason for the pronunciation of yea? 

Compare these further rimes from the same authors: mien:seen; 

be:see; scene:spleen; yield:steeled. The ea in these words spelt 

the Early Modern sound ei, and ee or ie spelt i: as now. Words 

of the ee-class, such as green, meet, see, are pronounced in Irish 

dialect in the same way as in standard English except as analogy 

has operated; e.g., speech is pronounced spetf by analogy of 

speak spek. Would it be accurate to represent an Irishman as 

saying, “ail metju nn <$a gren'T 
246. Look up in the Oxford, Jones, or Webster, the words 

either, neither, Elizabethan, leisure, penal, penalize, penalty. 

What is your customary pronunciation of been, creek, sleek, 

breeches, breeching, steelyards? 
247. The word creek in ME had two forms: crike pronounced 

krika, and crek, pronounced kreik, which resulted from lengthen¬ 

ing the i in crike (see §83, note 40). The first, krika, became 

present English krik, which is still current throughout America, 

and kreik became krik, now spelt creek. The prejudice often 

encountered against the pronunciation krik is due to ignorance 

of actual historical usage and to reverence for the spelling. The 

word sleek has the same history, now preserved in the two spell¬ 

ings slick and sleek, with meanings not yet entirely separated. 

Consult the dictionary. On the other hand, just as breeches, 
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breeching, steelyards, pronounced by people familiar with them, 

were shortened to britfiz, britjig, stiljVdz, so the words livelong 

■liV|bg, nickname (§93), rick, riddle, sick, silly all were once 

spelt ee and pronounced accordingly with the long vowel (ME 

ei, Modern Eng. ii), and later shortened to i. As they are now 

also spelt with i, no one attempts to restore the early pronuncia¬ 

tion, as is done in breeching, steelyards by those unfamiliar with 

the things themselves. Reflect on this process; it is typical. 

248. Lack of stress usually shortens and slightly lowers a 

long vowel except a low one. E.g., been is often unstressed in the 

sentence. At a time when it was pronounced bein if stressed, it 

was pronounced b£n if unstressed. Later, after historical vowel 

shift had changed the stressed form bein to bim (see §10), then 

the unstressed form became bin. Now bin is the regular form, 

both stressed and unstressed, in America, and bin is the prevail¬ 

ing form in England, while ben is a dialect form, but still widely 

current. 
249. Note the second vowel in studying. It is a little higher 

than the i of -ing, and is therefore represented as i. This very 

brief i occurs oftenest unaccented before i, as in atheist, pitying, 

happiest haepiist, twentieth twentiiO. When unaccented before 

other vowels than i, the sound varies between i and i, as in 

chariot tjae^iat, reality riaeliti, riaeliti, radiate rediet, rediet. 

i 

250. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of i. 
(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in mill, hymn, 

England, sieve, busy, business, women, build, pretty, Greenwich. 

(3) England, English, ink, link, linger, wing all formerly had 

the same vowel sound £. What has happened to sound and 

spelling? Is the pronunciation ind33n for engine a mere “mis¬ 

pronunciation”? Comment. 
(4) What vowel do you pronounce in the first syllable of 
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really, theater? What is the difference of meaning in biznis and 

bizinis? What do these words and the words slick, sleek show 

about the way words split up into different words, finally be¬ 

coming as distinct as human and humane? 

(5) Which is the longer vowel, the “short i” of sins or the 

“long e” of seat? 

251. The pronunciation waind for the noun wind, heard in 

singing, and often found in verse riming with words like find, is 

regarded as exceptional. If compared with behind, bind, find, 

grind, hind, kind, mind, rind, which appears exceptional, wind 

or waind? In windy, windmill, windfall the i has always been i. 

Does that throw any light on the pronunciation wind? 

252. In OE the letter y spelt a lower high-front-round vowel 

and i spelt the lower high-front unrounded vowel i. Later the 

first vowel lost its lip rounding and became i, but long con¬ 

tinued to be spelt with y. What light does this throw on such 

modern spellings as copy, copies, staid, stayed, and the general 

interchange of i and y? 

253. Unstressed i. The unaccented final sound of words like 

ready varies considerably in different regions, with different 

speakers, and according to what sounds immediately follow in 

actual speech, as Are you ready? Vm ready to go; I shall be ready 

in a moment; a ready answer, etc. This unaccented sound varies 

from a higher sound suggesting, but not reaching, the i of 

Hrochee 'troki to a lower sound suggesting the £ of met. The 

same sound occurs, and varies likewise with many speakers in 

nonfinal unaccented positions, as in limit, added, roses, goodness. 

It should be noted that the use in roses, added, goodness of a 

sound resembling £ has nothing to do with the fact that it is 

spelt with e, for when the sound is natural to speakers, and not 

merely a spelling-pronunciation, it also occurs in words spelt 

with i or equivalent; as in limit, Cambridge, walking, solid, 
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village, etc. This e-like sound is less usual in America than in 

England, the two principal varieties here being i and a. 

254. It would sometimes be useful for certain purposes (as 

in study of dialect; see §35) to use a special symbol for the un¬ 

stressed i just as 3 and as a and a are distinguished as stressed 

and unstressed; and this has sometimes been done. Yet it is 

customary with many phoneticians to use the one symbol i 

for both, and in practical teaching the author has experienced 

no difficulty thereby. In this book, therefore, the variation of 

unstressed i is indicated only when it reaches the stage a. If 

teachers prefer to use a special unstressed symbol, the one de¬ 

vised by Dr. Palmer may be used.83 Or the printed form of an 

italic i without the dot would serve. 
255. Transcribe the following according to your easiest pro¬ 

nunciation, being careful not to be influenced by the spelling 

in the unaccented syllables: benefit, roses, ended, hostess, goodness, 

endless, besides, scarlet, women, forfeit, money, message, senate, 

character, marriage, Wednesday, fountain, minute (noun), biscuit, 

greatest, knowledge, profit, prophet, loveth, declare, example, fur¬ 

nace, Mrs., mistress, resist, prepare, lettuce, foreign, cofee. 

256. At an earlier period of the language, the vowels in the 

unaccented syllables of these words were sounded much more 

distinctly than today, and corresponded more nearly to the 

stressed sound suggested by the spelling in each instance. Most 

of them were high-front or mid-front vowels, and when, in 

process of time, they came to be pronounced less distinctly, 

they came to resemble the i of bit. Observe that in some of these 

words this unstressed i can be changed by deliberate pronuncia¬ 

tion to its original distinct vowel without too great artificiality; 

as in prepare pripaea1, besides bisaidz, declare diklaea1. But in most 

of the words the earlier sound cannot now be restored without 

83 Dictionary of English Pronunciation with American Variants. See Bibliog. 
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an unnatural effect; as in message, Wednesday, fountain, which 

would sound affected if pronounced m£sed3, wenzde, faunten. 

257. In the first syllable of words, like employ, engage, es¬ 

sential, exact, expect, etc., British usage differs slightly from 

American, which often has £nged3, ekspekt, egzaekt, etc., where 

British has mged3, ikspekt, igzaekt, etc. In rapid colloquial 

speech, however, the American sound in these words ap¬ 

proaches i. 
258. Effect and afect are often both pronounced afekt. 

When they are distinguished, efect is cfekt or ifekt, and afect 

is ofekt. When except and accept are, as often, pronounced alike, 

they are either iksEpt or aksEpt, but are frequently distinguished 

as EksEpt, iksEpt and aksEpt, aeksEpt. 

In words ending in -ile, such as agile, docile, fertile, fragile, 

hostile, juvenile, servile, tactile, textile, virile, American usage pre¬ 

fers il while British prefers ail. See Webster, Pron. §155. 

259. Unaccented i before a vowel shows a tendency to 

become j (as in Indian; see §195 (3, a)). Transcribe and com¬ 

pare the following: audience, behavior, bilious, colloquial, con¬ 

venient, familiar, genius, glorious, industrious, Italian, junior, 

Northumbrian, pedestrian, radiance, serious, terrestrial. In which 

is it difficult to pronounce j? Why? Cf. §348(3). 

e 

260. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of e. 

(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in aim, age, base, 

bass, say, they, vein, break, gauge, gaol, chaotic, fatality, vacation. 

261. The sound e has become a diphthong in some dialects. 

It is much more diphthongal in standard Southern British than 

elsewhere, a common form there being ei, though the simple 

vowel is not unknown there (see §34). But in America the 

second element of the diphthong ei is less marked, and the 

vowel is not infrequently simple e. When it is a diphthong the 
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first element is usually e rather than e. ei is more frequent when 

final {day dei) or before a voiced consonant {dale deil). The 

diphthong, however, is not uncommon in America, even before 

voiceless consonants {date deit). The more marked diphthongal 

quality when final or before voiced consonants is due to its 

greater length in those positions, and illustrates the greater 

tendency of English long vowels to break up into diphthongs. 

The same process has been completed in the two ME long 

vowels ii and ui, which have now become the full diphthongs 

ai and au, while the ME short i and u have remained simple 

vowels i and a. The lengthening and diphthonging of several 

formerly short vowels is a marked tendency in present American 

English, especially Southern. 

262. The same statements about the simple e and the diph¬ 

thongs ei, £i apply to the o sound in America and England, o is 

diphthongized to ou (with variation of the first element) in 

America and England under the same conditions as e. The 

farther north we go in England, the less diphthongal e and o 

become.84 In standard English of Scotland e and o are still not 

at all diphthongal, in this respect resembling continental e and o. 

263. According to the phonemic principle it is not necessary 

in phonetic transcription to spell the diphthongs ei and ou with 

two symbols, as in may, made, for in both British and American 

English the vowels e, er, ei, £i all belong to the same phoneme. 

The substitution of any one of them for another will not change 

any English word to another word. See §34.85 

84 This similarity of American and Northern British does not indicate that 
American was derived from Northern British, as is often assumed, but merely 

that both types of English represent older and more conservative forms of 

English, preserving what Southern British had been in the past. In the degree 
of diphthongization of e and o, American pronunciation is today about what 

Southern British was in 1800-50. 
86 It may be noted, however, that in Southern British £ and £i belong to 

separate phonemes, as in met met, mate meit. 
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264. In England and America Monday is mAndi,86 and so 

with the other days of the week. In America holiday is 'halagde 

while in England both hnlidi and hnlide are found. Conversely, 

alwiz is general in America, while alweiz is frequent in England, 

though alwiz, -waz is also common there. 

265. Remembering that in southern England the vowel in 

hate is ei, note the result, in sounding the first element of this 

diphthong, of gradually lowering and retracting the tongue 

from e to ae, a, a, thus producing aei, ai, ai. In the vulgar dialect 

of London, or “Cockney” English, day is pronounced with aei, 

ai, ai, so as to sound to an American like die. The Cockney does 

not, however, confuse day with die, for he also retracts the 

tongue for the first element of ai in die, till it becomes m or 

even ai. 
266. When the sound e loses its accent, it is regularly re¬ 

duced to i, as in daily 'deli—Monday 'mAndi (see Gradation, 

under e, p. 91). Instances like 'stebl—sta'bilati represent an 

earlier reduction of the shortened vowel (see the remark on 

maenli—postman in §131). Note also that after e has become i, 

as in Saint sent—Sinclair sm'klaeas it may be further obscured 

to a or disappear, as in san'klaea1, sn'klaea1. See §§131 and 137 

(Saint). 
This reduction of e to i is seen in such endings as -ace (palace 

paehs), -age (message m£sid3), -ate (senate senit). Cf. also orange 

a^ind3, Highgate (London) haigit. This accounts for the pro¬ 

nunciations kaeriktas abstikl, mi^ikl, spektikl, ri'septikl, which 

still have i beside a (kaerakta1, etc.). Cf. Chaucer’s forms mi- 

•raikla, nb'staikla, etc., with long ai. 
267. A large class of words with final a in cultivated pro¬ 

nunciation, such as soda, sofa, cholera, opera, America, Martha, 

86 As it has been for at least three hundred years. Walker recommends it in 

1791 (Webster Pron. §89) and Wyld records the spellings Fridy, 1642, and 

Mundy, 1647. 
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Ella, Sarah, Utica, and many other personal or place names 

ending in -a or -ah, are pronounced in the vulgar idiom with 

final i, sodi, ma^Oi, jutiki, etc. The cause of this is not quite 

certain. It seems most likely that i goes back to an earlier pro¬ 

nunciation of a as e, which naturally becomes i when unstressed. 

This is Jespersen’s explanation of nonfinal i in unstressed syl¬ 

lables spelt with a, as in message mesid3, senate semt. But there 

is evidence that final a was sometimes so pronounced; e.g., Peele 

(16th c.) rimes day: I da; the quarto of Shakespeare’s Much Ado 

has Ursley for Ursula of the folios; Gill (1621) has mopseys for 

Mopsas; Pope rimes conveys:operas; and Professor Grandgent 

calls my attention to the current popular pronunciations 

Nashua naejawe, Iowa aiawe, Mantua maentawe. See Jespersen, 

Grammar, I, §§9.14 ff. 
A reverse result has come from such pronunciations as 

maa^i for ma^6a, ame^iki for ame^ika, etc. Many people 

brought up on these pronunciations with i who have later 

adopted the cultivated pronunciation with a, have mistakenly 

applied the same correction to words like Missouri, Cincinnati, 

prairie, which properly end in i, and so have made them 

ma'zu^a, sinsa'naeta, pa're^a.87 

e 

268. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of e. 
(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in met, breath, 

breakfast, leopard, Leicester, friend, said, says, saith, any, many, 

Thames (§§145, 157), bury, again, Pall Mall. 
269. (1) The spelling ea is found in many words now pro¬ 

nounced with £, as in bread, dead, death, dread, head, spread, 

thread, threat, tread. In these and others the spelling ea indicates 

an Early Modern pronunciation with long e:, which became 

87 See Allen W. Read, “Pronunciation of the Word ‘Missouri’,” American 

Speech, Dec., 1933, pp. 22-36, and R. J. Menner, Am. Sp., Oct., 1937, p. 171. 
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shortened to e. In others the same vowel ei remained long and 

regularly changed (by the Great Vowel Shift, §10) to present- 

day i, as bead, heat, knead, meat, seat, wheat. For a time some 

words wavered in usage between the long and the short vowel. 

This is seen in the word deaf def, for which the pronunciation 

dif has only recently become substandard. Cf. also to lead and 

lead (metal). Breakfast now merely imitates the spelling of 

break; the vowel was already shortened to £ in ME (note the 

spelling breckfast in 1594). The past tense read red shows reverse 

spelling (§§154 (2)); the ME form was redde red-da, and should 

now be spelt red (like led). 
(2) The past tense of the verb to eat is pronounced et, et, 

and it. The last, recognized by the Oxford (1897) and Shorter 

Oxford (1933), is generally regarded as dialectal in America. The 

pronunciation et is now substandard in America, though very 

common in native dialect, et is the prevailing form in Southern 

British, though et is also common. 
Wyld (Universal Dictionary) lists the spelling ate with the 

pronunciation et, and the spelling eat with the pronunciation et. 

Historically, he is of course right (cf. threat, etc., above). Under 

ate eit he says: “This form is obsolescent and rarely used, the 

normal past tense being eat et.” This is perhaps true of the word 

itself in Southern British, but hardly true of the spelling. It is 

one of many instances in English of a pronunciation that has 

got associated with a spelling that belongs to another pro¬ 

nunciation, as bizi has become associated with the spelling busy, 

which belongs to an obsolete pronunciation (see (4) below). 

There is little hope that usage will follow Wyld’s spellings. The 

convenience of a written and printed form ate for the past tense 

different from the present eat, together with the widespread 

currency of the pronunciation et, will probably preserve the 

spelling ate. It should be noted that the pronunciation et is not 
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a spelling-pronunciation, though the spelling ate may have 

helped to preserve this historical pronunciation. 

(3) What is the difference of meaning in klcnli and klinli? 
See §250 (4). 

(4) The word eni (ME eni eni) has the spelling any of the 

obsolete form (ME ani am). Similarly mem (of doubtful origin) 

is spelt many from the obsolete form mam (ME mani mam), 
which is preserved in manifold maenafold. Cf. bizi above. 

ae 

270. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of ae. 

The sound ae, commonly known as “short a,” and also called 

“flat a,” is the most frequent accented sound spelt with the 

letter a in both British and American standard speech,88 as a 

is its most frequent unaccented sound (sofa), ae is the regular 

descendant of ME short a (spelt a), when not influenced by 

neighboring sounds. It appears in the common English words 

back, cat, saddle, shallow, fan, man, hand, drank, etc. For its 

sound in words like carry, marry, tarry, see aeas §360. 

a 

271. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of a. 
(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in father, part, 

calm, stop, odd, pocket, wash, want, swallow, quality, was, drama, 

possibility. 
272. As seen in the foregoing examples, the sound a in 

America has three principal spellings: (1) a (father), (2) o (stop), 

and (3) wa (watch). A few spelt with a descend from ME a a; 

88 See American Speech, April, 1930, pp. 323 ff., and Charles H. Voelker, 

Le Maltre Phonetique, Juil.-Sept., 1934, pp. 73 f. In Voelker’s list the larger 

figure for a than ae in America is due to the inclusion of words spelt with o 

(“short <?”). 
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those with o from ME o d; and those with wa from ME wa wa. 
In British English two groups are now distinct: (1) the a a 

group (father), and (2) the o d group (stop, watch), group (3) 

having shifted, under the influence of the lip-rounded w, from 

the ME a group (1) to the d group (2). In General American 

all the groups have fallen together into one with the sound 

a; facfo, stap, wat$.89 For greater simplicity, the a words with 

the spelling a will be treated here, and the a words with the 

spelling o and wa will be treated in §§286-291.90 
273. To understand several related sounds now spelt a, it 

is necessary to consider a few historical facts. 
(1) ME had a long ai sound and a short a sound. The long 

ME ai (maika) became present English e (make mek), and will 

not concern us further here (§260). 
(2) The short ME a (man) is the source of all the different 

a sounds that will concern us here. 
(3) This short ME a, some time before 1600, by the ad¬ 

vancing of the tongue became ae (see Figure 9, p. 66). It has 

remained ae in standard British and American English in the 

great majority of words with ME short a (cat, saddle, man, 

hand, etc. See §270). These are the “short a” words mentioned 

at ae (§270). 
(4) As a consequence, Early Modern and Late Modern 

standard speech up to about 1775 had no a sound in the words 

under consideration, including such words as father, calm, hardly, 

and such words as ask, staff, hath, jaunt, aunt, half, etc., which 

now have a in some types of English. Sheridan’s pronouncing 

89 The principal variations from this in America will be further treated 

under d, §288 and o, §291. The change (chiefiy unrounding) of d to a did not 

first take place in America, but in standard British in Early Modern times. 

British afterwards changed again to the o sound in stop, watch, etc. 

90 For words like Clark, sergeant, see a& (§365). 
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dictionary (London, 1780) shows no a. Benjamin Franklin’s 

phonetic transcriptions in 1768 have none. His pronunciation of 

father, hardly was faeftr, haerdli.91 Noah Webster in 1789 has 

aei in aunt, jaunt, sauce.*2 E. Hale in 1799 has ae in aft, halm, 

carve, gaunt, etc.93 

The older sound ae where we now have a is frequently shown 

in 17th and 18th c. rimes; as prayer:afar (praeiriafaeir—John¬ 

son), searches'.arches (sae:rtfiz:ae:rtjiz—Swift), was .'brass (waes: 

braes—Spenser), was:glass (waes:glaes—Sackville), was:ass (waes 

:aes—Shakespeare). It is also evidenced in present-day dialect 

pronunciations preserving an older stage of the language; as in 

gaent for gaunt, gaentlit for gauntlet, faefta1 for father, paepi for 

papa, maemi for mamma, paetrid3, kaetrid3 for partridge, car¬ 

tridge (with early loss of r), saem for psalm, kaem for calm, saes, 

saesi for sauce, saucy, etc. 

274. In certain groups of originally “short a” words that 

had ae in the 17th and 18th cc., the ae sound was retracted again 

to a.94 Three groups are concerned: 

I. Words in which the a was followed by r final or+a con¬ 

sonant, as bar, far, part, hardly. In these GA now has the diph¬ 

thong aa1 (baa% pa^t, ha^dli) and Eastern and Southern American 

91 Scheme for a New Alphabet and a Reformed Mode of Spelling. 
92 Dissertation on the English Language, Boston. Webster’s first dictionary 

was published in 1806. 
93 A Spelling Book, Northampton, Mass.—See C. H. Grandgent, “From 

Franklin to Lowell,” Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc, of America, XIV. 2. 207 ff. (1899). 

94 The length of the ae and a is here disregarded to simplify the account, 

although it was an important factor in the change. Only the quality of the sound 

is here considered. The ae before r, Im, and the fricatives f, 0, s was first length¬ 

ened to ae: in the 17th c. and afterwards retracted to a:. It is uncertain whether 

the varying length of ae in present GA in these words is an inheritance from 

17th c. British, or is an independent development. The length is not now dis¬ 

tinctive in America, but only quality. 
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and Southern British have ai, as ba:, pait, haidli. (But if r was 

followed by a vowel, ae remained: GA carry kae^i, marry mae^i; 

British kaeri, maeri.) 
II. Words in which the a was followed by lm = m, as balm, 

calm, psalm, almond. These now have o in both British and 

American: bairn, kaim, saim, amand. 
III. Words in which the a was followed by (1) a voiceless 

fricative (except/) f (staff), 6 (path), s (ask)', by (2) m or n+ 

a consonant (example, demand, chance, aunt, branch). All these 

words will hereafter be referred to briefly as the “ask” words. 

The change from se to a in these words was, however, incomplete 

in two respects: (a) It has not occurred at all in General or 

Southern American (except the vicinity of Richmond), but only 

in British (chiefly Southern) and Eastern American (with Rich¬ 

mond). (b) With many speakers the sound has only reached the 

stage a, intermediate between ae and a. 
275. There are somewhat over 150 of these words, including 

derivatives from the main words (as crafty from craft). Following 

is a list of the most common words in Group III, in which 

Southern British regularly has a and Eastern American a or a. 

(1) i—aft, after, behalf, calf, chaff, craft, daft, draft, draught, 

graft, half, laugh, raft, rafter, shaft, staff, waft. 

(2) 6—bath, lath, path, wrath (Brit. raO). 
(3) s—aghast, ask, asp, bask, basket, blast, brass, cask, casket, 

cast, caste, castle, caster, castor, clasp, class, disaster, fast, fasten, 

flask, gasp, ghastly, glass, grasp, grass, last, mask, mast, master, 

nasty, pass, past, pastime, pastor, plaster, rascal, rasp, raspberry, 

repast, task, vast. 
(4) m—example, sample. 
(5) n—advance, advantage, answer, aunt, blanch, Blanche, 

branch, can't, chance, chant, enchant; command, countermand, de¬ 

mand, remand, reprimand; dance, France, Frances, Francis, 

glance, grant, lance, plant, prance, shan't, slant, stanch, trance. 
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To these must be added (1) derivatives from the main words 

{crafty from crafty dancer, dancing from dance, etc.); and (2) a 

number of plural nouns and verbs such as halves, to halve, paths 

(-(fz), in which the fricative is voiced and would not normally 

cause the change from ae to a. These words take a by analogy 

of words like half, path, etc. 

276. In these words toward the end of the 18th c. in South 

England the ae sound before f, 6, s, and nasals was retracted 

to a, so that in Group III a is now the prevailing sound. In 

GA, however, which was in the main derived from 17th c. stand¬ 

ard British (see §5), this change did not take place. So all the 

words of Group III normally have ae in GA. The same is true 

of the South (with the exception of Richmond and vicinity), 

and of most of Canada. In Eastern New England and New York 

City either a or a is usual in the words (excepting, of course, the 

large portion of New York City population that derive their 

speech from Western or foreign sources). 

277. The change of a was not, however, so complete as thus 

far indicated. Many words with the same sounds following the 

a either waver between ae and a or are pronounced with ae ex¬ 

clusively; in general, but not altogether, the less popular words, 

especially more recent foreign loan-words. A few examples 

among many are: alabaster, ample, askance, asp, aspect, bass, 

cant, champion, classic, contrast, crass, expand, expanse, fancy, 

finance, franchise, grand, haft, hand, hasp, land, lass, mass, Mass, 

massive, mastiff, pant, passive, passage, passenger, pastern, plastic, 

rant, romance, sand, sang, sank, scant, stand, telegraph, trans-. 

278. No purely phonetic development will account for usage 

in all the words so far given and others similar to them. The 

element of fashion undoubtedly has played a part. Certain 

words have thus ranged themselves with these which are pho¬ 

netically alien to the group. The word father is the most striking 

of these, with the a sound now universal in all types of standard 
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English. The reason for a in father has never been explained 

with entire certainty.95 Rather is in England now usually rafo(r), 

but GA still has rae<fo, racfo being an importation. In England 

lather has started on the same road (Oxford, Baker, Wyld, ae, 

Jones a, ae). Perhaps gcufo will come next. 
279. In South England at the end of the 18th c. the a sound 

in these words was looked upon as vulgar, possibly because the 

change from ae to a first took place among the lower classes. 

Walker (c. 1800) objects to the a sound in last, past, chance, etc., 

on the ground that it is used by the vulgar. He also objects to 

any intermediate sound as a compromise between ae and a; 

apparently such a sound (a) was then heard, possibly from the 

Scottish and Northerners in London.96 
280. In 1830 Worcester, the American lexicographer, recom¬ 

mends an intermediate sound (a) in words like fast, last, glass, 

grass, dance, etc., to avoid the affectation of as and the vulgarism 

of a.97 Smart, the elegant British lexicographer and teacher of 

princes followed him with the same advice and for the same 

reason in 1838.97a Since then the same advice has been repeated 

96 See in particular, Kemp Malone, The A of Father, Rather, Modern Philol¬ 

ogy, May, 1918, pp. 11-22. Luick, Gram. I, 2, §§494, 537, 559, la, 560. Luick’s 

view that a is due to r in the following syllable (cf. Group I) hardly agrees with 

gather, lather, Mather, and the GA pronunciation of rather raefl*. Whatever the 

origin of a in father, it seems likely that the Church service helped to make it 

universal. 
98 There was great diversity of usage in these words in London about this 

time, and probably much earlier. The situation was complicated by the large 
number of Scottish and Northerners in London for whom the change from ae 

to a had not taken place, but whose ae sound in all “short a” words as well as 
these had probably reached (or preserved) the stage a which it has at present. 

If we may believe Walker, the a sound had come into vogue before 1790 and 

given way again to the vogue of ae (to be replaced again by a). Walker may 

merely have been calling a old-fashioned to discredit it. 
97 Grandgent, Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc., 1899, p. 215. 

97a Storm, Englische Philologie, I, pp. 374 f. 
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for the opposite reason—to avoid the vulgar ae and the over- 

refined a. 
281. The present status of a in these words is indicated by 

the following: Daniel Jones: “In the South of England the use 

of a in these words is rare, and it seems that those who use it do 

so in a few words only. The pronunciation with a can hardly 

be considered as Received Pronunciation.”98 The Oxford recog¬ 

nizes for England as a whole the existence of various shades of 

vowel between ae and a. “The vowel in pass, command, variously 

identified by different speakers with a in man, and a in father, 

is symbolized by the avowedly ambiguous a.”99 In 1899 Grand- 

gent says: “This compromise vowel, which was recommended 

also in England, does not seem to have been adopted, in actual 

speech, by any considerable number of Americans; it may be 

heard, however, on Cape Cod.”1 It is the author’s opinion that 

this sound is somewhat more prevalent in parts of New England 

than Grandgent thought it to be at that time. But pending the 

appearance of the New England material in the Linguistic Atlas 

of the United States and Canada, we lack definite information as 

to how far the sound a is standard in Eastern America, and how 

far it is to be regarded as a New England localism. 

282. Not as a consequence of the artificial attempts to es¬ 

tablish the intermediate a, but by normal dialectal development, 

the a sound (varying toward either ae or a) not only in the “ask” 

words, but in all “short a” words, is regular in the cultivated 

English pronunciation of Northern Englishmen and Scotsmen, 

and also in the northern and various other local British dialects.2 

This sound in the same “ask” and “short a” words is also found 

98 Phonetics, 3d ed., 1932, p. 75. 

99 Vol. I, p. xxiv. 

1 Loc. cit., p. 215. 
2 Lloyd, Northern English, §90; Grant, The Pronunciation of English in 

Scotland, §143. 
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locally in various parts of America, where it is usually attribut¬ 

able to Scotch influence (as in Alberta, Canada). 
283. In General and Southern American the a sound has 

no general currency. In Richmond and vicinity a is current in 

the “ask” words, while in the rest of the South, in General 

American, and in most of Canada ae is the universal sound in 

both groups of words. The ae is somewhat “flatter” (higher) 

in the South than in the rest of the country, in this respect re¬ 

sembling Southern British ae. It is usually longer than the 

British, and tends to be diphthongal.3 
284. The pronunciation of “ask” words either with a or a 

has been a favorite field for schoolmastering and elocutionary 

quackery. The practitioners seldom succeed in compassing more 

than a half-dozen words (ask, half, aunt, laugh, etc.). As a result 

of their efforts some individual speakers of GA now have an 

occasional pronunciation ask, ant, haf, ra<S3t. 
A more serious result is the tendency among many aspirants 

to the “broad a” to apply it to words which are not pronounced 

a or a in any type of standard English except Northern British 

and Scottish (where the practice is consistent and unaffected). 

Thus they favor us with man, hapi, fansi, romans, pasid3, 

trafik, maGomatiks, ga?fo, ampl, frantjaiz, pant, etc.4a 
285. Those who maintain that the a sound is intrinsically 

more beautiful than ae, not only forget that this argument 

exactly reverses that of the early objectors to ae, but that 

Southern British, which they usually hold up as a model because 

of its a sounds, has far more ae sounds than a sounds.4 Moreover, 

3 In this condensed statement, no account has been taken of the historical 

difference between words like ask, path, staff, and words like half, laugh, aunt. 
For these are now identical in Southern British (with a), and also in General 

and Southern American (with ae). In New England they are often identified 

(with a) and always by those who use a instead of a in 11 ask” words. But in 
Northern British and in Scotland a distinction is often made (staf but laf, etc.). 

4 See footnote 88, p. 171. 4a All recorded from radio. 
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GA has more a sounds than Southern British, owing to the 

prevalence in GA of the a sound in words that have “short o” 

in British.5 To such theorists, however, an a sound spelt o is not 

so beautiful, even if long, as one spelt a. They also seem to forget 

that many generations of our ancestors managed fairly well 

with sd in the words in question, 

“and yet thei spake hem so, 

And spedde as wel in love as men now do.”6 

D 

286. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of d. 

(2) Comment on the vowel you use in doll, holiday, hot, pod, 

pond, on, was, swap, from, watch, what, wander, want, wash, wasp, 

quality, swallow. 

287. As pointed out in §272, n. 89, the ME short o n sound 

changed in 17th c. British to an a sound. It is likely that this 

is the chief source of the a sound that is spelt o in America today. 

Its length varies greatly, and depends chiefly on sense-stress, 

emphasis, and neighboring sounds; hence, as usual, its length 

is not distinctive. 
288. The status of d in America is hard to describe, for it is 

not fully known. The d sound is regularly and naturally used by 

many New Englanders and some Southerners, who make con¬ 

sistent distinction between the vowels of father and fodder. Some 

New Englanders make the distinction by using a for “short o,” 

while using for father, etc., an advanced a which is nearly or 

quite a. Thus the distance between the two vowels is preserved. 

6 The author’s findings in this matter are fully confirmed by Voelker’s in¬ 

dependent investigation, by which he found for formal spoken American 27,457 

(4.15%) a sounds as against 20,417 (3.09%) «e sounds. Cf. Le Maitre Phonttique, 

Juil.-Sept. 1934, p. 74. 
61 acknowledge the kind permission of the G. and C. Merriam Co. to in¬ 

clude in §§274-84, 291 a few details not in the fifth edition of this book, which 

were contributed to Webster’s New International Dictionary, Second Edition. 
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The d sound, or at any rate a sound intermediate between a 

and o, is used sporadically by many individuals in GA territory, 

especially in words with w (want) and with r (sorry). But it 

cannot be considered a stable and well-recognized phoneme in 

GA. 
Organically and acoustically American a and o are closer 

together than present Southern British a and a, British a being 

a trifle nearer to a and d nearer to o:.7 Hence in America n is 

less distinct from either a or d than in England. Whether the 

change took place on British or American soil, the d sound in 

America has in a part of the words spelt o fallen together with 

a (top) and in other words with o (song). These variations will 

be more fully illustrated under o below. 
The chief factor in the change of d to a is unrounding of the 

lips, the tongue positions of the two sounds (both low-back) 

being near together. Americans who do not naturally pronounce 

d are often able to acquire an acceptable d by rounding the lips 

and aiming at a. See further under o, §291. 

289. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of a. 

(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in awful, cloth, 

broad (cf. road), ought, aught, nought, taught, talk, quart, wall, 

war, augment, inauspicious, Utah, Washita, Wichita, Omaha, 

water. 
(3) Many American speakers pronounce in place of d an 

unrounded vowel that resembles a or n. This can usually be 

corrected by being careful to round the lips decidedly in pro¬ 

nouncing words like law, all (see Figure 8, p. 62). 

(4) British speakers often change o to d before 1 or s+a con¬ 

sonant (always dIwiz, also, fault, although nl'tSo, alter, Austen 

instill, Austria, Australia, auspicious). 

7 In London local dialect it has reached o:. 
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(5) Southern British a is decidedly more o-like than Amer¬ 

ican. 
290. Two common ways of spelling a, au (aw) as in caught 

(saw), and ou as in bought, are due to the fact that formerly 

au (aw) and ou were pronounced au and du in accord with the 

spelling. These two diphthongs afterwards changed to the simple 

sound a, but the old digraph spelling was kept. The same sound- 

change is disguised in talk, all, in which al had produced a diph¬ 

thong au, formerly sometimes spelt au, but now usually al. This 

diphthong changed to a in the same way as other au sounds did. 

See “dark” 1, §§221 f. 
291. In certain groups of words cultivated American usage 

varies among the sounds a, d, a. It should be noted that in all 

the groups the words spelt wa are treated like those spelt with 

“short o.” See §272. 
(1) Words like foreign, horrid, laurel, tomorrow, orange, 

origin, sorrow, sorry; warrant, warrior, Warren, quarrel, quarry, 

quarantine. In these words the vowel is followed by an r sound, 

spelt r, rr, and another vowel. In GA the main vowel and the 

r sound form a centering diphthong, which is treated here for 

comparison of its first element with the other a, d, a sounds 

(see §352). In these words the prevailing GA natural pronuncia¬ 

tion is with aas faarn, haa^id, laa^al, tamaa^o, aa^indj, a^idsm 

(aa^adjin), sa^o, saa^i; waa^ant, waa^i-as waa^in, kwaa^al, kwaa^i, 

kwaa^antin. It must be carefully noted that the American a sound 

is not so near to o as British a is, which would sound dialectal in 

these words. Moreover, many Americans whose a in all, law is 

but slightly rounded pronounce a sound in sorry, orange, etc., 

which is acoustically not far from d. Many speakers of GA use 

d in these words, the r sound having assisted to preserve the 

rounding of the preceding vowel in America.8 The sound a is 

8 The frequent rounding of 3 in hurt and the rounding of r itself is recognized 

both by Grandgent (loc. cit., p. 221), and by William A. Read (Jour. Eng. and 
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also sometimes heard in some of the words (saai, ha^-a1), but 
this is probably, in part at least, due to a reaction against the 
use of a and the advice of teachers to use a “short o” to those 
who have no d in their speech. This pronunciation is much less 

common, I believe, than aa1. 
This group must be distinguished from the words in which 

the r sound is final or followed by a consonant, as in for faas 
form faa^m, war waas warm waa^m, quart kwaad. These words 
have the a sound (GA aa% British a) in all types of standard 

English. See aa1, §366. 
(2) Words in which the vowel is followed by a voiceless 

fricative (except/) (a) f: coffee, coffin, cough, doff, loft, off, offer, 
office, often, scoff, soft, (b) 0: broth, cloth, froth, moth, troth, swath; 
(c) s: boss, Boston, cost, cross, frost, gloss, loss, lost, moss, Ross. 
It will be noted that in these the vowel is followed by the same 
voiceless fricatives as the “ask” words. A parallel historical 
fact lies behind them. As x was changed before these fricatives 
in South England and parts of New England to a, so an earlier 
d was changed to a. The geographical distribution is, however, 
different. Northern British still has the d sound in these words. 
Southern British still has a in many of them but the tendency 
in South England is now toward d (for details, see Webster, 
Pron. §185). In GA a still prevails except in some of the pluri- 
syllables (possible, profit, Gothic, etc.). But some of these have 
a in GA, as office, offer, officer, Boston, coffee. The efforts to 
change bastn and kafi to bastn and kafi have produced little 
result in America as a whole. A considerable number of persons 
with phonetic training have begun to use n in most of these 
words, and as in Group (1) many speakers with unrounded a 
in law, pronounce a vowel that resembles n in these words. 

(3) Words like splosh, squash, swash, wash, with f after the 

Germanic Philol., April, 1923, p. 235), who mentions its influence in preserving 

d from becoming a in this class of words. 
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vowel. There are not many of these. These regularly have a 

except as they contain w. This frequently has the effect of 

rounding the vowel to n or a. This is especially common in wash, 

and is found also in British cultivated speech. See below (9). 

(4) Words with the affricates after the vowel, as botch, 

blotch, crotch, notch, Scotch, splotch, watch; dodge, Hodge, hodge¬ 

podge, lodge, stodgy. These all have a except as n or a occasionally 

occurs in watch (see (9) below). 
(5) Words with 1 after the vowel, as doll, loll, Poll, folly, 

golly, holly, jolly, Molly, volley, follow, hollow, swallow, wallet. 

These have a except for the usual variation in the w words. 

(6) Words with g after the vowel, as gong, long, prong, song, 

strong, thong, throng, tongs, wrong. In these GA regularly has a, 

differing definitely from British, which has n. As an acquired 

pronunciation n occurs occasionally, and also with those who 

have d regularly in other words. But the preponderance is clear 

for a. Grandgent believed that a prevailed in New England in 

1899.9 
(7) Gone is irregular in its history (it would normally rime 

with stone). In GA it is generally gan (so New England in 

189910). In England it varies between n and a (Jones n, a; Wyld 

a, n; Baker a, n; Oxford both without choice). Shone is regularly 

Jon in GA, the British /an, /on not being current here. But other 

words with nasals regularly have a, as from, Tom, non-, prompt, 

swan, swamp, wander, want, except as usual the w words and 

occasionally on, with d or a. On the Western Reserve, swamp is 

common, and want is widespread beside wont and want (want 

is also heard in England—Baker). 
(8) Words with stops after the vowel. These are numerous: 

bob, cob, cobble, fob, gob, gobble, hob, hobble, job, knob, mob, rob, 

robber, sob, snob, squab, swab, throb, wobble. 

9 Loc. cit., p. 220. 

10 Loc. cit., p. 220. 
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chop, cop, crop, drop, flop, fop, hop, lop, mop, pop, prop, shop, 

slop, sop, stop, strop, swap, top. 
clod, cod, fodder, God, hod, nod, plod, pod, prod, quad, rod, 

shod, sod, squad, tod, trod, wad, waddle. 

blot, hot, clot, cot, dot, got, grot, hot, jot, knot, lot, not, plot, pot, 

rot, Scot, shot, slot, sot, spot, squat, swat, tot, trot, watt, what, 

bog, clog, cog, dog, fog, frog, goggles, grog, hog, jog, log, nog, tog. 

block, clock, cock, crock, dock, flock, frock, hock, Jock, knock, 

lock, mock, mockingbird, rock, shock, smock, sock, stock. 

These words and many derivatives from them, or pluri- 

syllables with the same vowel, regularly have a in GA, with the 

usual New England variant d. There is, however, a good deal of 

variation between a and d in the -g words. Dog is universally 

dog in natural pronunciation (including New England11). The 

spelling dawg, used to ridicule a supposed mispronunciation, has 

led some timid speakers to use dag occasionally, but it is not 

general, log is also usual within the author’s observation, fog, 
frog, hog are frequent variants of fag, frag, hag. mok, and es¬ 

pecially mokigb^d, are not infrequent, god is looked upon either 

as dialectal or overpious, but god is not uncommon. 

(9) Owing to the influence of the rounded w, the w words 

are especially variable. In the GA territory, where the d sound 

is not regular or stable, the usual variation is between a and o. 
But not a few speakers have a slightly rounded a or d in the w 
words that is acoustically distinct from a and o. Not only in 

words with final r or r+consonant after the vowel, as war, 

warm, but in words with intervocal r, as warrant, quarrel, and 

in such words as want, wash, wasp, wander, wanton, which would 

normally have a or d, 3 is often used, both in America and 

England (Baker has: wain, waind, wamdar, waint, wd:/, waisp). 
Warren, Ohio, is regularly wa^in. 

The word water has had double forms since ME times. That 

11 Grandgent, loc. cit., p. 220. 
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with long vowel is now watas and with short vowel wcitas woto1. 

In GA territory wate1 is very common. The pronunciation with 

intermediate vowel is frequent in GA territory. Convenient 

test phrases are hot water, water pot, falling water, waterfall. 

(10) Words like daunt, gaunt, gauntlet, haunch, haunt, jaunt, 

laundry, saunter, vaunt, in which au is followed by n+a con¬ 

sonant, vary in cultivated speech between a and a. The pro¬ 

nunciation with a is especially frequent in New England. In 

England and the rest of America a predominates. The 18th c. 

pronunciation daent, haent, gaent, dsaent may still be heard in 

dialect. 

292. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of o. 
(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in go, rope, boat, 

old, folk, toll, won’t, yeoman, shoulder, mould, soul, bowl, hoe, 

slow, though, beau, impost, obey, proceed, shadow. 
293. In South England, and often in America, this vowel is 

a diphthong, having a more or less distinct u as its final element. 

The diphthong ou occurs in America under the same conditions 

as ei (see e, §261). As with British ei, the first element of the 

diphthong ou in England is somewhat different from the simple 

vowel o; it is sometimes lowered toward a, but more usually 

advanced toward the central position, the symbols au or 3u 
fairly well representing the sound heard in Southern British. 

As we go northward in England we encounter the more o-like 

sound (mid-back-round), till in Northern England and Scotland 

the pure o is found. 
In both the diphthongs ei and ou the tongue often does not 

fully reach the position indicated by the second symbol of the 

diphthongs. 
294. The word brooch, in origin the same as broach, is pro¬ 

nounced brotJ\ though the spelling-pronunciation brut/ is not 

uncommon. The pronunciation nolid3 for knowledge, often used 

by 18th and 19th c. British clergymen and literary men, which 
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Tennyson also insisted upon, was merely the result of reasoning 

that it ought to be pronounced like know, in ignorance of the 

ordinary laws of historical sound-change. The o in knowledge 

was regularly shortened, as in husband (cf. house), linen (cf. 

line), etc. In the nouns process and progress, America favors 

'prases, 'pragres, while England prefers 'proses, 'progres, but 

the former are also used in England (with d). Here two analogies 

interfere: that of verbs like pro'gres, pro'sid, and on the other 

hand words that change their first vowel when the accent is 

shifted, as pro'klem—iprakb'mejbn, pro'fen—iprafo'nejbn, pro- 

1 poz—|prapo1 zijbn, pro1 dms—' pradras. 
295. The words sew so, shew Jo, strew strra, strn and shrew 

Jrra, Jru illustrate a development often exemplified in English 

spelling and pronunciation. In Early Modern, each of these 

words was current in two pronunciations with a corresponding 

spelling for each: sew siu—sow so; shew Jiu —show Jo; strew 

stnu—strow stro; shrew /riu—shrow Jro. Note the following 

rimes: sew:new (1600); sow:show:know (Dryden, c. 1700); shew: 

hew, showisnow (Wither, 1622); shrew:pursue (c. 1500); shrow: 

woe (Shakespeare, c. 1596); strew:you (Herrick, 1648); road: 

strow'd (Swift, 1727). 
Of the pair shrew, shrow are now preserved only the pro¬ 

nunciation Jrra or Jru, and the spelling shrew, the pronunciation 

Jro and the spelling shrow now being obsolete (except for an 

occasional pronunciation of Shrewsbury,11* especially in Jrozbari 

skill). Of strew, strow both pronunciations and both spellings 

are preserved, strow stro being, however, archaic or dialectal. 

Of shew, show only one pronunciation Jo is preserved but (in 

England) both spellings are still used. Of sew, sow only one 

pronunciation, so, is preserved, and one spelling sew, which 

belongs to the obsolete pronunciation. How do you pronounce 

ewe? See Webster. 

lla Though of different origin, this conformed to shrew. 
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296. In New England a variety of o sound is heard in some 

words, which is thus described by Professor Grandgent: “In a 

great many words o: is shortened and slightly advanced, in 

rustic New England speech, becoming 6. This vowel is used by 

educated New England speakers in about fifty common words 

and their derivatives, and it certainly prevails in the cultivated 

usage of this region in Polk, polka, whole, and probably in both, 

folks, Holmes, most, only, and some others.”12 Professor Grand¬ 

gent also describes this sound as a rounded a.13 In the rustic 

speech of Connecticut this 6 is often unrounded, making a word 

like home, hAm. Several words with this “New England short o” 

have found their way into the Middle West with New England 

emigrants, either in the unrounded pronunciation, or at least 

what sounds to unaccustomed ears like a. The author’s grand¬ 

father (a New England settler on the Western Reserve) pro¬ 

nounced what is now recalled as kAt, IiaI, stAii, but may have 

been kot, hoi, ston, for coat, whole, stone. Ellis14 mentions the 

a sound in England for words like stone. The author remembers 

a native of England who said tAm for at home (or to home). 

297. The unaccented vowel spelt -ow in words like follow 

sparrow, swallow has several times in its history been reduced 

normally to o, and then artificially restored again to o, mainly 

from the spelling. This is now the conventionally “correct” pro¬ 

nunciation. But in GA these words are often pronounced in 

normal cultivated speech falo, spaero, swalo, in which o repre¬ 

sents a sound close to o, but with the tongue farther forward 

toward the central position (see Figure 9, p. 66). In ordinary 

transcription (as elsewhere in this book) this o is represented 

by o—falo, etc. If the lip-rounding is lost, these words become 

fab, spaero, swab, etc., as they have repeatedly been in the past, 

n Loc. tit., p. 217. 
13 German and English Sounds, p. 16. 

14 Alexander J. Ellis, Early English Pronunciation, London, 1869,1, 95. 
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and still are in dialect and what Krapp called “general low 

colloquial.” 
In the words bellows, gallows the older pronunciations betas, 

gaetas are still sometimes used by the cultivated (Luick, Oxford, 

Jones, Webster). Note also the double plurals betasiz, gaetasiz, 

with the special development of meaning in the latter. See 

§250 (4). 

u 

298. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of u. 
(2) Comment on the sound and spelling in pull, full, put, 

sugar, wolf, woman, worsted, good, wood, wool, would, should, 

could. Chaucer’s forms of the last three words were wolde woihta, 

sholdef oildo, koude kuido. How can you account for the spelling 

of could? How has it affected the pronunciation? 
The name Boleyn •bulin is merely another spelling of Bullen. 

Bolingbroke is pronounced ■bulipibruk, except as spelling- 

pronunciation has altered it. See §325. 
For the variation in standard pronunciation between u and 

u in words like root, see u, below, §§303. 

u 

299. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of u. 
(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in loose, lose, 

school, move, who, shoe, you, group, route, wound, rude, true, 

threw, glue, flew, Hindu, whoever, Louise. 

For the diphthongal quality of u, see §34. 
300. The name Brougham, and the derived noun brougham, 

are pronounced brum, bruom, broom. The name Cowper kupa% 

sometimes by spelling-pronunciation kaupa1, is the same word 

as Cooper, cooper (see §303). The usual cultivated pronunciation 

of route rut is exceptional. In other words with the same original 

vowel (ME ui, spelt ou) the present pronunciation is au {house, 

cow, bound). The normal historical pronunciation is preserved 
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in the popular pronunciation raut. The pronunciation rut is 

perhaps due to Modern French, and especially the phrase en 

route, partly Anglicized to an rut. 
301. The word wound wund has preserved its u sound owing 

to the influence of the rounded w before the vowel. But the 

pronunciation waund has also been in good use, and is not 

entirely disused. See Webster. Can you think of any reason 

why the past tense of wind waind is not also pronounced wund? 
302. The spelling oo for the sound u results from the fact 

that this sound in ME was a long o: and was usually spelt oo 

to show its length (not its quality). By Early Modern, this 

sound had changed to u, but the spelling, as usual, did not 

change. 

303. For various reasons this Early Modern u was often 

shortened and lowered to u. In some cases it also changed from 

u to a; hence we have such words as blood bUd, flood flLd, 
glove glAV, done dAn, gums gAmz. But in many words it re¬ 

mained in the intermediate stage u, as in good gud, foot fut, 
hood hud, stood stud, book buk, took tuk, look luk, etc. As a result 

of these different developments, many words in present English 

vary in pronunciation between u and u. 

Transcribe the following words in the pronunciation you 

can first remember: broom, coop, Cooper, gloom, hoof, hoop, moon, 

nook, noon, proof, roof, rook, room, roost, rooster, root, soon, soot, 

spook, spoon, stoop, woof. 

The variation in cultivated usage between u and u in these 

words is shown by Professor Grandgent15 by statistics giving 

the pronunciation of a group of about 160 educated people so 

distributed as to give a fair estimate of the practice of cultivated 

speakers in the whole country. The whole report should be 

studied. Only illustrative statements are here quoted. 

The report shows the whole country nearly unanimous for 

16 Mod. Lang. Notes, VI, 458 ff. (1891). 
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u in gloom, moon, noon, roost, stoop, and showing a strong pref¬ 

erence for u in proof, rooster, spook, woof, and for u in butcher, 

rook. For broom, the South is evenly divided between u and u. 

For Cooper, the South prefers u, while the North decidedly pre¬ 

fers u. For hoof, the South, Penn., and N. J. are about evenly 

divided between u and u; New England, N. Y., and the West 

show strong preference for u. For roof, the South is nearly 

unanimous for u, while the North shows only a slight preference 

for u. For room, the South is evenly divided between u and u; 

Penn, and N. J. are nearly unanimous for u; New England 

shows 40% for rum and 60% for rum; N. Y. and the West, 

60% for rum and 40% for rum. For root, the South, Penn., and 

N. J. show only rut; New England, 62% for rut; N. Y. and the 

West, 38% for rut. rut is particularly common in N. Y. and 

northern Ohio. For soon, the South, Penn., and N. J. are nearly 

unanimous for sun; New England shows a slight preference 

for sun; N. Y. and the West a slight preference for sun. For 

soot, New England, Penn., and N. J. are evenly divided between 

sut and sut; elsewhere there is a strong preference for sut. 

(The general vulgar form is SAt.) For spoon, the pronunciation 

spun is almost confined to New England, which shows 30% 

for u. 

For broom Jones gives brum, brum; for room, rum, rum; 

regularly rum in compounds like bedroom bedrum; for soon, 

“rarely sun.” Wyld calls rum provincial, but prefers rumi, 

rumili, ruminis; Blandford (see footnote 72, §227) pronounces 

rum. For the variation in this whole class of words, see Webster, 

Pron. §200. 
Give an enlightened answer to the question, “Which is 

correct, ruf or ruf? Would you give the same answer to the same 

question about fud, fud, mun, mun? What would be a more 

intelligent question than “Which is correct?” See §5, pp. 14, 15. 
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3 

304. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of 3. 

(2) Comment on the spelling and the sound in fir, first, fur, 

turn, term, were, purse, myrtle, pearl, word, world, journey, 

colonel, stirring, conferring, purring, blackbird. 

305. This is the vowel in hurt, stir, her, stirring, of those 

speakers who do not “drop their r’s.” In the author’s speech its 

sound is identical with the whole word err. The point of the 

tongue is raised from the front of the mouth and curled more 

or less backward toward the roof of the mouth, without actual 

contact of the point. During the utterance of the vowel 3 the 

tongue is held fixed in the same position that it takes momenta¬ 

rily in the beginning of the consonant r in rate. This produces the 

“inverted,” or “retroflex” vowel. Other types occur in GA, in 

which the retroflexion is slight, or replaced by raising and re¬ 

traction of the tongue, but in which the vowel is still “r-colored,” 

giving the impression of an r sound. The symbol for this sound 

is the IPA symbol 3 (as used in British bird b3d) with the ad¬ 

dition of the IPA hook indicating retroflexion. The symbol 3 

is used in syllables of perceptible stress. The corresponding 

sound in unstressed syllables is os formed from a in the same 

way. The ordinary spelling of words like hurt, stir, etc., suggests 

a vowel followed by r, but in this case the r sound is itself the 

vowel. Hence the symbol 3 alone is used in hurt. 

306. In the author’s speech, and in that of his region so far 

as he has observed, 3 and a1 are the only retroflex vowels in general 

use. With other vowels, as in here, there, are, for, door, etc., there 

is an r diphthong, or centering diphthong, in which the first 

element shows the quality of a separate vowel before the tongue 

takes the retroflex position. Other observers confirm this for 

GA.16 Other retroflex vowels occur here and there, of course; 

18 W. A. Read, Jour. Eng. and Germanic Philol., April, 1923; Martin Joos, 

Le Maitre PhonStique, Jan-Mars, 1934, pp. 5-6; Oct.-Dec., 1934, pp. 93 ff. 
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but they are not characteristic of GA in the same sense that 

they are said to be of certain British dialects. 

3 

307. This is the central vowel pronounced by those who 

“drop their r’s” in words like stir, stirred, term, deter, fur, hurt, 

particularly residents of Southern England, parts of New Eng¬ 

land, of New York City and vicinity, and parts of the South. 

Those who are not accustomed to make this vowel may approx¬ 

imate it by first sounding their natural vowel in fur, and then 

repeating it with the point of the tongue thrown forward and 

lower. Another method is first to sound the word hud bAd with 

a lengthened a:, and then repeat it with the jaw raised a trifle 

higher and the tongue slightly advanced. In both America and 

England the central part of the tongue is higher than the back 

and the point, and the tongue as a whole is in central position.17 

Like 3, 3 is used only in stressed positions, the corresponding 

unstressed vowel being 9. 

308. Observe that words spelt ir (stir) or ir+a consonant 

(third), those spelt er (refer) or er-fcons. (term), and those 

spelt ur (fur) or wr+cons. (hurt) are now all sounded alike— 

3 in GA (st3, 63d, rilf3, t^m, f3, h3t) and 3 in Southern England, 

Eastern New England, New York City, and parts of the South 

(st3, 03d, ri'f3, t3m, f3, h3t). In ME these three different vowel 

sounds were pronounced as spelt, like modern 1 in spirit, e in 

very, and u in sure (stir, term, hurt, etc.). As the r sound after 

a vowel ceased to be trilled (as it still is in Scottish), there 

developed between the vowel and r a glide vowel 9 (sti9r, t£9rm, 

hu9rt, etc.). Then in Early Modern the high-front 1, the mid¬ 

front e, and the high-back u were assimilated to this central 

glide vowel 9, and so became alike one central vowel of the 

quality 3.18 The r sound following then “colored” this preceding 

17 Grandgent, German and English Sounds, p. 33; Jones, Phonetics, §§342 ff. 

18 The 1 sound was first changed to an intermediate stage c. This stage is 

preserved in an older pronunciation of Miriam as mc^iam (the same name as 
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vowel to the sound 3, a vowel of more or less retroflexed tongue 

like that of the r sound, which now disappeared as a separate r 

sound. In South England, and parts of Eastern and Southern 

America, the “r color” itself disappeared, leaving the sound 3. 

The GA 3 represents, as usual, an earlier standard British stage 

(18th c.) and the British and Eastern and Southern American, 

a later stage of development, in which the only trace of an 

originally trilled r is now the centralized vowel 3 without “r 

color,” in place of the original high-front 1, mid-front e, and 

high-back u. 

309. When the r was between vowels, as in spirit, very, 

hurry, the same change also originally took place.19 But parallel 

and later developments (spelling influence and foreign loan¬ 

words, etc.) tended to preserve or to restore the 1, e, and u 

sounds. Thus the original 1 and £ became reestablished before 

intervocalic r both in America and England, so that we now 

pronounce spirit, ve^i, etc. The u sound, however, in GA was 

not restored, but remains 3. Hence in words like hurry, current, 

furrow, courage, worry, thorough, etc., GA still has I131, k33nt, 

f30, k3id3, W31. But in British speech, and to some extent, but 

not entirely, in Eastern and Southern America, the Early 

Modern u is now a (as in other “short u” words), and these 

words are now in England hAri, kArant, WAri, etc., and to some 

extent in America.20 Intermediate sounds between 3 and a also 

occur, but GA universally has 3 in such words. Moreover, in 

Merriam), of Tyrwhitt as tea^it (now ti^it), of miracle as me^ikl. Walker (1791) 

says of spirit: “The general sound of the first i in this word and all its com¬ 

pounds, was, till lately, the sound of e in merit; but a very laudable attention to 

propriety [i.e., to spelling] has nearly restored the i to its true sound; and now 

spirit, sounded as if written s per it, begins to grow vulgar.” 

19 Luick, §§552 ff. 

20 But when words like fur f3, stir st3, refer ri'f3 are followed by vowels in 

derivatives as in furry, stirring, referring, the 3 does not become a, but remains 

3 after the analogy of the main word: f3n, st3rig, ri'farig, etc. 
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GA several words spelt i have also preserved their earlier 3 

sound, and the prevailing GA pronunciation of squirrel, stirrup 

is skw3al, st33p. Sirup is pronounced naturally in much of the 

GA territory S33p, especially in the maple sugar districts; but 

the pronunciation sia^p is now usually regarded as “correct.” 

The application of the same older pronunciation to £ words 

(very, America) though sometimes made by the illiterate, is 

everywhere substandard.21 

310. A local dialect pronunciation in New York City of 

words like bird is popularly represented by the spelling boid. 

This is not, however, the diphthong di, but rather 31, in which 

the latter part of an r diphthong is changed from r to 1. This 

change is also made independently of New York in parts of the 

South. It is reported in New Orleans, I have heard it from 

educated natives of Georgia, and it is reported sporadically 

elsewhere in the South. 
311. In many parts of the South an r colored vowel, with 

more or less simultaneous elevation of the tongue is found in 

stressed syllables, which strikes the ear as much more like 3 

than 3. It is especially frequent in the more northern parts of 

the South. But the same speakers usually have o instead of & 

in unstressed syllables. Thus they pronounce further f3<fo, and 

say tj*3t/, but beta. 

& 

312. This is the GA unstressed retroflex or r-colored vowel, 

represented by the letters er in better beta1, perceive pa^siv. It 

corresponds to the stressed retroflex vowel 3, having similar 

tongue position, but shorter and laxer. Both vowels are shown 

21 The view that the pronunciation I131, k3ont, etc., is substandard or 

dialectal only, was shown to be wrong by Grandgent (Mod. Lang. Notes, VI, 

1891, p. 85), who found that a was in the majority only in eastern Massa¬ 

chusetts, New York City, and perhaps Pennsylvania. It is probably even less 

frequent now. 
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in lf3‘5at, pailv3s. Just as the stressed 3 of GA is replaced by 3 in 

the speech of those who “drop their r’s” (Southern England, 

Eastern and Southern America), so the unstressed & of GA is 

replaced by the British, Eastern, and Southern unstressed a. 

Thus GA f3?ta is replaced by British f3<fo, and GA pat,v3s by 

British pa!v3S. The symbol consists of the IP A 9 with the IP A 

modifier attached that indicates retroflexion, parallel to the 
symbol 3. 

313. Just as 9 is the unaccented sound corresponding to 

almost all the accented vowels (maen—postman, inPpoz— 

limpazi/an, see Gradation, §130), so a1 is the unaccented r- 

colored vowel corresponding not only to stressed 3, but to other 

accented vowels that form parts of the centering diphthongs; 

as r^kaa^d—'rek^d, rilvia<—■rev & ant (see Gradation, §130).22 

314. In a large number of words finals or a is represented 

by various spellings; as -ar, -er, -ir, -or, -our, -ur. These endings 

come from various sources: from Old English -ere, Old French 

-ier, -aire, -our, -eur, and Latin -or. After these endings had come 

to be pronounced all alike (at least as early as the middle of 

the 18th c. and probably earlier), the spellings became much 

confused. Some speakers, unaware of the history of the ending 

a1, a, attempt to distinguish the pronunciation of the endings -er 

and -or. Not only is such a distinction contrary to universal 

usage for at least 200 years, but its absurdity becomes apparent 

when one knows that, e.g., bachelor was formerly spelt bacheler, 

-ier, -ere, -ar; that tailor was spelt tailour, -ur, -ere, -er, -ear, -eor, 

22 In the ordinary spelling of colloquial speech the letters er often represent 
a separate word, an expletive indicating hesitation or embarrassment, as in 

“I—er—really, I don’t know.” Here er represents the sound a, more or less pro¬ 
longed. This spelling doubtless arose from the fact that in Southern England and 

Eastern America the letters er commonly represent the sound a in such words 
as better beta, uppermost Apamost, permit pa^nut. Readers who do not “drop 

their r’s” often misread this expletive er as 9 or 3, though when not reading 
they use a naturally enough in the pauses of their own speech. 
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-eour, -eur, -ior; that sailor, chancellor, ancestor, and many other 

words now spelt with -or were formerly spelt with -er. It is ab¬ 

surd to suppose that there was a different pronunciation for each 

spelling; so today the final syllables of such words as baker, liar, 

sailor, augur are exactly alike in cultivated speech, being either 

& or a. A widespread popular notion that one is pronouncing 

more correctly by saying ■selaa1 than by saying ■seta1 is based on 

the false idea that the present-day spelling-form of a word is the 

word itself, to which the pronunciation ought to conform; 

whereas, in fact, the present spelling-form is only one of many 

spellings, which happens to survive, and the word itself has 

lived for generations quite independently of the changing and 

imperfect signs used to suggest it in writing. 

315. In the foregoing §§312-14 ^ is a syllabic vowel, the 

center of an unaccented syllable, either alone, as in better b£t-a% 

or with a consonant, as in perceive pa^siv, papers ■pe-pa^z. a1 is 

also found as a nonsyllabic r-colored vowel, the second element 

of a centering diphthong, as ia° in here hia% aa1 in far faa% oa1 in 

more moa1. See §§352 ff. 
This a1, like the other vowel r sounds 3 and syllabic a% de¬ 

veloped out of a consonantal r—either trilled, as yet in Scotland 

in words like fear fiir, or fricative. When a vowel follows the r 

sound, it is still described in England as a consonant, as in 

very v£ri, either fricative or the “single-tap” variety of tongue- 

point trill. In this case the r must be regarded as beginning the 

syllable -n. In GA it has become quite vocalic and ends the 

syllable (ve^-i). 
a 

316. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of a. 
(2) The symbol a, as used in this book, represents a central 

unstressed vowel of somewhat varying quality. It varies in 

quality between the limits of unstressed 1, as in added aedid. 
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and stressed a, as in button *bAtn (see Figure 9, p. 66). Its 

quality is much affected by surrounding sounds.23 It may 

roughly be described as an obscure neutral sound, made with 

the tongue in a resting position, different in quality from any 

stressed vowel, but most like a. It is not, however, merely the 

unstressed form of a. See §21, second paragraph. 

317. Transcribe the following in your usual conversational 

pronunciation: idea, several, indignant, distance, garland, Wil¬ 

liam, Christmas, breakfast, gentleman, alone, awake, account, 

notable, quiet, science, judgment, telephone, effect, decent, elephant, 

specimen, gentlemen, quality, principle, ability, difficult, April, 

gallop, kingdom, welcome, purpose, connect, compel, obtain, nation, 

suppose. 

318. The a sound in unstressed syllables of natural speech 

may be represented in the current spelling by almost any letter 

or digraph. This results from an important development of the 

language. In OE the vowels of these unstressed syllables were 

much more distinctly pronounced, and were different sounds in 

accord with the different spellings. The leveling of these differ¬ 

ent sounds to the one sound a, with the old spelling retained, 

was a very gradual process, which is still going on. Compare the 

careful pronunciation of prograem with the more popular pro¬ 

gram. By careful pronunciation, such as might be used in a 

public reading, some of these unstressed vowels may be restored 

to something like their full sound; as in proems for pra'dius of 

23 Sometimes the use of the symbol i or a to represent the sound in added, 

etc., seems to me largely a question of the interpretation of the meaning of the 
symbol. Some of my colleagues write aedad, etc., where I hear them speak a 

sound so different from that in sofa sofa, and so much nearer to the sound I hear 

in selfish sclfif, that i seems to me a better representation. But, no doubt, 

they hear in added a sound so much different from that in hit bit, that a seems 

better to them as a symbol for it. 
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ordinary speech; ab’ten for colloquial ab'ten; ka1 relit for col¬ 

loquial ka'rekt, ka^ekt; ae1 ten/an for a'tenjan, etc. It is, however, 

as the student can test for himself from any page of prose, 

a very small proportion of words to which the full vowel sound 

of the unaccented syllables can be restored without making 

the pronunciation wholly unnatural and even unintelligible. 

E.g., it will not do, even in formal address, to say distaens for 

distans, brekfaest, brekfast, for brekfast, dsentilmaen for djent}- 

man, p^pos for p^pas, riten for ritn, abAv for abAV, prinsipael 

for prinsipl, ignoraent for ignarant, Si maen for Sa maen, e 

grae'maea^iaen for a gra'maea^ian, aen aa^nement for an aa^namant.25 

Many words in ordinary speech would be unintelligible with the 

unstressed vowels fully sounded. 

319. The same law of obscuration of vowels in unstressed 

syllables applies to words—chiefly monosyllables—that have 

the full vowel when pronounced by themselves or when they 

have sense-stress. See §§130—137ff. 

320. Schoolteachers and teachers of public speaking are in 

danger of giving their pupils lasting false impressions by failing 

to recognize this important law of the English language. In 

their effort to inculcate habits of clear articulation—most com¬ 

mendable in itself—they often give pupils the idea that distinct 

pronunciation means giving equal prominence to the vowels of 

all syllables. But disturbing the relation existing in natural 

speech between the clear stressed and partly stressed vowels 

and the obscurer unstressed vowels cannot make the result 

either clearer or more beautiful. The artificial pronunciation 

kantentment is neither clearer nor more beautiful than the 

26 The speech of many American public speakers is marred, for those ac¬ 
customed to hear good English, and robbed of sincerity, by the frequent oc¬ 

currence of the stressed forms e and aen for the correct unstressed a and an 
See American Speech, June, 1931, p. 368. 
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normal kantentmant. Nor is there any reason why the latter 

cannot be just as clearly enunciated as the former. Clear enunci¬ 

ation of the consonants and vowels as they are, with due atten¬ 

tion to time-length and sonority, and with that naturalness 

which is gained only by observing the normal relation between 

stressed and unstressed syllables, distinct and obscure vowels, 

will produce a clearness which is both beautiful and natural. 

The late Professor Sweet, of Oxford University—a pioneer 

authority on phonetics—expresses the views of competent 

scholarship on this point when he says, “The general result [of 

ignoring the relation between distinct and obscure vowels] is 

that the pupil is forced to acquire an artificial elocutionary 

language distinct from that of everyday life. His elocution 

suffers from this in many ways. The constant effort to avoid 

falling back into natural habits of speech robs his delivery of 

all freshness and freedom, the very muscles of his throat partake 

of the general rigidity, and the purity of his tone is impaired. 

Even when the artificial habits by long practice become a second 

nature, the result is always unpleasing, because it is artificial 

and unnatural. ... It has often been argued that by giving an 

artificial distinctness to weak sounds, as in the orthographic 

pronunciation of our dictionaries, we make the words more 

distinct. It is of course true that in themselves such forms as 

send, tu, faa are more sonorous, and in so far more distinct, than 

n, to, fa, but it does not necessarily follow that the context is 

made more intelligible by substituting an unexpected strong 

form for the natural weak one. In fact the contrary is so much 

the case that misunderstanding may arise from such substitu¬ 

tions. . . . The truth is, that we cannot make words more dis¬ 

tinct by disguising them.”26 

26 A radio announcer well illustrated this by announcing a program for the 
next day 'from I wad 'tu '0ri. He meant from 'wau to '0ri. 
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A great American scholar, the late Professor William D. 

Whitney, in the Preface to the Century Dictionary (1889) says 

aptly, “To write (as systems of re-spelling for pronunciation, 

and even systems of phonetic spelling, generally do) the vowels 

of unaccented syllables as if they were accented, is a distortion, 

and to pronounce them as so written would be a caricature of 

English speech.” 

One of the most unfortunate results of such artificial em¬ 

phasis by a speaker is the fact that his pronunciation calls at¬ 

tention to itself, since it differs from unconscious cultivated 

pronunciation, and thus distracts the attention from the thought 

and feeling. The best pronunciation is that which is unnoticed 

by the hearer. 

The student should rid himself of a common misconception; 

namely, that the obscuring of certain consonants and vowels 

owing to lack of stress on syllables or words is the result of a 

corruption of good English. On the contrary, it is the result of 

a perfectly normal linguistic development of English according 

to ancient laws well understood by linguistic scholars. It is the 

artificial departure from this characteristic of English that is a 

corruption of the actual pronunciation of the cultivated people 

who are carrying on the world’s affairs. 

321. In the unstressed syllables of many words good usage 

varies between a or J, m, n and i. Transcribe the following words 

showing your own habit in this respect: character, purchase, 

pigeon, cushion, curtain, evil, level, barrel, travel, squirrel, vowel, 

Caleb. With many cultivated people the first five of these are 

pronounced kaeriktas p3t/is, pidjin, kujin, k3tm. The pro¬ 

nunciations ivil, levil, bae^il, traevil, skw3il, momint have only 

recently become unusual, and vauil is still heard. 

With some speakers the unstressed i of words like message 

m£sid3, goodness gudms, greatest gretist, tends to become 

lowered and retracted to 9. This results in such pronunciations 
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as enddd, rozaz, gudnas, gretast, anast, ai no at, etc. Professor 

Grandgent’s investigations in 189527 indicated that this was 

then commonest in New York City, Philadelphia, and parts of 

the West and South, and that it was regarded as vulgar in other 

parts of the country. Krapp28 believed the last statement no 

longer true. It is true that to the ears of many accustomed to 

say gudnis, ai no it, the pronunciation gudnos, ai no at is un¬ 

pleasant. But apparently a for i in such cases is on the increase. 

Observe your own practice in this regard.29 

A 

322. (1) Repeat the descriptive name of a. 

(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in sun, son, 

shove, done, does,30 doth, among, mongrel, cover, plover, ton, front, 

compass, constable, flood, double, enough, income, undo, misunder¬ 

stand'. 

323. This is the so-called “short u” sound in run, come. In 

tongue position it varies somewhat in different regions. The 

author’s a is somewhat higher and farther forward than that 

described by Jones for Southern British,31 being definitely a 

central vowel, but low and retracted. It lacks the slight a or a 

coloring which the American often detects in the British a. 

324. Modern a developed from Early Modern u, probably 

through the stages of u, advanced o, 3, a with successive de- 

27 Die Neueren Sprachen, II, 449. 

28 Standard English in America, §173. 

29 The native speech of the Western Reserve in Ohio shows i in these words, 
but recent college classes gathered from Ohio and neighboring states show many 

instances of o. Grandgent was perhaps wrong about its frequency in the South. 

30 Cf. William Dwight Whitney: “I myself, with many others, grew up (in 

Northampton, Mass.) to pronounce does naturally with the real short u of full, 

the true and natural abbreviation of the long ii of do—like says (stz) from say 

(.se).” Oriental and Linguistic Studies, New York, 1874, p. 224. 

31 Phonetics, §§334 ff. 
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crease of lip-rounding. The stages o+ and 3 may be heard in 

Southern American pronunciation. In England the u sound 

(or near it) is preserved in the Northern dialects, but in Scotland 

it has become a as in standard British. 

325. In many common words such as come, love, some, honey, 

the a sound is spelt with o. In OE the corresponding sound (then 

u as in full) was spelt with u: cuman, lufu, sum, hunig. But 

somewhat before Chaucer, when French scribes in England 

were making many manuscripts, they were in the habit of 

spelling with o words that had the u sound, because French 

had an u sound derived from an older o and still written with o. 

So these scribes spelt with o English words that had the u 

sound, whether they were native English or borrowed from 

French, especially if u was next to n, m, u, v, w, with similar 

strokes, writing English come, love, some, honey, as well as French 

derivatives cover, front; and we have followed their custom ever 

since. The common words we continue to pronounce a regard¬ 

less of the spelling, because they are all familiar before we learn 

to spell. But less familiar ones, which we learn from print or 

see in print oftener than we speak them, such as bombast, drome¬ 

dary, combat, we are apt to pronounce with d or a because they 

are spelt with o. Such words therefore frequently have two pro¬ 

nunciations, one a traditional, and the other a spelling-pronunci¬ 

ation. Sometimes only the latter prevails. See §§142 ff., Spelling- 

pronunciation. 

A different group of words, such as native English other, 

mother, brother, flood, blood, etc., with a are spelt with o, oo, 

because they were formerly pronounced with o, which later 

changed to a. See §303. 

Frontier is variously pronounced. See Webster, Pron. §277, 

for the different pronunciations. The prevailing one in America 

is frAn^ia1. The word wont, “custom,” is historically WAnt, hav¬ 

ing developed regularly from Early Modern wunt. But the 
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word being now somewhat rare tends to the spelling-pronuncia¬ 

tion wont. The verb won't contains the same vowel, from ME 

wol not >wul not, wunt, WAnt. The influence of the spelling, 

backed by the schoolteacher, and possibly the analogy of the 

word don't dont, has made general the pronunciation wont. 
But WAnt is still used by many cultivated speakers. 

326. The word hiccup is pronounced hikAp or hikap. The 

spelling hiccough is a result of the imaginary notion that the 

word had something to do with cough. The correct spelling is 

hiccup, given first place in the Oxford, Webster, New Century, 

Standard; and hiccough “ought to be abandoned as a mere 

error” {Oxford). If it is not abandoned, we may look forward to 

the spelling-pronunciation hikaf, which is actually cropping up 

in college classes. Organically, a hiccup is precisely the opposite 

of a cough. Explain. 

Diphthongs 

327. Though the term diphthong means “two sounds,”32 

strictly a diphthong consists of one continuous gliding vowel 

sound. For example, the diphthong au in house consists not 

merely of a+u, but of one continuously changing sound be¬ 

ginning with the tongue and lips in the position for a without 

remaining thus long enough for a distinct a, changing through 

a series of positions intermediate between a and u, and coming 

at the end to or near the position for u. The same is true of ai 

and iu. It is true to a less degree of ai, in which there is the im¬ 

pression of a distinct a followed by i with a briefer glide connect¬ 

ing the two. 
The foregoing diphthongs do not give the impression of two 

syllables, because the force of utterance is strongest at the first 

and decreases at a uniform rate through the whole diphthong, 

whereas if the diphthong be made into two separate sounds, as 

82 As distinguished from digraph, “two letters for one sound,” as in beat. 
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in awe-inspiring o in-, the sonority nearly ceases at the end of 

the first element, and then increases again in the second element. 

Though true diphthongs are continuous glide sounds, for 

convenience we speak of the first and second elements. In saying 

that the first element of ai is a, we mean that the diphthong 

begins with the position for a. The stressed part of a diphthong 

is called the syllabic vowel of the diphthong, and the unstressed 

part the nonsyllabic vowel. But it must be remembered that 

they are not separate vowels, being only parts of a continuously 

gliding vocalic sound. 

328. Diphthongs which receive the main stress on the first 

element, as ai, au, iu, oi, are known as falling diphthongs. There 

are also rising diphthongs, receiving greater stress at the end. 

The combination wi in win is a rising diphthong that is the 

opposite of the falling diphthong iu. Strictly, therefore, the 

symbol w does not stand for a uniform sound, but for the first 

element of as many rising diphthongs as there are different 

vowels to follow w: wi, wi, we, wo, etc. So the symbol j repre¬ 

sents the first element of an equal number of rising diphthongs 

ji, je, jo, etc.—for neither w nor j can occur without their 

following vowel. Cf. §§224 (2), 230, 234 (2). 

329. Besides the so-called full diphthongs ai, au, iu, oi, 

there are the partial or imperfect diphthongs often heard in 

America, as in final vowels: sno(u), de(i); and regularly in 

Southern England, as in snou, dei. In such partial diphthongs 

the glide movement does not begin till a distinct vowel is first 

heard, and then there follows a more or less distinct “finish” 

or “vanish.” See §§261-3. 

ai 

330. (1) This diphthong is commonly called “long i,” and 

often mistaken for a simple vowel because of its spelling with 

one letter, as in ride. That it is not a simple sound, but a gliding 

sound, can easily be seen by trying to prolong it, or by con- 
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tinuously repeating it without break in the voice. The spelling 

i for the diphthong ai comes from ME, when the sound was a 

simple i:. This gradually became a diphthong, through the 

probable stages ii, ei, 31 to present-day ai. (Trace the change 

of the first element on Figure 9, p. 66.) But the ME spelling i 
for ii has been kept for ai. 

(2) Comment on the sound and its spelling in aisle, height, 

rite, right, write, wright, buy, sky, lie, lye, fire, liar, choir, eye, aye, 
I, idea, biology, diameter. 

331. The quality of the ai sound varies in different regions, 

or among different speakers in the same region, chiefly in its 

first element. The author’s sound has its first element inter¬ 

mediate between a and the central position 3. The GA ai is not 

essentially different from the standard Southern British diph¬ 

thong. Both are approximately represented by the symbols ai. 

As with ei and ou, the tongue usually does not quite reach the 

position of i for the second element. See §293, end. An American 

variety, found often in parts of the South, has its first element 

nearer a. This is often heard in Southern dialect when the 

second element is omitted. But the variety ai is also frequent 

in the North. In Scotland and the North of England a variety 

approximately ai is common. In the Oxford Dictionary the 

symbols ai are used, the first element being described as a 

central vowel. This is acoustically very close to ai, and it is 

possible that ai would be as good a representation of the stand¬ 

ard American sound as ai, since the a tends to be higher toward 
the central position.33 

332. In Eastern Virginia (and probably elsewhere in the 

South) and in Toronto, Canada, and vicinity (possibly in 

Eastern Canada generally), a distinction is made in the ai diph¬ 

thong according as it occurs (1) before voiceless consonants and 

33 For a similar type of ai, see C. K. Thomas, Le MaUre Phonitique, Avril- 
Juin, 1933, p. 35. 
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(2) before voiced sounds or finally. Thus advice, bite, life, rice 

are there pronounced 9d'v3is, b3it, teif, r3is, while advise, hide, 

_/£/£, bias, lives, rise, fly, high are od'vaiz, haid, fail, baios, laivz, 

raiz, flai, hai.34 
A similar distinction exists in Scottish dialect and standard 

Scottish English; thus rice is r3is, but rise is raiz, sight is S3it, 

but sigh is sai; though here, owing to the law of Scottish 

“stopped vowels,” the 3i form is used not only before voiceless 

consonants, but also before voiced stops (tide is t3id).35 In 

Scottish as in the South and Canada a distinction is made be¬ 

tween the singular wife W3if and the plural wives waivz, though 

analogy is apt to make them alike (w3if, W3ivz). Nouns of this 

kind occurring more commonly in the plural would probably 

generalize the ai form. The Virginian and Canadian pronuncia¬ 

tion is perhaps connected historically with the Scottish one. 

For a similar distinction in the au diphthong, see au below, 

§336. 

au 

333. (1) Comment on the au sound and its spelling in loud, 

hour (§353), plow (British plough), slough, sauerkraut, flower 

(§353), flour, doubt, accompt, MacLeod, bough, bought, through, 

though, borough, hough, tough, cough. 
334. The sound au is more easily recognized as a diphthong 

because of its frequent spelling with ou or ow. It developed, 

however, from a simple vowel in ME just as did ai. As ai de- 

34 See E. F. Shewmake, Mod. Lang. Notes, December, 1925, p. 491. For 

information about the Canadian pronunciation, I am indebted to Professor 

Gordon C. Patterson, University of Toronto. 
85 See Webster, Pron. §199, third paragraph; Heinrich Mutschmann, 

A Phonology of the North-Eastern Scotch Dialect, Bonn, 1909, pp. 14 fL; James 

A. H. Murray, Dialect of the Southern Counties of Scotland, Trans. Philol. Soc., 
London, 1873; Grant, p. 63; and Eugen Dieth, A Grammar of the Buchan Dialect 

(Aberdeenshire), Cambridge, 1932, §65. 
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veloped from the long high-front ii, so au developed from the 
long high-back-rounded ME u: through the probable stages uu, 

ou, 3u, au. The fact that this was spelt ou in ME gives us the 
same spelling today. If it were not that French scribes intro¬ 
duced into ME the digraph spelling ou for the then simple 
sound u:, we should probably today be spelling the diphthong 
au with the letter u, just as we spell the diphthong ai with the 
letter i. 

335. The quality of the au sound varies somewhat as does 
that of ai. The standard American and British form is au. 

Many Americans use the form au, but ai. The Oxford Dictionary 
writes au without defining the first element. A form with the 
first element approaching or reaching ae is widespread in both 
British and American dialects, aeu is a frequent form heard in 
British local dialect, and it has been one of the conventional 
marks of “Yankee’’ dialect. Either aeu or eu is probably what 
Lowell meant in the Biglow Papers by the spelling neow for 
now. A sound aeu, or a diphthong with first element so much 
nearer ae than a that it is noticeable to those who use au, is a 
characteristic of Southern American cultivated speech, and is 
often heard from educated British speakers. 

As with ei, ou, and ai, the tongue usually does not reach 
the full position for u in the diphthong au. See §293, end. 

336. There is a distinction in the au diphthong before voice¬ 
less consonants and before voiced consonants and finally that 
corresponds to that of ai (§332). In the main it is found in the 
same regions, but in the South seems to be more widespread. 
In the Carolinas and Virginia, and in Canada, the sound is au, 

or in the South often aeu, before voiced consonants and finally; 
as ground graund, graeund; bowed baud, baeud; how hau, haeu; 

bow bau, baeu. Before voiceless consonants, the sound varies, 
being 3U, au, and ou, sometimes uu. The ou form is common 
in Canada. Thus in Toronto the singular of house hous is dis- 
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tinguished from the plural houses hauziz. The author has found 

this distinction widespread in Virginia, particularly central and 

southwestern; and it is recorded in Eastern Virginia (§332, 

n. 34). In Monterey were heard kaunti, hauziz, taun, about, 

hous, aeua, akaeunt, and in Charlottesville out, about, Oaeuzand; 

in Staunton (pron. staentan), about, braeun. 

Unlike the distinction between 3i and ai, this is not general 

in Scottish dialect, where, as a rule the ME u: has not changed 

to au, but remains ui. A beginning of the development, however, 

is to be found in Southern Scotland, where in final positions 

the u: has become au, remaining u: in other positions.36 

337. The behavior of ai and au before voiceless and voiced 

consonants and finally is an illustration of the tendency of 

English long vowels to become diphthongs (see §261). Before 

voiceless consonants ME ii and u: were shorter than before 

voiced and finally (see rules of Quantity, §84). In the regions 

referred to the ME i: and ui before voiced consonants and 

finally, being longer, were diphthongized more rapidly and 

reached the stage reached in standard speech, ai and au. Before 

voiceless consonants, where they were shorter, they did not 

diphthongize so rapidly, and have only reached the Early 

Modern stage 3i (for ai) and ou, or 3U (for au). See §§330, 334. 

Though the sound in standard speech is approximately ai or 

au in all positions, if the student will listen sharply, he will 

often be able to detect a slight difference in either diphthong 

according as it is before a voiceless sound or before a voiced 

or final one. 

ai 

338. This diphthong is more easily resolved into two sep¬ 

arate elements than ai, au. The first element is slightly pro¬ 

longed before changing in the direction of i, so that ai does not 

36 See references at note 35, §332. 
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differ so much from a+i as does ai from a+i. Cf. strawy stro-i 

with destroy di'strai. The first element of 3i in America is gen¬ 

erally a, sometimes n. In British cultivated speech there appear 

to be two types of the diphthong. One is similar to the American 

sound, with the first element between 3 and d, as described by 

Jones (Phonetics, §437); the other is described by Sweet (Sounds 

of English, p. 74) and Jespersen (Gram. I, §15, 93) as having 

the first element similar to the lax o in obey. 

Under what conditions are the different spellings for 3i used? 

339. Note the following rimes from Dryden and Pope: 

design: join; find: joined; lie: joy; wild: spoild: smiles: toils: 

mind: purloined; and the lines from Gray: 

Let not Ambition mock their useful toil, 

Nor Grandeur hear with a disdainful smile. 

The rimes show identity or similarity of the vowels in toil, smile, 

but they do not show what the vowel was. Both differed from 

the present sound, but not greatly. The somewhat complicated 

facts may be approximately stated in the following way. Three 

different sounds are involved in the history: 

1. ME 3i (voice vois) became Early Modern ai (vais), and 

then became present English 3i (vdis). This sound was spelt oi, 

as today. 
2. ME ui (point puint) became EM 3i (p3int), and then 

became PE dialectal ai (paint). This different sound was also 

spelt oi, as now in the same words.37 
3. ME i: (ride riida) became EM 3i (r3id), and then became 

PE ai (raid). This was and is spelt i. 

Observe, first, that No. 2 (puint) and No. 3 (riida) became 

alike 3i in Early Modern (p3int, r3id). In dialect they are still 

87 Since in ME o was often used to spell u, as in love luva, now Iav, oi was 

likewise used to spell ui. 
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alike, now ai (paint, raid). Observe, secondly, that No. 1 {voice) 

and No. 2 {point) are spelt alike. Hence, among the educated, 

spelling-pronunciation changed the sound of all No. 2 words 

like puint to ai (point), like the oi words in No. 1. Thus spelling 

brought together the sounds of Nos. 1 and 2 into oi {voice, 

point), and ignorance of spelling among the illiterate kept to¬ 

gether the sounds of Nos. 2 and 3 from EM p3int, r3id to PE 

dialect ai (paint, raid). That is why the illiterate or partly 

literate still often say “pint” paint for point (cf. “pimeblank,” 

§102), “bile” bail for to boil, “jine” d3ain iox join, “jint” d3aint 

ion joint, “He” ail for oil, etc. 

340. The words joist, hoist, boil (“ulcer”), groin originally 

belonged to group No. 3 (ME jiste, hyce, bile, grine), but in 

Early Modern, being sounded with 3i like p3int, they were 

often spelt oi like point and other words in No. 2. (Cf. reverse 

spelling, §154 (2).) Hence by spelling-pronunciation the edu¬ 

cated learned to pronounce them d3Dist, haist, bail, grain. But 

the illiterate or partly literate continue to say d3ais(t), haist, 

bail, grain. In fact, haist in general rural usage is a different 

word from haist,38 with a specialized meaning. Historically, 

haist, d3aist, bail, grain are correct. Shakespeare has only byle, 

and in Job (1611) we find, “He smiteth him with sore boiles” 
“Satan . . . smote lob with sore biles.” 

iu, ju 

341. These diphthongs are found in American pronunciation 

in such words as beauty, feud, view, tune, cure, suit, mule, new, 

etc. The Early Modern sound in such words was a diphthong 

that may be represented by iu. It had many slight variations, 

as the corresponding sound still has. Only the main lines of 

development can here be given. This Early Modern iu was at 

first a falling diphthong I in, accented on the first element i. 

88 Cf. §250 (4)< 
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In one important type of pronunciation the stress soon shifted 

to the second element, making a rising diphthong that may be 

represented by j!u. This, with some varieties, including simple 

u derived from j1 u, is regarded as prevalent in standard British 

and in parts of America. Another variety kept the falling diph¬ 

thong with initial accent (hu), often with the second element 

longer (as observed by Grandgent), and a third distributed the 

accent evenly over the two elements. The last two varieties are 

still current in America. 

342. Murray, in the Oxford, evidently recognized varieties 

of the sound. He represented it by the symbol iu (with dia¬ 

critics for variations), but distinguished, e.g., the ju sound in 

misused, which he marked misywzd, from the sound in abused, 

marked abiwzd (Webster, Pron. §241). It is certain that the j 

element is more obvious when j» (see §§344 f.) begins a syllable, 

as in misused mis-jazd, statue staet-jn, than when after a con¬ 

sonant in the same syllable, as in abused o'biuzd, objuzd. Com¬ 

pare Jacob used it d3ekab j»zd it with Jake abused it djek 

dbiuzd it. Even if the last is pronounced djek abjuzd it, the j 

is not so clearly consonantal as in used jnzd. 
343. The author’s pronunciation m is usually given in this 

book, together with the other main type (ju or »), minor varia¬ 

tions being in the main disregarded. The two types have long 

been recognized (Ellis, Whitney, Jespersen, Grandgent). But 

the usual conventional representation of the type “with the y 

sound” (i.e., jn) as the only “correct” one, obscured the facts 

in American pronunciation till Grandgent demonstrated the 

existence of both types in cultivated American speech.39 

344. In the author’s pronunciation the vowel sound in words 

like jew, new, mute, duty, cure, suit, stew is a diphthong m with 

retracted i and advanced » (see Figure 9, p. 66). In some cases 

the two elements are still closer together, so that the sound 

99 Mod. Lang. Notes, VI, pp. 466 ff. (1891). 
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might be represented by »u+, there being only a slight glide 

from the first to the second element, both of which are advanced 

toward the central position. The hu+ type is more apt to occur 

after r, as in rude, true. In the m type either the stress is on the 

i with a longer », or it is about even on both. The stress is never 

wholly on the second element of it* or uu+.40 

345. In the other type (the j«-H type) the » is also advanced 

owing to the fronting influence of the j, so that j» fairly well 

represents it. Even in cases in which the j is not sounded (as in 

rude, true, lute) the effect of a former i or j sound is usually 

heard in the advanced character of the »; so they may be 

written rnl, tru, l»t. In so transcribing these pronunciations, it 

is to be understood that the amount of fronting of the u varies.41 

346. The retraction of the i, and the advancing of the h, the 

indistinct border line between the vowel i and the consonant j, 

the varying stress on this diphthong, and the mixture of speech 

habits of different regions, all combine to make the observation 

of this sound difficult, and also contribute to variation in current 

usage. Certain tendencies, however, can be observed in the 

different groups of words containing this sound. Since in the 

type ju is often replaced by u after certain consonants, usage 

varies among the three sounds m, j», h. 

347. The noteworthy fact about the ih type is that it varies 

only slightly according to the consonant that precedes it. It or 

40 See Martin Joos’s interesting comments on the various American types 
of this diphthong in Le Maitre Phonetique, Jan.-Mars, 1934, pp. 3-6, noting his 

remark, “many other things also happen, too numerous to mention.” Joos’s 
statement that the iii variety (which I take to be my in) is principally found in 

Ohio and a strip from the Ohio River east to New Jersey, and settlements there¬ 

from, seems a little surprising in view of the fact that my Western Reserve 

speech shows in other respects all the features that characterized the line of 

“Yankee” migration across New York State to northern Ohio and Indiana, 
and differs markedly from the speech of central Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New 
Jersey. 

41 Webster, Pron. §§241 ff. 
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a near variety (still diphthongal) is used (except initially) not 

only in the words in which the j» type occurs, as beauty, mute, 

feud, etc., but also in words in which the ju is replaced by h, as 

rule mil, or rmil, true trie, or trim, lute hut, blue blm, as con¬ 

trasted with the other type rul, tm, lut, bln. 

348. The following classes of words are to be considered. 

(1) Words in which the diphthong is initial; as yew, you, 

youth, yule, ewe, union, use, Europe, unite. In the initial position 

m is not found; such words always begin with the j sound 

whether it is spelt (yew) or not (use): ju, j»6, jul, jn» jimjan, juz, 

ju^ap, ju'nait. In these words, however, in addition to the usual 

fronting of the n, there is often also an i glide after the palatal 

j; so that pronunciations like jmz, jmnjan are not uncommon. 

The same law holds when the diphthong is initial in the 

syllable, though not in the word; as in deluge ldel-jiid3, value 

1 vael-jH, statue 'staet-ju (or ■staetjii), continue kan^m-ju (cf. 

ikanti’nittdti), regular r£g-jula% salutation isael-ju^ejon (cf. 

S3 ’but), cherubim t/e^-jubim, reputation irep-ju^ejan (cf. repute 

ri*pmt), etc. 

(2) Words in which the diphthong follows consonants that 

do not use the forward part of the tongue in their formation 

(p, b, k, g, f, v, m, h, hw). In these words the current pronuncia¬ 

tion is either m or je: — p: dispute dispmt, dispjut; pew pm, 

pju; so pewter, pugilist, puny, pupil, pure, repudiate, repute, 

spew; b: abuse dbmz, sbjuz, beauty, bugle, bureau, imbue; k: 

accumulate a'kmmjalet, akjumjalet, accuse, acute, cube, cue, 

culinary, Cupid, cure, curious, obscure, pecuniary; g: gules gmlz, 

gjulz, gubernatorial, legume, lugubrious; i:feud fmd, i]ud, feudal, 

few, fugue, fume, funeral, fury, fuse, fusion, future, re]fuse, refute; 

v: view vm, vj«; m: amuse 3mmz, amjuz, demure, immune, mew, 

mucus, mule, mural, music, mute, mutilate, mutual; h: hew hm, 

hju, Hubert, hue, huge, Hugh, human, Hume, humor hmmas 

hjtima1, h^mmas h$umas jmma% jiim^. (Do you note any differ- 
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ent meanings in the different pronunciations of humor? Cf. 

§250 (4)); hw: whew hwra, hw$a (with voiceless w and a). 
In these words a is rarely if ever used. So there is no con¬ 

fusion between beauty and booty buti, cue and coo, feud and 

food, hue and who, mute and moot, pew and pooh, pure and poor. 

(3) Words in which the diphthong follows consonants that 

use the forward part of the tongue, which is used also in forming 

j, and in which there is more or less hindrance to forming the j 
sound (least in t, d, 0, n, and most in 1, r). These consonants are: 

t, d, 0, n, s, z, /, 3, t/, d3, 1, r. 
(a) The ra speakers regularly use some variety of ra distinct 

from jn or a in these words: tune trail, duke drak, enthusiast 

en^raziaest, suit srat, resume ri'zram, issue hjra, luxurious 

lAg^rarias, chew tfm, juice d3ras, new nra, lute lrat, blue blra, 
rule rral, raul, true trra, trail. These speakers regularly dis¬ 

tinguish in sound between brewed brrad—brood brad, chews— 

choose, due—do, duly—Dooley, lute—loot, rheum—room, rumor 

—roomer, suit—soot, sue—Sioux, tutor—tooter, etc.42 

(b) i. Among the ja-a speakers, after t {tune), d {duke), 8 
{suit), z {presume), the earlier ja sound tended to become 

palatalized (see §§195 (3), 198 (2), 208 (3), 211 (3)). Thus t 
became t/,d became d3, s became /, and z became 3, giving the 

pronunciations “chune” tfan, “juke” d3«k, “shute” Jut, “pre- 

^zhoom” pri^am, which are occasionally now heard in British 

dialect. The reaction from these pronunciations by a part of 

the ja-a speakers was to tun, dak, sat, prdzam. The pronuncia¬ 

tions tjan, djak, nja, and so in other words with initial t, d, n, 
are still regular in England, but in America the ja-a speakers 

are increasingly saying tan, dak, na, etc., and both in England 

and America the a is heard after s, z, and 0 (sat, prdzam, 
en'Oaziaezom). 

ii. After 1, usage of the ja-a speakers is divided. In words 

41 Webster, Pron. §242. 
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like lute, in which 1 is not preceded by a consonant in the same 

syllable, the more usual pronunciation is with u (lut), but 

ju (ljut) is sometimes heard. It is somewhat difficult to pro¬ 

nounce a full consonantal j after 1 in the same syllable, though 

it is easier when 1 is in the preceding syllable, as in resolute 

■r£zl-|jut, and ju is thus initial in the syllable (see (1) above.) 

When a consonant precedes 1 in the same syllable, as in blue, 

the j sound has generally been abandoned (if it was ever present). 

These speakers therefore say blu. 

iii. After r the ju-u speakers omit the j, as in rude rad, 

rheum rum. But here also if r is in a preceding syllable, and the 

ju therefore initial in the syllable, the ju is used both by m and 

ju speakers; as in virulent vi^-julant, garrulous gaea^-julas. But 

after r there is a tendency to drop even initial j (vi^ulant, 

gae^ulas, gaea^alas). For further examples, see Webster, Pron. 

§249. 
iv. After tf and d3 sounds (chew, juice) the j is usually ab¬ 

sorbed in the preceding palatal and hence the ju-u speakers 

pronounce t/u, djus, though here also (see (1), above) the palatal 

glide i is not uncommon (tfiu, d3ius). 

v. After n the usage of the ju-u speakers is divided, some 

using the pronunciations nju, njuz, njum^as, and others nu, 

nuz, num^as. The forms without j appear to be increasing in 

America. 

349. Following are some of the words to which the state¬ 

ments in 3, (a), (b) apply: t: constitution, contusion, mature, 

stew, steward, student, stupid, Teuton, tube, Tuesday, tulip, 

tumor, tune, tutor; d: adieu, credulity, deuce, dew, dubious, dude, 

duly, dupe, duty, endure; 0: enthusiast, Malthusian, thews, Thu¬ 

cydides, Thule; s: assume, pseudonym, sewer, sue, suet, suicide, 

suit, super-, Susan; z: presume, resume, Zeus, Zurich ziurik, 

zjurik; /: chute, issue, Shunammite; 3: luxurious; t/: chew, 

jitchew, virtue; d3: abjure, Jew, jewel, Julia, July, June, jury; 
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n: knew, neurotic, neuter, wew/, Newton, wwde, nuisance, 

numerous; 1: absolute, absolution, allude, blew, blue, clew, con¬ 

clude, glue, lewd, lieu, Lucian, lucid, Lucy, luminous, lunatic, 

lure, lurid, lute, revolution, salute, slew, sluice, solution; r: brew, 

bruise, bruit, brute, crew, crucify, crude, cruel, cruise, drew, fruit, 

garrulity, intrude, peruse, rheum, ruby, rude, rudiment, rue, ruin, 

rule, rumor, rural, screw, scrutiny, shrew, threw, truce, true, truth. 

350. It is generally true, as Joos has pointed out,43 that 

intelligent speakers who have inherited historical distinctions in 

sound between similar words, as between chews—choose, due— 

do, tutor—tooter, feel a natural desire to maintain it against what 

seems to them unwarranted carelessness and confusion of pro¬ 

nunciation. Lowell in the Biglow Papers brought against this 

tendency the force of his humorous sarcasm regarding such pro¬ 

nunciations as udooty” for duty, “loot” for lute, etc. The same 

statement applies to the distinction between words like hoarse— 

horse, worn—warn, mourning—morning, etc., still maintained 

in America and England against an increasing tendency to con¬ 
fuse them.44 

351. In certain local dialects, in America, particularly in 

New England, the sound has been extended to words that 

originally had only u, as two tm, do die, smooth snntt<$, etc. 

(Certain Scottish dialects have made a similar change in the u 

sound, as in moor mjur, book bjuk, etc.) This has become some¬ 

what general in the word shoefm, perhaps owing to the palatal/. 

In the word choose, on the other hand, a historical pronunciation 

(probably also due to the palatal t/) goes back to a 16th c. form 

t/iuz, and was commonly spelt chuse till the end of the 18th c. 

(as in Jane Austen). 

43 Le Maitre Phonetique, Jan.-Mars, 1934, p. 6. 

44 On the general principle, see Robert Bridges, Tract on the Present State of 
English Pronunciation, Oxford, 1913, and English Homophones, Soc. for Pure 
English, Tract No. 2, Oxford, 1919. 
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352. Centering Diphthongs: General American has a series 

of r diphthongs quite analogous to the British centering diph¬ 

thongs, as Palmer has called them.45 As the British and the 

Eastern and Southern American centering diphthongs end in 

the central vowel a (fear fia, there <Saea, ffea,/0r fa(a), gourd goad, 

poor pua), so the GA centering diphthongs end in the central 

r-colored vowel a1. Thus we have the diphthongs ia^ (we’re wia1), 

ia- (weir wia), ea (very vea-i), aea (there 'Saea), aa (far faa), aa 

{[or faa), oa {gourd goad), ua {poor pua). These will be more 

fully illustrated below, §§356 ff. 

353. There are also centering triphthongs: as in fire faia, 

flour flaua, pure pma, pjaa. Triphthongs, however, very easily 

break up into diphthong+syllabic vowel. Thus words like fire, 

flour are often actually pronounced in two syllables, however 

much they look like one syllable in spelling: fai-a, flau-a. So, 

too, words like fewer, newer, though conventionally regarded as 

dissyllabic, are in actual speech often perfect rimes to mono¬ 

syllables: fewer fina, fjaa: pure pma, pjaa; newer nma, njaa: 

cure kiea, kjaa, etc. This wavering between monosyllable and 

dissyllable has been freely made use of by poets, as shown by 

both rimes and the verse rhythm. Note the rimes: briar: fire 

(B. Jonson); higher: fire; tower: hour (Shelley); power: hour 

(Shakespeare). Note the difference in the rhythm of the word 

power in the following from Milton: 

(Dissyllabic) Whose \pow-er Tath a True consent—II pen- 

seroso, 95. 
(Monosyllabic) His Utmost 1power with Adverse 1power 

opposed—Par. Lost, I, 103.46 

354. The same wavering is indicated by present-day mono¬ 

syllables formerly spelt and treated as dissyllables; as fire, 

45 Jones, Phonetics, p. 95. 
46 Robert Bridges, Milton’s Prosody, 1921, pp. 20 f. 
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formerly fier, feyer; pure, formerly puer; lure, formerly lewer; 

fowl, formerly fowel; and vice versa by dissyllables formerly 

treated as monosyllables; as bower, formerly hour; shower, 

formerly shour; tower, formerly tour. Flower and flour are usually 

pronounced alike. Though now regarded as separate words, 

they are in fact one word (ME flour fluir). See §250 (4). 

355. Some other triple combinations such as aia in words 

like trial traial, quiet kwaiat, or aua in words like towel taual, 

vowel vaual, though conventionally regarded as dissyllabic, are 

in fact often so pronounced as to rime with monosyllables; as 

trial trai(a)l: file fail, vial vaial, vail: vile vail, or towel tau(a)l: 

foul faul, in which ‘dark’ 1 (§§221 f.) is acoustically very like al. 

For the pronunciation of aia as aa and a:, and of aua as a 

sound nearer aa and a:, see Jones, Phonetics, §§414-18 and 

430-35. The substitution of a: or a: for aua^ is sometimes heard 

in America, but cannot be regarded as standard here. 

ia1 

356. This diphthong is rare in American English. Yet in GA 

it is a separate phoneme from ia% being acoustically distinct in 

we're here wia1 hra, in which the difference is not due to phonetic 

surroundings, and is therefore phonemic. It is distinctive in 

we’re wia^ as compared to weir wia^. It is also often distinctive in 

phrases like see her, frequently pronounced as one syllable sia% 

as compared with seer sia1 or sere si&;fee her fia1, compared with 

fear fia\ But ia1 tends to become ia% the i being lowered by the 

central vowel a1. Only recently have dictionaries shown such 

words as here, fear with a different vowel from he, fee. But the 

sound has long been lowered in English. On the other hand, in 

Scottish the i is still heard in fear fi:r, with trilled r. 

1a1 

357. This is the very common diphthong heard where 

formerly an i was followed by consonant r, with later diph- 
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thongization and lowering to ia1. This is heard in beer, bier bias 

near mas peer, pier pias queer kwia1, etc. When a vowel follows 

the diphthong in the next syllable or next word, as in weary, 

here it is, the nonsyllabic a1 of ia^ is considerably shorter: wifr-i, 

hia1 it iz, but the r sound is still a^ rather than r. Cf. hearing 

hia^g with earring ia^-rig. See §377. This diphthong may result 

from either a former ir or an ir; hence spear it and spirit are 

exact homophones (spirit). 

ea1 

358. This diphthong is not frequent in GA. It is found in a 

few words like they're, and is distinctive in they're there (Sea1 <Siea% 

(Spa'-. Many Americans pronounce their (Sea1, owing, perhaps, in 

part to Northern British and Scottish pronunciation, and in 

part to the analogy of they. In this pronunciation, ea^ is dis¬ 

tinctive in their(s) (Sea^z) and thereins) (Saea^(z). When mayor is 

pronounced meas in one syllable, as frequently, it is distinct 

from mare maea1. But the tendency of ea1 is to break into two 

syllables, as mayor me-a% payer pe-a1, slayer sle-a1, or to become 

lowered to pa1, aea1. In one pronunciation of vary, Mary, Carey, 

Sarah, barbarian, heard in the South47 and occasionally else¬ 

where, in which a vowel follows the diphthong, the a° is apt to 

be replaced by r; ve-ri, me-ri, se-ra, baa^be-rian. Some speakers 

who do not use all these pronunciations distinguish very vea^-i 

from vary ve-ri. See pa1. 

pa1 

359. We may distinguish pa1 (1) andean (2). pa1 (1) represents 

the sound in GA in words like very vea% merry mea% ferry fea^i, 

Perry pea1!, necessary nesasea1!, cemetery sematea1! (and all words 

in -ary, -ery), querulous kwea^julas. This diphthong arose either 

from an originally short e before r, or from a long ei shortened 

by reduced accent (■ necessary). 

47 Read, Jour. Eng. and Germanic Philol., April, 1923, pp. 217-44. 
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£^(2), as in there, care, air, etc., usually has the £ somewhat 
lower than in £3^(1) (very). This arose from an Early Modern 
long e: before r. With some American speakers £^(1) and £^(2) 
have fallen together in a part or all of the words concerned. 

360. Here also we may distinguish aeai(l) and ae^(2). ae^(l) 
occurs in words with ME short a+rr+vowel, which became 
Early Modern ae, as now in carry kae^i, marry mse&i, Harry 

hae^i, narrow nae^o, sparrow spae^o. These words are marked in 
dictionaries without exception with the equivalent of “short d,” 
cdrry, ndrrow, etc. See §274, I. 

361. ae^(2) arose, like £3^(2), from an Early Modern long ei 
before r.48 It is an alternative pronunciation to £3^(2) in words 
like there, care, air, etc. Its ae is slightly higher than the se of 
man or of carry kae^i. The variation between the use of £^(2) 
and se&(2) or their equivalents is widespread both in England 
and America.49 ae^ was once general in New England50 and is 
still so in the South. In the author’s speech the vowel in there, 

fare, etc., is nearer to aea1 than to £3% and is accordingly here 
written: ffaea^, faea1, with the alternative £3" often added. It is 
the author’s opinion that £3*-(2) is on the whole now more fre- 

48 It is possible that ae^(2) arose from an Early Modem variant of ME a: 

and e: before r which did not reach the Early Modern stage e:r. The testimony 

of early American writers to the prevalence of fe»(2) in New England in words 
like care (ME a:) and bear (ME £:), and its decreasing use in later times suggests 

that it may have reached America from a 17th c. teir sound. Its great frequency 

in England also indicates its age. The later influence of post-vocalic r sounds 
tends to raise low vowels, which would account for the present general tendency 

toward £3^(2) or £3^(1). Origin in a 17th c. ae:r seems more likely than in e:r later 
lowered to e:r, then aea% and then back again toward £». See Wright, New English 

Grammar, §§119, 122; Luick, Gram. §493. 

49 lones, Dictionary, 1924, p. xxii; Phonetics, 1932, §449. 

60 Grandgent, Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc., 1899, pp. 217 f. 
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quent in GA. Convenient test phrases are elsewhere, hair-net, 
spare that, a flat spare, we’ll get there yet, that square mat. 

362. There is much vacillation and dialect mixture in the 

American pronunciation of such words as there, fare, vary, carry, 

narrow, (a) Many speakers of the younger generation have no 

** sound in any words, not even in carry, marry, etc. These 

latter they pronounce ke^i, mea^i, etc. Thus with them merry, 

Mary, marry are all alike me^i. (b) Others keep the in the 

short d words carry, marry, etc., but divide the other words 

into two groups, with E31 and with no difference between 

£3^(1) and £3^(2) or between ae*(l) and ae^(2). For example, the 

following are the author s pronunciations:51 very v£3^i, vary vest, 

various ve^ios, variation vEaTefan, variegate VES^i^et, merry hiest, 

Mary mem, marry mae^i (and all similar “short &” words), 

Marian mE^ian, Marion mae^ian, personal name, but mE^ian, 

Ohio, ferry ie&i, fairy Ue&i, fair ixv (and all -air words), ere, 

e er £3% chary t/ae^i, wary wae^i, beware bilwae3t, care kae^ (and 

all -are words), pear paes1 (and all such -ear words), Sarah s£3^3, 

Harold haesMd, barbarian ba3^b£3ti3n, Hungarian hAp^ES^ian, 

librarian la^bresran, precarious prilkae3‘ias, hilarious hadlae3'T3s, 

there ffae3% where hwae3t (and all such -ere words except ere, a 

book-word), prayer prae^, prairie pr£3^i. (c) Others, who have 

no ae^, divide the words into £3^(1) very vfia^i and £3i(2) there 

with £3t(2) clearly lower than £3^(1). (d) Others are fairly con¬ 

sistent in pronouncing £3t(l) in very, £3^(2) in there, and ae3t(l) 
in carry. 

363. A noteworthy feature of Scottish standard English and 

dialect is the preservation of Early Modern e: before r in the 

whole group of words (there ffeir, care ke:r, air e:r, etc.), except, 

of course, words like carry, which had early Modern ae. The 

I do not attempt to explain the inconsistencies. Some are almost certainly 
due to analogy or to spelling. How far they are merely individual, the reader 
must judge. 
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same pronunciation e:r was insisted on for English by most 

dictionaries till the middle of the 19th c. See Webster, Pron. 

§79, fifth paragraph. 

aa1 

364. This diphthong is found in the three types of words 

star (final r) staa1, starry (intervocal r) stem, and farm (r+cons.) 

fa^m. It usually remains the same, except for length, when final 

before a vowel, as in far away faa1 a'we. Though in distinct pro¬ 

nunciation this may become fa ra'we, this is rare in normal GA. 

See §377. 

365. In sergeant saa^djant the sound aa1 is represented by the 

spelling er. Note also the British pronunciation of clerk klaik, 

and the name Clark, which is the same word spelt as it sounds. 

A large number of words in Middle English spelt with er, such 

as clerk, sergeant, smert, sterve, and at first pronounced klerk 

(with £ as in very, not as in person), S£rd3£ant, smert, sterva, 

gradually lowered the e to ae and then retracted it to a, so that 

these words are now klaatk (the name), saa^ant, smaa^t, staaw. 

Other examples in ME are ferre, herte, herth, kerve, sterre, all 

spelt with er and pronounced with er, since changed to aa1: faa% 

haa^t, haa^O, kaaw, staa\ Nearly all this group of words have also 

changed their spelling to ar, though a few older spellings remain 

in sergeant, heart, hearth. Some of them, however, changed the 

sound er to 3 instead of aa1 and kept the spelling er {ear), as 

sermon S3man, certain S3tin, learn I311. In 16th-18th c. English, 

however, many of these latter had aer: note the rimes from 

Dryden and Pope: art: desert; guard: heard; starve: reserve; re¬ 

marks: Barks { — Berkshire). Many of these words have now 

also changed to 3, owing, perhaps, to the influence of the spell¬ 

ing and to some other causes, such as the varying length of the 

vowel in many words. Observe that both sounds 3 and aa1 are 

different from the original er sound, as in very (not as in her). 

But because many of these words also changed their spelling to 
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ar {star, smart, etc.), the spelling er came to be associated with 

those that changed in sound to 3. Hence er exerted an influence 

by spelling-pronunciation, and many words varied in pronuncia¬ 

tion between the sound of star and that of her, as some still do. 

But the older pronunciation may still be heard in dialect and 

in names; as “sartin” for certain, “sarmon” for sermon, “sar- 

vant” for servant, “varmint” for vermin, “varsity” for university, 

tarnal for eternal; the name Kerr (often pronounced kaa*-), 

which is the same as Carr; Carnahan, the same name as Kerno- 

han; Barkly, Barclay, the same as Berkley; Clark, the same as 

clerk,52 Lamed — learned; Marcy = mercy. The word parson is 

merely another pronunciation of person!53 Americans often 

criticize the English for pronouncing clerk klaik or Derby da:bi. 

What reason,” they say, “can there be for pronouncing e as 

a?” The answer is, exactly the same reason as for pronouncing 

star staa% heart ha^t, or starve sta^v; namely, they have been so 

pronounced for generations by large numbers of cultivated 

people, regardless of the spelling. The accident that the spelling 

has been changed to suit the pronunciation in star and not in 

Derby is of no consequence. Starve is not pronounced staa'v 

because it is spelt with ar, for the new pronunciation was es¬ 
tablished long before the spelling was changed from er to ar. 

In point of fact, the sound for the spelling er is no less reason¬ 

able than is the sound 3, for both are normal phonetic develop¬ 

ments from the sound er which the spelling er formerly repre¬ 
sented. 

366. This diphthong is found in words like border baa^da1, 

born boom, morning maamig, horse haa^s,for faa% etc. It originated 

62 In the town records of colonial New England the word clerk is often spelt 
dark, clarke, showing its early American pronunciation. 

63 In person, parson, however, the two pronunciations and meanings appear 
considerably earlier than in most words. Cf. also darn daam, dpn. 
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in a ME short o d before r final, or r+a consonant. In Early 

Modern it changed from ME or, through the stage a:r, to or, 

present American aa1. For the interchange with oa1, see oa1. For 

the sound aa^ followed by a vowel in words like sorry saa^i, etc., 

see above at a, §291 (1). 

oa1 

367. This diphthong is found in words like boarder boa^das 

borne boam, mourning moamig, hoarse hoats, four foa% etc. It 

originated in a ME long a: before r final (boor bair), r+a con¬ 

sonant (hoors hairs “hoarse”), or r+a vowel (boren bairan); 

also from ME uir+a consonant (mournen muirnan), and from 

ME oir (floor floir). In the last two groups modern pronuncia¬ 

tion fluctuates somewhat between the sounds oa1 and ua% as in 

Moore moa% mua% the same word as moor, also spelt More. Cf. 

also the dialectal (?) “of course” av kua^s, for av koa^s, and poor, 

GA pua1 beside Southern pua, poa (dial, po) and British pua, 

poa, pa(a). 

368. A large group of words in which an o sound is followed 

by a1 show a variation in cultivated usage between aa^ and oa1. 

In the first group, derived from ME short 0D+r, usage is fairly 

uniform in both England and America with aa1 or a (a). 

I. (1) Accord, border, chord, cord, lord, order, record; (2) 

dormer, form, normal, storm; (3) adorn, born, corn, horn, morn, 

scorn; (4) cork, fork, stork, York; (5) exhort, fortify, fortune, 

forty, important, mortar, resort, short, snort, sort; (6) corse, gorse, 

horse, remorse; (8) corpse, for, forfeit, forward, nor, north, or, 
torch, George, gorge. 

But in the words of the following group, derived from the 

ME long vowel (ai, oi, or ui)+r, usage varies: 

II. (1) Afford, board, boarder, ford, gourd, hoard, horde, 

sword, toward; (2) court, courtier, fort, fourteen, port, deport, im¬ 

port (etc.), sport; (3) forth, fourth; (4) coarse, course, divorce, 

force, hoarse, resource, source; (5) borne, mourn, shorn, sworn, 
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torn, worn; (6) pork, porch; (7) adore, before, boar, bore, chore, 

core, door, floor, fore, four, glory, gore, hoary, ignore, implore, 

more, oar, ore, pore, pour, porous, restore, roar, score, shore, snore, 

soar, sore, spore, store, story, swore, tore, wore, yore. 

In South England, and by many speakers in Eastern New 

England and New York City and vicinity, these words are 

pronounced with the a sound of the word all. But by the 

majority of Americans elsewhere, by most Canadians, and also 

by the cultivated classes in Midland and Northern England and 

in Scotland, the words in Group II are pronounced with oa% oa, 

or. Hence by these speakers the following pairs of words are not 

confused in pronunciation: border baa^da^—boarder boa^das born 

baa^n—borne boam; cord kaaM—cored koa^d; corse kaa^s—coarse, 

course koa^s; for faa1—four foas horse haa^s—hoarse hoa^s; Laura 

baia—Lora loa^a; morn maa^n—mourn moa^n; morning maamig— 

mourning moa^nig; or aa1—oar, ore oa1; rawer raa1—roar roas 

sawer, saw her saa1—sore soas therefor ffaea^faa1—therefore 

■(Saeaffoa1; war waac—wore woa1; warn waa^n—worn woam. 

The following phrases may be used as tests: forestall, fore¬ 

gone, warworn, before dawn, before long, short sport, all four, all 

the more, hall door, north door, tall story, forty-four, four-forty, 

more horses, restore order, short oar, hall dormer, small horse, all 

normal, fall storm, corn-law. 

369. I have no hesitation in designating the distinction of 

vowel between mourning and morning as prevailing American 

pronunciation. It is true, of course, that the quality of the o in 

0a1 is not identical with that in note not, know no(u). The o is 

somewhat lowered by the a1 and in narrower transcription may 

be expressed by the symbols Qa1. This transcription is not neces¬ 

sary as a rule, however, for oa^ and belong to the same pho¬ 

neme, different from aa1 in morning,54 

64 See G. W. Gray, Le Maitre Phonetique, Avril-Juin> 1934, p. 49; Grand- 
gent, Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc., 1899, p. 218; Mod. Lang. Notes, 1891, p. 462; Die 
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370. Another treatment of these two groups of words is 

becoming increasingly noticeable. With many speakers of the 

younger generation the two groups of words have fallen to¬ 

gether in sound, but both sorts of words are pronounced with a 

diphthong that is neither o& nor 33% but may be indicated by 

as an intermediate sound. Their sound is clearly not the 

sound oa1 heard from the speakers who still maintain the old 

distinction; but it is equally clear that it is not oa1 with the sound 

of a as in all. Outside of England and Boston or New York City 

I have heard very few speakers who pronounced mourning with 
the a sound of awning. 

It was mentioned above that the diphthong contains a 

lowered q, but that in distinguishing mourning from morning, 

the symbols oa1 and aa1 are correct on phonemic principles. 

Where the two groups of words are identified, is a proper 

and convenient symbol, provided the sound is not aa1. 

371. The tendency to identify the two groups of words is 

recent both in England and America. The distinction is found 

in virtually all British local dialects, both north and south. The 

two British dictionaries that give other standard pronunciations 

than Southern British (the Oxford and Baker) maintain the 

distinction. How rapidly the loss of the distinction is proceeding 

Neueren Sprachen, II, pp. 449 ff.; and W. A. Read, Jour. Eng. and Gc. Philol., 

April, 1923, pp. 217-244. If, in the broad transcription of C. K. Thomas (Le 

Maitre Phonetique, Avril-Juin, 1933, p. 35), the symbol d represents the same 
sound in board bard as in all al, the loss of the distinction between oa1 and aa1 

has extended to Central New York State. Perhaps the intermediate sound Q& 

is intended (see below §370). O. F. Emerson in 1891 said that in words like 

mourn, hoarse, etc., “the London English aa” (i.e., American aaO was “never 

heard in the Ithaca Dialect” (Dialect Notes, Vol. I, Part 3). There is little reason 

to suppose that cultivated speech in Central New York then differed in this 
particular from the dialect Emerson was investigating. 

The consciousness of making a distinction between mourning and morning, 
etc., is not a condition of making it. I have repeatedly found individuals who 

declared they made no distinction, when in fact they did so. 
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in America we shall know better when the Linguistic Atlas is 
farther along.55 

372. Some words waver between the two groups not by 

recent confusion but because they represent alternative earlier 

forms with long and short vowel. Thus, among speakers who 

still maintain the distinction, the word forge is both foa^ and 

io&ds; shorn isJWn or Ja^n; worn is woam or waam. Born (Group 

I) and borne (Group II) were at first such a pair with wavering 

pronunciation, which later developed a distinction of meaning 

that fixed them in the two groups. Born baa^n is from ME borne 

borna, with short vowel, becoming regularly present baa^n. The 

other ME form of the past participle was boren bairan, with 

long vowel, regularly becoming bore boa1. Cf. Sterne (1769): 

“to have bore the expence.” Borne finally replaced the older 

bore, taking the same vowel: boa^n. The spelling borne, which in 

ME represented the short form (now born baam) was later used 

to spell the long-vowel form (boam), the final -e being then looked 

upon as the sign of the “long 0.”56 

ua^ 

373. This diphthong occurs in words like sure Jua% your juas 

you’re jua°, poor pua1. It arose chiefly from a former u before r, 

as in moor mua% tour tua% or from iu before r as in sure JW, 

Europe jua^ap; not infrequently from a recent iH+a% as in endure 

in^ua1, very often heard both in America and England, in place 

of nfidina1, nfldjua. The sound of the u in ua1 is often a trifle 

higher than u in full, good gud, being marked by the Oxford as 

55 In a list of some sixty words with an o sound+r given by Grant, Pro¬ 

nunciation of English in Scotland, §§163 ff., with the sound or, all but forge agree 

with my pronunciation. This is one of the words with double pronunciation, 
both foa^ and being common in America. See §372. 

£6 The development was complicated. See Oxford, s.v. bear, v., and Jesper- 
sen, Gram. I, 13.353. 
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a sound intermediate in length, and probably in quality, be¬ 
tween that of full and that of two tui. 

374. The lowering effect of & on a preceding u appears to be 

complete, so that the occasional diphthong ua1 is not distinctive 

from ua% as ia1 is distinctive from ias see §356. The diphthongs 

are alike in you’re sure jua^ Jua1. When two or tu-a1 becomes one 

syllable, as in two or three, it is pronounced tua1 0ri. Doer, du-a% 

bluer bln-a1, truer tru-a1 are usually dissyllabic; when they are 

monosyllabic, they are dua% blua% trua\ The last part of m is 

also lowered before as cure k*ua% pure piua% bluer bliua% bluas 

truer triua1, trua% but this need not always be indicated. 

375. In British and occasionally in Eastern American a 

further lowering before a reaches the stage oa, and even a (a); 

as poor poa, pa (a), pure pjoa, pja(a), your joa, ja(a), sure /oa, 

Ja(a); but not in doer, bluer, truer, owing to the analogy of do, 

blue, true. Some are lowered only to oa, as boor bua, boa (thus 

one British pronunciation of boor boa is like one American pro¬ 

nunciation of bore boa, while bore in Southern British is ba(a)). 

With the lowering of u+r is to be compared that of ir to ia% er 

to 83% and or to aa1; see these sounds.57 In Southern America ua 

is often lowered to oa in poor poa, sure $oa, and the like. In sub¬ 

standard Southern they often become po:, Jo:. 

376. As a result of these changes, together with the loss of 

the r sound, the following words and phrases are homophones 

in Southern British, and to some extent in Eastern American. 

The GA pronunciations are also given for comparison: GA cored 

koa^d, cord kaa^d, cawed kad—Brit, kad; GA floor f[o&,jlaw fla— 

Brit, fla; GA gored goa^d, gaud gad—Brit, gad; GA lore loa% law 

k)—Brit, la; GA mourn moam, morn maam, Maughan man— 

Brit, man; GA oar oa1, or aa% awe a—Brit, a; GA orphan aaffan, 

often afan—Brit, afan; GA shore /oa1, surefu&, Shaw Ja—Brit./a; 

67 See Webster, Pron. §199; Jones, Phonetics, §§459, 466. 
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GA wore woas war woo% Waugh wo—Brit, wo; GA yore jo a1, your 

jua% yaw jo—Brit, jo; GA bored and sawed boo^d n sod, Borden 

soared boo^dn soo^d, board and sword boo^d n so^d—Brit, bodn 

sod; GA roared and pawed roo^d n pod, Rawdon poured rodn 

poo^d, roared and poured roo^d n poo^d, Rawdon pawed rodp pod— 

Brit, rodn pod. Yet the possibility of these and many other such 

homophones creates no real difficulty among those who so pro¬ 

nounce. See §32, n. 12. 



APPENDIX 

377. In words like very vca^i, spirit spirit (like spear it 

spia1 it) there is room for difference of opinion as to whether the 

r sound (p or r) should be regarded as forming part of the diph¬ 

thong i& or as a consonantal r beginning the following syllable: 

ve-ri, spi-rit, etc. The following facts point to the choice (in the 

author’s pronunciation) of ve^i, spirit rather than v£ri, spirit. 

1. When the r sound ends the word and nothing follows, 

there is no doubt of the diphthong: spear spia1, fair faea1, far 

faa% for faa1, four foa1, poor pua1. 

2. When an unaccented vowel follows (in the same word or 

the next), the syllable division seems to remain after the as 

fear it fia1 it, spear it spia1 it, spirit spia^t, far away faa1 awe (in 

normal speech; it is easy to say fa rawe in artificial utterance). 

It is quite true that here, where the movement of the tongue 

for & is more rapid than in faa% this rapid movement makes more 

prominent a consonantal transition r sound to the next vowel. 

But the acoustic effect is still that of a diphthong spia^-it, faa1 

awe, rather than spi-rit, fa-rawe. Compare earring with hearing. 

In ia-rig the a1 of the diphthong ia1 and the consonant r are 

separately audible and different. If we substitute hearing, we 

omit the second, the consonantal, r, leaving hia^Oip; if we 

omit the vowel a1, the word would become hi()-rig. 

3. In at least the majority of the diphthongs ia% ea% £a% aea% 

aa1, aa% oa% ua°, the first vowel (i, e, ae, u) does not occur by itself 

accented at the end of a syllable in other positions than before 

an r sound, a is also rare there, and e and o, in just the forms 

they take in they re 'Sea1-, more mQa1 (see §369). Hence such com¬ 

binations as lspi~rit, lm£-rit, lkae-ri, •ju-rap are not natural (to 

American English), and this is true to a somewhat less extent of 

forms like lve-ri (vary), |sto-ri, though the latter probably occur. 

230 
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But when the syllable following the r sound is accented, it more 

easily takes the consonant r at its beginning, as in deride di(raid, 
erratic e'raetik, Eureka ju'rika. 

4. Analogy with the other diphthongs ai, au points the 

same way. When a vowel follows, as in trying trai-ip, plowing 

plau-ip, we do not substitute consonantal j or w for the non- 

syllabic vowel i or u and write tra-jig, pla-wig, although a con¬ 

sonantal transition j or w can often be heard. So, too, we write 
ste(i)-ig, go(u)-ig, not ste-jip, go-wig. 

5. Transcription is simplified by treating alike hia1 {here), 

hia1 it iz, hia1 {hear), hi^ip, hi^-a1, hia1 it; faa% faa1 awe, faa1 of, 

it, fa1 £va% etc., writing the simple word like its derivatives 
and combinations. 

378. It must be admitted that there is much to say on the 

other side for writing hia1, hint, faa% farawe.58 In many cases 

there is real difficulty in deciding whether the syllable division 

falls before or after, or within, the a1 or r. This is not surprising 

when we consider the comparatively recent historical change of 

a once strongly consonantal r to a vowel-like consonant or to an 

actual vowel. And analogy of related forms may interfere with 

a fixed procedure according to phonetic theory; e.g., in pro¬ 

nunciation we easily divide starry as staa1-! rather than sta-ri 

because we say staa1, and igzaedja^ejan because of ig^aedj^-et; 

but we say (aut|b-n because of (aut|b, and d3ia-ri {Jewry) 

because of Jew d3iu. 

So, too, after a diphthong, as in fiery, hiring, inquiry, dowry, 

instead of pronouncing triphthongs fai^-i, hai^-ig, m'kwaia^-i, 

dau^-i, we are apt to pronounce the r sound on the following 

syllable as a consonant: fai-ri, hai-rig, m'kwai-ri, dau-ri; 

though analogy of faia% haia% etc., may lead to saying fai^-i, 

68 Mr. Martin, representing General American in Palmer, Martin, and 

Blandford (see Bibliography) writes the equivalent of hi9—hi • rig, wea1—we • ng, 
etc., parallel to the British hra—hiorig, etc. 
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dau^-i, etc. In these last cases we are apt to avoid the triph¬ 
thong by making an extra syllable: fai-^-i, hai-^-ip, ii^kwai- 
o^-i, dau-^-i.59 

379. Voiced t. Voiced t occurs most commonly between vow¬ 
els (piti), sometimes between a vowel and certain of the voiced 
consonants (moltid, twenti) when it is at the end of an accented 
syllable before an unaccented one (bet-a1), or sometimes, when 
it is at the beginning of an unaccented one (maltid, twenti, 

wants ■go—where there is some doubt which syllable 
the t is pronounced with); and when between unaccented 
syllables (d3Din ss st I'levsn). 

Voiced t does not occur (1) at the beginning of syllables 
initial in the phrase, whether accented (■tebj, *trai) or un¬ 
accented (ts'de); nor (2) at the end of syllables final in the 
phrase, whether accented (ri^pit, ig'zslt) or unaccented ('rivit, 
■tiblt); nor (3) at the beginning of accented medial (mil'tanik) 
or final syllables (n't^n, sb'ten). 

It occurs after nonsyllabic 1 (msltid) and before syllabic J 
(raetl); after nonsyllabic n (twenti, sente), but not before syl¬ 
labic n (mAtn), nor before nonsyllabic 1 or n (settler setta1, Putney 
pAtm). Cf. settle her setja1, with voiced t. 

Voiced t is often described as a single-tap r. To American 
ears the two are quite distinct. Even when the voiced t has 
repeated taps (trilled t) it is acoustically distinct from trilled r, 
as in pottage pntid3, porridge pDrid3.60 

69 For much assistance in arriving at conclusions to which I was already 

strongly inclined, I am indebted to Dr. Bernard Bloch and Mr. Martin Joos, of 

the Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada, through correspondence 
and articles in Le Maitre Phonetique (cf. Jan.-Mars, and Oct.-Dec., 1934), 
though I do not attribute to either of them all the views expressed above. 

60 All the examples and statements above are supported by kymograms of 
the author’s speech (occasionally that of others). Some American teachers of 

speech treat voiced t as a defect to be corrected. In theory this is perhaps desir¬ 

able, since it is one of those features that impair distinctiveness in speech, like 
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380. w, j, r. There are other ways of conceiving and classify- 

ing w, j, r than as glide sounds. For practical purposes, and I 

am inclined to think also for scientific, the conception of w, j, r 

as movements rather than positions is better. The theory of 

position only for the speech sound, and of movement for the 

transition sound, in w, j, r leads to absurdities. For example, 

it leads either to calling them fricatives in which the friction is 

either inaudible or nondistinctive, or to calling them very short 

consonants. The fact is, the attempted formation of a w with 

fixed position of the organs unavoidably leads to the pronuncia¬ 

tion of a vowel u; and so with j to a vowel i, and with r to a 
vowel 3, a1. 

It is a matter of some interest to the author that he and 

Professor Daniel Jones arrived independently at the same view 

of w and j as gliding sounds. This conception is not found in 

Jones s Outline of Phonetics, 1922. It appears in Trofimov and 

Jones, The Pronunciation of Russian, 1923 (cf. §§93, 166, 689), 

and more fully and definitely stated in Jones, Outline of Pho¬ 

netics, 3d ed., 1932 (§§803 ff., 813 ff.). The author’s description 

was worked out in 1917, and owing to conditions following the 

war, he did notlsee the second work till after the publication 

of the first edition of American Pronunciation (1924). 

Fuhrken takes Jones’s view (Standard English Speech, §§72, 

n. 2, 197), and Miss Ward (Phonetics of English, §256). Like¬ 

wise Miss Armstrong for the French semivowels (The Phonetics 

of French, §339 ff.). This view is, of course, in essence the con¬ 

cept of w, j, r-{-vowel as rising diphthongs, and agrees with the 

view that all diphthongs are not two vowels but a continuously 

changing sound beginning with one vowel position and ending 

the loss of distinction between hoarse and horse, rumor and roomer, the loss of r, 

of the secondary accent in dictionary, etc. Like these losses, also, it chiefly dis¬ 

turbs those to whose speech it is alien. American scholars testify to the wide 
distribution of voiced t in America. 
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with another. Nor is it inconsistent with the view that w, j, 
and r are consonants, while the final elements of ai, au, aa1 are 

nonsyllabic vowels, both in function and organic nature. See §71. 

381. For a strictly phonemic transcription of unstressed 
vowels, I have not yet discovered any wholly consistent theory. 

Such a theory presupposes general agreement on the nature of 

accent, which is obviously not yet reached. For instance, the 

theory that regards the second syllable of !aeksent as being 

equally accented with that of ■aeksant will not lead to the same 

practice in phonemic transcription as the theory which regards 

that syllable as unaccented in ■aeksont, but partly accented in 

■aeksent. That consideration seems to decide whether o and a 

belong to the same phoneme in ■hikop and ffiikAp (see Le 

Maitre Phonetique, Jan.-Mars, 1935, p. 11, note 1). In my view 

Ihikap and ■hikAp are differently accented, and so far as these 

and similar words are concerned, a and a may belong to the 

same phoneme, though I do not regard it as proved. 

However valuable for linguistic analysis, a system that 

writes the same symbol in stressed and unstressed positions in 

teaching that aims to enlighten the student on current cul¬ 

tivated pronunciation, tends directly to defeat one of the most 

necessary and difficult achievements—his understanding of 

vowel and consonant gradation in its bearing on normal cul¬ 

tivated speech. Every teacher knows that a major difficulty is 

to lead the student to realize that the vowel in the last syllable 

of moment is not phonically the same as in mental. A system of 

transcription that declares to his eye that they are the same 

creates the same obstacle to his understanding that is now 

found in the ordinary alphabet. 
It is, of course, idle to claim that a phonic system accurately 

represents sounds. It does, however, serve to fix in the mind of 

the student distinctions and resemblances between sounds he is 
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already familiar with, and so serves further to point out to him 

variations and distinctions he had not before noticed. 

I therefore continue for the present the use of the form of 

the IPA alphabet found in this book. It is the best form of the 

alphabet for American English that I have seen. It serves, with 

no serious variation in the phonic values of the symbols, to 

represent all the historical stages of English and all the dialects 

of American and British English with sufficient accuracy to 

give the student an intelligent view of them. 

382. The transcription of rising and falling diphthongs. 
I prefer to write the rising diphthongs wa, wi, ja, ji, etc. (§328), 

with a consonant symbol-pa vowel symbol; but the falling 

diphthongs with two vowel symbols, ai, au, oi, etc. For the 

second part of ai, etc., is slower than the w and j in wa, ja, and 

the diphthongs ai, au, di I regard as one changing vowel through¬ 

out—the resonance feature predominates to the end. The initial 

elements of rising and the final elements of falling diphthongs 

are sometimes called consonantal vowels. But in my view the 

latter part of ai, au, oi is a true vowel and the first part of wa, 
ja, etc., is a true consonant, both so apprehended by the users 

of English (see §71). A better term for the latter part of ai is 

nonsyllabic vowel (§327, end); but even that is inaccurate, for 

in a constantly gliding vowel just where does the nonsyllabic 

part begin? Hence it is thought better to write ai, au than aj, 
aw. The same holds for the rising diphthongs ra, re, ri, etc.— 

a gliding consonant r+a vowel a, e, i, and for the falling centering 

diphthongs ia% aa% 33% u&9 etc.—a vowel+a nonsyllabic vowel. 

See Centering Diphthongs, §§352 ff. 
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-a final sounded i 267. 

a “broad” or “flat”? 275ff. 

a 12, 18, 73ff, for « 275, 2795. 

a 12, 73ff, in detail 271ff. 

for « 276, 279ff. 

a, d, or d? 291. 

d 12, 19, 73ff, 272, in detail 286ff. 
d, 3, or a? 291. 

* 12, 73ff, 291.10, in detail 270. 

ae, a, or a? 274ff. 

ablaut 136. 

-able (-ible, -uble) 121. 

accent 13,1045. See stress, 

marks of 13. 
primary 106. 

secondary 108,11 If, 

accent continued 

light 122. 

even 107. 

shifting 123. 
rhythmic 112f. 

free and recessive 114. 
in compounds 109f, 126f. 
distinguishing verb from noun 110. 

British and American 1155. 

-ace 266. 

ache 168. 
acknowledge 172. 

-acle 266. 
across, acrost 159. 

-acy 121. 
affect and effect 258. 

237 
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affricates in detail 207ff. 
formation 37, 41. 

doubled 64. 

voiced from lack of stress 211.4. 
against 159. 
-age 211.4, 256, 266. 
ai 12, in detail 330ff. 

varieties 331. 

alternating with 3i 332, 337. 
almond 274. 
almost 123. 

alphabet, Roman 7, phonetic 12. 
altar 150. 
alveoli 36. 

always 264. 
amongst 159. 

analogical change 4, 218.3. 
-ancy 121. 

annihilate 204. 
ant, emmet 212.4. 
Anthony 157. 
any 269.4. 

anything, anythink 219. 
apron 93. 

20, in detail 364f. 

or 3? 365. 
20, in detail 360ff. 

se&ore&? 17, 362. 
-ar 314. 

Armstrong, Lilias E. 380. 
ary 182.2. 

-ary 115ff. 

arytenoids 36. 
as 137,60 140. 

ask 27AS., ast 171. 

aspiration 29, 53, 201. 

assimilation 94ff, 195,198, 208. 
at all 162. 

ate, et 269.2. 

-ate 110, 266. 

at home 162, 296. 
-ative 120. 

-ature 120, 208. 

au, ou spelling for a 290. 
au 12, in detail 333ff. 

varieties 335. 

alternating with 3u, &c. 336f. 
aunt 274ff. 

awkward 225. 

h silent 154, 161. 

b 12, 37ff, in detail 153f. 

dropped or excrescent 154. 
back vowels 73ff. 

backwards 225. 
barrel 91. 

Baugh, A. C. 2.2 
been 248. 

bellows 297. 
Bevans, C. A. 81.37 

blackguard 102. 

blade of the tongue 36. 

Bloch, Bernard 378.69 

Bloomfield, Leonard 77.36 
boil, bile 339f. 

Boleyn, Bolingbroke, 298. 
born, borne 367f, 372. 
Boston 291.2. 

both 296. 

breakfast 269. 
breathed bre0t 44.18 

breeches, breeching 247. 

Bridges, Sir Robert 32,12 350.44 

British pronunciation 5, 115ff, 152, 

209, 227, 238ff, 253, 258, 269.2, 
274ff, 289.4,5,375f. 

broach, brooch 294. 

broad a 274ff. 
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broths 185.6(f). 

burst, bust 243. 
busy 269.2. 

by and by, bimeby 102. 

c 195.1, 208.1. 

5 176. 
calf 274ff. 

calm, cam 273. 

can’t 274ff. 

cartilage glottis 36. 
cartridge 273. 

caterpillar 243. 
central vowels 78ff. 

certain 365. 

ch 207ff, pronounced d3 211.4. 

change in pronunciation 4. 

Charles—Charlotte 208.2. 
chart of vowel tongue-positions 83. 

Chaucer on fashion in speech 285. 

Cincinnati 267. 

circumstance 120. 
Cirencester 146f. 

cl- pronounced tl 95, 102. 
clapboard 102. 
clerk, Clark 142,365. 

closure=occlusion 54. 

coat 296. 
cobweb 102. 

Cockney pronunciation 265, 288.7 

coffee 291.2. 
Coleman, H. O. 129. 

colloquial speech 5. 

come in, come on, etc. 138. 
comfort 152. 
compensation 82. 

compounds, accent of 108f, 123, 126f. 
comrade 144. 

Concord 102,146. 

consonantal vowel 382. 

consonants in detail 151ff. 
definition of a consonant 67, 70ff. 
classification 38ff. 

oral and nasal 52. 

syllabic 87ff. 

lengthened and doubled 61ff. 

voiced from lack of stress 140, 186, 
211.4. 

constable 144. 

controversy 120. 
cord glottis 36. 

Cowper 300. 
creek 247. 

cupboard 10 If. 

curse, cuss 243. 

d 12, 37ff, in detail 164ff. 

dropped or excrescent 165f. 
<S 12, 37f, 40, in detail 185ff. 

from unstressed 0 140, 186. 

-tfz or -0s? 185. 

darn 365,63 daughter 176. 

daunt 291.10. 
-day 134, 256, 264. 
deaf 269. 

delight 178. 
Derby 365. 

devocalization 51. 

dialect transcription 35. 

diaphones 33. 

dictionary 116ff. 
Dieth, Eugen 332.36 

diphthongs in detail 327ff. 

full and partial 329. 
rising and falling 328, 382. 

centering (r) 20, 130, 236, 306, 315, 

352ff,377f. 

distinctive sounds 3If, 66. 
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does 139, 322.*° 

dog 291.8. 

doubled consonants 62ff. 

draught 176, 274ff. 
dreamt, drempt 152. 

“dropping the g” 217.5, 218f. 
drought and drouth 184. 

drown, drownd, drownded 166. 

duke, juke 348.3(b). 
-dure, -deur 211. 

duty, dooty 350. 

d3 12, 37f, 41, in detail 210f. 
from tj* 211.4. 

e 12, 73ff, in detail 260ff. 

e or ei? 34f, 261ff. 

£ 12, 73ff, in detail 268f. 
£ or i? 258. 

9 12, 73ff, in detail 31611. 
9 or a? 21. 

ea 245, 269. 

eat, et 269.2. 

Edinburgh 147, 225. 

education 103. 
e'en and e'er 182.2. 

effect and affect 258. 
eh 48. 

Ellis, Alexander J. 296, 343. 

elocutionary pronunciation Introd., 

5 end, 284f, 318ff. 
em- 257. 

'em 137, 205. 

Emerson, O. F. 369,64 

emmet, ant 212.4. 
emphasis 129. 
empty 152. 

en- 257. 

-ency 121. 

England, English, engine 250. 

er 313.22 
-er 314. 

ea1 363, in detail 358. 

£» 20, in detail 359ff. 

£» or aea? 17, 361f. 
-ery 115ff. 

et for ate 269.2. 
ex- 257. 

expert 123. 

explosion of stops 53ff. 

exquisitely 121. 

f 12, 37f, 40, in detail 175ff. 

bilabial 175.3. 

for Welsh ll 177. 

voiced from lack of stress 140f. 

voiced between vowels 181. 
j 211.1. 

falcon 150. 

falling diphthongs 328, 382. 
fancy 211. 

father 273, 278. 

fault 150. 

fellow, feller 243. 

fifth, fift, &c. 184. 

fippence 102. 
flour, flower 353f. 
fog 291.8. 

folks 296. 

for,fer 139. 

Forchhammer, Jorgen 207. 
forehead 204. 

forge 372. 

forwards 225. 
Franklin, Benjamin 273. 

fricatives in detail 175ff. 
formation 37f, 40. 

devocalized 51. 

voiced from lack of stress 140, 186. 
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frog 291.8. 

from, frum 139. 

front vowels 73ff. 

centralized 135. 
frontier 325. 

Fuhrken, G. E. 34,13 61, 380. 

full vowels 130. 

fundamental tone 68f. 

g 12, 37ff, in detail 173f. 

gallows 297. 

garage 197, 211. 

gaunt, gauntlet 273, 291.10. 
gh 173.4, 176, 178. 

give me, gimme 102. 

gl- pronounced dl 102,173.5. 

glide consonants in detail 223ff. 

formation 37f, 43, 71, 380. 
devocalized 49. 

glides or transition sounds 28f. 

glimpse 152. 

glottal stop 36f, 56. 
glottis 36. 

gn palatal 214. 
gn- 174. 

God 291.8. 

gone 291.7. 

gooseberry 95f. 
gosling 102. 

government 102. 

governor 243. 

gown, gownd 166. 
gradation 130ff. 

grampa, -ma, 97, 102. 

Grandgent, Charles H. 84, 208, 267, 

273,93 280,97 281, 291, 296, 303, 

307,17 309,21 321, 341, 343, 361,60 
369.64 

Grant, William 18,6 282,2 332,35 371 “ 

Gray, Giles W. 369.64 

grease and greasy 191. 

Great Vowel Shift 10, 13055, 131, 248, 
269. 

groin 340. 

gu 173.4. 

h silent or dropped 145, 203ff. 
h 12, 37f, in detail 199ff. 

voiced 47, 202. 
Hale, E. 273. 

half 221, 274ff. 

-ham 148, 204. 

handkerchief 102. 

Hanley, Miles L. 241.77 
haughty 178. 

haunch, haunt 291.10. 
Haverhill 204. 

have to 102, 180. 

heart, hearth 365. 

height and highth 184. 
Hempl, George 91, 191.65 

hiccup, hiccough 326. 
high vowels 74ff. 

his 140. 

hit for it 205. 
hobman blind 102. 

hog 291.8. 

hoist, histe 340. 
holiday 120, 264. 

holla, holler 243. 

Holmes 296. 

home, hum 296. 

homorganic consonants 41, 60, 90. 
humble 154, 203. 

humor 348.2. 

humph 48, 200. 
huzzy 102. 

hw 12, 37f, 46, in detail 226ff. 
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i “long” 330ff. 

i 12, 73ff, in detail 244ff. 

i or ii? 34f. 

unstressed 249. 
i 12, 73ff, in detail 250ff. 

unstressed 16, 253ff, 321. 
unstressed becoming j 195.3, 259. 

unstressed becoming a 135, 321. 

-tie 258. 
in, V 216. 

Indian 195.3. 

indict 170. 
-ing 174, 21711. 
-ir 314. 

in detail 356. 

20, in detail 357. 
is 140. 

issue 195. 

it 205. 
iu 12. See u “long.” 

-he, -nation 112. 

j 12, 37f, 43, 380, in detail 229ff. 

from i 195.3(a), 198.2,3, 208.3, 259. 

James, A. Lloyd 5. 
jaunt 291.10. 

jaw-opening for vowels 74ff. 

Jespersen, Otto 2,2 84, 98, 208, 241,78 
267, 338, 343, 372.66 

join, jine 339. 

Jones, Daniel 5, 72,33 84, 99,48 137,69 
237,76 241,78 242,80 281, 307,17 338, 
355, 361,49 380. 

Joos, Martin 236, 241,77 306,16 344,40 
350, 378.69 

ju 12. See u “long.” 

k 12, 37ff, in detail 16711. 
kiln 213. 

kn- 172. 

knowledge 211.4, 294. 

Krapp, George Philip 5,321. 
Kruisinga, E. 44.16 

112, 37f, 42, 87ff, in detail 220ff. 

spelling-pronunciation 150, 222. 
voiceless 48f, 177. 

larynx 36. 

lather 278. 

laths 185.6(f). 
laugh 274ff. 

laundry 291.10. 

lax and tense vowels 76. 
-Ich 209. 
learn 365. 

length 14, 61, 84. 

not distinctive 61,84. 
let me, lemme 102. 

let's 102, 137(ms). 

level stress 125. 
Liddell, Mark H. 128.62a 

lip-positions for vowels 77, 79. 
listen 158. 

livelong 247. 

Lloyd, Richard J. 18,6 282.2 
log 291.8. 

logical emphasis 129. 

lost vowels 130, 136. 
low vowels 74ff. 

Luick, Karl 278,98 309,19 361.48 

lute, loot 350. 
-ly 121. 

m 12, 37f, 42, 87ff, in detail 212. 

voiceless 48f. 
labiodental 175, 179. 

Malone, Kemp 278.96 

mamma, mammy 273. 
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many 269.4. 

margin, margent 159. 

Marlborough 147. 
marry pronounced mea^i 362. 
Martin, J. Victor 236,76 378.68 

Mary 358, 362. 

-ment 110. 
Meyer, E. A. 61, 84. 

mhml etc. 48. 
midst 159. 

mid vowels 74ff. 
Miller, Dayton C. 69.29 

Milne, etc. 213. 
miscellany 120. 

Missouri 267. 
mock, mockingbird 291.8. 

monosyllables, unstressed 21, 137. 

months 102. 
-mony 120. 

Moore, More 367. 

Moore, Samuel 5. 

most 296. 
moths 185.6(f). 
Murray, Sir James A. H. 332,36 342. 

mustn't 158. 
Mutschmann, Heinrich 332.36 

my, mine 216. 

n 12, 37f, 42, 87ff, in detail 213ff. 

voiceless 48f. 
g 12, 37f, 42, 87ff, in detail 217ff. 

names, family and geographical 

assimilation 102. 
spelling-pronunciation 146ff. 

sound-substitution 177. 

h dropped 147f, 203ff. 
w dropped 146ff, 225. 

ch voiced 146, 211.4, 225. 

or 3 365. 

nary 182.2. 
nasal and oral sounds 52. 

nasal cavity 36. 

Nash 93. 

nature 103, 208.3. 
-nch 209. 

-nd 165f. 

necessary 117. 
nephew 150, 180. 

newspaper 102. 

New York 3i for 3 310. 

ng 174, 217ff. 

nickname 93, 247. 

no, none 216. 

Noakes 93. 
nonsyllabic vowel 20, 65, 315, 327, 

382. 

not 137. 

0 “short” 286ff, 291. 
pronounced a 150, 325. 

New England short 0 296. 

o 12, 73ff, in detail 292ff. 

o or ou? 34f, 262f, 293. 

a 12, 73ff, in detail 289ff. 

before 1 22 If. 

3 or a? 291. 
British 3 or d? 289.4. 

obscured vowels 130-138. 

occlusion=closure 54. 

of, o' 182. 
restressed av 139. 

of and off 140f, 182. 

for have 137. 

often 144.2, 158. 

31 12, in detail 338ff. 

oi pronounced ai 339f. 

oil, tie 339. 
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old 165. 

on 291.7. 

once, onced 159. 
-ong 291.6. 
only 296. 

-ony 120. 

oo, origin of spelling 302. 

pronounced a 303, 325. 
pronounced u or u? 303. 

opening=release 54, 207.3. 
-or 314. 

o& 20, in detail 3675. 
03^ or aa1? 3685. 

20, in detail 3665. 

instead of or 369f. 

ce 77. 

oral and nasal sounds 52. 
orange 93. 

Orbeck, Anders 5.4 
ordinary 116. 
orphant 159. 
-ory 1155. 

ou spelling for au 334. 
-ough 176. 
-our 314. 

over, o'er 182. 

overtones in vowels 68f. 
-ow 297. 

0 77. 

P silent 161. 

p 12, 375, in detail 15 If. 

dropped or excrescent 152. 
palate 36. 

palatal sounds 37, Figs. 5, 6, 208.1, 
211.1,214, 232. 

Pall Mall 268. 

Palmer, Harold E. 254, 352. 

papa, pappy 273. 

Parmenter, C. E. 81,37 83.40 
Parson 365. 

partial assimilation 98. 

partridge 211.4, 273. 
pennant, pennon 159. 
Perfect 109, 170. 

phoneme 305, 381. 

phonetic change 4. 

phonetic symbols 12. 

phonic transcription 35,14 381. 
place assimilation 96. 
plosives 54. 

plurisy liable 104.49 
poetry, stress in 128. 

Point, pint 102, 339. 
Polk, polka 296. 

polysyllable 104.49 

Porridge, pottage 379. 
prism, etc. 91. 
process 294. 

Produce 296,318. 
Program 111, 318. 
progress 294. 

progressive assimilation 97. 
Prokosch, Eduard 56.21 
pronunciation 

“good,” “correct,” etc. 5,119, 2795. 
of unstressed vowels 320. 

spelling-pronunciation 1425. 

elocutionary Introd., 5 end, 3185. 
sample of author’s 26. 

See British pron., spelling-pron. 

Psalm, sam 273. 

Pumpkin 102. 

quality of vowels 68f, 72,84. 

quantity of vowels 84. 
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r 238ff, 304ff. 
r-vowels 20, 304ff. See below. 
r between vowels 309, 315, 377f. 

r “dropped” 238ff, 243, 307ff, 312. 

r 12, 37f, 43, in detail 234ff. 

as a glide consonant 380. 

fricative 235, 237. 
trill and other varieties 237. 

between vowels 239ff, 377f. 

linking and intrusive 240ff. 

r or * 20, 241,77 377f. 

* 12, 20, 73ff, in detail 312ff. 

as a reduced vowel 21,313. 
in centering diphthongs 20, 352ff. 

between vowels 23911, 377f. 

or 3? 21. 
& or r? 20, 241,77377f. 

3 12, 20, 73ff, in detail 304ff. 

3 and aa1 365. 

3 or Ar? 309. 

3 12, 7311, in detail 30711. 

Ralph 148. 
raspberry 10 If. 

rather 278. 

re- 111. 

read 269. 

Read, Allen W. 267.87 

Read, William A. 242,81 291,8 306,18 

358,47 369.64 

recessive accent 114. 
reduced (obscured) vowels 130-39. 

regiment—regime 211. 
registrar 150, cf. 314. 

regressive assimilation 97. 

release = opening 54, 207.3. 

resonance 68f, 72. 
restressing 139. 

retroflex 37, 234, 30411, 31211. 

reverse spelling 154.2, 188.3, 269. 

Rice, Wallace 5.b 

rick 247. 

riddle 247. 
Riding, East, etc. 102. 
rising diphthongs 328, 382. 

rounded vowels 77ff. 

route 300. 

Rugby 102. 

s 12, 37f, 40, in detail 188f. 
voiced from lack of stress 140. 

voiced between vowels 191. 

f 12, 37f, 40, in detail 193ff. 

Sampson 152. 

sauce, saucy, sass, sassy 273. 

saunter 291.10. 
script phonetic symbols 12. 

second, secont 102. 

semivowels 37, 71. 
sense-stress 104ff, 124ff. 

sergeant 142, 365. 

sermon 365. 
seventeenth-century speech 5. 

sew, sow 295. 

sh 196. 
-sham 148. 

sheaths 185.6(f). 

Sheffield 102. 
Sheldon, E. S. 5.3 

shepherd 204. 

Sheridan, Thomas 273. 

shew, show 295. 

Shewmake, E. F. 332.34 

shifting accent 123. 

shone 291.7. 

shorn 372. 
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shrew, shrow, Shrewsbury 295. 
sibilants 192. 
sick 247. 

significant sounds 29. 
silly 247. 
-sion 92, 195. 
sirup 309. 

sixteen 123. 
sleek, slick 247. 
sleigh 178. 

Smart, B. H. 280. 

Smithfield 102. 
so 137.60 

soft palate or velum 36. 
soldier 150, 211. 

solely 62. 

some plural of a and one 137. 
something 152. 

something, somethink 219. 
sonorants in detail 212ff. 

formation 37f, 42. 
devoiced 49. 

syllabic 87ff. 

voiceless 48. 
sonority 70, 86. 

Southwark 150. 
spelling, early 7-10. 

spelling inconsistencies 11. 

spelling-pronunciation 12, 132, 142ff, 

144ff, 186, 203, 214, 219, 222, 
225, 314, 320, 325. 

spinach 211. 
squirrel 309. 

Staunton 336. 

steelyards 150, 247. 

-sten and -stle 158. 

Stetson, R. H. 62f, 66.26 

stirrup 309. 

stone 296. 

stops in detail 15Iff. 
formation 37ff. 

explosion 53ff. 

closure or occlusion 54. 
opening or release 54. 

homorganic 60. 
in combination 57ff. 
glottal stop 36f, 56. 

Storm, Johan 280.97» 

stress. See accent, 

sense-stress and accent 104ff. 
level stress 125. 

voicing from lack of stress 140, 186. 
strew, strow 295. 

suggest 173.5. 

suit, shute 348.3(b). 

-sure 195.5,198.3. 
surprise 243. 

swamp 291.7. 

Sweet, Henry 237, 320, 338. 
swoon, sword 144.3. 

syllabic consonants 24, 87ff. 
syllable 85ff. 

syllable-division 62f, 66, 86ff. 
false 93. 

with r between vowels 20,239,377f. 
symbols, phonetic 12. 

one symbol per phoneme 33, 381. 

t 12, 37ff, in detail 155ff. 

dropped 158. 

excrescent 159f. 
voiced 163, 379. 

0 12, 37f, 40, in detail 183f. 
for German ch 177. 

voiced from lack of stress 140, 186. 
-0s or -Hz? 185. 

talk 221, 290. 



Numbers Refer to §§ 247 

tarnal 365. 
teethridge or alveoli 36. 

tense and lax vowels 76. 

-teous 208.3. 
th 145, 157, 183ff. 
-tham 148. 

Thames 268. 
than, that, the, their, etc. 186. 

the spelled y* 7, 187. 
their pronounced (Sea* 358. 

Theobald 148. 
thermometer 243. 

they're 358. 

thither 186. 
Thomas, C. K. 5,6 331,33 369.64 

Thompson 152. 

through 176. 

thy, thine 216. 
-tial 156, 195, 208.3. 

-tient 156. 
-tion 92, 156, 195.4, 208.3. 

-tious 156. 

’tis 137 (it). 
Tompkins 152. 

-ton 131. 

tongue 36. 
tongue-position for vowels 73ff, 79ff. 

towards 225. 
transition sounds 28f. 

Trevino, S. N. 81,37 83.40 

triphthongs 353, 355. 
centering 353ff. 

troths 185.6(f). 

trough tro0 176f. 
truths 185.6(f). 
tj 12, 37f, 41, in detail 207ff. 

tune, chune 348.3(b). 

-ture 120, 208.3. 
twice, twiced 159. 

u “long” 341ff. 
iu or ju? 22, 341ff. 

before r 373£E. 

u 12, 73ff, in detail 299ff. 
u or uu? 34f. 

u or u? 303. 
u or h for “long u” 34511. 

u 12, 73fif, in detail 298. 

o or u? 303. 

unknown 62. 
unrounded back vowels 77. 

unstressed words and vowels 130-39, 

253f, 312-21, 381. 

u» 20, in detail 373ff. 
used to 102, 164. 

uvula 36. 
a 12, 73ff, in detail 322ff. 

a or 9? 21. 

before r? 309. 

v 12, 37f, 40, in detail 179ff. 

bilabial 179.3. 
from f in unstressed syllable 140f. 

varmint 159, 365. 

varsity 365. 

vault 150, 222. 

vaunt 291.10. 
vehicle 204. 

velum 36. 

verdict 170. 

victuals 170. 
vocal cords 36. 
Voelker, Charles H. 270,88 285.® 

voice assimilation 96. 
voice, whispering 36. 

voiced or voiceless? 44ff. 
voicing 140, 163, 186, 202, 211.4, 379. 

vowel 91, 355. 



248 Index 

vowels in detail 244ff. 

definition of a vowel 67ff. 

tongue-position 15, 73ff, 8Iff. 

rounded and unrounded 77. 
spread 77. 

length 14, 84. 
full, obscured, and lost 130ff, 316ff. 

unstressed 130ff, 316ff, 381. 

restressed 139. 
nasalized 52. 

Great Vowel Shift 10, 130,55 131, 
248, 269. 

w 12, 37f, 43, 380, in detail 223ff. 
ay 46,226. 

voiceless w or hw? 46. 

wa words 272, 291. 

Walker, John 264,88 279." 

want 291.7. 

^ard, Ida C. 380. 

warmth 152. 
was 139f. 

wash 291.3. 

watch 272, 291.4. 
water 291.9. 

Webster, Noah 273. 

Welch, Welsh 209. 
were 139. 

we’re 356. 
wh- 46, 226ff. 

what, whut 139. 
whew 348.2. 

whispering 36, 51. 

Whitney, William Dwight 5, 320, 
322,30 343. 

whole 296. 

wholly 62. 

why 228. 
-wich 146f, 211.4, 225. 

-wick 225. 
wild 165. 

wind 251. 
with 141. 

wont 150, 325. 

won't 325. 

Worcester, Joseph Emerson 280. 
worn 372. 

worsted 243. 

wound 301. 

wrath 274ff. 

wreaths 185.6(f). 
Wright, Joseph 361.48 219.70 

wristband 102. 
Wyld, Henry Cecil 5,d 91,46 219, 269. 

x 176f. 
s 169, 191.3. 

x-rays of tongue-positions 81, 83.40 

y 77. 
your “in your philosophy” 137. 

youths 185.6(f). 

z 12, 37f, 40, in detail 190ff. 

from s in unstressed syllable 140. 
3 12, 37f, 40, in detail 197f. 

-zure 198.3. 
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